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*

Once they get to a certain age, poets should be put to sleep; I don't mean all poets, 
not real poets, successful poets: but poets like me, second-raters, third-raters, run of
the mill SOQhack like me or superannuated avant, we should get it in the neck.  Our 
poems are already dead; we might as well follow.

Because what's the point.  We're not going to write anything important now: I'm not 
going to, that's for sure.  I'm through, I know it.  Why hang on and keep going through 
the motions, which is all I'm doing now as anyone can see who reads the work I've 
posted here on this blog over the past year.

But there should be an easy out for old poets who've failed.  A graceful goodbye, a 
painless dispensation.  We should be helped to put ourselves away quietly.  A "terminal
dosage" should appear in our mailbox from some anonymous generous patron of the 
arts, to honor not our accomplishment but our sustained devotion to the bright 
cause. 

We don't deserve a prize for our lifelong failed poetic attempts, but surely by those 
laborious efforts we have at least earned a charitable bottle of sleepingpills!   The 
American Academy of Arts and Letters could spare an OD, don't you think?

Is it too much to ask the Poetry Society of America and the Academy of American Poets
to help euthanize the exits of old failed poets like me?  Can't they set up a 
discretionary fund, an in-house Hemlock Society, to assist and sponsor such acts of 
mercy?  If they had hearts they would.

Seriously, with all the millions the Poetry Foundation has, Christian Wiman can't take a
little of that money and establish an Euthanasia outreach program for extinctist poets 
like me?

*
Expunge us from the scene.  Wipe us off the screen.    We're (I'm) just taking up space 
and attention that would otherwise and should indeed be going to younger poets.  
  Those publishers in the last year and a half who solicited books from me, they should
be nurturing younger poets, not reprinting my old plems which weren't worth 
publishing in the first place.  Jonathan Galassi at Farrar Straus wanted me to prepare 
a 240 page Selected, but that's crazy.  It's over for me.  FSG should take those 240 
pages and put out books by X or Y or Z or any other of a dozen younger poets who are 
writing the poems of this time.

I'm just taking up space a younger poet should be filling.  My job, my publisher(s), my 
readership (all 12 of them) should be going to that younger viable poet.

*
Can no one hear us old failed poets begging for surcease?  "Put me out of my misery" 
we whimper.  Have pity on us.  Is there no kind Benefactor who will aid our quietus, 
who will press into our hand the nepenthean vial?

* 
(The CIA issues suicide pills to its agents. . . the CIA used to fund under-the-table 
most USA artistic institutions. . . why can't someone from the myriad Academies of 
American Coldwar Culture call up their former or current conduits in the CIA and say, 
Hey we got all these old failed poets cluttering up the mis en scene, can't you lend us 
some "escape-capsules" to help us delete this mess. . . Tree Swenson over at the 
Academy of American Poets could benefit AmerPo most by scoring cyanide cocktails 
for terminal poets like me. . . .) 

*
p.s.  The CEO of Home Depot just retired with a 210 million dollar payout. I wasn't the



CEO of PoBiz Inc, I was only a minor clog in the company: I don't expect 210 million, 
but can't they at least give me a crummy bottle of barbituates, some goodbye-Bill-
pills to ease my demise?!

*

January 01, 2007

speaking of the CIA

brings me back to "No" magazine. . .

*
Back in the 1950s and 60s the CIA funded the triumph of Abstract Expressionism . . . 
AE's literary arm, the New York School of Poets (and its heirs), is still enjoying the 
increments and benefits of the cultural capital which has accrued from that initial 
investment by the CIA . . .

*
No, but "No" magazine: I complained on this blog a few weeks ago about the 
ostentatious highgloss production costs of that horrible journal, but "No" is not alone; 
other magazines that share its fascist esthetic are also distinguished less for their 
content than their packaging.  Fancy paperstocks, flashy graphics, color inserts et al.  
Where do they get the money to put out such highgrade expensive parvenu-pubs?  
"Fence" and "American Letters & Commentary" to name just two.  Where do these 
editors get the backing funding to produce such large lavish luxury 'coffeetable' 
issues.  And no, it's not just Avants; there are hackademic mags, like "The Gettysburg 
Review", which are equally guilty. 

What a waste; what vaingloriousness; what gorgeous capitalism.  What wealth our 
USApoetry has to exhibit its wares with!

Here's Shelley addressing Wordsworth on the matter:

"In honoured poverty thy voice did weave
Songs consecrate to truth and liberty,—
Deserting these, thou leavest me to grieve,
Thus having been, that thou shouldst cease to be."

*
Poetry printmags should never cost more in their production than what?  What's a 
standard which would not be morally reprehensible (as I believe the mags mentioned 
in the previous paragraph are)—?  What's the maximum a poetry printjournal should 
spend to produce itself per copy?  One dollar?  Two?  What would restore our 
"honoured poverty"?

*
When I began publishing my poems back in the 1960s, many of them appeared in 
mimeographed mags.  No, I'm not wearing a button "Back to Mimeo" (or Back to Mono),
but what could be the production mode for those editors who believe the modesty of 
their means should mirror the morals of their politics? 

Or is it moot because printmags are most obsolete anyday now anyway, replaced by 
webzines?

*

"No" looks like a "major" 100-million-dollar-plus movie put out by a big Hollywood 
studio, as opposed to an independent film.  Compare it to the minimalist production 
of "The Beloit Poetry Journal."  Do the "studio" values of No make it a better mag than



the "indie" BPJ?  Not to me.  I think the editors of these profligate bloated po-mags 
need to take a "Dogme 95" vow.

*
January 02, 2007 

more hook

*
*
When I got a computer/printer back in the 1990s, I wanted to vanity-publish not just 
my own poems, but to reprint poetry which was fugitive or hard to find.  This 
collection of largely-archaic translations of Verlaine's CHANSON D'AUTOMNE was my 
second effort (you can find the first in the archives here, posted August 23, 2006).  
Since I had no way of obtaining "permissions" to reprint these versions, most of which 
were and still are long-out-of-print, I considered the 10 copies or so I printed and 
stapled together as a "pirated edition": hence the title of my "press": Captain Hook 
Books.

Note: the various titles and line indentations (and italics) are printed as I found them.

*

PAUL VERLAINE'S CHANSON D'AUTOMNE

SELECTED TRANSLATIONS IN ENGLISH

CAPTAIN HOOK BOOKS

**********

SONG OF AUTUMN

The long sobs in
The violin
Of autumn, harry me
With incubus
Of langourous
And sad monotony.

I suffocate
And pallid wait
As that lost hour nears,
Remembering,
It used to bring
A joy now turned to tears—

And I rush out
To windy rout,
That whirls me and my grief
Through troubled air,
Now here, now there,
Another withered leaf.

—Lilian White Spencer

*
*



AUTUMN SONG

Long sobbing winds,
The violins
    Of autumn drone,
Wounding my heart
With languorous smart
    In monotone.

Choking and pale,
When on the gale
    The hour sounds deep,
I call to mind
Dead years behind,
    And I weep.

And I, going,
Borne by blowing
    Winds and grief,
Flutter, here—there,
As on the air
    The dying leaf.

—Bergen Applegate

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The sobs are long
    On the violins
Of the barren throng
    Where no leaf spins;
And my heart's heavy
    And listless grown
At hearing ever
    Their monotone.

I catch my breath
    And I blanch, aghast
As the loud clock saith,
    "Thine hour is past."
And I remember
    The days long flown,
And thinking on them
    I weep alone;

And away I go
    In the evil wind
That starts to blow
    Like a thing unkind,
Hither and thither
    From sill to stone—
A drifting flotsam,
    A dead leaf blown.

—Wilfrid Thorley

*



*

AUTUMN SONG

The long wail thins
On the violins
Of autumn song,
And wound my heart 
With langourous dart, 
Monotonous-long.

I suffocate,
Grow pale, when late
Resounds the hour;
And I recall
The past, and all:
The hot tears shower.

And my spirit finds
The evil winds
Which bear its grief
Hither and there
Upon the air,
Like a dead leaf.

—William A. Drake

*
*

SONG OF AUTUMN

When a sighing begins
In the violins
Of the autumn-song,
My heart is drowned
In the slow sound
Languorous and long.

Pale as with pain,
Breath fails me when
The hour tolls deep.
My thoughts recover
The days that are over,
And I weep.

And I go
Where the winds know,
Broken and brief,
To and fro,
As the winds blow
A dead leaf.

—Arthur Symons

*
*

SONG OF AUTUMN



Autumn begins:
her violins
        sigh and sob.  
They fill my breast 
with dull unrest,
        leaden throb.

I gasp, I pale,
my senses fail;
        slow hours creep.
I think upon
days that are gone,
        and I weep.

My course is blind;
by an ill wind
        my thoughts are hurled 
now here, now there, 
as in the air
        dead leaves whirled.

—Brian Hill

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The long sobbings
Of violin-strings—
    Autumn's own—
Wound my heart's core
With a languor
    Of monotone.

I stifle, pale
As death, the while
    The hour is tolled. 
My memory strays
To former days:
    I weep, grow cold

And I am spinned
In the ill wind
    That carries my grief
Now here, now there,
Tossed everywhere
    Like a dead leaf.

—Gerard Previn Meyer

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

With long sobs
the violin-throbs
    of autumn wound
my heart with languorous



and monotonous
    sound.

Choking and pale
when I mind the tale
    the hours keep,
my memory strays
down other days
    and I weep;

and I let me go
where ill winds blow,
    now here, now there, 
harried and sped 
even as a dead
    leaf, anywhere.

—C.F. MacIntyre

*
*

Song of Autumn

Leaf-strewing gales
Utter low wails
         Like violins,—
Till on my soul
Their creeping dole
         Stealthily wins. . . .

Days long gone by!
In such hour, I,
         Choking and pale,
Call you to mind,—
Then like the wind
         Weep I and wail.

And, as by wind
Harsh and unkind,
         Driven by grief,
Go I, here, there,
Recking not where,
         Like the dead leaf.

—Gertrude Hall

*
*

A SONG OF AUTUMN

The fiddles long
  Sob out their song
    Of autumn's moan, 
      Wounding my heart 
        With languid art 
          In monotone.  

Choking and pale
  When without fail



    The hour tolls deep,
      I think at last
        Of old days past 
          And I weep . . . 

And I go hence
  In the violence
    Of the wind's grief, 
      Hither and yon,
        Ever anon
          Like a dead leaf.

—Jacques Le Clercq

*
*

[Untitled]

When the violins
Of the autumn winds
Begin to sigh
My heart is torn
With their forlorn
Monotony.

And when the hour
Sounds from the tower 
I weep tears
For I recall
The loss of all
My perished years.

And then I go
With the winds that blow
And carry me
There and here
Like a withered and sere
Leaf from a tree.

—"Helen Haggerty"

Note:
Helen Haggerty is a character in The Chill (1964), a novel by Ross MacDonald.

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The sobs long drawn
Of the autumn
Violins
Cause a wound in
Mv heart of a monotonous
Languorousness.

Quite choking
And pallid, when
The hour is tolling,



I remember
The days gone by
And I cry;

And I go off in
The evil wind
That carries me ahead
To this area
And that, like the
Leaf that is dead.

—Enid Rhodes Peschel

*
*

Autumn Song

The autumn's throbbing 
Strings moan, sobbing,
     Drone their dole; 
Long-drawn and low, 
Each tremolo
     Sears my soul.

When tolls the hour 
I think of our
     Days gone by; 
Pallid as death 
I gasp for breath,
     And I cry.

And like a dead 
Leaf, buffeted,
     Tempest-tossed, 
I ride the air— 
Now here, now there—
     Aimless, lost . . .

—Norman R. Shapiro

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

In mournful sob 
The viols throb
      With autumn's moan
And wound my heart 
Whose languors start 
      Grief's monotone.

When sorrow's pall
Spreads over all,
      This hour I know— 
In dreams I gaze 
On happier days
      And tears must flow.



And I am cast
Upon the vast—
      The wind of grief;
Forever whirled
About the world—
      A withered leaf.

—Richard Burdick Eldridge

*
*

Autumn Song

The heavy thrall
Of the sobbing call
       Of the fall
Weighs, nor departs
Like my heart's
       Pall.

Overcome
And dumb,
       As the hours creep
I see the haze
Of olden days
       And weep.

And I go away
The wind's prey,
       In barren, brief 
Whirl hither and yon 
Like a wan
       Dead leaf.

—Joseph T. Shipley

*
*

SONG OF AUTUMN

The wailing note
That long doth float
   From Autumn's bow,
Doth wound my heart
With no quick smart,
   But dull and slow.

In breathless pain,
I hear again
   The hour ring deep.
I call once more
The days of yore,
   And then I weep.

I drift afar
On winds which bear
   My soul in grief.
Their evil force



Deflects its course,
   Like a dead leaf.

—Ashmore Wingate

*
*

AUTUMN SONG

The viols' cry
In winds that die
    Whilst autumn dies
My heart hath torn
With its forlorn
    And languid sighs.

Weary and white
When through the night
    The hours are tolled,
Once more I fain
Would weep again
    For days of old.

And on the vast
Remorseless blast
    Upborne I go,
Hurled hence afar
As dead leaves are
    Blown to and fro.

—F.C. Evans

*
*

Autumn Song

Violins complain
Of autumn again,
      They sob and moan. 
And my heartstrings ache 
Like the song they make,
      A monotone.

Suffocating, drowned,
And hollowly, sound
      The midnight chimes. 
Then the days return 
I knew, and I mourn
      For bygone times.

And I fall and drift
With the winds that lift
      My heavy grief. 
Here and there they blow, 
And I rise and go
      Like a dead leaf.

—Louis Simpson



*
*

Autumn Music

My heart-strings throb
When violins sob
    In autumn woods;
Again relive
Days fugitive
    And languorous moods.

Vainly distraught
By haunting thought,
    I cannot sleep;
But all alone,
All woebegone,
    I dream and weep.

And then I go
Where wild winds blow,
    Drifting in grief
Now here, now there,
I ask not where,
    Like a dead leaf.

—William Frederick Giese

*
*

AUTUMN DIRGE

Autumn begins
With violins
Of lament,
Wounding my breast
With dull, oppressed
Discontent.

Roused by the shocks
Of stricken clocks
From pale sleep,
I think upon
Sweet nights now gone;
And I weep.

And my heart flies
Down wailing skies,
In my grief
Blown here and there
As down night air
The dead leaf.

—Watson Kirkconnell

*
*

A SONG OF AUTUMN



The sobbing slow, 
Like violins low,
    Of the autumn wind
Wounds my tired heart,
With languid dart
    My weary mind.

With stifled breath, 
All pallid, Death
    Seems near to creep.
I dream in pain
Old days again
    And softly weep.

Forth I go blind
In the wild wind;
    Am rudely thrown 
Now here, now there 
To dark despair
    Like a leaf blown.

—Christian Malloch

*
*

AUTUMN DIRGE

In sobbing tones
Of violin, moans
    Autumn's breath,
Wounding my beart
With languorous art
    Drear as death.

Stifled and faint 
At sad complaint
    Of time outworn,
On distant years 
I muse, and tears
    Fall forlorn.

And I, resigned
To evil wind
    Fraught with grief,
Am whirled about
In endless rout
    Like withered leaf.

—Dorothy Martin

*
*

AUTUMN-SONG.

The Autumn's long
Drawn, sobbing song
           My soul
Wounds with a slow,



Monotonous throe
           Of dole.

Pale, without power,
Whenas the hour
           Chimes deep,
The old days all
'I'o mind I call
           And weep.

And off so I
On the wind fly
           Of grief,
Which this, that way,
Bears me, like a
           Dead leaf.

—John Payne

*
*

A CHANT OF AUTUMN

The wailing tones 
And viol-moans 
      Of Autumn make 
A wound that grieves 
My heart and leaves 
      A weary ache.

All breathless—pale—
I hear the tale
      Of hours chime, 
And weeping sore 
I see once more
      The vanished time.

Then I—I go
As haps to blow
      The storm—and sped
Or there, or here,
Like a leaf I veer,
      The leaf that's dead.

—Mabel Peacock

*
*

Autumn Song

The long sobbing
Of violins
    On autumn days
My heart doth wound
And I despond
    Unbearably.

All words are gone.



Sallow and wan,
    When the moment nears,
I then recall
Time's funeral
    And I shed tears;

It is my end,
And the rough wind
    Bears me, in grief,
This way and that,
Precipitate,
    Like a dead leaf.

—Joanna Richardson

*
*

An Autumn Song.

The long-drawn sighs,
Like violin-cries,
    Of autumn wailing,
Lull in my soul
The languorous shoal
    Of thoughts assailing.

Wan, as whom knells
Of funeral bells
    Bemoan and banish,
I weep upon
Days dead and gone
    With dreams that vanish;

Then helpless swing
On the wind's wing;
    Tossed hither and thither
As winter sweeps
From swirling heaps
    Worn leaves that wither.

—W.J. Robertson

*********

CHANSON D'AUTOMNE

Les sanglots longs
Des violons
    De l'automne
Blessent mon coeur
D'une langueur
    Monotone.

Tout suffocant
Et blême, quand
    Sonne l'heure,
Je me souviens
Des jours anciens
    Et je pleure;



Et je m'en vais
Au vent mauvais
    Qui m'emporte
Deçà, delà,
Pareil à la
    Feuille morte.

*
*
*

January 05, 2007 

....

*
When I started this blog last April I vowed to myself that I would never again submit 
my work to any magazine, that I would publish it directly here.  And so far I have kept
that pledge; I hope I have the courage to maintain it; I hope I die before I break it.   I 
have not sent out my work to any venue.   I have posted everything here as I wrote it 
these past months.   And I have also posted onto this blog all my poems from the past,
or rather those poems I own the rights to (there are two books which are still 
officially In Print, but as soon as they're remaindered or pulped I will add their 
contents here). . . Anybody can read my poems here, and if they want print editions 
they can email me (notknott@aol.com) to receive free PDF booklets.  With this blog 
and PDFs I don't need to have my poems published anywhere else.

But unfortunately before the blog began I did send some poems out, one of which 
appeared in Tinhouse, from whence it was selected for the next BAP by Heather 
McHugh editor of the upcoming 2007 version—only of course I have refused to give 
them permission to reprint it.  "Of course" because

I don't want to be in BAP or Pushcart or Rat Vomit Review nor do I want my books to 
be published by FSG or David Baratier's press, or yours either.  I can publish my own 
poems/books on this blog and I am doing so.  I'm too old and dead tired to stay in the 
arena anymore.  Is it an arena or an arcade or a coffeeklatch or an office with PoBiz 
Inc on the door.  What is it, that space I tried to enter for over forty dismal years?   
Whatever it is, wherever it is, I have retired from its endeavours and maneuvers and I 
have slunk away to this blog, pathetic and patchpoor as it is.

*
I admire the poetry of Heather McHugh, and I have written two poems dedicated to 
her (you can read them in my book of "Homages," which is posted on this blog), so my 
refusal to be BAPed is no rejection of or aspersion on her.  I'm sure her BAPselect will 
be interesting, and I look forward to reading it next September.  If I'm still alive by 
then.

*

Afterthought: every Best-of-the-Year compilation of my entire fucking life decided 
they'd be better off without me; I don't see why BAP 2007 should be any different.

*

January 05, 2007 

the furies (originally posted Dec 6, 2006) (see also the post 
below for more on the matter)

*



"The plagiarism Furies, idle for a time as the more clandestine and irreproachable 
forms of literary borrowing and imitation continue from day to day, have been 
unloosed again. . . . This time, the context is the British literary world, and the 
accused is one of its leading lights, so the indictment has taken on a moderate, even 
decorous tone. Ian McEwan has been called to account for using some brief wording in
his best-selling novel “Atonement” that some feel was drawn too directly from, rather
than merely inspired by, a memoir by the romance novelist Lucilla Andrews."

The above quote comes from the NYTimes of Dec 3rd, 2006; today's Times reports that
"heavyweights like Margaret Atwood, Kazuo Ishiguro, John Updike, Zadie Smith, Martin
Amis and . . . Thomas Pynchon [have] arisen in defense of Mr. McEwen.  Most of the 
writers said that [they had] done the same thing themselves."

It's interesting when these "Furies" erupt in the world of prose, as they occasionally 
do: because it never or almost never happens in poetry.  There are certain poets who 
assimilate and appropriate biographies, and then present that culled material, 
sometimes with little or no alteration, as poems.  Yet no one ever confronts these 
poets, no one ever asks them where the plagiarism ends and the poetry begins.

Prose is important, prose writers are important, and so what they do is covered and 
reported on by the major media.  But poetry?  Nobody cares.  The New Yorker, which 
is what, supposedly the mag every literate USAer reads, pays infinitely more attention
to pop music than to poetry.   Almost every music event in NYC appears in their 
listings, and almost none of the poetry events. . .   

Think of the money spent by governments/societies to support music, as opposed to 
poetry.  They support music because music supports them; it facilitates their 
tyrannies.  In the case of the USA, the Pentagon's budget as opposed to human 
services; the NEA's stipends for music compared to what it piddles out to poets.

Scientists who tolerate their enemy, religion, have a death-wish; poets who don't 
attack the hegemony of music, who don't protest against its disproportionate and 
unwarranted dominance of the cultural sphere, are similarly defeatist.  The assets 
available for the arts are limited, and music gobbles up more resources than it 
deserves.  Poets who support this, and who make excuses for the sovereignty of music 
over poetry, are suicidal traitors.  Just as scientists like Richard Dawkins and others 
have begun to actively oppose and combat the evil of religion, so poets must work 
against the dictatorship of music, and must use every means to denounce and 
denigrate it.

*
The New Yorker manages to review prose books every week; why can't they review at 
least one poetry book per week?  If poets weren't such lickspittles and wimps they 
would boycott and refuse to submit their work to The New Yorker until it paid regular 
attention to poetry.  And boycott every other semi-literary journal, The New York 
Review of Books, The New Republic, Bookforum, the TLS, the LRB etcetera, until they 
start giving regular attention to verse.  Hell, the New York Review of Books reviews 
more music than it does poetry, and more books about music than books about 
poetry.  Why do poets put up with such neglect and disregard?  Why don't they fight 
back?

*
The disparity between the funding for music and the funding for poetry is insane.  
Poetry is the most important art.  Ergo, poetry should receive more funding than any 
other art.  More attention should be paid to poetry than any other art.   For every 
printpage and webpage devoted to music, a dozen should be allotted to poetry.  For 
every dollar that goes to music, poetry should collect a hundred, a thousand!

*
In reality, of course, poetry is the most abject, the lowest of the arts.  The most 



ignored, the least recognized and honored, the least rewarded.  Count the millionaire 
novelists around the globe, the millionaire painters and scriptwriters, the 
multimillionaires of music . . . the wealth that accumulates around all the arts but 
poetry.  And ask yourself, poet, what you have in common with them.  They hate you, 
you know it: they despise you.  They have nothing but contempt for you.  All the other
arts look down with disgust at poetry.  When will you turn that contempt back at 
them?  When will you scorn them, and deny them the commendation they refuse you. 
 (Oh yes, they all offer lipservice specious praise to poetry, smirking behind their 
hands at the hypocrisy of the gesture that costs them nothing.)  Even poets (you know
this too) hate poetry, and disdain poets.  How can we not hate ourselves and hate 
each other; we're poets, we're slaves: Genet said it best, in The Maids: "When slaves 
love each other, it's not love they feel."  Poetry is the slave of the arts, and poets are 
slaves to the prosewriter and the painter, and even more to the molochs of music.  
What kind of slave reveres and worships its oppressors?  The masochist kind portrayed 
by Genet: the poet kind.

*
But what's the real plagiarism story here, the one that won't be covered by the Times 
or any other organ of the Masters?  Plagiarism: theft.  In the realm of the arts, who 
are the ones most stolen from? who are the ones robbed everyday of the prestige and 
recognition and respect they deserve?  Whose true-earned recompense is snatched 
away by fictionwriters and painters and musicmullahs?  And more than that, more 
criminal than that, whose ideas and concepts are historically and always and still 
today are the most plagiarized?  Daily, hourly, poet-slaves produce goods which are 
expropriated and exploited by the other arts.  That's the ongoing plagiarism scandal 
hushed-up and suppressed by every media. No famous novelist or filmmaker or 
rockstar or painter is going to do an Op-ed about that inequity, or band together (like 
those "heavyweights" mentioned in the Times article quoted above) to write letters of 
protest against that iniquity.  These are the crooks who steal the work of poets, and 
they aren't going to confess or atone or make reparations.  They're going to keep on 
plagiarizing poets every chance they get, yesterday today and tomorrow.  (Have 
prosewriters ever been capable of original thought; haven't they always stolen all 
their ideas from poets.)

*
But hey, don't let me stop you, poets.  Go on, go ahead and kiss-ass praise the 
millionaire Pynchon, the millionaire Jasper Johns, praise all the success-practitioners 
of the Master arts, the crumbs from their tables may fill you yet.  It's your duty as 
slaves to curry favor with those above you, to flatter and obsequiate your betters. And
praise most those writers who began as poets but abandoned poetry, who betrayed 
poetry for the chance to move up the foodchain of the arts, after all if you could hum 
a tune you too might get rich like Leonard Cohen and fuck moviestars; you'd do it if 
you could, wouldn't you.  Of course you would.  Because, let's face it, who would want
to be a poet when they could be a novelist or a songwriter or a screenwriter or a 
rockstar or a Cindy Sherman or a what's his name, that Brit artist who cuts sharks in 
half,—who would want to remain a poet, the lowest puke on the cultural totempole?  
Only a fool, a masochist, a scumbag, who can't weasel their way into any of the real 
arts, who has to sink to the bottom of the bard-barrel, the pegasus-dregs.  Poetry, the
most ignored, the least compensated of the arts. . . but you already know this; why 
am I wasting my time telling you what you already know. 

*

January 06, 2007 

(am i right, or is it just more knottsense)

*
The world of Art mirrors the world of Society.  Just as the latter is based on hierarchy,
on a class system, so is the former.



And in the world of Art, poetry is the lowest class.
In the world of Art, poets are the proles, the slaves.

Just as slaves in the world of Society are bullied and beaten, treated as subhuman, so 
in the world of Art poets are similarly abused.

All the wealth/value produced by Society's slaves is stolen from them by those in the 
higher classes.  The latter grow rich on the former's misery.   

Every idea or good generated by poet-labor is also stolen, plagiarized by the higher 
classes of Music, Painting, Film and Prose.  They prosper on the poet's back.  All their 
wealth comes from stealing and using what the poet-slave produces.

*

As slaves, poets internalize their inferior status. We grovel before the Masters of 
Music Painting Film and Prose.  We become their lickspittles, their toadies, their dogs,
obsequiously grateful for the least crumb falling from their fat tables.  

We flatter kiss-ass praise these Masters for their greatness, forgetting that every good
every gram of worth they possess, every virtue, was stolen from us.  

*

From time to time the slaves of Society have risen up against their evil Masters, have 
rebelled against their oppressors.

But the slaves of Art, the poets, have they ever revolted against their oppressive 
Masters?   Never.  We have never protested against the Prosewriters the Filmmakers 
the Musicmucks the Painters, the Masters who daily steal our resources, we have 
never tried to expose their criminal acts of theft and exploitation.  

No, we never even dream of rising up in fury to confront and attack these overlords 
whose cabals conspire against our welfare, whose cultural institutions and media are 
designed and operated to keep us in penury and abject submission.  Whose statutes of
power stand ready to cripple and punish and murder us.  As they have done so often.

*

January 06, 2007 

american poetry idol

You see that book cover below?  It's Contemporary American Poetry, the 8th Edition, 
published 2006 by Houghton Mifflin.  Its editors are listed as A. Poulin, Jr. and Michael 
Waters, though Poulin's been dead for about ten years, the last edition he did was I 
think the 6th, published in 1995 or 6.  Waters has edited the last two editions by 
himself (though he may have retained some of Poulin's picks). . .

They put out a new edition every five years.  The 7th came out 2000 or 2001.  And I 
was in the 7th edition!—  Yes, there I was, right after the Pulitzer Prize winning poets 
Kinnell and Kizer, and right before the Pulitzer Prize winning poets Komunyakaa and 
Kumin, there was the Knotthead with several pages of pokey little poems, and 
everybody who looked at that suspicious insert was thinking 'Now how the fuck did 
that weako sneak in there between those REAL poets, those PULITZER poets?'   

However it happened, I was in the 7th edition.  For half a decade, I was part of 
"Contemporary American Poetry."  I was included!  After so many years of 
excludedness, I was in.   In the 7th edition.



But I ain't in the 8th.

When I was young, I remember reading a book of stories by Nelson Algren called "The 
Neon Wilderness."  Other, lesser authors of that time imitated him with booktitles like
"The Neon Jungle" and "The Blackboard Jungle". . .  maybe some horrible book is being
written even now with the title of "Tales from the Po-Biz Jungle" or "Lost in the Po-Biz 
Wilderness" or rather those would be the sub-titles. . .

but I won't be writing that book.  I'm not even sure I want to continue with this sorry 
story of what happened between the 7th and 8th edition of
"Contemporary American Poetry," what happened to make me a non again. . .

Maybe I'll come back to this, and go on with it.  Maybe I'll add to this entry, or delete 
it.

*
So, there I am, for one bright shining hour (okay, five years), right in the midst of 
those authentic poets as if I was one of them somehow.  It was like a TV reality show 
(American Poetry Idol) where they pluck some schmuck out of nowhere and suddenly 
he's sharing the screen with allstars whose plaque in the sidewalk he's not fit to lick.

*  
(will this cautionary tale continue?  maybe I'll delete it tomorrow, or carry it a bit 
further.)

*

*
THE FUTILIST

Is there a single inch— 
one square millimeter 
on the face of our planet 
which some animal 
human or otherwise 
has not shit on?

Is there anywhere even a
pore's-worth of ground—
earth that has never 
(not once in its eons) 
been covered by what 
golgotha of dung?

If such a place exists, 
I want to go there 
and stand there 
at that site 
in that spot, truly
and purely for an instant.

*

*

Lowell says somewhere (source?) the two greatest Modern poets are Rilke and Hardy.

Hart Crane, in a letter to Yvor Winters dated May 29, 1927, writes this of Hardy: "I 
think him perhaps the greatest technician in English verse since Shakespeare."



Crane of course was no mean hand himself.  Here's two excerpts from "Eternity," about
the aftermath of a hurricane in Cuba:

[the first 4 lines:]
After it was over, though still gusting balefully,
The old woman and I foraged some drier clothes
And left the house, or what was left of it;
Parts of the roof reached Yucatan, I suppose.

[the last 11 lines:]
The morrow's dawn was dense with carrion hazes
Sliding everywhere.  Bodies were rushed into graves
Without ceremony, while hammers pattered in town.
The roads were being cleared, injured brought in
And treated, it seemed.  In due time
The President sent down a battleship that baked
Something like two thousand loaves on the way.
Doctors shot ahead from the deck in planes.
The fever was checked.  I stood a long time in Mack's talking
New York with the gobs, Guantanamo, Norfolk,—
Drinking Bacardi and talking U.S.A.

*
"Eternity" is overall not one of Crane's best poems, and it's never anthologized, but I 
go back and read it oftener than some of his more famous ones, and I reread it for the
"rush", the sweep of these last 11 lines. Doctors—deck—checked.  The President and 
the gobs.  The battleship that baked.  Talking U.S.A. 

Talking USA!  Yes.  Exactly.  If only we could do it.

(Remember Frank O'Hara's hyperbole about only three American poets being better 
than the movies: Whitman, Crane, and Williams.)

*

January 06, 2007 

somebody has to say it

"We need always to be alert to writers who claim that good poetry must be difficult, 
accessible only to the educated few, and see this claim for what it is - fascist."   

—Laurie Smith (Magma 23)

*

January 08, 2007 

i bet richard howard looks cute in a trenchcoat

*
Today's NYTimes reports a connection between the C.I.A. and The Paris Review.  One 
of its founding editors has been revealed as a C.I.A. agent. 

No word yet on how many of the other names which have appeared on its masthead 
over the years were also "undercover."   

(Gee, and I thought The Paris Review published all that fascist poetry because they 



liked it.)

*
How many other of our most prestigious litmags were founded and funded by the 
C.I.A.?   

Do their editorial decisions and directions come direct from Langley?

(I think this explains the rise of Elliptical poetry, don't you?)

*
Which literary journals are currently receiving support from the secret intelligence 
agencies of the the U.S. government?

I always suspected Rat Vomit Review had a hidden agenda.   

*
Makes me wonder about one of our local mags here in Boston.  Maybe that's why they 
named it The Nixon-Agnew Review.

*
If you've read anything at all about the U.S. Intelligence community, you know how 
heated their inter-agency rivalries have always been.  So if the C.I.A. has its own 
private litmag, each of the others is going to want one too, the NSA, the FBI, the DIA, 
the DEA et al, and that's not even including Area 51.  They're all going to want a piece 
of the pie. 

So who's running what?  Any guesses?  Which acronymic clump of spies is
behind that magazine that publishes all those "spiritual" poems?  Whose Black Budget 
is supporting that overspend journal of avantgarde non-absorptions?

Which evil group of faceless killers is sponsoring YOUR brilliant breakthrough verse?

*

January 13, 2007 

***

*
At Sacramento City College the poetry course taught by Tim Kahl (co-editor of the 
online journal Mongryl) seems to offer the following list of Poetry Exercises:

Absurd Premise Poem (1 pt.)
Bill Knott Sonnet (1 pt.)
Birds (1 pt.)
Catalog/List Poem (1 pt.)
Childhood Memory Poem (1 pt.)
Community Life (1pt.)
Disembodied Voice Poem (1 pt.)
Elegy (1 pt.)
Expressing the Ineffable (1 pt)
Familiar Poem (1 pt.)
Flowers (1 pt.)
Fugue Poem (1 pt.)
Historical Personage, Invoking a (1 pt.)
Love Poem (1 pt.)



Newspaper Poem (1 pt.)
Nocturne (1 pt.)
Object Poem (1 pt.)
Poems about Ancestry (1pt.)
Prayer Poem (1 pt.)
Remembering the Old Poets (1 pt.)
Work Poems (1 pt.)
Writing Between The Lines (2 pts.)

*
(you can find this list online by doing a Google Advanced Search—
exact phrase: bill knott sonnet)

*
Below are the guidelines he gives for writing what he calls

The "Bill Knott" Sonnet   

1. Write a convoluted sonnet. Two four-lined stanzas (the octave). Followed by two 
three-lined stanzas (the sestet) [approximately 10 syllables per line]. A total of 14 
lines. End-rhyming is not important here as it would be with a traditional sonnet 
where the rhyme scheme should obey the following patterns.

    * Petrarchan (octave: abbaabba; sestet: cdecde)
    * Spenserian (octave: abab bcbc; sestet: cdcd ee)
    * Shakesperian (octave: abab cdcd; sestet: efef gg)

2. Use all kinds of words (the stranger sounding, the better)—slang, jargon, technical, 
even new words made from preexisting words (neologisms). Try to juxtapose these 
words so that novel (even wild!) images are brought about as well as unusual sounding
combinations. [One way to do this is to make a collection of words and start to play 
with them by moving around and trying combinations that are interesting or pleasing.]

3. Try to fashion some sort of narrative or structure that makes sense despite all the 
zaniness within (i. e. do not just put an assemblage of exotic-sounding words together
without any controlling structure throughout the poem).

4. Employ as many internal rhymes and sonically clashing combinations as you find 
pleasing while still maintaining a fluid rhythm.

This assignment is worth 1 point.

*
*

January 13, 2007 

to p or not to p

*
. . . but it's interesting about political poetry and nonpolitical poetry.  It's a complex 
and difficult problem, a crisis question that haunts every poet, even the most 
mallarmean of us.  I want to hide from it, too.  I'm frightened of it.  It crucializes me.

Take BAP for instance.  I wonder if David Lehman feels he got "burned" by Adrienne 
Rich when she did the 1996 anthol.  I assume he got some grief from that experience. 
 Especially when Harold Bloom edited a "Best of the Best" from the first ten BAPs and 
didn't include even a single poem from the Rich edition. . .



Is that why he's chosen poets who are nonpolitical as his editors since then?  As I said 
in an earlier post, I admire Heather McHugh, editor of the next BAP, the 2007. . .  
  But, given the unpopularity of the Iraq war and the Bush administration, why didn't 
Lehman choose as this year's editor someone like C.K. Williams or Sharon Olds, poets 
who have evinced a belief in poetry with an overt social and political agenda? 

If I were in Lehman's shoes I would do the same as him, probably.  Who am I to tell 
him what to do.  Who am I to tell anybody anything.

*

p.s. 
is it relevant that I have self-published a vanity book called "Collected Political 
Poems". . . you may think the poems in the book are worthless— you may think that in 
fact they are not even "political," but you can't say I didn't try.  The objective weight 
of consensus has condemned my work irredeemably. . .  

(you can read it for yourself: email me at notknott@aol.com, and I'll send you a pdf of
my "Collected Political Poems". . .)

*

I WAS A POET FOR THE C.I.A.

*

That's right, some poems of mine were published in The Paris Review, in the early 
1980s; and I was included in their best-of Poetry Anthology. . .

I didn't know it at the time— but now, today, I must assume the fee they paid me 
came from subterfuge CIA money.

*
How many other of the magazines that published my work from 1962 to 2006 were 
similarly secretly funded by shadow agencies?

Maybe all of them were.

*

behest

Untitled Document

Matthiessen told Sherry that he had not `founded' The Paris Review from scratch, as 
legend has it, but that he had established it at the behest of the CIA ...
www.leftgatekeepers.com/articles/WestBlocDissidentBookAndKPFAHiddenHistoryForw
ardedByBobFeldman.htm - 12k - Cached   - Similar pages

from Peter Dale Scott's website:

"[A]bstract formalism and exurban domesticity . . . have been so widespread in 
American poetry since World War II.

We now know about the extensive and covert CIA promotion of abstract formalism in 



poetry, art, and music in the last six decades, thanks to Frances Stonor Saunders' 
excellent book, The Cultural Cold War: The CIA and the World of Arts and Letters.(2) I 
have no particular quarrel with that program of support, apart from its secrecy, which
led to dishonesty and some rather mean and foolish decisions. CIA support reached 
poets whose work I honor and respect, notably Czeslaw Milosz, W.H. Auden, and 
Robert Lowell (though it can be debated how much Lowell was actually benefited by 
covert support for his celebrated trip to Latin America). (3) It also supported one fine 
journal, Partisan Review, and helped start two others, Encounterand Paris Review. (4)

Any corruption that resulted from this program was more likely to emerge among 
those who grew up with it. A number of people have become what we may call State 
Department poets, whose travels match those of Yevtushenko for the Soviet Union. 
Benefits have accrued to all from these programs, but the sociology of poetic culture 
in this country has been subtly altered.

American poetry today, compared to the past, is relatively inoffensive and innocuous.

*

the bigger lie

*
"The bigger lie, I was to learn even later, was that the Paris Review, which Matthiessen
allegedly founded and which was ostensibly funded by Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, was
his cover and that the money all came from the CIA" (Richard Cummings, "The Real 
Agenda," http://www.lewrockwell.com/cummings/cummings29.html).

what did he know and when did he know it (the paris review 
and the C.I.A. continued)

*
The question, one of the questions, is: was PR founded and funded by the CIA as part 
of their Cultural Cold War program?

Is it still being funded (indirectly, through various cut-outs) by the CIA?

*
What did he know, and when did he know it? 

The Poetry Editor, I mean.  Was he shocked yesterday morning to read in the Times 
that his mag was founded by an undercover CIA operative? 

I don't mean just the current Poetry Editor, I mean all of them: I don't have the list, 
but Donald Hall, Tom Clark, Jonathan Galassi, Patricia Storace et al, are they reeling 
from this revelation and its implications?

*
I wonder if editors at the Paris-Langley Review were given instructions by the powers 
above to publish only (or mostly) nonpolitical literature: or were they chosen to be 
editors because their esthetic beliefs, their artistic convictions, predisposed them to 
do it anyway?

* 



everybody knows this but me it seems. . . why would any self-
respecting poet not boycott these journals???

The Chronicle: Research & Publishing: March 31, 2000

The Kenyon Review was edited by C.I.A. agent Robie Macauley; The Paris Review was 
cofounded by then-C.I.A. employee Peter Matthiessen. ...
chronicle.com/weekly/v46/i30/30a01901.htm - 26k - Jan 13, 2007 - Cached

:

"The Hudson Review, The Sewanee Review, Poetry, Daedalus, and The 
Kenyon Reviewall benefited from a C.I.A.-backed program to boost the sales of the 
right sort of publication. The Kenyon Review was edited by C.I.A. agent Robie 
Macauley; TheParis Review was cofounded by then-
C.I.A. employee Peter Matthiessen."

soliciting poets for The Paris-Langley Review

>>>>
Any poet who doesn't boycott The Paris Review from this point on. . .

will probably get their poem selected for the next BAP. (Which will probably be edited
by whoever the poet version of Peter Matthiessen is). . .

*

read this one too!!!

mr-cummings-53005

one of which made reference to Peter Matthiessen and The Paris Review. Becoming 
intrigued with my thesis that the magazine was a CIA front, he read the New ...
www.literaryrevolution.com/mr-cummings-53005.html - 40k - Cached

Richard Cummings' review of the Harry Mathews CIA book 
(from amazon.com):

My Life In Cia: A 
Chronicle Of 1973
by Harry Mathews
Edition: Paperback
Price: $11.86

Availability: In Stock

61 used & 
newfrom$4.98

         
    
  

 
  

2 of 5 people found the following review helpful:
 Is This Fiction?, August 6, 2005

Harry Mathews is an interesting writer but his 1973 chronicle may or may 
not be disinformation. He has talent to spare and is highly amusing, but 
what matters is what he leaves out. Present at the creation of 
The Paris Reivew in 1953, twenty years earlier, when he was a close friend
of Peter Matthiessen, Mathews has, since 2003, been  the Paris editor of 
The Paris Review. Matthiessen was in C.I.A.and used The Paris Review as 



his cover. The Paris Review was funded entirely byC.I.A., according 
to Matthiessen, who related this to his friend, novelist John Sherry. It is 
fascinating to see all the literary journals and book reviewers falling all 
over themselves to praise Mathews as a great avant garde writer who is 
really joking about the C.I.A. connection. But anyone familiar with the 
real history of The Paris Review would not be so sure it's all a joke. 

Richard Cummings
January 14, 2007

take a look at these for more on The Paris-Langley Review:

Swine Before Perle – 'The National             Review      ' Attack on LRC by             ...

James Linville, the former editor of The Paris Review (it is now "edited by a sort of ... And wh
Matthiessen allegedly left the CIA to become a ...
www.lewrockwell.com/cummings/cummings19.html - 23k - Cached   - Similar pages

The Real Agenda by Richard Cummings

Invariably, the novelist and nature writer, Peter Matthiessen was one of the ... was that the P  
which Matthiessen allegedly founded and which ...
www.lewrockwell.com/cummings/cummings29.html - 17k - Cached   - Similar pages  
[ More results from www.lewrockwell.com   ]

The fiction of the state

Then, without skipping a beat, he added. 'Peter Matthiessen was in the CIA. The Paris 
Review was his cover. Peter is haunted by the CIA. ...
www.venusproject.com/ethics_in_action/the_fiction_of_the_state.html - 91k 
- Cached   -

spypo (The Paris Review and the C.I.A. : Victory Over 
Commienism)

*
So: Peter Matthiessen "was a young C.I.A. recruit at the time he helped start [The 
Paris Review]," as yesterday's NYTimes reports.

Well, Matthiessen was (is) a novelist, a prose writer, so it's appropriate.  After all, if 
you're the C.I.A., you're going to recruit a prose writer, not a poet.  You want one of 
your own kind, don't you? 

(Has there ever been a prose writer who wasn't an evil duplicitous thieving bastard 
who plagiarized every one of his ideas from some poor poet?  Prose writers are spies 
and traitors to begin with.)

*
But on the other hand, one of the Company's hydra-heads was James Jesus Angleton, a
known disciple of Ezra Pound.

So imagine: if Langley did want to find a poet to match their prose writer 
Matthiessen, where would they go for advice?  Wouldn't Angleton seek Pound's opinion 
in the matter?  And what young poets would Pound have suggested for recruitment?  
Can you think of some names, hmm?

*
But what the fuck is a "C.I.A. recruit"?  The Times uses that phrase without 



explanation, as if it should be clear to the average reader.  What the hell was 
Matthiessen, what were his duties, what did he do at the behest of the Company?  Did 
Langley order him to "help start" The Paris Review?

Did Matthiessen become its Founding Editor under instructions from the C.I.A.?

*
How many other novelists and prose writers besides Matthiessen did they recruit?  
Does it seem likely they didn't have others on their payroll?  How heavily invested in 
the literary world are they—in fact, 

how many editors and prose writers are secretly employed by the C.I.A. at this very 
moment?

*

January 14, 2007 

from: 
http://www.poesi.dk/anarkiforfattere/jorgen_andersen.html.

*
Jeger ligeglad

om kopperne er vasket 
om huslejen er 
betalt 
om digteren 
Bill Knott bliver 
læst 
om John Ashbery 
på boghandlerens hylde 
tages ned 
om de to 
skrivende amerikanere 
tages alvorlig

jeg er ligeglad 
og dog strejfer 
der mennesker 
om i sindets 
kaos                          

Gary Snyder 
et tilfældigt 
navn er han 
min bror i 
ånden

*

That's me alright, I always bliver laest om Ashbery. . .  

maybe the last stanza translates as:
Snyder is better than them (Knott and Ashbery) put together. . .

*



found on the net: i like the assim/mim rhyme

                         
*
OS NÓS DE BILL KNOTT 

Morte 

Ao dormir, cruzo as mãos sobre meu peito. 
Eles irão dispôr minhas mãos assim. 
No entanto parecerá que vôo direto para mim mesmo. 

[ Traduzi por aqui dois ou três poemas de Bill Knott, "o maior outsider da poesia norte-
americana", de acordo com Stephen Dobyns. Taí mais um. Um poeta que publicou 
livros com títulos como Auto-Necrophilia merece ser conhecido, não? ] 
            

              por Joca Reiners Terron

*

January 17, 2007 

such a poetic name, "maya jade" . . . not to mention her (his?) 
letter prosepoem is better written than anything i'm writing 
these days:

*

Most Recent Posts from maya jade - MySpace Blog

1.     letter to bill knott

18 days ago

bill knott, your words strung together in fluid concise yield 
shimmer in a place where there is too much sunshine. for a 
desirable girl in a trailer park near tampa bay, i had fuel to 
describe, and ardour for my lack. a negative reinforcement 
perhaps? lately these ephemeral minutes are lacy pages long and
numbered, replacing those old documents shredded into 
speckled strips of white trash. i allow this engulfment, less 
riptide, for every of those heavily-paved and sparsely-sodded 
vacant flourescant aluminum days …

*

February 04, 2007 

moanie moanie

*
You can never be too thin or too rich, they say. . .

*
In the arts it seems you can never be too pretentious . . .



arrogance and attitude will take you a long way in your quest for artistic success . . .

*
Paul Muldoon, Charles Wright, Anne Carson, Robert Halfhass . . .

if you can learn to intimidate your reader as effectively as these poets manage to do, 
you'll be halfway on the road to poetic stardom . . .

*

(Does this explain why Patti Smith gets a slot in the Rocknroll Hall of Fame, while 
others like Tommy James and the Shondells who deserve it far more are overlooked . .
.)

*

February 04, 2007 

dualisms

*
There are more than two types of poets, I imagine, but I'm thinking of these two:

First, poets who write books.

Second, poets who write poems (which are eventually published in collections) . . .

*
There is a difference between books of poems and collections of poems, isn't there?  
There seems to me to be a difference, but I may be wrong.

*
Poets who write a poem for the sake of a book, with the thought of its placement in a 
book.  The point being its inclusion amongst the other poems in the book.  The point 
being the book comes first and the poem second.  Any individual poem must conform 
to the uniformity of the book.

And the opposite: Poets who write a poem for its own sake, with no thought of how or
where it may end up within a collection of poems.  With no thought of anything 
beyond the event of the poem itself.  With no hope that it may contribute to, or 
constitute part of, a greater whole.

*

February 04, 2007

noted from the web:

"Meghan O'Rourke, culture editor for Slate and only recently settled in place as the 
new poetry editor for the post-Plimpton Paris Review."

* *

*
I assume she was vetted and approved by Langley with no stickles.  They know their 
own kind when they see them.

*



"Post-Plimpton": is that a polite way of saying "Post-CIA"?

*
It's absurd to hope that poets might now boycott the Paris-Langley Review.  You can't 
expect them to have the strength of character to actually try to not let themselves 
get sucked into such corruption.  If they won't boycott the depraved BAP, how can you 
ask them to stand up to the CIA?

*
I suspect they've already ranked her as "Double-O Licensed to Kill."   

Because undoubtedly they optioned her for the job after they read the murderous 
review she did of my last book.

*
(You didn't think I was going to end this entry without bringing it all back down to me,
did you.)

*

dualisms continued

*
(I'm not making value judgments here; I'm speculating; I'm trying to configure my 
thoughts, not promote them to the status of statements.)

*
The poet who writes books-of-poems.
The poet who writes poems.

*
Don't you have to write poems to be a poet?   Evidently not.  You can be a poet by 
writing, not poems, but books-of-poems.

Anne Carson is a great poet, according to her admirers, and who am I to gainsay their 
consensus.

But has she ever written a poem?

A great poet who has never written a poem.

A paradox—but "genius" transcends categories.

*
The book-poet believes; the poem-poet doubts.  The devout and the atheist.

*
The book-poet always has something to do; the poem-poet never has anything to do.

*
A collection-of-poems was written one at a time, and should therefore be read one at 
a time.  Ergo: read as a whole.

But a book-of-poems can never be read at a time.  Only that which can be read at a 
time is whole.  Thus a book-of-poems lacks finish.

*
I've read a poem, but I've never read a book-of-poems. 



The latter can never be read at a time.  The putative and conceptual experience is 
attenuated and extended beyond any occasion.

*
I think I prefer to read poems in anthologies.  A poem is never really complete until it 
appears in an anthology.  Even in collections-of-poems, the poem is vitiated by its 
contiguity, weakened by association.

Or on a sheet of paper blown to my feet; inked on an animal-hide snatched from a 
stream. . .

*
Of course there is always the unhappy realization that occurs when reading a poem; 
whether I read it in a book-of-poems or a collection-of-poems or an anthology, or on 
an anonymous gutterflap or a cave-wall: there is this sorrowful inevitable certainty, 
which devastates me each time I read a poem, which confounds me as I finally 
understand what reading it means:

it means I didn't write it.

*

February 07, 2007

*

AFTER BAUDELAIRE'S MEMORY

The ocean of verse has left in my chest
The stale ebb-tail taste of a bile blueplate;
Its heft sits bitter against my lips' crest;
Even my critics' deaths can't renovate 

An appetite for this: acid reflux   
My poems have all become, which in their prime
Fed vanity's veins and guts with grubsex  
Enough to inspire one more ex-lifetime . . .

My heart?  Is Heartburnsville.  Landfill palace
Leveled ever since my fellow poets
Chewed its dumpster pews into prose-pellets.

Come share their bard-fare, their warmth and fireplace—
Eyes blazing like a holiday barrage,
They char my offal flesh long past garbage.

*

February 08, 2007

COMMENTS

Cosmology

Unfinished
World, mistook for
Done, unfinished
Universe won’t
Be known—



Posted by: randall potts   | February 09, 2007 at 11:30 AM

Sixty Years Later

I yawn like the oven
making a list in my head 
of who gets shoved in
and who gets sent to bed

Posted by: richard chetwynd   | February 10, 2007 at 12:08 PM

"or:" number one is obviously the superior verse here,though the third line seems 
to want to read "never" instead of "not." Just a thought, since you're being 
provocative, or knott.

Posted by: fisharcade   | February 11, 2007 at 12:15 PM

All of us who lived on earth
and all our loves and wars
will never even be mentioned
in the moon's memoirs.

This version has the most immediacy. The others distract through extraneous tense
and distance us from the pure sentiment.

Posted by: aventureiro   | February 11, 2007 at 04:49 PM

For us on earth,
our loves and wars
will not be worth
the moon's memoirs.

Posted by: J. Smith   | February 12, 2007 at 05:36 PM

what part of this dualism is/are "..."*

*circa Feb 8 2007 billknott

Posted by: johnee   | February 14, 2007 at 09:28 AM

We earthlings
(our loves, et al)
will be missing
from the moon’s tell-all.

Posted by: E No   | February 15, 2007 at 11:40 AM

crooks: noted from the web, with my response below
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*

**
I don"t know who Jonathan Wells is, but from my paranoid perspective he's a crook if, 
that is, the above lines  quoted from my poem "Gimme Shelter" mean it will be 
included in his horrible "ebook" anthology . . . oh yes, he undoubtedly secured the 
reprints rights to it from the publisher (Farrar Straus) who included it in my last 
theoretically-real book, and ergo legally he's not a thief . . .

But he didn't ask me if I wanted that poem reprinted in his anthology: he didn't obtain
my permission.  Which I wouldn't have given if he had deigned to ask.  (But of course 
he woudn't ask me, would he, because I'm a poet, i.e. a pathetic pee-on with no 



rights.)  I would have refused to be in his anthology, which is certain to be a 
disgusting spectacle of slave-poets praising their oppressors, worshipping the cruel 
musiclords they have been robbed and plagiarized by for ever.  The fact that there are
poets willing to write poems glorifying the very criminals who crush them and abuse 
them, just shows once again the slave-mentality, the obsequious masochism we poets 
have been suicided into  . . .

(As I have proved conclusively in earlier posts to this blog, in the class-system of the 
arts, the slave-class is poets.)

No, the editor Wells isn't (legally) a crook, but he is a moron.  Because if he had 
bothered to read my poem past its title he would have seen that it isn't a poem of 
praise, but the opposite, a poem of DISPRAISE, an attack on the evil war-making 
machinations of music . . .

And Bono, well, huh, whataya expect.  R-and-R's like him and Patti Smith never had an
original thought in their life.  That's why they and all the other upper-class artists 
have to steal their ideas from poor poets.  We poets are constantly plagiarized by 
those artists in the classes above ours.  Like slave-laborers everywhere everywhen we 
are exploited; the product-value of our work is appropriated and used by them; they 
(musics, painters, sculptors, movies, novelists, playwright et al) grow rich on what 
they steal from us . . .

*
MARTIAL

Military sculpture is
to sculpture as
military food is to food,
if there are

any sculptors or chefs
left who have not
been conscripted, since
military verse

is to verse as
military noon is
to noon, the hands 
straight up in rhyme. 

And music—
music of course is war.

Note:
Anybody who reads poetry can see the ubiquitous self-doubts poets evince regarding 
the validity/value of their art.  Compare that to the smug self-satisfied attitudes 
exhibited by the advocates and practitioners of music.  They take it for granted that 
music is the highest art, the universal art, the only art that transcends all borders and
biases.  They 
never question that given assumption.  The arrogance of composers and musicians is 
insufferable.  They really believe Pater's dictum that all the other arts are inferior, 
that all the other arts "aspire towards the condition of music."  But every military that
ever marched out to murder rape and destroy was led by what art: were those armies 
fronted by poets 
extemporizing verse—by sculptors squeezing clay—by painters wielding brushes—actors
posing soliloquies?  No, the art that led those killers forth, the art whose urgent 
strident rhythms stirred and spurred their corresponding bloodlust, was the art to 
which they felt closest, the art that mirrored their evil egos.  That's why they have 



always put music up there at the vanguard of their war-ranks, because not only is it 
the emblem, the fore-thrust insignia of their purpose, it is their purpose: it is the 
condition to which they aspire.  
But if music is what its hucksters continually sell it as, 'The Universal Language', what 
that means is that before the Babel Discontinuity there was no music.  Music did not 
exist before Babel, and will cease to exist when a true universal language (and a true 
universal peace) returns in the form of digitaldata/pictovids exchanged 
instantaneously by androids cyborgs robots.  Music will soon be as obsolete defunct 
extinct as humans are.

*

February 17, 2007

o'rourked

*
squib from the web:

"Meghan O'Rourke, culture editor for Slate and only recently settled in place as the 
new poetry editor for the post-Plimpton Paris Review."

*
I assume she was vetted and approved by Langley with no stickles.  They know their 
own kind when they see them.

*
"Post-Plimpton": is that a polite way of saying "Post-CIA"?

*
It's absurd to hope that poets might now boycott the Paris-Langley Review.  You can't 
expect them to have the strength of character to actually try to not let themselves 
get sucked into such corruption.  If they won't boycott the depraved BAP, how can you 
ask them to stand up against the CIA?

*
I assume they've already given her a Double-O 'Licensed to Kill' status.  Because I 
suspect they optioned her services after they read the murderous review she did of 
my last book.

*
(You didn't think I was going to end this entry without bringing it all back down to me,
did you?)

*

February 22, 2007

uh

*
what responsibility does the old artist have to his younger self. . .

if i look at most or indeed almost all the poems i wrote when younger and i feel no 
connection to them, if my attitude toward them now is indifference or puzzlement, 
what shoud i do: there they are, they exist, but so what?  does that mean i should 
allow them to be reprinted (or reprint them myself) when i have no passion or purpose
to do so. . . .



i would like to destroy the damn things, push a button and rid my trace of them, but 
that's impossible; they persist on yellowing pages beyond my reach . . . . everytime i 
play the lottery my fantasy of winning always starts off with me buying up all my old 
books from the Abebooks site and destroying them and then proceeds to me hiring 
agents across the country to go into libraries and rip my books up . . .

*
the truth is i hate most of the poems i've posted here on this site, and i don't know 
why i bother to have this stupid forum for them to appear in . . . i prepaid a year for 
this blog last april, but here the fee for any future of it is coming due soon, i wonder 
what's the point . . . one of the reasons i obtained the blog was to post jpegs of my 
ridiculous little artworks, but they disgust me now as much as my poems do . . .

*

PARADISE

Always reading the recto
translation of a verso
original, my eye fades,
I notice how the paper 
here on this side seems 
darker than its opposite:
it is brighter over there
on the lefthand page, the
words of the real poem 
give it that glow which 
the prized act of creation 
emits.  We who must live 
here in Righthandland 
are damned no matter
how hard we try to rhyme
minds with that perfect
realm across the gutter.
Even if our pulp comes
from the same stock,
we fear closing the book
will bring us face to face,
mouth to mouth with
that tongue we've always 
lost, and can never kiss.

*

*

BY THE RIVER BAAB

We know that somewhere far north of here
the two rivers Ba and Ab converge to form
this greater stream that sustains us, uniting
the lifeblood length of our lands: and we believe 
that the Ba's source is heaven, the Ab's hell.

Daily expeditions embark upcountry to find
that fork, to learn where the merge first occurs.
Too far: none of our explorers return.  Or
else when they reach that point they themselves
are torn apart by a sudden urge to choose— 

to resolutely take either the Ba/the Ab, to trace 



good or evil to its spring.  Each flips a coin
perhaps, or favors whichever one the wind's
blowing from at that moment.  Down here
even we who have not the heart to venture

anywhere that would force us to such deep
decisions, even we, when we hold that glass of
water in our hand, drink it slowly, deliberately, 
as if we could taste the two strains, could somehow 
distinguish their twin flow through our veins.

*
*

CIRCUS: AERIALISTS

Their soars restore our disbelief,
Yet trapezists leave us wanting more:
Can't we rip down those damn ladders
And all their other means of safe
Descent, ropes, wires, (cut the nets, too)— 
Let's strand them all up there, ignore
Their arrogant screams for rescue.

Stay up there, we'd shout (or whisper).
Pretend you're one of those angel
Acts, bigtop happy, heaven's troupe—
Hang bright as nails on a tightrope
Tree, spread spangled arms and fly free
Caught in air, spotlit spaced, dangle
Dare: see sphere sights beyond our glare,

Dying soon to gawk for good.  When 
Finally from hunger or sleep one
By one you faint and plummet home
Your stiff poses against the ground, 
Hoping your souls have remained 
Aloft: but then like clowns we'll trip
Deliberately over the smashed up

Bodies you were always scorning 
Skyward, forsaking all fallenness
To pass the massive eyes of envy,  
And sprawled in dust of center ring 
May take back our lack of sympathy 
When once like shadows shown or less
You lowered yourselves among us.

*
*

THE WORD

I am the windowkeeper
of the Tower of Babel.

Whoever built this place
put one window at its top
and one door at its base.

I dream of the door far below,



where all the commerce,
the majestic intercourse
must pass—
or so I imagine.

Parsecs above that possible
bustle I attend our tower's
sole window.

Up here nothing.

Forget a lookout vigil:
this pane's too high
to spy an army
or a peacenik approaching.

Glass I wash and wash always
for the sake of the light/dark
it admits, but what is it?—

An eyepiece of clouds
for someone's height;
a cyclops outlet
for no one's sight.

And what if 
that door down there's
as little use as this—
and the doorkeeper too,
his efforts
fallow as mine—

if there is a doorkeeper; 
if I'm not alone
in here.

If we exist— 
if one day soon
we can open
our vents our hearts 
simultaneously, 

mightn't some stir occur 
in the vacuum
of this hollow highrise,
provoking its ghost
to whisper at least
one pure, one 
pre-word word—

Maintaining my post
would otherwise be a waste,
hopeless 

if not 
for the thought of that.

*

*

SUITE 



A poem is a room that contains
the house it's in, the way you
accommodate me when I lie 
beside you, even if the address
is lost so many times and the names
of streets are strangers that pass 
shuffling a card-deck of maps 
whose rubberband has snapped: 
still beyond all chance or choice
perhaps, your arms fold mine
to indicate location, the close
custom of place held together
or flung into the bedroom's air
where your dress tries to come in
from the rain it has become:
the way shelter finds us one again,
and the opus of this nearness,
the poem on its own, wandering.

*
*

NO ITALICS

My window hints at
the redeemibility of the leaves 
that fall past their reflections
in its pane, pale as souls
cupped in a gasp, eager
for new existence.  But 
rebirth is always behind glass.  
Museum or bathroom mirror, 
the face you see beyond 
believes a better one waits 
to emerge your clone.  Android aid
that never comes too late 
if summoned with hate.

Hear Heidegger say only
a God can save us now;
then wonder if your voice
deception software can fix
that helpless soundbite with
some echo tracked background
Der Führer scanned, can
remix that demi-seminal 
sentiment, that decayed need
for sentient being upon 
its palmpad where no-one's
future seems more than
a floorplan lacking doors.

Literal exitpod, the body
suffers until its sill occurs
a metaphor of outdoors, 
a miracle etched in mud
with twigs that keep breaking
so you finally just leave
them there sticking up 
in place of the letters you
tried and failed to trace,



each a small cross recalling 
one who similarly effaced
His stuck words.  Gone.
Go graved in ground He said.

It takes the form of habit,
salvation summoned in daily
rites and riddles, the riddance 
of resurrection: it takes
some Jesus poem to name,
it yanks its blind costumes 
down from a Bach-canted heaven
whenever hospital animals 
start to carve stale stemcell
messages into the grass
of your bypass biomass.  It takes
to sicken and so die.  To 
live so crippled and final.

So late in life that all last
effort looks futile, a waste
disguised as wisdom tap tap
with lassitude thus the daily laptop:
Clutching with my pores 
a torn wild thing which 
I must let go of before 
the flood finds me 
in time's equidistant vacancy,
I—I stop?  Over avenues 
of hellbent 
blueprints, lawnhover leaves, 
the blown I lives.  No italics, please.

*
*

POEM

Can my clone cast 
a shadow
that resembles 
my shadow
the same 
as it does him,
or me them?  
Is the difference thin,
meaning within, 
or merely
attenuated—
where does the line
leave off and, 
leaving,
does it end?

*
*

ELEMENTARY LESSON

Sometimes even in Math class a downpour
Would rise against the windows and render
The normal decorum hard to restore—



Fittingly we'd split a grin when lightning
Stuck out its multiple tongue at teacher.

Smartlike fling our arms in the air, crying
To be called on, smug, eye-bright, cheek-aware
When thunder drowns our correctest answer.
A failsafe secret form of defying.
(Not like spitballing the hall monitor.)     

These quickstorms were at last the world's Recess,
Whose games toss random nebu-numerals 
In play impromptu streams and teams across
Unmarked-off endless fields or else more schools
Reluctant-ruled, would-be truants like us—                                         .

We welcomed those rebellious showers then
And remember them now.  Of course we know,
As grownups—these afteryears—their brilliant
Fractiousness scores less than quantic fractions.
Most of childhood's coups come to sum zero.

Despite which some delinquencies linger—
Take our instinctive counting by finger—
(All other tallies seem cramped in compare)— 
Since age equals memory times failure—
Though mentor modes slam such bad behavior:

Our worst, they swear, is using metaphor 
To avoid the quiz/to solve the problem.
Leaners from lecterns omniforum warn
That effing mistake is what makes us dumb.
Minusminds, try to amend your error.

Those tutors tell us still—they always will—
Go suffer fools what all erasers learn
To rain down blah blah blah—they talk and talk!
But in the meanwhile: cloud loud as a chalk 
Rattling back in place on the blackboard's sill.

*
*

NAVEL

Last link with the Mother’s body,
and therefore with the self,
I accumulate around you.  My belly
oceans your lame island.

You are the eye that blinks once 
only, at birth, and since 
then peers at me
as if to question
that recognition.

Every finger is a limpid father;
but what mounts up in you
is the motherhorn, 
the day of lesson, 
the hey-nonny non-me.

Any shiver passing over the skin



must always return 
to nakedness.

In some homelands they dry 
and twine the umbilical-cord
into a knout
and then use it
to spank the placenta, crying
"Bad! Bad! You made me bad!"

*
*

PORTRAIT

When the mirror paints itself,
how quietly it sits.
Its posing is perfect.

But when it paints us,
no matter how hard we try,
eventually
we fail to be still.

What if we propped a corpse up
for model: even it
would fidgit 
after a while;
the flesh would droop then drop,
spoiling the sitting
by spoiling.

No: only the mirror itself
can pose properly
for its incisive portraits,
which mock our mortal 
impatience—

Displayed everywhere,
they are the walls we live in,
they make a museum of us.
Our provenance (if any)
comes from them.

And no expert needs
to authenticate
these masterworks.

We are the forgeries.
We are the fakes.

*
*
*

EXCERPTS FROM THE DIARY OF DAMOCLES

*

I don't dare speak too loudly,
some timbres could be fatal—



that string is not too strong
I think: and at times I have

to breathe.  Or maybe I fear
my paraphrastic exhalations 

will spoil the oiled perfection
of its sleekness, will mist

over that bright shaft whose
needle-sharp point compasses

my every stray.  I am as
edgy in my way as it—

as little-rippled, as subtle.

Prey to vapors, to sudden
icecap thaws, seismic

dicethrows, the world wires me,
I hex myself up to a pitch

of infinite finicky sensitiveness,
alert to every window opening

down in my castle’s bowels, 
each mousehole emergence.

A simple housefly—a moth
murders my rest when it 

mistakes for light that glittering 
blade in which every passing

glint is glassed—barometer 
of my highest apprehension.  

*

I know my fear is only a ploy, 
a sticking point in the old

hairsplitting debate of the winds . . . 
I the first split personality 

divide into a Dam, or an Ocles— 
a mother and her myopic 

son.  Then, since everything 
is reversed in its mirroring 

slash, a Selcomad, mad and sulky. 

Language does this to me.  
It inverts my position: King

I am, but await my crown,
unmanned till it come down;

my kingdom lies in twain 
to each, I am in half to all.  



*

If only I could reach up, up, 
and take it in my teeth, 

suckle that penile projection, 
cloister its unremitting hardness 

in the sheath of my throat— 

swordswallower who exalts 
his posture with this adjunct

stronger spine, aligning gut with 
palate, my groin with my height. 

*

Male means to be in the crime 
of things here, this frail planet 

killed wide, maimed down.
Male means murder, rape and war.

Its indomitable will will not allow
approach.  All broach will fail.

It must fall on you or not at all. 

*

Insane, isn't it?  History hangs
impregnable to the mind, eager

to halve your brain with rift,
intrusion and strife, the warrior's

dissonance.  No whole is hallowed,
no peace.  Don't let the humor of

this scene (when the phallus 
falls the fears recede) attend 

you away from its cruelty.  

*

I stand here exposed to whose 
justice, my crime my Y

chromosome.  That Y aims 
his prick point down at me.

A dowsing wand that seeks 
my artesian quench, my depths

of death.  His insistence
sustains me in steel, his encased 

incursion covers my melt, 



my metal.  Each day he rights me:

his richterscaled tremors are 
my weather, my wherefore:

his gloss his gleam condemns
my fortunes, his ore loads my gold

with schist.  His soliloquy
interrupts mine at every word.

Linebreaks enforced by sword,
his poem sunders my rhythm.

All mine at last is made him.
His blade remembers my name.

*
Note:
Although not included in Robert Graves' book of the Greek Myths, Damocles appears to
be one more version of what Graves posited as an archetype, the surrogate sacrificial 
king.  Graves was impatient with Freudian interpretations, but the sword must suggest
castration.  Its post-Hiroshima Cold War nuclear assocations are most frequent.  I'm 
haunted by an insight from Dr. Phyllis Chesler's book, About Men, in which she reveals 
History's biggest secret: All men are terrified of their fathers.  That overhanging sword
is the Father's hand threatening.  "Those to whom evil is done / Do evil in return," as 
Auden writes.  We males must kill one another or die.  Courage, bravery, stoicism, 
esprit de corps, patriotism, Sparta, West Point, all the warrior virtues of manliness 
branch from that primal childhood fear.  Is there no escape from this hereditary terror
which, despite the efforts of brave theorists like Chesler, seems to remain the 
greatest secret in the psychic lives of men.  We can barely sustain the untoldness of 
it, the strickening thought.  It will cut us in two, cleave us apart.  Damocles is the 
scream which I as George Bush or I as Saddam Hussein have no choice but to introject,
to inject, to stab, to pierce all peace.  Just normal male murder, the kind they give us
medals for.  Arlington National Cemetery and all that Taps crap. (Graves reads many of
the Greek Myths as disguised parables relating the historical displacement of peaceful 
matriarchal societies by military-based patriarchal systems.  Now here in the 21st  
Century, to paraphrase Heidegger, only a Goddess can save us.  Only a total worldwide
reversal of male hegemony.  A good start: feminist geneticists creating a virus that 
would attack and destroy that segment of the male brain which perpetuates violence. 
 Or eliminate the Y chromosome entirely.  Males must become an extinct species.  
Advancements in cloning technology could replace traditional human reproductive 
practices.  All future poets can be replicants coined from the DNA of Adrienne Rich.)

*

*

WEDDING PARTY

Cake tiers nearing the ceiling must
sacrifice their bride and groom
and often the frosting too.

Aspirations to burst up
through the roof are
part of this occasion.

Glasses lifted high in toast
create a transparent cathedral
upon whose altar
a dove is cut in two.



The priest who remembered the vows
is nowhere to be found.
The one who forgot them
eats rice from everyone’s shoulders.

Pausing only to fling aloft a bouquet 
the clean-up crew finds later
stuck to a floral carousel,
today’s couple escapes,
committed to life for life.

Left-behinds from both families
link elbows and sing 
surrender to the scarlet dizziness
that reaches into their wishes.

Love will last as long as the ring
can still be easily slipped
from one’s finger.

*
*

THE SIGHTSTOP

To spell amid a tree’s sundapples
the birds’ practiced shadows argues
an eye for effects, dark against dark—

simple discernment, nerves aligned
and brain, perception minus squinting:
the true 20-20 if you can bind

that sight until through repetition
it is nothing, a blur which focus
has lost itself in, a memory mimed.

Even windows, those indentations
of day, hold a void of the view.
They too are restrained by its stops.

Meanwhile the hydra of my soul
needs just one more mirror to see
itself whole, so hold your eyes still.

*
*

CEMETERY

Who whispers here is forgotten.

Saliva’s emptiest fruit
adorns the stones,
words ripening your mouth
to a spoilation
of silence.  

Who speaks here
reads a text that downloads
the screen of his fingernail,



through which nothing’s visible
as glass is.

For the memorial
we must kneel
to pick each flower 
from amongst its modifiers:
but to do that
one needs a hand bared
of all uses, of all trades:
as ours is not. 

*
*

LATER/LITERAL

If what happened
happened upon
this earth which
I stand on here
could it be in 
my knees now
and later will it fill 
my waist then 
neck until until
it will have been
atop my head
as I pass as it
occurs above
me no longer on
but in this earth
if what happened
then was birth. 

*
*

MRS. FRYE AND THE PENCILSHARPENER 

I'll remember how in 8th-grade English class, always
bending toward the desk I would try to avert my eyes
from the mysterious ways Mrs. Frye's hair displaced
the blackboard's space with its black coils, to the paper
my penciltip raced across, certain to pass each test:
and if these gaze shifts got too switcheroo I'd retreat
(daily, it seems) to the back of the packed classroom

where, leaning forward on my toes, I could push with
my left hand the nubile tube of wood into the mouth 
of the pencilsharpener which hung there like some
natural protrusion of the wall, an indigenous Deity, 
the mask of a Goddess, erosion-endowed, rockformed—
then feel my righthand fingers and thumb slowly turn
the oiled wheel while knowing I would have to face

close to that sac-shaped sharpener, have to inhale
the high smell of its depths, earthy, ripe, pubic: to see
in my mind the parings inside, the musky dark curls
whose incense was increased of course like mold-mildew
by the subtle saliva we kids might use to lick the lead's 
point, though nearly none of our tongues could unblunt



the conundrums grownups posed, in my case Mrs. Frye 

especially: so if I lingered back there, grinding away, 
it was not to gloat, not to play the saintly A-student 
snickering from behind at the others' heads bent intent 
as penitents, because I too, I sinned at times, whenas,
no matter how proud I was of my proper grammar or
propounded syntax, stuffing my text thick with fetish
parsemarks, I myself went taunted, teased by the urge 

to erase the very prodigy evidence my page revealed—
all the knots and quirks of those perfectly traced letters—
to restore the blankness I spoiled with each sentence—
to castrate every phrase before its errors rose by rote 
to make my cthonic-greatest mistake grow and grow 
erectile, inherent, that habit hateful male participle 
I always was unable to shear the nib the stub off of—

                                        *

(But how could I flub and flunk such a crucial ordeal?—
Forgive me: I was lost pondering, musing about a poem
memorized from the boys' bathroom, tongued fluent
but not understood: yet how truthshod its lines ran
to my anxiety—their meaning escaped the precocious,
the goldstar me—so if I stalled—if I stayed chewed over
and left a stammering dimwit by their immallarméan

import, which paired its print alongside a syllabus
of pornocoiled stick figures whose mouths were pierced
by the sharpened ends of toonballoons—verses verse 
alone can’t explicate in systematic prosaic terms that 
forced and torsoed my head shy—if I was stuck on
their sphinxian simplicity—unable to decipher any 
of the prodigal doggerel lessons gesticulated down

our school's scribbly corridors, snicked and snatched at 
across its game fields, a whole curriculum of secret lore, 
a litany of my-big-brother-told-me's, my-uncle-said's, 
a rumor primer which claimed complete mastery of
the only discipline inpenetrable to my inquisitive 
quests never mind the autodidact airs I had to affect
during discussions of this topic, the nods and knowing 

grins I wore to pass, to show my mastery of its arcana,
to prove what a pored nerd drill-diligent pupil I was
of those endless piss-walls, those scrawled rhymes and 
confident lectures by croneys and guys who made sense 
of the insane instructions re the sole subject I mark 
zero on: all the dunno-dumb ideas I dunned then drove 
core to me, carved their myths into me—and one in 

particular goes to this poem, from the gendergabble
that gorged my brain: it hissed that She/the unknown
reared an inward toothly sheathdeath essence geared 
to vagina dentata whatever pedant-pendant I'd proffer,
I, alma-matered to cram every exam with phallocratic 
tits and sexist tripe psuedotype scionbabble, the entire
wisdom of my mentors' art-patriarch, old gobbledy-tropes—)

                                        *



All gradeschool the fear of failing hovered in overstudy
as children riddled fears never to be learned, but could
I have continued to hone my fate, could I have stood 
there for years and still the pencilsharpener wait 
like a patient questioner, a warm, smiling teacher,
filled with such dense scents, shavings, shorn graphite,
its soil rich with words no-one would ever have to write.

*
*

(POEM) (POSTHUMOUS) (POEM)

The brain sustains its water through the eye
which later runs dry.  I am that serene derided echo
known as form, that scalded snowstorm, I too
must seem almost a solo mist, my orchestral body

trying to tiptoe up to its conductor's deathbed.
Around me far as the bare can see fields shed
whatever misprints my head to toe showed forth 
as evidence of presence, though repetition of earth

is not existence.  Life was a place to erase from my 
pockets, an I.D.-deposit attesting something gone 
absent as the dot above "i" is when the first-person 
is forced to sing the self so deeply, so unutterably 

uppercase.  Sometimes my words are a language
(human is still the only hue whose chameleon 
has never been true), id est, puns in camouflage.
And yet if birth that always wealth be mine, 

may it gather suit to say your name.  Name?  Say?
Yesterday, tomorrow.  Least of all the days today.
As closed as my eyes were during their face phase.
As open as they are now in this latest guise.

*
*

THE DAWNING

Now it takes only minutes
for light to travel from
the sun to the earth, 

but an eternity to go 
just six feet further, down
to where the dead are,

yet I could arrive there
immediately if I left 
right away, my journey

blink-instantaneous,
world by world unscreening
itself: if I shed all trace 

of surface—unsoiled each
skin which holds me here—
if my rays suddenly



were allowed to blaze forth
against their distance in
whole less time than this,

although I know they lack 
the lightyear's intuition,
the nova's needle's-eye,

I pray they penetrate
always the dirt and find 
a place haven to our kind.

*
*

ON THE ROAD (KEROUAC)

Join Jack and his pals
in the endless adventure
of spilling fossil fuels
into the atmosphere.

Step on the gas and zoom
from sea to oily sea
why be a stay at home
Beat means holy Beat means free. 

Jump in the car and drive
anywhere though west is best
burn that octane burn to live
don't question this quest.

Go man you gotta go
you too must take that ride
faster faster never slow
on the road to ecocide.

*
*
*******

March 01, 2007

defunct

*

Once they get to a certain age, poets should be put to sleep; I don't mean all poets, 
not real poets, successful poets: but poets like me, second-raters, third-raters, 
whether run of the mill SOQhack like me or superannuated avant, we should get it in 
the neck.  Our poems are already dead; we might as well follow.

Because what's the point.  We're not going to write anything important now: I'm not 
going to, that's for sure.  I'm through, I know it.  Why hang on and keep going through 
the motions, which is all I'm doing now as anyone can see who reads the work I've 
posted here on this blog over the past year.

But there should be an easy out for old poets who've failed.  A graceful goodbye, a 
painless dispensation.  We should be helped to put ourselves away quietly.  A "terminal
dosage" should appear in our mailbox from some anonymous generous patron of the 



arts, to honor not our accomplishment but our sustained devotion to the bright 
cause.  We don't deserve a prize for our lifelong failed poetic attempts, but surely by 
those laborious efforts we have at least earned a charitable bottle of sleepingpills!   
The American Academy of Arts and Letters could spare an OD, don't you think?

Is it too much to ask the Poetry Society of America and the Academy of American Poets
to help euthanize the exits of old failed poets like me?  Can't they set up a 
discretionary fund, an in-house Hemlock Society, to assist and sponsor such acts of 
mercy?  If they had hearts they would.

Seriously, with all the millions the Poetry Foundation has, Christian Wiman can't take a
little of that money and establish an Euthanasia outreach program for extinctist poets 
like me?

*
Expunge us from the scene.  Wipe us off the screen.    We're (I'm) just taking up space 
and attention that would otherwise and should indeed be going to younger poets.  
  Those publishers in the last year and a half who solicited books from me, they should
be nurturing younger poets, not reprinting my old plems which weren't worth 
publishing in the first place. Jonathan Galassi at Farrar Straus wanted me to prepare a
240 page Selected, but that's crazy.  It's over for me.  FSG should take those 240 pages
and put out books by X or Y or Z or any other of a dozen younger poets who are 
writing the poems of this time.

I'm just taking up space a younger poet should be filling.  My job, my publisher(s), my 
readership (all 12 of them) should be going to that younger viable poet.

*
Can no one hear us old failed poets begging for surcease?  "Put me out of my misery" 
we whimper.  Have pity on us.  Is there no kind Benefactor who will aid our quietus, 
who will press into our hand the nepenthean vial?

*
(The CIA issues suicide pills to its agents. . . the CIA used to fund under-the-table 
most USA artistic institutions. . . why can't someone from the myriad Academies of 
American Coldwar Culture call up their former or current conduits in the CIA and say, 
Hey we got all these old failed poets cluttering up the mis en scene, can't you lend us 
some "escape-capsules" to help us delete this mess. . . Tree Swenson over at the 
Academy of American Poets could benefit AmerPo most by scoring cyanide cocktails 
for terminal poets like me. . . .)

*
The CEO of Home Depot just retired with a 210 million dollar payout. I wasn't the CEO 
of PoBiz Inc, I was only a minor clog in the company: I don't expect 210 million, but 
can't they at least give me a crummy bottle of barbituates, some goodbye-Bill-pills to 
ease my demise?! 

If everybody reading this would scrounge their medicine cabinet and send me a tab or 
two.  Or if only some wealthy patron of the arts would find it in their hearts to 
mercifully anonymously mail me the Terminal Sedation that would balm and dose me 
to a close.

*

March 01, 2007 

ha ha

*



*

SUBURBAN PASTORAL

If all the way you believe is beside,
skewed and unaligned to the great faiths that
guide others on their propitious courses,
if your guard-rail gives to the gorge they all
avoid with digital ease, car-carpets
sweeping them home.  Their path is like a spear
whose tip gives birth to what it pierces; their
wound configurates whatever flesh is,
stalemate of space, pale unmeant moment in
the moon's phase when every owl attains each
speck of sight it needs for the night, the hunt.
Only the path of the predator's true.
Only you are left with no way to go,
no eye to see the prey they endow with
that brevity heaped upon lives before
their cease, brave dispersal into air or
bright inversion which delays the day by
the global habit of turning over
in sleep's subside; your bed orbit caught for
a pause abide in which your dreams contend
with siege weapons snatched away by those once
shunned: past sunlapse, past the semi-earthen
yield of relics flying released from hands
that have not yet forsaken the normal
verities your merit refuses to
acknowledge.  Until you are scorned or like
a sacrifice being racked in heaven,
bound upon churn altars the heart ripped out,
dumb and certain to what those desires bring;
tickled teaspoons in backyards, where the tree
ties wheels to its thanatopsis toplessness.

*
*

A QUESTION OF LEVELS

I must find the prayer-step on
the endless stairs he said.  Stop
at any of them, I advised, each
stratum from which one petitions

emptiness is equally false and
fatal.  Climbers who gain the peak
think it speaks to them, that it
puffs breathclouds back at theirs,

exchanging exilarations.  So
therefore listen you may in fact
have reached your own and found
its landing waiting there and see—

but he left me like a new belief
in ladders or an old apostasy
of toes.  Unfortunately either
requires me to be above or below.



*
*

POEM

The pose heightened in desires, the pose.

The several lovers in their young arms.

*
*

HEGEMONY

In school kids would stand in back of me and stick two fingers up behind my head to 
make the class laugh.  Or so I was told.  I took their word for what had occurred and 
that it was universal.  Due to its process, I could not witness what had really 
happened or what it meant, what made it funny.  And I still don't know today: but I 
can feel them back there, forefinger, middlefinger, ready to poke their putdown up 
for the world to jeer me.  That V looms always, that rabbit-ears or peace-sign or 
whatever scourge stigmata I pledge it to represent; but what hurts most is, I know 
that victorious viciousness only by inference, only by report: I can never spin fast 
enough to catch a glimpse of it.  I've never been able not once to see this joke my 
entire life has suffered the hands of.  That's the worst part of this humiliation: that I 
have to take it on trust, that I have to believe in it blindly.

*
*

ANNUAL

after leaves make fall their mark
I enter the polarbear of aliases

white hibernates while I wait in
gardens mendacious with bloom

new tenants for goliath glue their seed
to puddles of pennies and the call

the call comes to plea
the allmoan rises

time is a book without quote
it reads your hands by rote

gloved intervals dog-ear where
I opened my signature to the wrong page

now I spoon the drool from Frankenpoo’s sex
or start to whack my ammo

and yet some lumpenführer think
they think I don’t care

I care alright I care so much
that I sluffed off saying it

anyway diaries detest the present tense



so naturally naturally

the all in all corolla of it faded though
aired on the vids senseless violence

the defence
the defence of one's private Hollywood

*
*

POEM IN THE CARDIAC UNIT

Time-charted, nursed, I let the meds
dictate this verse: roomriver rounds
take my pulse down stairwaves of stairs
scan my aches in chairbanks of chairs
and wake me on bedbeds of beds.

Multiplicities, pre-scripted; 
metaphors bled, already dead:
what wouldn't be a cliche here—
paranoid mirror, bathroom sink,
flowing over with normal fear

as I squint at what I might mean
if I poeticized this scene: age
LSDs my chin; my once-lean
profile spills profilefiles, page         
upon page rippling to see

even their prolific output    
data can never sate the spate
pathoscopes that hardrecord spot
surveillance of what vital signs   
remain in these veins, clotted lines

whose parse usurps my sleep.  (Forget
how literate you hate this surge,
absurd, heartbeat creation; your
necknoun must stet its tide-edit
now, to quiververbs, wattlewords.)

What would my peergroup say, could they
modify this hypergaud gush,   
advise my florid veinflushed flesh      
stop pouring forth such images,   
euphony beyond me.  Sweet excess.

Is that not the gist this critic
monitor that beeps down its sic
keeps vying to brightly display
while I lie here less than what, what,
watched all night, till more's the day.

*
*

POEM



like sails of somersault
through sun-alt air seen
premonitions and murmurs

the dirt estheticized by dancers
one stone stands among stems
days that rise from our flimsies to find

the face
lit by twitches
from scenes of former harrow I go

when bells summon the peak
and the latrines slink seawards
an emaciated car-thief hurries home

caressed by perilous nests
I rise from the long habitudes
of the high snow

magnificent the lens that contends me
what warp-effects just to stay here
extinct with swaying others of you

the candles lit from rooms toward evening
shone with what our curtains told
their shifts to prepare

shadow
nothing but shadow
he paused in the absent door of his footprints

empty passel of guests knocking
toes groping through thumbdunes
and my purse my purse full of clown-seized ankles

*
*

WHEN THE TIME COMES

there is no alleviation
from the pain
there is no balm

there is no balm unless
via the inner alias
of rhyme it's
Li Po's palm

as it lays
another just-written poem
on the river
to let
it float away

all that effort
lifelong to create
a self sacrificed



as soon as
it's finished

I hope I can say
when the time comes
as considerately
as calmly
Li Po let go of me

*
*

ASSASSIN

kiss each bullet
before you load them
so every saliva'd 
shell will slurp up
during its inspired flight
some of the confetti
snowing down on 
the motorcade
and will use those 
alphabet bits of
newspaper or torn
campaign posters 
whose false hope
peoples this parade
to compose an obituary
to collate out
of those shredded
syllables and words
those puffery lies
like a poem drawn
dada from a hat and 
thereby at the end 
of their satisfactory
trajectory come to
imprint some random
elegy in the flesh
of the tyrant me

*
*

RILKE (BUDDHA II)

Kingdoms overflowing with karmic fault,
Traumas of state, murder-lief and slavery,
Are here secreted to gold: alchemy
Drips its dews on our pilgrim shoes: sieg halt!

Snatched from daubling lobes and toast-raised hands,
Tossed in a kiln can such kitey-high brows,
What lustful metals raised this transubstance
From their impure base, announce his res grows?

No one knows.  Somehow he got here, nevermind
The source we seek in meager things like house
And hammer, hoping his Amen bloodline



Can be found in lost items, by the tools we
Set aside unthinkingly: may they occupy
Our sills those days we stray from dailiness.

*
*

THE MIRROR INSPECTOR

Everyday when I arrive at their doors I am not
Surprised at how amazed they are, knowing of course
They threw the notification away without reading it:
Good morning (I say): May I inspect your mirrors—

No, you're on my list, is all: it's a regular checkup,
There haven't been any complaints. At least, none
I'm aware of. I try to be brisk but not abrupt
As I step smartly past them into the checklist zone

They call home, slicing my palmtop-puter across
Their immaculate floorplans. My first question
Now intends to reverse their post-breakfast ease,
I press my iniquity inquiring and just how often

Do you look at yourselves? Regrettably the rate per
Median is based on higher incident than most folks
Like you manage daily: no, you don’t doubt your
Existence enough to satisfy the Law that yokes

Us together in this most commensurate duty,
Both me officially and you, you civilians must never
Neglect the brief barest urge toward beauty
Verification; we must take every chance to share

Our equity there. But what a ready home you have;
It's like all the others around. And that's why
I love assignments here: you should see the depraved
City, the rooms all wherefore sizes, the mirrors really

Get into a bit of—but out here, where the blocks
Are reflective—scapesules of their inhabitants—
Mirrors too need their own kind, their basics
Depend on exclusivity, the classical refinements

Of class struggle, of mass heritage. Your lovely children:
6 Lectras, 4 Meres, a Chandelite, and what else . . .
But where to start! I could fall back on tradition:
Bathroom first, the manual instructs! Toilet always tells

A steamy story but don’t worry, we're discrete,
All according to our professional oath. The code
Of our guild would never allow us to reveal what
Shameful postures the public assumes: your rigid

Adimadversions concern us only as they grieve
The victim, meaning our true clientele, the mirrors
Themselves. Oh yes, they're extremely sensitive,
They know when they're being slighted or worse,

Each time you refuse to meet your eyes in the glass



Or blink, they register that as a criticism of their
Impartiality—the Confront Affront, we term it. Yes,
The mirrors remember it all. Every gesture

Tears at their heart. It's a wonder they don't wear
Out but in fact sacrifice ensures that perennial
Glow, that youth that survives until they shatter—
Ah, it happens to us too. Everyone of you people,

And me, the perfect servant, the prime functionary
Of the Bureau of Mirrors, I too (though I’ll try
To take a few with me when I go—to purge every
Mislooker whose infractions are so citeful—!) . . . Sorry;

Where was I: Your paranoia is appropriate—in fact
I’ve already punished the neighbors up and down this
Street, their episodes are serial now, the loathe-lack
Denaturedness of their crimes enough to furnish

Fellowship and whimsy to a waiting nation who’s
Tuning in as I adjust my tie-pin camera to focus in on
Your astonishment: your snippet of tonight’s news
Will augment that pageant of panic and guilt no clean

Sponge can wipe clear, all those dust streaks and flecks
Delaying the arrival of any nose-to-nose view
Of that cameo-coiffured face, that trap that reflects
Our truest self back to us, showing us how and who

But no, not that which we need to know most of all:
What is it in us that drags us each day to these sills;
And, how can one keep the self from this insidious role,
Which none escape, at least according to our files.

*
*

FROGPRINCE

Presence had its stay with me,
and even if only for a time
it came in the brief of love—

I used to whisper in her ear's
idyl. She was so treat, so could.
I mostly was worse. Now

the unkind years of peace
strand me here, where the lamp
studies pain with impunity.

The dust etched in its trance
seems a core the air can't share,
overwhelming the eye which

itself is plus-sulked with themes
of sight, beyond-borne. Imagine
a lilypad pregnant with eyelids,



lapping the light with its lashes.
Diffused to me the outward lies
as motes to the beam that bears

them. So what I see carries me
somehow, I cannot stand apart
subject and object observer

though as always I desire to.
I prefer to view than act, and
reflect upon the pond I appear.

*
*

DAY-THE-VERGE

for days the ceiling was racing
and the silhouettes clung to seance
the wind champed at these scornful habits
dangling a snowflake over the edge of a mirror

manholes stood on ladders to see
a rocket fail to ignite itself on a sundial
while a slim coitus of wands held the room current
must I exist in these saliva-idle breaths

fever chalks the roofs where
I imagine my venom is at home
with everyone tidy in their thimble poses
it's like pricking your finger with lambs

now I sleep where oceanmere falls
exile exile to the instant islands of my pulse

*
*

POEM

the hairbrush can hardly breathe
it suffocates in strands
it snarls as tense as teeth
biting an enemy's hands

the things we tame are what
entangle and turn us wild
every parent grows ragged tugged
disciplining their child

pity the year-old hairbrush
its stems all split its roots bare
a field that's tilled too much
now a hoarbrush blooms there

hairbrush hairbrush have you
any tufts to spare today
now that I'm bald and cannot comb
please give back my gray



the hairbrush yanks and yanks
stubborn curl that won't lie dead
even a poorbrush must shed
such rebels from its ranks

(so try not to cry and just say thanks
when it hauls you off your head)

*
*

CANDYCLONE

Because I’m not small enough
I must grasp the long part
of it to begin with, which
means I bite the shorter half—
(I say “half” only to indicate
the horrible horseshoe shape
it might attain in the mind)
first, in other words, I eat
the limp. Or bite at it, rather:
for candycane in the theater
of sweets is hard to the teeth
that try to crack its handle,
to take it tip-whole in one’s
lips instead of one’s hand
which, as I said, must hold
the cane by this bottom leg
—leg implies dancing, but Fred
Astaire debonair used tons
of canes though never a candy
one in the rigor of his prime—
if I invert it then the handle
could be his foot. Or I could
swordswallow it and leave
the toe-tongue hooking out
of my grimace like a quip or
the stem of a meersham pipe,
a tail's repartee in air, sharp
serpent that dreams of apples.
I guess it could be devoured
from the bottom up, but then
I would have to hold the cane-
curl in my hand too large for it,
the fingers too cumbersome
for this small candycrutch, maybe
I could bribe a child to dangle
it towards my snapping jaws—
all this, and god I haven’t even
got to the red and white stripes
that coil up and around its bole
pole which like all such objects
in my poems are the phallic
sublime, a substitute for what
virility I lack, a simulcrummy
cast I must kiss and lick and
mouthmasturbate till it wears
the sleek salt that warps its
saccharine inch, limp defeated
tongue, sour-body, effluval-angel.



*
*

POEM

two sculptors duel
with sabers and chisels
hacking and honing
what they create
will not have
the stable emptiness of stone
nor the ephemeral fullness
of flesh
like butchers playing
chicken they slash
a rain of rubble
carving away the excess
whatever crude form
remains
after they separate
the parts that prevent
them from being one
will be
their singular twin standing
as they grow weak
on lopped arms
the tools heavier
until finally
less and less
detail emerges

*
*

POEM

They stole all the belongings I left
on the sidewalk because I could only
lug part of my stuff into my new home;
and so I cried screaming at the cars
that shrieked by, sobbing on my knees.
Seems all I could do to calm myself
was rub my thumb along the clawpoints
of the strange key which would open
the door of my new place, if, that is,
I had indeed locked it behind me:
so they may have already gone up
and stole the things I carried in before.

*
*

POEM

Note-script steeped in mistakes,
every fake word I write it. It
makes my ink topple in unison.
Ebby the gash. Speech-arch no
proscenium dangles in a lackpit
of anything. Entering stageright



I bounce off cows. Virile style
I must picture you as the in toto
one, trying to exude from within
the most faintly effigy I can . . .
deranged by the eye of a wineglass
I pass.  Am I the Pattycake Killer?

*
*

LOVE POEM

Because you have set your lips in my life
like an event, the date
I had missed and longed for
unknowing if it had passed,
day dull as diaries
that wait for wonders—

Love, error of the unique,
rare-offering the one
moment
that will never share itself with
the dishwash chores,

the drab demands of normal
life that line up pending to be 
faced with nothing required of me
but an absent askance quality:
the cat and mop et al.

Love
on your heights
on the crest of a kiss
can you ever know the comfort
of these doldrum dole duties,
these small acts of repeat.

Against their duliness
your beauties dull.
I bend to their boredom
which after all remain home

and I find relief alone
and release
and solace
each time
I press my mouth against them.

*
*

GESUND

Sneezes wouldn't be so bad if they filled balloons.

How many sneezes on the planet at any given time; and if each sneeze filled a 
balloon, imagine all the sneeze-balloons floating in the air.  But a sneeze-balloon 
might be rather ephemeral, more like a bubble than a balloon. . . .



A sneeze is sort of like a balloonburst: sudden, violent, unforseeable.

In either case, burgeoned or burst, this transfer of ether is where entropy beckons, its
deadly equality shining, like globules of saliva atchooed by all.

*
*

BOY AT THE MIRROR

A child emulates what he can't know
is true, a murderous dew 
that appears every morning to be 
his face, but already it evaporates at

a touch: the lurking effects of  
the unity granted by night are never 
enough to maintain this ripeness called 
time, this waking up to a cherub-scope

that looks back at him in the glass growth
like hammerblows a devil checks off 
a list—the routine begins so early

and even the wattage of the womb 
behind him is too bright, too ready 
to hale an unsought self into sight.

*
*

BABBLEGATE

In early childhood an act
consists of another act,
a multiplying chain of
this and that.  Cat, windowsill,

sunlight, they're all events instead
of sights, but eventually they
too give way to the eye.  Time
distances the other senses

until one becomes intent instead
of intrinsicate.  That's why
dimensionally I can only

try to run toward the place
I've already passed, squealing
ba ba ba ba ba ba buh!

*
*

QUEST

Hooking itself on a penis of alas,
certainly the waste won't acquaint us.



Yet grapes the glassblower finds wicked
may pass through fishgills quickly;

so a rose in its vein is a niche
nearer another no longer at reach.

More mail stamped with confetti comes.
Why does the carrier not care?

But I prefer a gravel of nutshells—
if my bare soles are to be hurt

let it be by the cast-offs of growth,
by seeds that swelled to cullflesh

and filled each hull to burstness:
please pierce my feet with their overt.

*
*

WALL

In the end I was deceived by particulars,
fingers offering themselves as examples
of what I could exist of at the finish of
the fruit of the bricklayers' melody if
only it would allow its acomplishments
to stand for the hands that set it forth
brick by brick, whose purpose was
the displacement of the local, the sole—
for unless that space could be placed
in one spot, what good was it.  And so
propped up to wall in or wall out what
should have buttressed me either side,
I felt myself slide with the shift, the twin
transition of stone on stone until the piles'
stoppage put a posit to its incipient
rubble, built by patient inches height
might climb to see one sun rise above
the sheer monument—the measure would
be there, and the distance, though both
would retain their mean-sense, their
cramp-game of home, toe-molds, headhods
and all the other tools that are rare now
but whose use was owned necessity once.

*
*

THE BALLOON THAT LIVED ON THE MOON

The lower gravity was kind to it
It could bounce and soar higher
Than Earth allows
So the balloon was happier
By far
And soon forgot the puncture culture
We perpetuate down here
The hate-pins of our eyes skewer



The frailest inflation
The beadiest bubble is not safe
But up there
The bleak unpeopled landscape
Mirrrors more faithfully
A balloon's own sterility and
Essential snootiness
Consider
What a round object by its perfect nature
Excludes
How its boundaries segregate the in from the out
And show what is enough
And what is less
So when you think of the balloon
That lived on the moon you might wonder
Why all its brothers and sisters
Because can't you feel how
When one tugs your hand
Deft with that upward urge how much
It resists your touch
How endlessly
You are not a part of it

*
*

TRANSIT

my hand feels odd without its wrist which ticked itself away
other parts of my body are similarly running out of time
and one by one are vanishing
my left foot is gone
and my right eye and the list grows daily—
if they are departed from here
have they started to appear
elsewhere
weighing down its sill a tick more each second
ectoplasmically emerging there
from the nowhere of this life
this nonexistence I feel in every pore
ever since childhood revealed
a gap in the text or
an amputation of the hand from its gesture
a separation of act from intent
a limb from limb interstice
ever since childhood began to feel
the intrusion of that split that portal that doorway place
which little by little piece by piece
I am entering now

*
*

DIMINUENDO

If I cannot carefully slowly lower drowned
windowwashers down the face of highrises,
what use am I?  And what a bad little
good-for-me I am, regardless.  Even

my hems lower their eyes at the sight of



such remissiveness: therefore whenever
the flesh gloats a police stick removes its
widow’s peak.  Worlds have lost for less their keep.

To fathom at random your crumbling core
while the sun is burnishing its bullseye on
all the margin mountains and seas whose scene

we supercede each time we sneeze is like
scratching myself with forgetful eels, asking
is this my own, my Tennyson sinecure?

*
*

A LIFETIME YET

Look, in the sky, how those clouds turn
into a place which briefly appears
to be unique or is that pattern
repeated once every 33.3 years—

Termcycle which can't be seen unless
via long computers our sapient view
finds its site: or is this simply false
recurrance imposed upon a true

chaos.  Can heaven's formations be
further figured beyond the phase
nonce of that one fate we suddenly
see: a third of the way through his

thirtythird year we hoisted Jesus
up to check this question out; he
was supposed to get back to us
on it but we're still on hold, aren't we?

*
*

THE MALL-TIQUE ESTHETIC

Often a flower tries to befriend your shirt,
but you must shun its minor transcendence
and remain in transit afterwards then later forward,

nor stop along any ground lure to wield
an egg balanced on a T-square and declaim
how grateful you are for whatever cameo roles

your filmnoir thieves and killers can still assume,
though the thrill of closing your eyes in witness
leitmotifs the fear they show account to.

Earth-surface seems to support this with evasions
which, if difference did deliver, might
grant monkey unanimity to time's isolation

and overcome your capacity for reason among



vined gardens of origin, desperate media
which litter the floor with florabunda

whose come-ons to your clothing are due
to their desperate desire to be real somehow:
how sad nature is in its entourage stage,

its stalker nazi strategems to stay relevant,
the way it mimics us.  Its simulacra swarm
almost human in their gaudiness of thorn

or leaf though of course they lack our essential
say nay qua.   Yet here you are among their
units of ubiquity as if they were the one you

should escape and run to hide beneath a sundial,
while your windmills pump water to a stalled
starting-block; your bread sops up the clouds.

Hey: each day don't you see on the screen
a comedian's teeth battle the lava of his own lips.
Doesn't that scene render Vesuvius superflous.

*
*

ITCH

too many words but
if you could pare 
them down to what
your fingernails scratch
onto every pore
of skin on your body
except for a certain
portion of the back
below the blades above
the small of it sits
that singular patch
your hands cannot reach
to inscribe the lines
that cover all the other
fleshparts is that spot
virgin reserved for
Mallarmé perhaps
untouched till god or
devil autopist writes
theirs there

*
*
*********

March 12, 2007

whim

*



David Kirby quoting Emerson in the Times Book Review yesterday, "I would write on 
the lintels of the door-post, Whim."
This reminded me of a vanity book I started to collate about a year and a half ago, 
and never finished; here's the titlepage etcet and the first draft of an intro note:

>this edition OCTOBER 2005
             
NEVER LEND YOUR UMBRELLA TO A SUBMARINE AND OTHER WHIMSICAL POEMS

                     BILL KNOTT

COPYRIGHT 2005 by Bill Knott

*

My whimsical poems are for the most part conceptual rather than linguistic. . .  I'm 
too inhibited and puritanical to indulge in sound for sound's sake.  I admire those who 
can write nonsense verse, but that whole wibblety wobblety world of wordplay is 
beyond me. .  .  (Roger McGough for one can do both the sound and the sense equally 
brilliantly; I envy his genius.)  Puns, if they occur, are usually derived from metaphor 
rather than sound-association; indeed, I am surprised when people point out a "pun" in
one of my poems, because  I rarely intend them; they're mostly inadvertant.  I make a
conscious effort to work from the synonym: my thesaurus is always at hand.  For me 
the content comes first; plot is always uppermost in my thoughts: though after that's 
set, formal concerns of style or sound-patterns may evolve in a further elaboration. 

What do I mean by whimsical?   Is it a category separate from nonsense verse or the 
comic poem? Its subject matter is often trivial: kites, balloons, umbrellas, 
barbershops or hair in general, honeymoons and drinking fountains.  But the whimsical
poem never tries to be funny, it's too complacent for that.  Halfway between a-mused 
and  be-mused.  Smug-like, it doesn't care.  It doesn't show off with insouciance and 
lyrical dandyisms.  Indeed, it often has an air of earnestness, though towards what 
end is not always evident. It thrives on its arbitrariness, but it does seem to have a 
purpose in mind.  It doesn't want to be ironic or satiric, I think.

*

Here are a couple poems from the tentative selection:

ISLANDS

Garden hoses on horseback
gallop through the desert
to fill up the gulfs 
that surround us.

Born of the bird who lays
its eggs on the rim 
of volcanoes, then flies off 
never to return:
such patient warmth
erupts us into form.

Lava solidifies the sea
for binoculars of hourly ships
whose cruel captains allow 
the stowaway days
no shore, no leave.

But the wisdom of archipelago,
how one must stop sometimes 



to meet one’s feet 
on sites prepared for none.

Over each beach
senior sand and junior dune
establish their shifty dynasty.
 
Meanwhile look at all the water.

The waves
are swimmers no-one saves.

*
FLUSH

I pulled out a dollar
but it was a fish 
gasping with big 
numeral 1 eyes

poor dollarfish
sadly I observed
old fingers hung 
from it like hooks

now I fill my pockets 
with water hoping 
to lure more

somewhere a penny 
is turning green
on the ocean floor

*

Joke

from page 8 of the New York Review of Books, March 29, 2007, 
Julian Barnes recounts: 

A British Euro-joke tells of a meeting of officials from various countries who listen to a
British proposal, nodding sagely at its numerous benefits; the French delegate stays 
silent until the end, then taps his pencil and remarks, "I can see that it will work in 
practice.  But will it work in theory?" 

Substitute "SoQ poetry" for "British proposal," and "SoN poet" for "French delegate" and
the joke still works, I think. 

But while the School-of-Quietude poet does value Practice, and the School-of-
Noisiness poet valorizes Theory, this is (like the British/French characterization) 
overall a generalization, and can't apply to every individual case— 

For example, thinking of jokes, humor: surely the SoQ Bidart and the SoN Palmer are 
clones in their droneful solemnity, their drastic seriousness, their complete omission 
of the comic muse? 

(Palmer of course inserts a double space inbetween his lines so his poems can kill 
twice as many trees as the normal poem (Lebensraum, Lebensraum, his cramped lines 
cry); and Bidart: sometimes he too spreads his lines sparsely and straggledy-taggledy 
down the page to blitzkrieg the margins of poetry's Maginot line . . . )



* *

August 21, 2007

just another SoQ-hack, actually (Knott, not Edson)

**

Date:         Wed, 28 Feb 2007 12:59:29 -0600

Reply-To:     [log in to unmask]

Sender:       UB Poetics discussion group <[log in to unmask]>

From:         Daniel Godston <[log in to unmask]>

Subject:      Re: Russell Edson - what school is he?

In-Reply-To:  <000f01c759d6$7a5ee020$8b2aa392@AARONLAPTOP>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"

Aaron,

I'd say Edson belongs to a particular school in the way that 

Bill Knott, Emily Dickinson, William Bronk, Billie Holiday, 

Thelonious Monk & others like them belong to particular schools, 

which is to say I don't think they do. They're their own 

schools. They might be associated with other people or

schools but their visions & particular expressions are 

singular and unique.

Dan

-----Original Message-----

From: UB Poetics discussion group

[mailto:[log in to unmask]]On Behalf Of Aaron Belz

Sent: Monday, February 26, 2007 12:47 PM

To: [log in to unmask]

Subject: Russell Edson - what school is he?

Hey Poetics -

If you had to make a case that Russell Edson belongs 

to a particular school of American poetry, which one would it be?  Language? 

NY School? My hunch is neither of those, so what do we call Edson's 'school'?

Just wondering,

Aaron

March 14, 2007 

the best

* 
What do the following poets have in common: 

Maggie Anderson, Dorothy Barresi, Quan Berry, Jan Beatty, Robin Becker, Richard 
Blanco, Christopher Bursk, Anthony Butts, Lorna Dee Cervantes, Wanda Coleman, Billy 
Collins, Mark Cox, Jim Daniels, Chard DeNiord, Toi Derricotte, Denise Duhamel, Russell
Edson, Lynn Emmanuel, Peter Everwine, Edward Field, Daisy Fried, Barbara Hamby, 



C.G. Hanzlicek, Bob Hickok, Grey Jacobik, Julia Kasdorf, Jesse Lee Kercheval, 
Etheridge Knight, Sanda Kohler, Ted Kooser, Larry Levis, Shara McCallum, Peter 
Meinke, Malena Morling, Kathleen Norris, Sharon Olds, Alicia Suskin Ostriker, Minnie 
Bruce Pratt, Paisley Rekdal, Muriel Rukeyser, Richard Shelton, Reginald Shepherd, 
Cathy Song, Virgil Suarez, Ronald Wallace, Afaa Michael Weaver, David Wojahn, and 
Dean Young. 

If pretty early in reading the list you answered, "Well, they're all better poets than 
Bill Knott," you'd be right. 

They are all better poets than me, and if you don't believe me, take the word of Ed 
Ochester, who put the poets listed above into his new anthology, "American Poetry 
Now / Pitt Poetry Series Anthology." 

To quote from the catalog, "American Poetry Now is a comprehensive collection of the
best work from the renowned Pitt Poetry Series."

The best work, mind you, not the worst.  If Ochester was doing the worst, he would 
have reprinted poems from my Pitt book, "Poems 1960-1987" (published in 1989). 

All you jerks who waste your words in this blog's comments box asserting that my 
poetry has some merit are dilettante dreamers who don't live in the real world.   In 
the real world, editors like Ochester separate the best from the bad: and their word is
law, not yours.    

Anthologies like this create the world of poetry.  Pretending otherwise makes you a 
fool, or worse, an "outsider." 

*
March 15, 2007

the warren wilson blues

*
Poetry Magazine's website now has a semi-open blog where theoretically anyone can 
post . . . semi-open because they review all putative entries before they publish them
(so don't go thinking you can say anything honest there: all they want is the usual 
bushwa) . . .

The first post comes from Patricia Smith, recounting her middle-aged MFA 
experience . . . she notes how she was accepted by Warren Wilson, but chose the 
Stonecoast low-rez instead . . .

Like Smith, I too applied to Warren Wilson, but while they accepted her, they rejected
me.  So I got my MFA at Vermont.

I wasn't good enough for Warren Wilson; they only accept the best.  
(Vermont it seems has lower standards, if I'm any example.)

March 17, 2007

you sam

* *
Farrar Straus and Giroux published my last theoretically-real book (as opposed to my 
self-published vanity books) in 2004, and their editor Jonathan Galassi did ask me, 
after that collection came out, to prepare another, a 240-page Selected.  . .



But I'm not doing that Selected.  I will not do another book with FSG.  For lots of 
reasons, some of which I've presented in earlier posts on this blog.

(Let me say first that I respect and admire Galassi.  He is not only a great editor, but 
he is a wonderful writer as well.  His own poetry is superb,—unfortunately much 
underrated because of his status/stature and fame as perhaps the foremost literary 
editor/publisher of our day.  His translations from Montale and other Italian poets are 
outstanding, and have been quite rightly recognized and praised.)

But another reason for my not continuing on with FSG has come to mind today.  It's 
the economics of it, you sam . . .

I mean that all the other poets on the FSG roster are rich.  It's not just Seidel, the 
others are also pretty well-off.   In terms of personal wealth, I would probably be (or 
was, briefly, for one book) the poorest poet on the FSG list.

Or if they're not rich in the millionaire sense like Seidel, they're all rich compared to 
me.  Heaney and Walcott, the Nobelists, whaddaya think they're worth?  How many 
houses/apts do you think they own between the two of them?   Pinsky and Bidart, I 
bet they make a bunch.  Lawrence Joseph, he's a lawyer.  Seems like Carl Phillips is 
always getting fellowship award money.  Charles Wright.  I would guess that every 
poet on the FSG list currently owns a house or a condo (I would be the exception to 
that, if I was still on the list). . . .  Are any of them as poor as me?  Doesn't every one 
of them make more money a year than I do?  I don't have the facts and the figures, 
and there may be an exception or so, but on the whole I think I'm pretty much right 
(certainly the FSG poets close to my age-bracket are all wealthier than me).

*
After completing his Ivy League college education, C.K. Williams spent the next ten 
years in Paris working toward a first book of poems, living on a trust fund which 
afforded him the security and freedom to pursue his writing career. 

In that same period (roughly 1958-68) I went into the Army for two years after 
highschool and then worked as a hospital orderly while I scrabbled together my first 
book.

—Of course since we live in a mer-i-to-cra-cy, the disparate financial conditions of 
Williams' youth and mine have no relation to his success and my failure,— and if you 
dispute that, talk to Pierre Bourdieu, he'll set you straight.

*
It's a question of class, the class system, like everything else in the U.S.   Either that, 
or it's more knottsense, typical self-pity pathetic piffle.

But I think the fact is, that I can't be an FSG poet because I'm simply too poor.   I 
would be the undesirable element in that neighborhood, the one with the peeling 
paint and the uncut lawn.  The one they'd have to run out of town to shore up their 
property values.

*

March 18, 2007

COMMENTS

Why not do a collected with FSG, especially when you trust the editor? Who gives 
a shit these other people are millionaires? Morgan Fairchild is a millionaire. No 
one's asking her to play Lady Macbeth.



I don't get it. Is your publishing house distinguished by the skill and respect you 
have for its editor, or is it all negated in your mind because some of its authors 
have found ways to exploit their work monetarily?

I understand the art machine in the U.S. is a sausage factory like everything else 
these days, but maybe the point is not to win your argument, so much as it is to 
let the minority of people who are still interested that there still is an argument. 
That there are different ideas out there about what a good poem is. That 
everything isn't chocolate or vanilla.

Posted by: Connolly | March 19, 2007 at 09:27 PM

the horror

*

I've whined and complained earlier on this blog about the demeaning coverage my last
theoretically-real book received from Poetry (Chicago) Magazine. Until that hackpiece
appeared in early 2005, they had not critiqued any of my books for 33 years, in fact 
since the May 1972 issue where my book “Nights of Naomi” was savaged as part of an 
omnibus review by Charles Molesworth.

Anyway, between 1972 and 2005, between the time of these two bookend reviews by 
Molesworth and Meghan O’Rourke, I published what, 6 or 7 books, none of which 
Poetry deigned to take notice of.

Different editors, yes: Daryl Hine in 1972, and Christian Wiman in 2005: but it’s 
interesting to note that the magazine’s editorial policy toward me did not change in 
that time.  Just as they used the 2005 “review” to spread vicious gossip about me, so 
they did the same in 1972.  The 1972 review set the tone for the 2005 one.

Here’s an excerpt from the Molesworth:

“Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of giving his birth and terminal dates together 
originated when he realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry reading he 
was scheduled to give.”

So, here’s the sequence: in 1972 Poetry Magazine prints a rumor that says in effect 
that I’m afraid to give (I can’t face the horror of) poetry readings—

And guess what happens then, after that "review":  My reading invitations dry up.  No 
one asks me to read.  From that point on, for the next 3 decades, I barely manage to 
get an average of about one reading a year.  I receive almost no requests to give 
readings because everybody knows, everybody has heard that I can’t “face the horror 
of a poetry reading.”  It said so right there in Poetry Magazine.

(And now of course, with my health problems, I can't do readings anyway, even if 
anybody was asking me, which they aren't, and that's just as well.)

After they printed that nonsense (oh yes, they labeled it a “rumor,” but everybody 
knows how such floaters spread and take on the facsimile of fact), after Poetry used 
the venue of what was ostensibly a book review to, to, what’s the term I’m looking for
. . . well, what would you call it? 

One thing's for sure: after that May 1972 issue appeared, my reading career was 
destroyed.

(There is an alternative truth to this tale: perhaps my "reading career" was 
aborted/thwarted not by this review in Poetry, but by the fact that no one liked my 



crummy lousy poetry enough to invite me to read: or by the fact that I was no good at
giving poetry readings (I can remember hearing after some of them, as I eavesdropped
from bathroom stall or around a corner, audience members commenting about how 
boring and bad my reading was: I can never remember being praised by anybody in 
those minuscule groups who attended my infrequent readings, those scowling 
scattered-seat-fillers who scuttled so quickly once I had I grimaced out my final 
words) . . . in fact, the more I think about it, I realize that the reason I didn't get 
invited to give any (or hardly any) readings was simply that people hated (hate) my 
poetry and so why should they have invited me to read?   In fact, I probably got as 
many invitations as any other fourth-rate poet like me.) 

*
Just one question: Poetry Magazine has in its long history published hundreds maybe 
thousands of reviews of poetry books: have they ever, in the text of any of those 
reviews printed rumors and gossip about anyone other than me?

Is there a single instance, can you remember a similar case where the reviewer 
paused in the course of his or her consideration of the book under review: 
parethetically paused to share some precious oddment of rumor gossip about the poet 
whose work they were appraising; can you recall another such incident in the pages of
Poetry Magazine?   

I haven’t read all those reviews, so I can’t say for sure, but I think not.

I think I am the only one to have been so honored.

*

March 18, 2007 

COMMENTS

Don't read Poetry mag any longer, so I can't offer testimony re:other rumors they 
might have spread. I do remember, though, that I heard you read in Buffalo after 
you'd published your first book, the Naomi Poems, which already listed your birth 
and terminal dates, so ...

They fucked up.

Good reading, too, as I recall - though it did seem to me at the time that it wasn't 
a particularly enjoyable experience for you.

(Now that I sometimes give readings myself, I should say that I can understand 
that stance.)

Posted by: Jeff Davis   | March 18, 2007 at 07:40 PM

you can come and read at my place anytime. i'll even buy you a coffee.

Posted by: clay banes   | March 19, 2007 at 01:42 PM

....

March 19, 2007 

COMMENTS



I first encountered your poetry in a Bly book, "The Sea and the Honeycomb". I 
thought the short poems in there were magnificent. I`ve read a number of your 
books since then..always with pleasure and admiration. Some lines stick with me 
like clues:
"inner Okies migrunting through the must bowl." I think if people hate your poetry,
they must be looking to be entertained, not woken up. Nice to find your blog and 
have a chance to express my appreciation. Best wishes.

John Tischer

Posted by: John Tischer | March 22, 2007 at 03:39 PM

collected political poems 1965-2005

*

[ The post of this book can be found in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 
2007 from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

March 23, 2007

SHORT POEMS VOLUME TWO

*

[ The post of this book can be found in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 
2007 from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

March 24, 2007 

SELECTED LOVE POEMS

*

[ The post of this book can be found in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 
2007 from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

March 26, 2007

COMMENTS

Excellent collection of love poems. I have always loved 7 1/2 POEMS TO, FOR, AND
ABOUT R, and enjoyed reading it (them?) again this morning. I often quote 
"(They'll  clone that dino DNA— / can love be revived that way?)". I love how silly 
these lines are  in context, and yet really wrap up the poem perfectly.

Another favorite is THE CONSOLATIONS OF SOCIOBIOLOGY. I first read it years ago,
but to this day, every time I drink soda through a straw, as I get toward the end, I 
think to myself that it "went waterier and waterier."

Posted by: E No   | March 28, 2007 at 08:21 AM



DON'T MISS AN EVENING WITH THE PARIS REVIEW POETS

An Evening with the Paris Review Poets
Co-sponsored by the Academy of American Poets, The Paris Review and Housing Works

Mary Karr
Emily Moore
Matthew Thorburn

Tuesday, May 1, 2007 -- 7:00 p.m.
Housing Works Bookstore Cafe
126 Crosby Street at Houston
FREE

*

We poets of the USA should be grateful for all the support we receive from our state 
institutions.  Take just the CIA: not only do they found and fund magazines like the 
Paris Review for us, but they also take on the dangerous task of going into foreign 
countries and eliminating our potential competitors . . .

For example: How many young Chilean poets were murdered or suicided or 
impoverished or exiled by the CIA-installed Pinochet regime?  Everybody knows about 
the chagrin and embarrassment we North American USA poets suffered in the past 
when we compared our poetry to that of the great Chilean poets like Neruda and 
Parra, how solipsistically small and provincial and futile our poems seemed when set 
next to their poems . . . but now, in the last couple decades, hasn't that situation 
improved thanks to the CIA's intervention? 

It's not just in Chile, of course.  Imagine how many other South American poets have 
been killed or otherwise quashed and quelled by CIA-funded activities.  Not to 
mention Africa, Asia et al. 

Yes: All those poets who might have produced better poems than us, whose poems 
might have put ours to shame, we don't have to worry about them now, do we, 
because they've all been murdered for us by the CIA.

We should bow our heads every day in the direction of the CIA headquarters at 
Langley, Virginia, and say a silent thanks for their benefactions.  We have been 
blessed.  We are the Langley Poets.  We are the Paris Review Poets.

*
Because it's not just Mary Karr and Emily Moore and Matthew Thorburn who can stand 
there on May 1st in the Housing Works Bookstore Cafe and proudly appear as "the Paris
Review Poets," it's all of us: every USA poet owes part of our endowment to the CIA.

We are all "Paris Review Poets" whether we've published in the Paris Review or not, 
because we've all received benefits from the CIA's worldwide pogroms.

Just as USA business cartels have paid the CIA's mercenaries to assassinate and 
undermine destroy their foreign competitors, so I assume the Academy of American 
Poets has commissioned similar sorties from Langley ("There's this poet in Sierra 
Leone, and . . . she writes sort of Tony Hoagland, only political, and ten times 
better . . . can't you do something, you know, the usual, make it look like an 
accident . . . prison maybe  . . . okay, that's great . . . Tony can breathe easier thanks 
to you . . . ah if the Tonys and the Marys and the Emilys and the Matthews only knew 
all the things you do for them, and for all our poets . . . thanks so much . . . yes, the 
Charles Wright first edition is in the mail to you, I had him sign inscribe it as always . .
. no, no, thank YOU, Director Plimpton!") . . .



*
If USA poets won't boycott the depraved BAP, if they can't resist that cacodaemon 
David Lehman, you can hardly expect them to stand up and say No to the CIA, can 
you?

Robinson Jeffers wrote that "Corruption is not compulsory," but that notion is no 
longer applicable, it seems.  You can't blame Mary Karr and Emily Moore and Matthew 
Thorburn for aligning themselves with the Paris Review despite its suspicious history, 
when you know that most USA poets would do the same. 

They know which side their bread is buttered on. 

*

It's not just the Paris Review we have to thank them for: surely many other USA 
litmags have been or are funded by the CIA.  (Funded indirectly of course, through the
standard "cut-out" procedures.)  Can you think of some journals their Black Budget 
might be currently underwriting? 

*

March 30, 2007 

some worksheets for a transversion of Baudelaire's "Causerie"

*
AFTER BAUDELAIRE'S CAUSERIE

The ocean of verse has left in my chest
That stale ebb-tail taste of a bile blueplate;
Its heft sits bitter against my lipcrest;
Even my critics' deaths can't renovate

An appetite for this: acid reflux   
My poems have all become, which in their prime
Fed vanity's veins and guts with grubfucks 
Enough to inspire one more ex-lifetime . . .

My heart?  Is Heartburnsville.  Landfill palace
Leveled ever since my fellow poets
Chewed its dumpster pews into prose-pellets.

Come share their bard-fare, their warmth and fireplace—
Eyes blazing like a holiday barrage,
They char my offal flesh long past garbage.

** *

Enough to inspire another lifetime . . . /
Or more to inspire at least one lifetime . . .

Come share the warmth of their bard-fare fireplace—

The ocean of verse has left in my chest
The stale, ebb-tail taste of a bile blueplate—
Heft to my lips it's kept its saltcrust crest—
Heft/Half to my lips it heaves its saltcurst crest—
Half to my lips it heaves its bitter crest—
Half to my lips it hoists its bitter crest—



regurgitate heartgorged
Half to my lips regurgitates its crest—

Even a critic's death can't renovate 

My appetite for it: acid reflux   /for this:
My poems have all become, which in their prime
Fed vanity's veins and gut with grubsex  
Enough to inspire one more ex-lifetime . . .

Fed vanity's veins enough gut grubsex
To inspire one more muse's ex-lifetime . . .

My heart is torn to the ground.  A palace
It was, once, before the other poets
Mismused its sacred panes in prose-pellets.

Scattered its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Scorn-drowned its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Scorn-rained scorn-drained
Heap-scorned its 
Hailscorned its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Drown-scorned its 
Devoured its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Rapined its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Rip-rapped its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Drowned its sacred panes under/in their prose-pellets.
Drowned its highest panels in prose-pellets.
purest purer purist  madder  badboy 
Caligua caligued/  orphic / onanic panes /
hieratic panes / heretic panes / King Ludwig panes/
superpanels / supposed succulent panes/
petulant panes    soi disant panes/ hoi polloi panes/
gorgulant panes/ beleaguered panes / island panels
/pedago panes /  
Sobered its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Showered its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Deluged its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Swamped its 
Drowned its sacred sobers in prose-pellets.
Drowned its manner panels in prose-pellets.
fasting feasting 
Drowned its festive panels in prose-pellets.
Drowned its massive panels

Every reader shares their valid malice:   
Eyes blazing like a holiday barrage,
They burn my offal flesh long past garbage.
They sear my    scorch  / pitched
raze  /  torch   /

My heart meanwhile is torn down.  A palace
My heart is burned/ torn/ pitched/hazed/stormed/shorn  to the ground.  A palace
Meanwhile my heart is/lies torn down.  A palace
Meanwhile my heart lies ground flat.
Meanwhile my heart lies leveled.  A palace
Meanwhile my heart's been leveled.  A palace
My heart meanwhile lies/is torn down.
My heart is meanwhile torn down.
My heart is razed to the ground.  A palace
My heart is torn to the ground.  A palace



mass  / communion
stimulate
respirate   vigorate  /renovate

My old poems are to me, which in their prime
All my poems have become, which
Is what my poems become, which in their prime

My bad poems home to me
My bad poems seem to me, which in their prime
My old poems have become, which in their prime

My own poems come to me, which in their prime
An appetite

Slabbed its sacred panes by prose-pellets.
Sobered its sacred panes their prose-pellets.
Forcefed its sacred panes their prose-pellets.
Crammed down its / Devoured
Devoured its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Buried its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Rained down its sacred panes in prose-pellets.
Besieged its ////   Downcast its 
Dinked its purple-pyred panes with prose-pellets.    
sacred-swayed panes 
Sobered its sacred panes with prose-pellets.

An appetite where each acid reflux
Of my poems burps bare what old pleasures primed
That un-viagra'd youth with grubbed-at sex
Enough to inspire one more ex-lifetime . . .

My sweet poems have become, which in their prime
These sweetpoems have become, which in their prime
My choice poems have become, which in their prime
These plumpoems have become, which in their prime
My old poems are to me, the ones that primed

They burn my offal flesh for dogs' garbage.   /
Ravenous Beauty, your palate drools malice;  
even You drool malice;
Drool-time Beauty
massacre
Beauty, harsh scourge of souls, why so ravenous;
hellstrong
/hailstorm / why such hellish malice:  
hellstrong  heldstrong

My appetite when each acid reflux   /where each
An appetite whose old acid reflux/ of poems
Of old poems burps bare what odd pleasures primed  
Their un-viagra'd youth with fusion sex   /tepid/wasteland
grubbed-at sex / 
Enough to inspire one more ex-lifetime. . .
To inspire/require at least one more ex-lifetime . . . 
Of my poems bares what odd/sewered pleasures primed
of my poems upchucks 
My un-viagra'd youth with grubbish sex
Enough to inspire one more/extra ex-lifetime . . . 
Enough to inspire an extra lifetime . . .



*
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April 02, 2007

FARRAR STRAUS & GIROUX

are refusing to remainder my book "The Unsubscriber" and are keeping it artificially 
alive past the normal kill-date for such failed books of poetry . . . 

I've asked them to remainder it (surely by now it isn't selling enough copies to justify 
its still-in-print status: it was published over 30 months ago), because once it's 
remaindered I can move to have the rights revert to me . . .

But they've refused my request for various specious reasons . . .

I suspect their real reason for refusing to remainder the book and thus return the 
rights to me, is that they've heard I was hospitalized with a heart attack last summer, 
and they're hoping I will die while they still have some copies to sell and while they 
still have their legal clutches on the poems . . .

FSG evidently thinks my death might gain my poetry some attention, and thereby 
make some money for them.

I wish I'd never published the damn book; it's brought me nothing but sorrow and 
pain.  

*

April 04, 2007

RUGGED TRIM (or WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT, ORPHIE?)

                "Long hast thou wandered on the happy mountain
                 Where the sweet Muses are for ever dwelling . . . "  
                                            —Tennyson, A Farewell to Poetry
*
Kenneth Rexroth edited a Selected Poems of D.H. Lawrence in 1947, reprint paperback
editions of which can be found cheaply . . . I remember reading it as a youth, and 
though I can't point to any specific instance I think it had a profound influence on my 
writing . . . It's certainly a book that I have purchased several times over, a book I 
return to and read . . .

Rexroth says many interesting things in the Introduction; looking at it recently I was 
struck by his comments comparing Lawrence's poems to Hardy's:

"This verse [Lawrence's early rhymed verse] is supposed to be like Hardy's. It is.  But 
there is always something a little synthetic about Hardy's rugged verse.  The smooth 
ones seem more natural, somehow.  The full dress, Matthew Arnold sort of sonnet to 
Leslie Stephen is probably Hardy's best poem.  It is a very great poem, but Arnold 



learned the trick of talking like a highly idealized Anglican archbishop and passed it on
to Hardy.  That is something nobody could imagine Lawrence ever learning, he just 
wasn't that kind of animal."

Rexroth is comparing Hardy's "rugged" style poems to Lawrence's: as he points out 
prior to the passage I've just quoted, Lawrence began as a sort of apparently-on-the-
surface Georgian poet, though he differed from them in at least one significant way: 
"Some of the Georgians had a favorite literary convention.  They were anti-literary.  
Lawrence was the real thing."  The implication is that Lawrence's mode of writing 
"rugged" was never a conscious stylistic choice; that with his background it came to 
him naturally (Rexroth: "I don't think he went about it deliberately.") . . .

(Haven't many other poets besides the Georgians played this anti-literary charade?  
Taking on the Rugged Role is always very tempting.)

Rexroth: "There is a vatic quality in Lawrence that is only in Hardy rarely. . . . Hardy 
was a major poet.  Lawrence was a minor prophet.  Like Blake and Yeats, his is the 
greater tradition."

*
Well.  Robert Lowell pronounced somewhere (I'm quoting from memory) that the two 
greatest Modern Poets were Rilke and Hardy.  

Which means doesn't it that for those of us English-speakers who take Lowell's word as
guide and who can read Rilke only in translation, that THE great Modern Poet to 
encounter in our own tongue is Hardy . . .

Hart Crane, writing to Yvor Winters in a letter dated May 29th, 1927, ventures to say 
that Hardy is "perhaps the greatest technician in English verse since Shakespeare."

Here's the poem Rexroth named Hardy's best . . . I've never seen it in any anthology:

         The Schreckhorn

(With thoughts of Leslie Stephen)

           (June 1897)

Aloof, as if a thing of mood and whim;
Now that its spare and desolate figure gleams
Upon my nearing vision, less it seems
A looming Alp-height than a guise of him
Who scaled its horn with ventured life and limb,
Drawn on by vague imaginings, maybe,
Of semblance to his personality
In its quaint glooms, keen lights, and rugged trim.

At his last change, when Life's dull coils unwind,
Will he, in old love, hitherward escape,
And the eternal essence of his mind
Enter this silent adamantine shape,
And his low voicing haunt its slipping shows
When dawn that calls the climber dyes them rose?

*
Quaint glooms, keen lights, and rugged trim: what semblance to the personality of 
Hardy's poetry!

*



Rexroth calls this a "full dress, Matthew Arnold sort of sonnet."  So compare it to the 
one sonnet of Arnold's which is best known and most anthologized, whose subject like 
Hardy's is mountainous and nothing less than the Everest of us:

SHAKESPEARE

Others abide our question. Thou art free.
We ask and ask—Thou smilest and art still,
Out-topping knowledge. For the loftiest hill,
Who to the stars uncrowns his majesty,

Planting his steadfast footsteps in the sea,
Making the heaven of heavens his dwelling-place,
Spares but the cloudy border of his base
To the foil'd searching of mortality;

And thou, who didst the stars and sunbeams know
Self-school'd, self-scann'd, self-honour'd, self-secure,
Didst tread on earth unguess'd at.—Better so!

All pains the immortal spirit must endure,
All weakness which impairs, all griefs which bow
Find their sole speech in that victorious brow.

*
Better so!  Why better so?— maybe, because everything that wishes to remain sacred 
must surround itself with mystery, Mallarme's commandment: the loftiest hill of 
Parnassus will still maintain its cloudcover 'gainst the foil'd searchings of every mortal 
reader (every reader is mortal, whereas those who have learned the ropes, ie poets 
themselves, can perhaps manage to scale each other to a height whereon they may 
glimpse a little daylight) . . .

(And by the way, how can we find our "sole speech in that victorious brow"
if our "foil'd searching" can't see past the "cloudy border of his base"? This seems to be
the distinction: "mortality" will never get past the treeline in its "search," but the 
"immortal spirit" (or rather its pains/weaknesses/griefs, —meaning what, its emotions?
or the travails that afflict its flesh?—) can find their voice in the summit of that 
"victorious brow."  We ask and ask, but the mountain remains "still" until the "sole 
[there's a pun] speech" is found not by us but by our ailments, our ills.)  

*
(Most of us never make it up to Base Camp.  I'm still stuck in rope-tying beginners 
class: Knotting 101.)

*
(I don't know if Arnold was the originator of this oeuvre-as-mountain metaphor, but 
surely it must have been a cliche long before Basil Bunting trundled it out in "On the 
Fly-Leaf of Pound's Cantos" . . . )

*
Hardy's phrase "rugged trim" contains in itself the contention, the contradiction.  
Rugged is "anti-literary," plainspoken colloquial raw; trim means smooth, crafted, in 
Rexroth's phrases "highly idealized" and "full dress."

*
Rugged versus trim.  Mayakovsky versus Mallarme.  Brecht versus Benn. Enzensberger 
versus Celan.  Prevert versus Bonnefoy.  The Communist Quasimodo versus the 
Hermetic Quasimodo.  Parra's Antipoem versus Stevens' metapoem.  

Paz in his great book "Children of the Mire" sums up the history of Modern Poetry as an
"oscillation" between "political temptation" and "religious temptation."  In other 
words, Democratic versus Fascist. Billy Collins versus Langpo/Post-Ahole.



*
The conflict ensues.  Pages 320-4, Poetry Magazine, January 05, Danielle Chapman 
reviews Reginald Shepherd's olio of Post-Avants, The Iowa Anthology of New American 
Poetries [sic].  

(By American, they mean U.S.  By Poetries, they mean in the Arnoldian sense, that 
each poet is his or her own peakdom; like mountains each stands far enough apart 
from all others that borders are called for: in this theoretical distance every poet 
constitutes a separate realm with its own unique language and heritage, its own 
tradition of "poetry."  So an anthology that brings together works from these 
loftitudinally-disparate states is per se a transnational one, a gathering of alien 
poetries . . . )

(by Poetries they mean Oxygen Required.  Watch out for falling rocks.  No climbers 
past this point unless accompanied by a guide.)  

Chapman characterizes many of the poems here as masturbatory ("jerking off"), 
"narcissistic," "self-pleasuring," "enamored with [their] own sound" . . . she forgot 
solipsistic, apolitical, autotelic, reader-unfriendly, elitist, etcet. 

Chapman gives more attention to Karen Volkman than anyone else, maybe because she
senses that Volkman is so gifted that she damn well ought to be writing better than 
most of the others in this anthology, much of whose work, Chapman writes, "seems to 
have been constructed from a book of Mad Libs, where poetry-speak is randomly 
inserted into a poetic structure and the poem pops out like a product.  Even the work 
of a skilled practitioner like Karen Volkman adopts such gimmickry."

What's the problem, essentially?  The same enigma which ModPo since Baudelaire has 
faced us with, namely, WHAT is this poem about?—  

Chapman: "[P]art of the problem with the poems in the Iowa Anthology—that of 
obscurity and incomprehensibility—is similar to that which has always beset Language 
Poetry," not to mention Symbolism, Surrealism, and so many other temptologies.—  

"[T]he question of what [Volkman's] poems are about is persistent.  Eventually it 
becomes clear that they are in fact about themselves."  They disallow us to judge 
them, Chapman adds: "because the subject of the poem is the poet's own evasive 
thought process, our [potential] objections are overruled by the mind of the poet, 
which, by its own definition, moves faster than ours."   Didn't Ashbery asset that poets
should try to make their poems "critic-proof"?

*
But making it critic-proof usually makes it reader-proof as well.  Most readers are, to 
use Arnold's figure, mortal and don't want to be "foil'd" by a poem, no matter how 
Shakespeare its author is.  They want to know what a poem is about, and they want to
know what it's saying about that subject.

So what IS the poem about?  What's it all about, Orpheus?  Samuel French Morse in his 
introduction to Opus Posthumous by Wallace Stevens, hands this injunction down from 
the bench: "From the very beginning his poems were 'about' poetry; it is the one real 
subject of Harmonium and all the later work."  

Morse then quotes from a 1940 letter by Stevens, who hands it down from his throne:

'The subject-matter of poetry is the thing to be ascertained.  Offhand, the subject-
matter is what says of the month of August . . . 'Thou art not August, unless I make 
thee so.'

I think by saying "one real subject" Morse means: as opposed to the ostensible or 
surface subject.  



Either I don't understand the Stevens quote or I'm wrong to see a contradiction where 
he says the subject-matter has to be ascertained: in other words, it's not a given, it 
has to be found and proved; because he immediately follows that by the "offhand" 
suggestion that essentially a poem's subject-matter is always the same: its apparent 
subject may be August (or anytime), but its real, its eternal subject is the poet's 
interminably flowing assertion of power and priority.  So evenings die, in their green 
going, a wave, interminably flowing.  In the beginning is the Word, and you, 
phenomena, are non until I utter it.  

Per Mallarme, everything in the world exists in order to end up in a book; for Stevens,
the book exists prior to its content. What is subject, and what is the subject.

Here's an Arnoldian sonnet on the subject, by Stevens:

THE POEM THAT TOOK THE PLACE OF A MOUNTAIN

There it was, word for word,
The poem that took the place of a mountain.

He breathed its oxygen,
Even when the book lay turned in the dust of his table.

It reminded him how he had needed
A place to go to in his own direction,

How he had recomposed the pines,
Shifted the rocks and picked his way among clouds,

For the outlook that would be right,
Where he would be complete in an unexplained completion:

The exact rock where his inexactnesses
Would discover, at last, the view toward which they had edged,

Where he could lie and, gazing down at the sea,
Recognize his unique and solitary home.

*
Complete in an unexplained completion.  That's right: never deign to explain.  Never 
stoop from your eyrie.  Harold Bloom's book on Stevens is about as intimidating and 
daunting as Stevens himself; early on he quotes from Emerson:

"[W]e cannot say too little of our constitutional necessity of seeing things under 
private aspects, or saturated with our humours.  And yet is the God the native of 
these bleak rocks."

Private aspects, private sights, visible only from the poet's eagle-eye outlook: so edgy-
exact this precipice of bleak rocks where the I alone is native; where no mortal dare 
venture even if there was room out there on that precarious ledge, which there ain't. 
We cannot say too little of this necessity.  But we can, I infer, say too much?

*
There are no themes for old age, an Arab proverb says, but death and the mountain.

*

The Paris Review Poets

. . . .

*
An Evening with the Paris Review Poets



Co-sponsored by the Academy of American Poets, The Paris Review and Housing Works

Mary Karr
Emily Moore
Matthew Thorburn
Tuesday, May 1, 2007 -- 7:00 p.m.
Housing Works Bookstore Cafe
126 Crosby Street at Houston
FREE

*
We poets of the USA should be grateful for all the support we receive from our state 
institutions.  Take just the CIA: not only do they found and fund magazines like the 
Paris Review for us, but they also take on the dangerous task of going into foreign 
countries and eliminating our potential competitors . . .

For example: How many young Chilean poets were murdered or suicided or 
impoverished or exiled by the CIA-installed Pinochet regime? Everybody knows about 
the chagrin and embarrassment we North American USA poets suffered in the past 
when we compared our poetry to that of the great Chilean poets like Neruda and 
Parra, how solipsistically small and provincial and futile our poems seemed when set 
next to their poems . . . but now, in the last couple decades, hasn't that situation 
improved thanks to the CIA's intervention?  

It's not just in Chile, of course.  Imagine how many other South American poets have 
been killed or otherwise quashed and quelled by CIA-funded activities.  Not to 
mention Africa, Asia et al.  

Yes: All those poets who might have produced better poems than us, whose poems 
might have put ours to shame, we don't have to worry about them now, do we, 
because they've all been murdered for us by the CIA.

We should bow our heads every day in the direction of the CIA headquarters at 
Langley, Virginia, and say a silent thanks for their benefactions.  We have been 
blessed.  We are the Langley Poets.  We are the Paris Review Poets.

*
Because it's not just Mary Karr and Emily Moore and Matthew Thorburn who can stand 
there on May 1st in the Housing Works Bookstore Cafe and proudly appear as "the Paris
Review Poets," it's all of us: every USA poet owes part of our endowment to the CIA.
We are all "Paris Review Poets" whether we've published in the Paris Review or not, 
because we've all benefited from the CIA's worldwide pogroms.

Just as USA business cartels have paid the CIA's mercenaries to assassinate and 
undermine destroy their foreign competitors, so I assume the Academy of American 
Poets has commissioned similar sorties from Langley ("There's this poet in Sierra 
Leone, and . . . she writes sort of Tony Hoagland, only political, and ten times 
better . . . can't you do something, you know, the usual, make it look like an 
accident . . . prison maybe  . . . okay, that's great . . . Tony can breathe easier thanks 
to you . . . ah if the Tonys and the Marys and the Emilys and the Matthews only knew 
all the things you do for them, and for all our poets . . . thanks so much . . . yes, the 
Charles Wright first edition is in the mail to you, I had him sign inscribe it as always . .
. no, no, thank YOU, Director Bush-Plimpton!") . . .

*
If USA poets won't boycott the depraved BAP, if they can't resist that cacodaemon 
David Lehman, you can hardly expect them to stand up and say No to the CIA, can 
you?
Robinson Jeffers wrote that "Corruption is not compulsory," but that notion is no long 
synch, it seems.  You can't blame Mary Karr and Emily Moore and Matthew Thorburn 
for aligning themselves with the Paris Review despite its suspicious history, when most
USA poets would do the same.  



They know which side their bread is buttered on.  

*
I can hardly criticize Karr, Moore and Thorburn for doing what I would (maybe) do in 
their case.  The Paris Review is not asking me to read as its representative, and 
though I'd like to think that, given the recent revelations about PR's connection to the
CIA, I would refuse such a request, I wonder if I would.  

*
Not that I could accept: a heart attack last year has led to such poor health that I will
never be able to do a poetry reading ever again.  My reading "career" is over, which is 
no great loss to anybody.  What the blacklist (I lived in Boston over 3 decades, and 
applied I don't know how many times for a poetry grant from the Massachusetts State 
Council for the Arts, and they never gave me a fucking penny) didn't ruin for me, I 
ruined myself.
  
It's no wonder I got offered so few readings over the 30plus years of my Boston 
diaspora.  Besides the inferior quality of my verse (see the quote-excerpts atop this 
blog's main page), I was a notoriously bad reader.  The few readings I gave in my life 
were pathetic and embarrassing.  I was a ludicrous sight at the lectern and of course 
never drew an audience larger than ten . . . no one wanted to come to my readings, 
and I don't blame them.  Just another of my failures in the Po-sic life (this blog is the 
latest one). 

The Paris Review obviously has money, no matter where cash comes from it does the 
trick.   Money money money.   Upperclass and prole. All those times I begged for a 
residency at the Provincetown Center for the Arts, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, how many 
years did I apply only to get slapped down by Stanley Kunitz who ran the selections 
back then. He knew to keep out crumbums like me.  He knew I  would never be in a 
position to recover from such a snub.  Maybe he phoned up some of his fellow 
upperclass rich poets, I'm thinking the ones from my gen, William Matthews, Louise 
Gluck et al, and consulted them.  Maybe he got the kibosh okay from them.  It is the 
duty of upperclass ivyleague poets like Louise Gluck and Mark Strand to crush scum 
like me.

*
(After completing his Ivy League college education, C.K. Williams spent the next ten 
years in Paris working toward a first book of poems, living on a trust fund which 
afforded him the security and freedom to pursue his writing career with no 
distractions or financial worries.  

In that same period (roughly 1958-68) I went into the Army for two years after 
highschool and then worked as a hospital orderly while I scrabbled together my first 
book.

—Of course since we live in a mer-i-to-cra-cy, the disparate financial conditions of 
Williams' youth and mine have no relation to his success and my failure.)

*
My understanding of the CIA is clicheish, based on novels and movies.  "The Good 
Shepherd" from last year is a film historical version of one Company hierarch, who 
first appears as a poetry student at Yale before his recruitment into espionage.  

Some of the poetry students at Yale became CIA, and some of them became poets: the
question remains whether some of them became both.  

Maybe that should be present-tense: become.  What kind of oath do they make you 
swear to get your Yale Younger Poet badge.  Now there's a secret society someone 
should investigate.  I pledge allegiance to Louise Gluck and the [CLASSIFIED] for which
she stands.



*
So I have this paranoic-critical vision of the CIA as being upperclass ivyleague WASP on
its higher levels at least, arrogant rich snobs with hypenated names . . . it's not much 
like that in reality, I would guess, but this is my fantasy.  So, above, when I have the 
CIA's "asset" at the Academy of American Poets phone Langley to request a 
termination-with-extreme-prejudice on an alien po-threat to Tony the Hoag, I imagine
them coalescing with Director Bush-Plimpton.  And the latter being "repaid" with an 
addition to his Charles Wright collection.

Why Wright?  Bush-Plimpton's Virginia estate is probably larger than Charles 
Wright's . . . but despite their payscale diffs and divides, I picture him as honoring the
class-system that spiritually unites the two of them, and I can see him acquiesce with 
nods and doffs of admiration to the bravura displays of Wright's tradecraft, the skillful
delays and declensions of his elegantly tepid variations: how a diaristic prose is made 
to seem almost poetic by the strategic use of inflated introversions and drop-lines; 
and how Wright has distinguished himself by singlehandedly elevating the Allusion to 
an entelechy: he has raised Namedropping to a modality.  Bush-Plimpton has to create
such Phantom Identities himself in his day to day drudgery of masterminding 
assassinations and bombings, so he appreciates Wright's flair for it.  And all those 
bucolic backyard musings on the Big Questions of Nature and Fate and Art echo his, B-
P's, as he too, like the poet, lounges in the garden behind his mansion and gazes out 
over the vales and values of his desmesne and lets the second vodka turn his thoughts 
into blink-eyed chin-scratching damps and ramp-ups not dissimilar to Wright's 
ponderistic longueurs . . . 

B-P's predecessor at the Agency, James Jesus Angleton, was a reverencer of Ezra 
Pound (I assume Angleton ran the Op that saved Pound from a treason trial) . . .

Bush-Plimpton following JJA's lead favors the non-Leftist poets (or the non-political 
poets, the apolitical poets).

*
Anyway, fuck Gluck and Wright and Williams.  And David Lehman. And the Paris Review
and the Academy of American Poets.  And Tony Hoagland.  And the Langley Trio 
reading May 1st at the Housing Works Cafe (yeah, where's their funding come from).  
To hell with all of them.  The whole poetry Establishment.  What can they do to me at
this point?  BLACKlist me?  Order the State Arts Council to refuse me a grant?

Deny me a respite sanctuary at the Provincetown Arts Center?  Brand me a Po-Biz 
pariah?  They've already done all that, and much much more.  Them and their kind 
have blacklisted rejected and crushed me all my life; what the heck else can they do. 
And now that I'm dying I don't care anymore . . . I don't have to suck up to them 
anymore.

*

in the mean

*

*
It left him whole without the halve-of-love.

*
Each word does hold a multitude of sins, if for sins we read modifiers, though of 
course reading is a transgression each word modifies.  Penance is therefore only 
possible after the period.  The sentence, then, begins only after the period, if for 
sentence we read sentence.

*
It is not possible to repair prunes without using assholes.



*
Puckering to kiss, withering to caress.

*
Long candle, ponder, short candle, think.

*
My pencil scratches its eraser in puzzlement.  What was I saying?

*
Poor King Lear must use both hands to raise a Big Mac to his mouth.

*
Oh what sundry I am under, yawnfreres.

*
Now me to die
finds its day.

*
I authorize you to baptize the S.S. Titanic the voice said and I obeyed but maybe too 
well.  Goodness has these defeats, wingbeats baring a face, grass frothing on its 
endless chain.

*
One too many nights away from tomorrow I lie.

*

April 21, 2007

billknott: ACTING POEMS

[ The post of this book can be found in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 
2007 from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

April 22, 2007 

another despicable anthology

. . . .

Third Rail
The Poetry of Rock and Roll
By Jonathan Wells
Publication Date: 04/2007

"The poets who fill these pages have come to testify, to bear witness to the 
mysterious power of Rock and Roll. -- from the Foreword by Bono.

**
I don"t know who Jonathan Wells is, but from my paranoid perspective he's a crook 
because he has included a poem of mine in his horrible anthology, "Third Rail" . . . oh 
yes, he of course secured the reprint rights to it from the publisher (Farrar Straus) 
who included it in my last theoretically-real book, and ergo legally he's not a 
thief . . .

But he didn't ask me if I wanted that poem reprinted in his anthology: he didn't obtain
my permission.   Do you think it naive of me to declare that anthologists who want to 



reprint a poem by a living poet should ask that poet directly?  I think anthologists 
have a moral obligation to ask the poet if he or she WANTS their poem(s) in that 
particular anthology; the poet should have the right to refuse.  The anthologist should
check with the poet first, not the publisher.  Any anthologist who does not do this is, 
in my eyes at least, a despicable thief.

Wells should have asked my permission to reprint the poem—

Which I wouldn't have given if he had deigned to ask.  (But of course he woudn't ask 
me, would he, because I'm a poet, i.e. a pathetic pee-on with no rights.)  I would 
have refused to be in his anthology, which is certain to be a disgusting spectacle of 
slave-poets praising their oppressors, worshipping the cruel musiclords they have been
robbed and plagiarized by for ever.  The fact that there are poets willing to write 
poems glorifying the very criminals who crush them and abuse them, just shows once 
again the slave-mentality, the abject sycophantic masochism we poets have been 
suicided into  . . .

(As I have proved conclusively in earlier diatribes on this blog, in the class-system of 
the arts the poet is slave.  See for just one example my post entitled "hmm" in the 
Archives, March 18, 07.)

No, the editor Wells isn't (legally) a crook, but he is a moron. Because if he had 
bothered to read my poem past its title he would have seen that it isn't a poem of 
praise, but the opposite, a poem of DISPRAISE, a protest against the evil war-making 
machines of music . . . I would never write a poem that "celebrates" music.  Any poet 
who writes in praise of music is a traitor.

And Bono, well, huh, whataya expect.  Musics like him and Patti Smith never had an 
original thought in their life.  That's why they and all the other upper-class artists 
have to steal their ideas from poor poets.  We poets are constantly plagiarized by 
those in the artistic classes above ours.  Like slave-laborers everywhere everywhen we
are exploited; the product-value of our work is appropriated and used by them; they 
(musics, painters, sculptors, movies, novelists, playwright et al) grow rich on the 
manipulation of what they steal from poets . . .

*
MARTIAL

Military sculpture is
to sculpture as
military food is to food,
if there are

any sculptors or chefs
left who have not
been conscripted, since
military verse

is to verse as
military noon is
to noon, the hands
straight up in rhyme.

And music—
music of course is war.

Note:
Anybody who reads poetry can see the ubiquitous self-doubts poets evince regarding 
the validity/value of their art.  Compare that to the smug self-satisfied attitudes 
exhibited by the advocates and practitioners of music.  They take it for granted that 



music is the highest art, the universal art, the only art that transcends all borders and
biases.  They never question that given assumption.  The arrogance of composers and 
musicians is insufferable.  They really believe Pater's dictum that all the other arts 
are inferior, that all the other arts "aspire towards the condition of music."  But every 
military that ever marched out to murder rape and destroy was led by what art: were 
those armies fronted by poets extemporizing verse—by sculptors squeezing clay—by 
painters wielding brushes—actors posing soliloquies?  No, the art that led those killers 
forth, the art whose urgent strident rhythms stirred and spurred their corresponding 
bloodlust, was the art to which they felt closest, the art that mirrored their evil 
egos.  That's why they have always put music up there at the vanguard of their war-
ranks, because not only is it the emblem, the fore-thrust insignia of their purpose, it 
is their purpose: it is the condition to which they aspire. 
But if music is what its hucksters continually sell it as, 'The Universal Language', what 
that means is that before the Babel Discontinuity there was no music.  Music did not 
exist before Babel, and will cease to exist when a true universal language (and a true 
universal peace) returns in the form of digitaldata/pictovids exchanged 
instantaneously by androids cyborgs robots.  Music will soon be as obsolete defunct 
extinct as humans are.

*
*

April 23, 2007

or not

* 
like me or not:

like my poems or don't like them . . . but at least credit me with one plus for the fact 
that you don't have to buy dead trees in order to read the damn things: all (or 99 
percent) of my poems are published here on this blog free for access by anyone . . .

*
Don't you wish EVERY poet would post their work out on the web for all to share . . . ? 

why don't you ask your favorite poets to do it! 

*
*

April 24, 2007 

was "Vote for me"

*

see post above for May 3rd.

*

April 25, 2007

COMMENTS

square laurel in a round knotthole and how!
fuck their yuppie smug, you've no need to partake in such ugly.
pretension in full swing, days coloured earthtone and poems low emission.



gross. eww. lame.
Posted by: maya jade   | April 26, 2007 at 06:01 PM

I second that Bill. Why do you want to play video games with these angst-driven 
gimmick writers? I understand your fight here, but you might as well be coaching 
a pee-wee workshop.

Posted by: Steve | April 30, 2007 at 09:18 PM

Professor Knott,
I'm extending an olive branch.
http://www.musecrafters.com/bloggingpoet/282/An+Open+Letter+To+Bill+Knott.
html

Posted by: Billy The Blogging Poet   | May 01, 2007 at 07:21 AM

pending DREAMS

*
Dreams are or should be fictional; dreams that contain memories are not dreams.  The
same with poems.

*
*
We need more moviestar names to leave their imprint on the sidewalks.  The heavy 
footsteps of the famous sink into our flesh.

Moviestars carved into our pavements: I fall down to lap up the love from these fame-
incisions; I lick my rain out of their name-pits.

*
*

April 26, 2007 

VOTE FOR ME: with a ps note added atop the original post

*

ps: it's may 3,

the election is over, and i didn't win. 

thanks to those of you who took the trouble to vote for me.

maybe i'll have better luck next year! if i'm still alive by then.

the irony is that none of the official nominees are really blog poets: none of them 
publish their work on their blogs .  .  . oh yes, i'm sure you can find a number of their 
poems here and there scattered around the web, and they may offer a pdf or two, but
the truth is that they are essentially dead tree poets . . . they don't want to publish 
their poetry on their blogs, they want to publish it in printbooks . . . none of them are
blog poets in that none of them are willing to blog-post their work as an ongoing 
entirety, free for access by anyone on the web . . . none of them have made the 
commitment that i have to the concept of the poetry blog  . . . they are "blog poets" 
who don't even believe in the idea of the blogosphere as a medium for poetry—as a 
medium that can bypass the established channels and reach or attempt to reach out 
directly to readers everywhere . . .



my last printbook was put out in 2004 by Farrar Straus and Giroux, and after its 
publication FSG's editor Jonathan Galassi asked me to do as a follow-up book a "240 
page" Selected Poems . . .

so i didn't have to do what I have done and am still in the process of doing, which is to
publish all (caveat: almost all) of my poetry here on my blog. . . . i had other options:
i even got offers from several places besides FSG . . .

i didn't have to post my work here to the extent that I have; i could have had a 240-
page Selected being published this year by Farrar Straus and Giroux . . . many have 
called FSG the most prestigious publisher of poetry there is, and a Selected done by 
them would perhaps have brought me, brought me . . .

but i chose to go with the blog . . . i chose to publish my work online:

i chose to publish my "Selected," my "Collected," my "Complete" on this blog . . .

which makes me, unlike those other nominees for the title of Blog Laureate, a blog 
poet . . .

*
(if those nominees were given the choice of either having a big book of their poetry 
put out by their favorite prestigious publisher, OR of being blog laureate for a 
year . . . do any of you believe any one of them would choose the latter?)

******
*
please go to this website and vote for me to be blog laureate:

http://www.musecrafters.com/bloggingpoet/208/2007+Poet+Laureate+Of+The+Blogos
phere+Voting+Begins.html

i'm not on the roster of nominees, so post a vote for me as a write-in candidate . . .

by definition only a blog poet can be blog laureate, and none of the current nominees 
are blog poets . . .

none of the nominees listed on the ballot are eligible for the post, because they're not
blog poets . . .

they're not blog poets because they don't publish their poetry on their blogs . . .

i may not be worthy of bloglaureatehood, but at least i publish my poetry on my blog, 
which ergo makes me a blog poet  . . .

you can't be a blog poet if you don't publish your poetry on your blog . . .

that's a fact, and no ad hominem aspersions of me will change it . . .

*

May 03, 2007

READERS' FAVORITES: THE BEST POEMS OF BILL KNOTT

*
(sorry, no PDF on this one yet; check back in a few weeks)



*
READERS' FAVORITES: THE BEST POEMS OF BILL KNOTT

*
Intro Note:

I'm grateful for those respondents who over the years have indicated their liking of 
particular poems.  

I want to make the presentation of my work on this blog as accessible and reader-
friendly as I can.  

With that in mind I've brought together in this file those poems I think of as "readers' 
favorites":—   

these are the ones which people have seemed to most enjoy and consistently prefer.  
Each of them has evoked some kind of positive acknowledgement . . .

*
Are these my "best"?   Presumably; in the end I can only rely upon the opinions of 
others.  My personal choices would differ to some degree.  But their—your—judgement
is what matters.  

*
You have my thanks to please download, cutpaste and post, reprint whatever you like 
from this, or any other entry on this blog.  

If you like some of these poems, you might look at the larger selections posted in the 
archives: please check the header atop the "Main" page here for details.   Or look at 
the sidebar of "LINKS TO POSTED BOOKS" . . .

*
I appreciate your interest.  If there are other poems you think should be included 
here, I welcome your suggestions. 

*
The order is, roughly: short poems first, then love poems, then a miscellany at 
random.  

*
*
********* 

*
*

(POEM) (CHICAGO) (1967)

If you remember this poem after reading it
Please go to Lincoln Park the corner of Dickens Street and sit
On the bench there where M. and I kissed one night for a few minutes
It was wonderful even if you forget

*
*



AT THE CROSSROADS

The wind blows a sheet of paper to my feet.

I pick it up.

It is not a petition for my death.

*
*

DEATH

Going to sleep, I cross my hands on my chest.
They will place my hands like this.
It will look as though I am flying into myself.

*
*

GOODBYE

If you are still alive when you read this,
close your eyes.  I am
under their lids, growing black.

*
*
THE FATE
                    (for Anne-Marie Stretter)

Standing on the youthhold I saw a shooting star
And knew it predestined encounter with the sole love
But that comet crashed into the earth so hard
Tilted its axis a little bit not much just enough
To make me miss meeting her by about a yard.

*
*

FAITH

People who get down
on their knees to me
are the answer to my prayers.

*
*

TO X

Somewhere in history
Somewhere in untold ages
Somewhere in the sands of time
Somewhere in the vast seas of eternity
There is one person
Only one
Who could understand me and love me
And you're it
So get with it

*



*

ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS

I lay down in the empty street and parked
My feet against the gutter's curb while from
The building above a bunch of gawkers perched
Along its ledges urged me don't, don't jump.

*
*

WRONG

I wish to be misunderstood;
that is,
to be understood from your perspective.

*
*

[UNTITLED]

Fingerprints look like ripples
because time keeps dropping
another stone into our palm.

*
*

FOOTNOTE

All of us who lived on earth
and all our loves and wars
will never even be mentioned in
the moon's memoirs.

*
*

ANCIENT MEASURES

As much as someone could plow in one day
They called an acre;
As much as a person could die in one instant
A lifetime—

*
*

HAIR POEM

Hair is heaven's water flowing eerily over us
Often a woman drifts off down her long hair and is lost

*
*

MINOR POEM

The only response
to a child's grave is



to lie down before it and play dead

*
*

SLEEP

We brush the other, invisible moon.
Its caves come out and carry us inside.

*
*

WHAT ABOUT PENS?

Always remember that day follows day,
but night precedes night—
and that your hands are merely microscopes for pencils to look through.

*
*

THE FINAL WORD

Our farewells lack the plausibility of our departures.

*
*

[UNTITLED]

Do they let you still keep your crutches when
they crucify you, as if you could even manage
the goshdarn things with your hands out like that.
Heck, they’d have to nail them up to your armpits.

*
*

ESCAPE PLAN

I examine
my skin

searching for
the pore

with EXIT
over it

*
*

[UNTITLED]

Your nakedness: the sound when I break an apple in half.

*
*

*****



*
*

SONNET
                   (to MK)

The way the world is not
Astonished at you
It doesn't blink a leaf
When we step from the house
Leads me to think         
That beauty is natural, unremarkable
And not to be spoken of 
Except in the course of things
The course of singing and worksharing
The course of squeezes and neighbors
The course of you tying back your raving hair to go out
And the course of course of me  
Astonished at you   
The way the world is not

*
*

BUMPY KISSES: POEM WRITTEN TO A POET
                                                            (to RS)

remember those bumpy kisses
in the back of that taxi
we should have begged the cabby
more hit more potholes please

when we hit a bad one whoops
everything got flung up hard
but don't some things just get better
by bouncing from lips to lips

kisses usually get their kicks
from boredom the normal routine
tongues stick the same linebreaks
the proper punctuation in

but not these bumpy babies
they jack out the box they
jump all the jolts of this jaunt
lucky for us it's transient

after a poetry reading
briefly we'll share a ride heading
uptown toward distant lives
has one of us now arrived

still the course of our smoothest words
is likewise unpaved by poems
we scribble them down sometimes
hurried as hugs through a cab-door

though even they must go
past first dates or last we try
we mostly try and let them be
the moment they were meant to



*
*

THE CONSOLATIONS OF SOCIOBIOLOGY
                                                               (to J)

Those scars rooted me.  Stigmata stalagmite
I sat at a drive-in and watched the stars
Through a straw while the Coke in my lap went
Waterier and waterier.  For days on end or      

Nights no end I crawled on all fours or in
My case no fours to worship you: Amoeba Behemoth!
—Then you explained your DNA calls for     
Meaner genes than mine and since you are merely

So to speak its external expression etcet
Ergo among your lovers I'll never be . . .
Ah that movie was so faraway the stars melting

Made my thighs icy.  I see: it's not you
Who is not requiting me, it's something in you
Over which you have no say says no to me.

*
*

NAOMI POEM (THE STARFISH ONE)

Each evening the sea casts starfish up on the beach,—           
scattering, stranding them.  They die at dawn, leaving            
black hungers in the sun.                                         
                                         We slept there that summer, we         
fucked in their radiant evolutions up to our body.  Ringed
by starfish gasping for their element,                          
                                                          we joined to create            
ours.  All night they inhaled the sweat from our thrusting          
limbs, and lived.                                                      
                            Often she cried out: Your hand!—It was           
a starfish, caressing her with my low fire.

*
*

NAOMI POEM

With the toys of your nape
With your skin of mother-of-throe pearls
And your fire-sodden glances
From the sidelong world

We break rivulets off the river and wave them in the air
Remember the world has no experience at being you
We also are loving you for the foreverth time
The light, torn from leaf and cry

Even your shoulders are petty crimes

*
*



NAOMI POEM
                           (to NL)

The beach holds and sifts us through her dreaming fingers
Summer fragrances green between your legs
At night, naked auras cool the waves
Vanished
O Naomi
I kiss every body of you, every face

*
*

RELICS WITH OLD BLUE MEDICINE-TYPE BOTTLE: TO X

This old blue medicine-type bottle, unburied
From your garden last year's the perfect centerpiece
To suit our supper—the totem-trope we need
Across this kitchen table, to show how dangerous

It is where we sit (knees near touching at times)
Dawdling and playing with our silverware, 
Tapping teacups, tired and satisfied and prime
From a stint in that garden: in a few hours

We'll find ourselves in bed, but we don't know that now,
Do we—we're still exchanging histories,
(It's only my something visit to your house)
Just sorting out the portions of who, when, how—  

Numbering the decades and the romances
That went bad, the faces that faded on us,
Though nothing too personal at first, just pain;
Divorces, liaisons, estrangements, fixations—

Of course our brows hurry away from hurt:
Anecdotes begun in wince end in wrinkly;
Our woeful tales go told through a mode that’s mostly
A kind of moue, comic attitude, which flirts 

With grimace-smiles, jokes, the mocking of those choices,
Those great mismatings: funny how it seems of late
Both of us have been alone, celibate . . .
Collating, getting our dates right, our voices

Shed their list of affairs, entanglements, crises:
So we accord the past its poisons, and theorize
That even this old blue bottle here, stored poisons
Before we were born:—followed by suggestions

That the toxin of those heartbreaks is gone
After this long, their vitriol has fizzed out,
And we could, given an occasion, again
Consume the spirit that killed us once, if not

The letter: confessions used as cue-cards to prompt   
Mutual responses of empathy or hope: 
No former hemlock can harm us now—we're immune
By now—don't you agree—because what happens

Ripens in retrospect; each sour memory
Blossoming like the flowers you sometimes spruce 



This bottle's corroded throat with.  We certainly
Are not eating much, are we, but we don't notice—

Can't we see how our fingers will likewise bloom
From off these knives and forks and force their field,
Interlocking like tugged-at roots . . .  Untombed
Of its venom, this blue vial vigils our held

Glances.  Sieved in its acid, its distilled mirror,  
Would we (almost as soiled as it by time) appear 
A beauty, a scarred heirloom any collector
Might stuff high on a shelf amid simulacra—

Somber still, it approbates that emptiness
We must be preparing to fill with each other—
It foretells the coiled taste, the bite unearthed
In the antiquity of a sudden, wild kiss 

Whose disclosure will surprise us, as if
We have not been wholly inured by the years,
The stories we bare here across the rice, the life
Stories bittersweet, neutered, too well-rehearsed.

Will deadlier words then surface—their potency
Dis-elixired, drawn; decanted so often
That by our courteous age they've turned as grimy
And bunged with dust as this blue glass was when

Your shovel showed it that summer morning, and
My phrases here are (surely) just as corrupt—
What matter its sharpness, no metaphor can
Pare the ground from us as hard as we try to dig up,

To excavate feelings a bottomless need for
Soars as we toss the salad greens and pour
Dressing dripping down their fineleaved freshness 
Starting to wilt already around the edges,

To rot back to that mulch they burst from.  Such decay
Preserves some artifacts, if not us: they lie in
Graves contrived to obviate the skeleton
They survive beside, they strive to deny

The obvious, the crepitude fate-of-flesh bleak
Facts of our demise, obdurate bricabrac knickknacks
Laid by ancients in the coffin to propitiate
Ancestors, to aid, via these vain trinkets, 

(Are we the ‘subjective correlatives’ of these
Objects, this chthonic junk the tomb-robbers missed,
Tools and talismans, amulets, a corpse-cache
Gear for ghosts, props to assist the posthumous)

Some afterworld sojourn of the soul entering
Itself, self dying to carpe diem one more day.
Refocus us on this figure, this table-centering
Blue bottle.  Whose future dye indigos our day.

Dulled, we ignore these darker, gnawing warnings—
Our own skull-and-crossbone labels long since skinned—
We poke at our plates, we pat our napkins. 
What antidote waits, withering, within



Against that great granulate upheaval of
Fields whose depths have grown archeological—
Filled by fucked relics and by that above-all
Most subterranean of discoveries, love?

*
*

ANOTHER FIRST KISS: TO X                                                                                        
                    
A first kiss can occur anywhere: two pairs
Of lips might meet as ingredients for
A cannibal's chowder; or on the shore of
A nightclub at ebb.  Preferably the latter—

Though there are no more nightclubs, or cannibals,
As such: I mean the first kiss is passé,
Archaic, obsolete.  Pre-Global Village,
It rests in wrinkles, in blinking memories . . .

Ours came in bed, but after we’d undressed;
Preceded by hugs.  And so the question
Of using the tongue—that old hesitation—
Didn’t apply.  We plunged right in.  At

Our age you get naked and then you neck,
The opposite of how it was done young.
But the hunger is still there.  The thirst
Is like in a bar, when they yell out Last Round.

Note:
Line 13: “Our age”—the lovers are 53 and 61.

*
*
******
*
*

MY MOTHER'S LIST OF NAMES

My mother's list of names today I take it in my hand
And I read the places she underlined William and Ann
The others are my brothers and sisters I know
I'm going to see them when I'm fully grown

Yes they're waiting for me to join em and I will
Just over the top of that great big hill                         
Lies a green valley where their shouts of joy are fellowing
Save all but one can be seen there next a kin                       

And a link is missing from their ringarosey dance
Think of the names she wrote down not just by chance                  
When she learned that a baby inside her was growing small        
She placed that list inside the family Bible                   

Then I was born and she died soon after               
And I grew up sinful of questions I could not ask her             
I did'not know that she had left me the answer                     
Pressed between the holy pages with the happy laughter            



Of John, Rudolph, Frank, Arthur, Paul,                         
Pauline, Martha, Ann, Doris, Susan, you all,                    

I did not even know you were alive                         
Till I read the Bible today for the first time in my life       
And I found this list of names that might have been my own      
You other me's on the bright side of my moon                 

Mother and Daddy too have joined you in play                
And I am coming to complete the circle of your day         
I was a lonely child I never understood that you              
Were waiting for me to find the truth and know           

And I'll make this one promise you want me to:
I'm goin to continue my Bible study
Till I'm back inside the Body   
With you

*
*

MONOPOLY

Finally the day dawned when a monopoly owned everything in 
   the world
So it went looking for its stockholders to celebrate
But they were all owned by it they were all dead they were someplace
Their photographs hung in elevators which went up and down up 
   and down carrying nobody
Everyone else was in bed doing exercises to get in shape for noon 
Hey the monopoly said let's uncork the Empire State Building and 
   get blotto
Silence
The monopoly scowled
All it wanted was a little good-fellowship, like you get in the highrise 
   apartment-buildings
Then the sky got awful dark
Gee
And everyone was in bed frantically doing those exercises that get us 
   in shape for death
Exercises known as "kissing" "fucking" "caressing"
Everyone was unaware that they had been bought
Or that the earth was about to sell them to the moon
For a little light

*
*

THE GOLDEN AGE

is thought to be a confession, won by endless
torture, but which our interrogators must
hate to record—all those old code names, dates,
the standard narrative of sandpaper
throats, even their remorse, fall ignored.  Far

away, a late (not lost) messenger stares,
struck by window bargains or is it the gift
of a sudden solicitude: is she going to
lift up her shadow's weight, shift hers
onto it?  She knows who bears whom.  In



that momentary museum where memory occurs,
more accrue of those torturers' pincers than
lessened fingernails, eyes teased to a pulp,
we beg for closeups.  Ormolus, objets d’art!
A satyr drains an hourglass with one gulp.

*
*

ENEMY

Like everyone I demand to be
Defended unto the death of
All who defend me, all the
World's people I command to
Roundabout me shield me on
Guard, tall, arm in arms to
Fight off the enemy.  My
Theory is if they all stand
Banded together and wall me
Safe, there's no one left to
Be the enemy.  Unless I of
Course start attack, snap-
Ping and shattering my fists
On your invincible backs.

*
*

CHRISTMAS AT THE ORPHANAGE

But if they'd give us toys and twice the stuff
most parents splurge on the average kid,
orphans, I submit, need more than enough;
in fact, stacks wrapped with our names nearly hid
the tree where sparkling allotments yearly
guaranteed a lack of—what?—family?—

I knew exactly what it was I missed:
(did each boy there feel the same denial?)
to share my pals' tearing open their piles
meant sealing the self, the child that wanted
to scream at all You stole those gifts from me;
whose birthday is worth such words?  The wish-lists
they'd made us write out in May lay granted
against starred branches.  I said I'm sorry.

*
*

RITUAL

first
bury your hands
then the third from the right toes
your pancreas bury it next
and so on in the order prescribed 
by ancient strictures 
save the head for last
cup your thumbs beneath for it to fall into
have an eyelash
be the last thing visible overground



leave a heartbeat
to tamp down the dirt
to be a shadow for grassblade above
then nothing up there
at the beginning of this poem nothing
so that the last the very last
all that'll be left to do then is
bury your hands
etc.

*
*

ANT DODGER

A suicide applicant
Who braces himself out
On a high ledge at noon 
While busy peeking down

Noticed an ant crawling
Dottily on the ledge
Right
There near his left toe

Below crowds all pushed 
Oblivious babbling
Omniscient like in the movies
Out whooshy doors

But his gaze halt ant
Ant the true ant
He dimly remembers
Not like them

So now
He hesitates
A million stories up
Shifts weight trying

Make his mind up
Distantly deciding
Whether to step
Before he jumps

On it 
Or not 

*
*

BRIGHTON ROCK BY GRAHAM GREENE

Pinky Brown must marry Rose Wilson                        
to keep her mouth shut about the murder               
which the cops don't know wasn't no accident—           

Pinky has a straight razor for slashing,                
a vial of acid for throwing into,                      
a snitch's face.  He dies in the end.  The end             



of the book, I mean—where, on the last page,                
'Young Rose' hurries out of church to pray                       
that her Pinky has left her preggy-poo . . .                              

Now, this kid—if he was ever born—joined                        
a skiffle group in '62 called Brighton                            
Rockers, didn't make it big, though,  

just local dances and do's.  Rose,
pink, brown, all nonelemental colors, shades
of shame, melancholy, colors which, you         

get caught loving too much, you get sent up      
to do time—time, that crime you didn't,
couldn't commit! even if you weren't                 

born—even and if your dad he died with                    
that sneer—unsmooched his punk's pure soul, unsaved—               
Every Sunday now in church Rose slices                

her ring-finger off, onto the collection-plate;      
once the sextons have gathered enough                    
bodily parts from the congregation, enough 

to add up to an entire being, the priest sub-            
stitutes that entire being for the one                   
on the cross: they bring Him down in the name

of brown and rose and pink, sadness
and shame, His body, remade, is yelled at        
and made to get a haircut, go to school,              

study, to do each day like the rest                  
of us crawling through this igloo of hell,
and laugh it up, show pain a good time,     

and read Brighton Rock by Graham Greene.

*
*

THE PATRIOTS

at the edge of the city in
the garbagedump where the
trucks never stop unloading
a crazy congregation stumbles
from trashmound to trashheap
they smash their fists down on
whatever's intact they tear
to bits the pitifew items
that have remained whole they
rip everything old clothes
papers cans bones to nothing
with their shining teeth
the enlightened the faithful
every couple yards one of them
falls and is torn to shreds by
the others at the edge of
the city where there's a line
waiting to join



*
*

THE CLOSET
           (. . .after my Mother's death)

Here not long enough after the hospital happened
I find her closet lying empty and stop my play
And go in and crane up at three blackwire hangers
Which quiver, airy, released.  They appear to enjoy

Their new distance, cognizance born of the absence
Of anything else.  The closet has been cleaned out
Full-flush as surgeries where the hangers could be
Amiable scalpels though they just as well would be

Themselves, in basements, glovelessly scraping uteri  
But, here, pure, transfigured heavenward, they're
Birds, whose wingspans expand by excluding me.  Their
Range is enlarged by loss.  They'd leave buzzards

Measly as moths: and the hatshelf is even higher!   
As the sky over a prairie, an undotted desert where
Nothing can swoop sudden, crumple in secret.  I've fled
At ambush, tag, age: six, must I face this, can

I have my hide-and-seek hole back now please, the
Clothes, the thicket of shoes, where is it?  Only
The hangers are at home here.  Come heir to this
Rare element, fluent, their skeletal grace sings

Of the ease with which they let go the dress, slip,
Housecoat or blouse, so absolvingly.  Free, they fly
Trim, triangular, augurs leapt ahead from some geometric
God who soars stripped (of flesh, it is said): catnip             

To a brat placated by model airplane kits kids
My size lack motorskills for, I wind up all glue-scabbed,
Pawing goo-goo fingernails, glaze skins fun to peer in as
Frost-i-glass doors. . . But the closet has no windows.

Opaque or sheer: I must shut my eyes, shrink within
To peep into this wall.  Soliciting sleep I'll dream
Mother spilled and cold, unpillowed, the operating-
Table cracked to goad delivery: its stirrups slack,

Its forceps closed: by it I'll see mobs of obstetrical            
Personnel kneel proud, congratulatory, cooing                            
And oohing and hold the dead infant up to the dead                        
Woman's face as if for approval, the prompted                           

Beholding, tears, a zoomshot kiss.  White-masked                
Doctors and nurses patting each other on the back,                     
Which is how in the Old West a hangman, if                            
He was good, could gauge the heft of his intended. . .                

Awake, the hangers are sharper, knife-'n'-slice, I jump                 
Helplessly to catch them to twist them clear,                         
Mis-shape them whole, sail them across the small air            
Space of the closet.  I shall find room enough here                

By excluding myself; by excluding myself, I'll grow.



*
*

*******

May 06, 2007

an exquisite new poet

*
I'm hardly in a position of authority to confer glory onto a new poet, but if you want 
to see one I especially admire—

her name is Hailey Leithauser.  I don't know if she has a book out yet, but you can 
google several of her poems online.

Her work is exquisite.  Kind of Verlaine.  A bit Kay Ryan.

Her skill is obvious,— but more than that, her poems seem to be desirous of a quality 
which very few contemporary US poetries aspire towards: beauty. 

She seems to want to write poems that are beautiful, and that ambition is rare these 
days.

I think she succeeds in her efforts, often.

Some might dismiss what she does as limpid lapidary preciosity, but I wish I could 
write the like.  I wish I could write like her.  I feel an esthetic pleasure in reading her 
poems, and I'd love to experience the pleasure of writing them!   

*
Don't ask me what I mean by "beautiful" . . . Si non rogas, intelligo (If you don't ask 
me, I know), to quote Saint Augustine.   

*

May 08, 2007

pend

*

*

I LIVE ON THE LOWEST

ledge it's still fatal 
to fall from while

my neighbor on 
the below-one

merely loses any 
skeletal integrity

and lives to stab coupons
for lowyield posterity:



he's lucky
compared to me

and to all
the tenants above me

because when we fall
we die.

*
*

POEM

*
the same face peered from both our eyes
but not to say goodbye

the scene rejects your precious how-to

pervaded by dripping moments
notice the immobility of one

see enemies free of their graves finally

*
more born than alive
too born to be alive
the penis rides

through a bullet palace

(aboard the meow express
or the purr local

even a snowfall
unveils its air
of sole percussions

on wielderwings

*
beyond reign
of human  
songs remain
Celan says
meaning his
but not mine

*
I go for oops on
the down one

a lull goes by
I follow

the mirrorbits
glued in my armpits



from the flush of
dawn to the thrush of evening

my trousers spuming
around my ankles

shed by waves of life
I wade proceeding

I seem to evolve in sympathy
with my tedium

*
(He found in lapse 
his body’s solo data—
it left him whole 
without the halve-of-love.)

*
I was eager to play place,
to bet the the blue racetracks
that run beneath my skin—
and even to dare win.

*
I swept the mirror under the rug,
the rug under the house,
only now I have no floor.

And still the scene insists
there be no secrets,
no distance cloaked in Ithacas.

Too late,
its gates are hung on bars,
ledges blindfold all its windows.

In the past, in youth's nether,
how fast they climb 
the steps of my tailspin.

*
*

*

if every beginning
is captured cry
by slaves of the end

when my sword
is nailed to the dawn
glitter will I shiver

like a tuningfork
touched to a flame

the cigarette aligned
to accentuate
the cheekbone



needs no ad

is a genesis 
confined in seed enough

*
*

May 08, 2007

thanks to "sdw" for posting one of his favorite Bill Knott 
poems:

Reading on the Train

sdw

is a poet & editor living in chicago

      View my complete profile                                                                                                               
 

11 May 2007

                

                       BK favorites                      

Bill Knott has a selection of "reader favorites  " up on his blog right now

one of my faves -- which he did not include -- is "Grafting Board" :

GRAFTING BOARD

The way the grass weaves my walk into its
intricate bouquet, the sway of my hips knees
branches snatch and carry aloft all moves
that imitate apples cherries: orchard

(it lingers by the ways prior to it)
I could accomplish you who cry.
The days have their noise and I none else.

If the sleep I poach from is posted with
echoes, does tapping these trespass keys—
does each step staple a sapling to a tree?

Because nothing is changed by beauty because
beauty is a part of the way things were
changing anyway because it’s never
a catalyst but a process (I guess).

that last quatrain is the epigraph to Welcome Home  , out later this month 

Posted by sdw                                         at                   00:22                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                   



*

May 11, 2007

BAPITALISM

*
Is it simply a coincidence that Oliver Stone's "Wall Street" appeared in 1987: as that 
same year's poems were being perused by editor Donald Hall to make his selections for
the 1988 Best American Poetry; the first of its now-legendary annual issues . . .

Remember the mantra of Stone's hero?  "Greed is good."  The slogan for what was 
called by USAers the "Go-go Eighties" . . . the philosophy which culminated of course, 
by the end of that wealthweary decade, in the defeat of Communism by the forces of 
Capitalism . . .

Again the question rises, can it be merely coincidence: did not the sheer emergence 
of BAP help bring about the downfall of our nation's enemies in what then-President 
Ronald Reagan termed the Evil Empire . . . surely it wasn't the CIA's Paris Review alone
whose literary might assisted this triumph . . .

Many enterprises started by Yuppie entrepreneurs in the 1980s were based on fraud.  
But many of them haven't lasted for 20 years . . .

so one has to admire BAP's ongoing thrivery. 

Thrivery, thievery, you name it, I'm just glad (to paraphrase Frank O'Hara) that USA 
will remain free: Just free, that's all, never argue with Wall Street.

(Gee if I had only foreseen back then in '88; I could have bought shares in David 
Lehman.)

*

May 28, 2007 

GOOD POETS ARE WORTHLESS

*
Interesting article in the May 14 2007 issue of The New Yorker: "Crash Course," by 
Elizabeth Kolbert, concerning CERN and its efforts to build a supercollider . . .

*
two paragraphs from page 74:

   Particle physicists come in two distinct varieties, which, rather like matter and 
antimatter, are very much intertwined and, at the same time, agonistic.  
Experimentalists build machines.  Theorists sit around and think.  "I am happy to eat 
Chinese dinners with theorists," the Nobel Prize-winning experimentalist Samuel C. C. 
Tang once reportedly said.  "But to spend your life doing what they tell you is a waste 
of time."
   "If I occasionally neglect to cite a theorist, it's not because I've forgotten," Leon 
Lederman, another Nobel-winning experimentalist, writes in his chronicle of the 
search for the Higgs [particle].  "It's probably because I hate him."

*
. . . is there an analagous split in poetry, "two distinct varieties"? 



I think the Langpo or Post-Avant would say, if I understand them correctly, and I'm not 
sure I do, that no poetic activity can occur in a theory-free state, and that those 
poets who try to proceed as if it were otherwise are deluding themselves, no matter 
how loudly they assert the process is essentially an empirical experience . . .

. . . are there poets who have tried to follow the intricate measures of Harold Bloom's
six-step recipe for the Great Modern Poem, the Great Post-Wordsworthian Poem ("the 
High Romantic crisis-poem model of six revisionary ratios"): especially since Ashbery's 
masterpiece Self Portrait in a Convex Mirror seems to have been (coincidentally?) 
baked to those specifications . . .

or is Nobelist Tang right: "to spend your life doing what [the theorists] tell you is a 
waste of time" . . .

If Nobelist-by-rights Ashbery neglects to cite Bloom, is it probably because he hates 
him?

*
from page 76 (I've slightly altered some of the preliminary text):

Asked to explain how their work, supported by public funds, contributes to the public 
good, particle physicists often cite [the words of Robert Wilson, in his testimony 
before a Congressional Committee in 1969] . . . a Senator wanted to know the 
rationale behind a $250 Million government expenditure for a new collider: Did it have
anything to do with promoting "the security of the country"?  
Wilson: No sir, I don't believe so.
Senator: Nothing at all?
Wilson: Nothing at all.
Senator: It has no value in that respect?
Wilson: It only has to do with the respect with which we regard one another, the 
dignity of men, our love of culture. . . .  It has to do with are we good painters, good 
sculptors, great poets?  I mean all the things we really venerate in our country and are
patriotic about. . . .  It has nothing to do directly with defending our country except 
to make it worth defending.

*
Three things strike me about his last answer there, which I've quoted verbatim as the 
New Yorker prints it:

First, the way Wilson takes the Senator's use of the word "respect" and shifts its 
meaning . . .

Second, after this Memorial Day weekend with its celebrations and glorifications of 
War, the irony of his saying that painters sculptors poets are among "all the things we 
really venerate in our country and are patriotic about." 

Third, his use of modifiers here: "good painters, good sculptors, great poets."

*
Why GOOD painters, GOOD sculptors, but not GOOD poets?

I don't think the distinction Robert Wilson offers here is wrong.  Intentionally or not, 
whether he knows it or not, he is being rather scientifically or at least historically 
correct in his assessment of relative value:

good painters and good sculptors are respected and venerated, but not good 
poets . . . only great poets (like Ashbery) make our country worth defending.

*



The works of good painters and sculptors can increase in value posthumously: if you've
ever seen the Antiques Roadshow, you know that even artists who were "regional" or 
ignored during their lifetimes can generate higher market prices eventually.   The work
of art, the object produced by a deceased artist can still function as merchandise . . .
and therefore can survive.

but the work of a good poet?  

Prior to the current Norton Modern, the edition before this latest one was edited 
posthumously by two dead Irish guys, therein you can read James Stephens: he's no 
longer in the Now Norton, which does "rescue" theoretically, for the moment, a few 
obscurantes, specialcases to replace Stephens et al . . . : or for a dollar from 
usedbook venues you can obtain Oscar Williams' anthologies of "Modern Poetry": 
they're filled with good poets whom no-one reads anymore, whose efforts will never 
be resurrected by the Antique Po-Show . . . 

The harsh truth is that Wilson (and Bloom) is right: only GREAT poets count.  The good
ones are worthless.

*
* 

May 29, 2007 

Eight hundred and seventyone dollars, okay—but that extra 67 
cents is an outrage: notice that they've got 3 copies . . . let's 
see, 3 times 800 is 2400, 3 times 71 is . . .

                                                                         

    
        

        Poems, 1963-1988 (Pitt Poetry Series)   (ISBN: 0822936127  )         
Bill Knott       

Bookseller:Anybook  
      (Hialeah, FL, 
U.S.A.)             

Price: US$ 871.67           
  
      [Convert Currency  ]  
     
      Quantity: 3    

Shipping within U.S.A.:
               US$ 3.99     
            
                [Rates & 
Speeds  ]

     
     

 
       

Book Description: Univ of Pittsburgh Pr (Txt). Hardcover. Book Condition: Good     
in 1-2 weeks. Bookseller Inventory # VI-0822936127
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May 31, 2007 

the marathon poetry workshop: an idea whose time has passed
(presumably)

*
it was in the 1970s I think that the concept of marathon group therapy sessions was 
most popular . . .

the therapy group would stay together in a house for a weekend, during each day of 



which they would engage in a group session that lasted 14 to 16 hours straight 
(including meals), and breaking only for an 8-hour sleep period . . . the sustained time
and focus (and perhaps especially the stress and exhaustion) generated by these 
nonstop marathon therapy sessions would lead, supposedly, theoretically, to self-
discoveries and psychological insights not achievable in the group's normal regular 
meetings . . .

so: the idea was to do the same thing with a poetry workshop group . . . imagine a 
workshop that goes on for 15-16 hours straight without a break, 3 days in a row: 45 
hours of poetry workshop in one weekend . . . most of you reading this know the 
dramas and traumas of meeting for two hours once or twice a week stretched out over
a semester (even most peergroups are usually held only once a week) . . . what if you 
compressed all of that semester workshop time into a 3-4-5 days intensive?   what 
breakthroughs or breakdowns, what inscapes or outscrapes, what energies and 
enigmas might ensue . . .

*

June 01, 2007

*
NOTES

given the fame
surrounding 
the recent book 
of unfinished or
abandoned writings
by Elizabeth Bishop 
wouldn't someone
plan another
consisting of her
(and the concept
might work as well
with Robert Lowell
or James Merrill)
penned instructions
to the maid
the menus she
handed the cook 
the lists she left 
for her secretary 
and what about
her stockbrokers
the notes they got
regarding assets
should be included
along with those
she wrote to 
the wine steward
the chauffeur
the groundskeeper
the poolboy
the dressmaker
the seamstress
the masseuse
and of course
the lawyers on retain
not to mention
the critics on retain



*

June 01, 2007 

response to comment from "KC"

*
here's his comment and my response comes below it:

That's a little mean, even for you. Tate's prolific, but I don't see the White Castle sign 
on him just yet, and Young is a good poet on his own terms most days. I wonder how 
many poets owe you a licensing fee. If this is influence peddling, as you suggest, 
what's the pay-off?

I don't buy the argument. If you don't like Young's poems take the time to address 
them on their own terms. Otherwise it's just gamesmanship.

KC

*
"on his own terms"?  "on their own terms"?   sorry, but i can't agree with that 
stipulation.  i don't think it's possible to be that open-minded, if that's what it is . . . 
no, really: is art a realm separate from life; and in that separate realm we allow 
ourselves to be the gullible idealists we can't be in life?  in art must we be innocently 
willing to accept anyone else's terms, whereas in life we demand to read the fine 
print?  the rules of exchange, the terms of transaction, are applicable in life but not 
in art?    . . .

the enemies of art have always tried to segregate art from life, in order to diminish 
it . . . 

*
the contract which i as a reader consider entering into with any writer must satisfy my
needs first . . .

i refuse to read any poem except on my terms; if the poem (or any work of art) 
doesn't meet my terms, i withdraw . . . . .

*
my experience in starting to read a Young poem (i've never finished one) has always 
been the same: after a few lines, i think "why am i reading this second-rate imitation 
of a James Tate poem when i could be reading the real thing?"

*

June 01, 2007 

QUATORZAINS VOLUME FOUR: READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST 
BELOW (OR: for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: PLEASE 
NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original QUATORZAINS 
volume FOUR 08_19_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]



*

June 10, 2007 

pdf bookfile of Short Poems volume two for direct 
downloading:

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original BANG GLUB selected
short poems VOL 2 11_09_07 pdf from 
www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*
this is volume two of my collected short poems . . .

*
Please note: each pdf is formatted and paginated to be printed out doublesided in 
duplex mode and then folded in half and stapled to create a booklet . . .

—this means their pages are not formatted to be read on the puterscreen, exactly . . .
i could score the pdf to be screen-read, but why when the same poems already appear
in such linear a-to-z upon this blog: remember that almost all of my past poems have 
been posted here (see listings in the Main page's header), and new ones will be put up
on the old blogboard as i complete them (if i ever write any more new poems) . . .  

the pdfs are meant for those who prefer to read poems printed on dead trees, with 
the traditional hand/lap interactions . . . crumbs and coffee-stains.

*

June 10, 2007

. . .

*

THE FUTILIST

Is there a single inch—
one square millimeter
on the face of our planet
which some animal
human or otherwise
has not shit on?

Is there anywhere even a
pore's-worth of ground—
earth that has never
(not once in its eons)
been covered by what
golgotha of dung?

If such a place exists,
I want to go there
and stand there
at that site
in that spot, truly
and purely for an instant. 





Yes, but only as songs that I sing. I seem incapable of leaving 
words on paper.

      

Let's talk about your play that's being published, Want's 
Unwish't Work. It's inspired by Shakespeare's Love's Labour's 
Lost. What is it about Shakespeare—and that play, in 
particular—that inspired you?

      

I think Love's Labour's Lost is one of the most complex, playful 
dramatic poems ever written, rivaled only perhaps by a few 
other Shakespeare plays. How could I not be inspired by 
Shakespeare? He's the greatest writer ever, we all recognize 
that, and so I set out to beat him at his own game.

      

I read in a previous interview of yours that you're mostly 
influenced by classical verse playwrights, and not at all by 
contemporary writers. Is that still true?

      

No. I only read contemporary writers now, though of course that 
might change some day. I finally see that Bill Knott is the 
greatest poet ever.

      

          In addition to writing plays, you also run your own 
theatre company, Inverse Theater. What led you to start 
Inverse?

      

I was not about to live that life of mailing my plays to 1,000 
people, hearing back from one of them, then they hold a reading
of my play in a workshop environment, and after the reading 
they tell me how to change my play so it's somewhat like what 
they might write could they write which they can't. I wanted to 
be produced, constantly, and to be surrounded collaboratively 
with other theater artists.

      

You've been credited with coining the phrase "Indie Theater" 
as a permanent replacement for the term "Off-Off-Broadway." 
Would you tell us a little more about what "Indie Theater" 
means to you, and how you came up with it?

      

I came up with it when Inverse was given a NYITA for greatness in
Off-Off-Broadway, and I thought at the ceremony "What am I 
going to say?" and so I said what was on my mind, which was that



I am not Off-Off that ridiculous street where bad theater ruins 
the world night after stupid night. But then I thought, so what is 
the kind of theater I do? And I thought, well, I don't think it can 
be categorized truly, so maybe it's just a marketing question, 
and so I thought Indie film and Indie music are so sexy and 
everyone wants to be that etc...so why not name it Indie 
Theater and then maybe we'll be sexy too?

      

As far as what I think Indie is, I will refer you to a monologue 
from my most recent play, No More Pretending, which will be 
appearing in early November (checkwww.inversetheater.org   for 
times and place), and which is sort of about the quest of being 
an Indie artist and the difficulties therein:

      

I'm talkin bout an indie reformation!
  Gonna set my own standards, disregard
  Dispense, gonna compose my audience,
  Develop along my own lines, gonna
  Misdirect the signs, disinvite the times,
  Refine what I need, underfeed the god greed
  So I can risk my assessments, squander
  My investments, gonna stand for no frisk,
  Won't pander to nuthin, not even myself
  On a compact disc all slanderin and cussin.
  Gonna strut the gamut, prove the or-else
  A bluffin but, gonna fight for the right
  To be useless, define to dispossess,
  Gonna say ‘But I digress’ with the pride
  Of the powerless, gonna crave my errors,
  My snide ambassadors to metaphors
  Unthought of, emulating prior to
  Judgment, gonna flop, falter, feign my whatfor
  Beyond this grudgement of ingratiating,
  Gonna hang with the wrong crowd that they might
  Be neither, call me theater, but I love
  To close, gonna sing my sinking song loud
  Til I get away with the everyday.
  Gonna descend to the occasion of
  My rejection, cuz that’s the direction
  Whence I transcend the trend and end this trance,
  Gonna practice passive use, induce diffuse,
  Make money jealous, defuse the famous,
  As I run into problems like a hippo
  Into potamus. Gonna show my know
  To miscompute, miscompete, misconstrue,
  Ain't you? No one should work for someone else,
  The planet's way too precious for your wealth,
  Yo, gettin paid be givin pollution,
  I want the tribe, not the distribution.
  Gonna pay my trib to the dis if the sys
  Don't salute, gonna refute my repute,
  I'm done securin significant deals,
  Gonna deal in significance that we
  Might lose the need to be secure. Embrace
  The unsure, the medium is the mess,
  We fail in success, gonna recoup



  What I divest, I don't care what you think
  Cuz I care what you think, ain't gonna stress
  No ‘How to be a snake and walk on two’
  Booshit lessons, pressin on the buttons,
  Hopin sumone put my butt on sumthin
  That I can get a cut on, I'nt no slut
  What slugz execs for coupons. You a pawn?
  Hear me yawn, as I get my naked on:
  Fuck the industry; Mobad goin indie.

      

You're a pretty prolific writer. How do you do it? And what's 
up next for you?

      

It is sheer brute force. I have a wife and two kids, so to pull 
myself away from them, and from work, to write every day for 3 
- 4 hours, which I do without fail, is just an act of unbridled 
power. I have the will to do it, so I do it. Plus, if I don't write for
a couple days, my brain goes stale and it takes me 4 - 5 days to 
produce a single line that I'm happy with. Writing for me is a 
chemical reaction in my body, and if I don't keep those chemicals
constantly activated, I go dry inside and I then have to work 
twice as hard to get them going.

      

Next for me is No More Pretending in November, a re-mount of 
Inverse's first play, The Death of Griffin Hunter, in January 2007,
and currently I'm writing a play called Me which is about me.

      

Interview with Kirk Wood Bromley was conducted by Michael 
Criscuolo September 2006.

      

Return to Playing With Canons               Next Interview

   

June 12, 2007 

another deleted post from last year

*
*
a quote from playwright Joan Holden:

"During the life span of Babyboomers . . . we have come to be ruled by a 
shadow (now no longer secret) government of spy agencies, right wing 
billionaires and military fanatics.  Our oceans have been turned into 
chemical dump, half the world's rain-forests have vanished, holes have 
appeared in our ozone layer, and our hopes for the future have been
buried under a steadily mounting pile of unimaginable weapons.  During 
the same period, a single topic has dominated the American stage: 



personal relationships."

Personal relationships have similarly dominated much of USA poetry during the same 
period. 

And those of us who are not writing about how our mommies and daddies 
and exes and ohs fucked us over, are writing about our little spiritual epiphanies, our 
souls. . . . (and i include the Post-Aholes in this latter group, since they are 
worshippers of the religion of poetry whose doctrine was sermoned by Mallarme:

 "Everything that wishes to remain holy must surround itself with mystery." . . .   
mystery: obscurantism) . . .

are they (we) not just purveyors of New Age mysticism, you'reOKi'mOK crap; are they 
proppers-up, intellectual augmenters, FELLOW TRAVELERS, of christer fascists (to use 
a redundancy) like bush et al.

*

another deleted post from last year

*
Dangerous Dan the PoetryReviewer Man is more than extra pissed at the popular poets 
these days (by popular poets I mean poets whose books sell well and go into multi 
printings).  You can see it in the swathe of reviews he's dood in the current Poetry 
(Chicago) Sept 06 issue.  On page 455 he writes: "There needs to be a poet a lot 
better than Mary Oliver or Ted Kooser writing 'accessible' verse, the sort of thing you 
could recommend to your cousin at a barbeque and, the next day, teach in a seminar 
for majors."  Leave aside the sociopolitical bourgeois class-assumptions of that 
sentence.  Sullen Dan then goes on to nominate Rodney Jones as "the best accessible 
poet writing in America."  (What a lost opportunity: one wishes Editor Christian Wiman
would have asked Chiasson-the-Assassin to give his list of the best UNaccessible poets 
now writing (and don't exclude yourself, Danno) . . . ).   Why is Jones the best 
accessible whosis?  Why, because "If you go to poetry for jokes, for phrases, for 
stories, you'll love Jones; but if you go to poetry to see all the meaning-making 
technologies of languages (jokes and stories included) questioned very sharply, on 
human behalf, within the very modes" [my italics thingie doesn't work, but "within the
very modes" is italicized] "that they interrogate, you'll like him too.  How many poets 
satisfy both kinds of reader?" 
(Uh. Uh uh uh.  Grrr: Me want jokes.  Make with dem phrases.  Barbycue cousin need 
stories.  Gimme more like that Oliver Kooser guy.)

Anyway, it's not that I don't want to question sharply the meaning-making modes of 
interrogation that provide reviewers with the requisite drivel to do their jobs, but 
instead I'll go on to Chiasson's "takes" on Mary Karr and Jane Hirshfield.   Oh wait: in 
his review of a Linda Gregg book, he commandeers parenthetical license to say that 
the "appeal" of Samuel Menashe "baffles me."  Whopbobbaluba: Oliver, Kooser and 
Menashe don't deserve their popularity; why do they appeal to so many readers.  Why 
are their books bestsellers (Oliver and Kooser's are; not sure what Menashe is doing 
saleswise), and Dan Chiasson's books aren't? (Can we get the figures on him: how many
copies of his two books were sold?  Nothing beyond a first printing, I'll bet.)   —Ah, if 
only there were more "seminars for majors": if only the reading-IQs of barbeque 
cousins everywhere could be heightened and sharpened!  If that were only possible, 
then poets like Karr and Hirshfield wouldn't sell so many poetrybooks, would they.   
Well, you can read the raking and ravaging and drubbing they get from Darkling Dan in
the on your newstands now Poetry (Chicago). .  . (Both Karr and Hirshfield's backlog of
books are bestsellers in the poetry lists, they are constantly being reissued, brought 
back into print, unlike Dan's two duds.)

*



But poor Jane Hirshfield, whaddaya think her regards are toward Poetry Mag at this 
point.  Their web site just within the last couple weeks featured a puffpiece 
PeopleMagazine-type "profile" of her, almost a sort of advertisement-insert shilling her
and her new book, and then within days they let Chiasson karatechop that same book 
into buddhistbaconbits.  What a sorry satori.  I bet she's feeling enlightened.  What 
can you say: The Lord (Wiman) giveth and taketh away.

*
—Chiasson neatly divides poetry readers into two groups: the Barbecued Cousins and 
the Seminar Grads.  The BCs prefer accessible poets like Collins and Oliver and Karr, 
but the SGs are a pert pickier. 
(Of course the BCs vastly outnumber the SGs: a dilemma which poor bedeviled Dan 
will waste his entire life in doomed efforts to overcome.)

*

June 13, 2007 

dot dot dot

*
Most days I'm too lazy to formulate my own ideas about poetry, so I'll look at whatever
X says about it and then think the opposite.

*
I take a copy of X's latest truths down to the engine room and have them run it 
through the matter-antimatter converter while I wait for my opinion to pop out.

*
When X says Y, I'll say X.

*
Dreams are or should be fictional; dreams that contain memories fail to qualify as 
dreams.  The same with poems.

*
If it were only possible to launch enough satellites up, one apiece for each of us down
here on earth, billions of spysats programmed to monitor us all individually, that's the 
important thing: that each one of us would have his or her own personal private 
skysat; and then, when our (our!) specially-designated sole-focussed fetish-trained 
mysat was finally and totally locked onto us, what secrets could we exchange with it, 
how confide its include codes would grow, how large its zoom would contain us: each 
unique DNA traced and zeroed in on to find us, to separate us out, tell us apart from 
all the space trash next door to us.  Unfortunately that many satellites in the sky at 
once would form a shield surrounding the planet like a vindication of Ptolemy's ring 
theory and would cut off all solar energy resulting in the pandeath of vegetation and 
terrestial life itself, a small price to pay, a minor consequence aftermath of having 
satisfied if only for one brief interval the universal desire to be recognized, singled 
out and beamed upon; of having appeased our deepest need, to be known.

*
Hamlet in the nunnery kneels
to take his veilful vow
while Ophelia scales
with sword and bow
the enemy's walls

*
perhaps I still wake up
I still live perhaps
but I hope



I hope I do it for sloppiness sake

*
The moon's a wishingwell in which you threw
all your sources, but you wasted them.
Everything is coming true,
but for the last time.
The moon will soon be tossed into you.

*
If I could blank it out, every bit of it, all the past, all my stupidities my hapless 
behaviours and failures in detail, if I could forget the details of those endless 
humiliations, especially the faces of everyone who rightfully reproached me with 
disgust and contempt, who censured me with disdain and disapproval, all the people 
with their glaredowns and gloats, browscolds and sneers, the way all those faces 
looked as they made known to me how shameful, how small and inadequate I was and 
still am. . . .  The fact that they will die too is no consolation, because they will not 
die with me on their minds whereas I will see a montage panorama go-round of their 
faces as I lie heaving for a last rale of air: their scornfrowns will fill my eyes with all.

*

June 18, 2007

YAMAZATO WA MANZAI OSOSHI UME NO HANA (Basho)

*
April: and still the Mummers have not come
Up to our mountain village; plum-blossom.

*
I wonder why the Mummers have not come
This year to our mountain town; plum-blossom.

*
For some reason the Mummers have not come
This season to our hill-town; plum-blossom.

*
This year The Rolling Stones have not come
To fill our stadium;
The old men fear, and wonder
If April is really here: plum-blossom.

*
Up snowthawed roads unplowed the Mummers come
To reach our mountain village; plum-blossom.

*
This time each year the Mummers used to come
Appear in our mountain town; plum-blossom.

*
Springtime is when the Mummers always come
To play our mountain town; hey: plum-blossom!

*
Springtime; but where are the Mummers who play
Each year our mountain town: plum-blossom-spray.



*
Each Spring a troupe of actors used to come
To amuse our mountain town; plum-blossom.

*
It's Spring, but the Actors Troupe has not come
To strut our mountain village; plum-blossom.

*
Spring has come, so where's the Actors who come
To our mountain town each year—; plum-blossom.

*
The Stray Players are late: shit, no show tonight?
Our mountain town is bored; the orchards white. 

*
The mime-troupe of actors is late this year
To climb to our mountain village up here;
Is that why the trees in whiteface appear.

*
The Lookout yells them Actors ain't nowhere in sight—
Our mountain village mourns; the may-blossom is white.

*
That yearly Troupe has not appeared—
Their audience will sleep tonight,
Our mountain village street still cleared; 
Only the trees are out in white.

*
The Actors Troupe is late this year—
Its audience will sleep tonight;
Our mountain village street's still bare:
The trees alone are out in white.

*
Where the heck are those Kabuki—
nothing to do but sleep tonight:
our mountain village looks empty;
the trees alone step out in white.

*
(Note: plum-blossom is red, not white . . . so the latter versions above are variants)

*
*

my latest "transversion" worksheets

*
worksheets from my transversion of a Follain poem, with a brief preface:

*
. . . . from Clive Wilmer's review (TLS June 1/07) of the new Ted Hughes 
compilationSelected Translations. . . .  :

"Daniel Weissbort, who edited this selection, tells the story of Hughes taking another 
poet's translation of a work by the Hungarian Ferenc Juhasz and, without any 



knowledge of the original language and no Hungarian speaker to advise him, turning 
that version into a thrilling poem that drives the existing versions off the map."

*
Like Hughes in the case of Juhasz, my transversions are based not on the original, but 
on translations. . . . 

But of course my parlor pastiches will hardly "drive the existing versions off the map."  
  Nor is that their aim, really . . . they're more like exercises, as painters and 
composers will often attempt "variations on" . . .

*
In the case of this poem "by" Jean Follain, I have worked from translations by Merwin 
and Romer (they are appended here below my drafts).  I'm assuming both their 
versions are accurate literal renderings of the original's content.  Reading them, you 
can see what I've changed or added, in particular how I've "put back in" references to 
the biblical characters Adam and Noah, which Follain carefully left out.

It may seem odd that I've taken a poem which is not rhymed even in the original 
French version (I don't have the Follain text, but based on every poem of his I've ever 
seen I'm confident this one is similarly not end-rhymed)—why have I taken a vers libre 
and done this to it.  But his poems are often sort of sonnety in their way.  Stephen 
Romer writes: "[Follain's] poems, very rarely more than fifteen lines or so in length, 
are vignettes . . . "  This is from the Introduction to 20th-Century French Poems(Faber,
2002) edited by Romer (see below for more Romer-on-Follain).  That "fifteen lines" 
phrase struck me, and I suddenly wondered if the typical Follain could be read as a 
sonnet in subterfuge, and if so why not try doing a transversion in that mode  . . .

*
*

THE RETURN (after Follain: from Merwin/Romer)   

The sun has washed with white the farm that waits
in ways for the stranger who's late to come,
but he whose force was never sure of home
may not even pause when faced with its gates.

Clothed wholly in the mendicant's threadbare,
his headwear the tin lid of a trashcan,
he will know to announce himself as man
the prodigal: Hey guys it's me!  But where

the mule gnaws roots and the mare's coat burrs dark
and the pig guards the last milk it laps at,—
where the dog has a starred brow and the cat
can augur storms, they have formed their own ark.

Unyielding the response to him must be;
the same it has been since edenity.

*
*
Perhaps for the stranger who's late to come,
It seems for the stranger 
At times for the stranger
In ways for the stranger who's late to come,

Ostensibly the stranger late to come,



The one whose force was never sure of home,
Who may not even blink before its gates—

Will he know to announce himself as man
He will dare to announce himself as man
Will he dare to

May not even wince/smirk as he nears its gates—
May not even wince to approach its gates
May not even pause to approach its gates
May not even wink or pause at its gates
May not even pause or blink at its gates
May not even blink at breaching its gates
May not even blink as he gains its gates
as he goals its gates
entering passing 
May nonchalant pose before its gates
May strike a nonchalance before its gates
May not even blink when faced with its gates
May not even blink as he nears its gates
May not even blanch when faced with its fates
May not even care when faced with its gates

*
the mule grubs for food, the mare's coat burrs dark
the mule mulls root-cud,
the mule cuds up roots, the mare's coat burrs dark
thorn-roots/ weed-roots / wheatshoots /
the mule grazes grass /  
the mule drools cudstuff, 
the donkey drools cud, 
the mules grubs for /  spuds for grub
the mule digs / probes /  roots for fodder /
the mule gnaws barley, the mare's coat burrs dark
the mule chomps up roots, the mare's coat burrs dark
the mule chomps root-cud, the mare's coat burrs dark
the mule chomps herb-cud, the mare's coat burrs dark
the mule noses roots, the mare's coat burrs dark
the mule noses herbs, the mare's coat burrs dark
the mule sniffs herbage, the mare's coat burrs dark

the mule gnaws roots and the mare's coat grows dark,
the pig guards the meager milk it laps at,—
the pig guards the milkcurd it laps at,—
where the pig guards the weak milk it laps at,—
where the pig guards the bare milk it laps at,—
where the pig guards the meek milk it laps at,—
where the pig guards the mild milk it laps at,—
where the pig guards the last milk it laps at   

The mule chews herbs and the mare in her dark
Coat broods, where a meager milk goes lapped at,—
Where the dog's brow bears a star and the cat
Can foretell storms, they have formed their own ark.

can augur storms, they have made their own ark
they have cast their own ark.
they have borne their own ark.

where the dog bears a starred brow and the cat
can foretell storms, they have found their own ark.



the mule gnaws herbs and the mare's coat grows dark—
where the pig guards the meager milk it laps at—
where the dog's brow bears a star and the cat
where the dog has a starred brow and the cat
can foretell storms—they have formed their own ark.

the mule gnaws grass and the mare in her dark
coat broods and the pig slurps the milk it sips at—
the dog's forehead bears a star and the cat
can fore-sense storms—this farm is like an ark.

coat nods and the pig smears the milk it laps at;
coat broods and the pig laps at a milkmat
coat broods and the pig licks at lumps of milkfat

the mule gnaws herbs and the mare in her dark
coat broods and the pig swigs curds of milkfat—

where the dog's brow bears a star and the cat
can foretell storms: they have formed their own ark.

the pig laps up a milklet;    
the pig laps a milk tricklet
the pig drinks at a thin spigot

coat broods and the pig licks a butterpat
the pig drinks thin its milkfat
Coat broods  a meager milk goes lapped at,—
Coat broods and a meager milk is lapped at:
Coat broods and a meager milk gets lapped at;
Coat broods and a meager cream goes lapped at;
where the pig finds meager milk to mouth at
where the pig looks for meager milk to lap at
where the pig pursues a meager milk to lap at—
where the pig finds/has a meager milk to slurp at/splurge at
to lunge at/ to surge at/gush at /  gnash at /  nosh at/ gorge at
where the pig roots a/roots for meager milk to lap at—
where the pig has a meager milk to nose at—
where the pig roots out meager milk to lap at—
where the pig drools for meager milk to lap at—
where the pig hogs the meager milk it laps at—
where the pig guards the meager milk it laps at—
where the pig hunches over
where the pig hoards the meager milk it laps at—
where the pig defends the meager milk it laps at—
the pig is afraid someone will steal the meager milk it laps at—
the pig is jealous /cautious/ wary/

*
The donkey nibbles through sweets/hills/mallows of thistle
And the mare in her dark coat deepens/becomes/
The mare as her dark coat grows to leather;
the pig burps after milk in a trickle,
the starfaced dog, the cat uninured to weather . . ./

the starfaced dog, the cat who weeps at weather . . .
the starfaced dog, the cat sensitive to weather . . .

the starfaced dog, the cat sensitive to storms.



Coat broods and the mild pigs-milk is lapped at
and the mare in her dark coat—and the pig
who burps his meager milk—and then the dog
with starred brow—the cat sensitive to storms.

the donkey nibbles thistle and the horse
stands in its dark coat and the pig burps at
his meager milk and the dog and the cat
bare starry foreheads and bark at storms.

can fore-sense storms and the dog's forehead
bears a star.

the cat can fore-sense storms 
the dog's forehead bears a star and the cat
can fore-sense storms

the donkey nibbles grass and the mare  _____
in her dark coat and the pig's milk mustache

*
WELCOME

The sun has washed with white the farm too late  /of late
Always for the stranger at last to come,    /too late to come

The sun has washed with white the farm that waits
Stunned for the stranger to finally come
Stunned if the stranger should finally come
But he whose roots were /force was /never here at home
May not even blink as he nears its gates—

The sun has washed with white the farm that waits
Stunned for the stranger to finally come

*
So their response to him will be the same
It has been for ever before he came.
It has been ever since before he came.

These animals' response/answer to him will be
The same it has been since antiquity./eternity.

So therefore/even their response to him will be
So the only response to him will be /must be
The same it has been since they left that sea.
The stark response to him will be
The stolid response to him will be

*
/the stranger of me to /that stranger of mine to come
Always for the stranger I am to come
/ never mine

Wearing a rubbish-bin's tophat/tin cover as crown,
Wearing a trash can's tin cover/ coverlid as crown,
He will know to enter/declare the scene his own,
Declaring again/in first-person Friends I am here.  Where
in first-person Friends I am here.  There where
Declaring Friends your Noah's here!  Where



Loud prodigal: Friends I am here.  But where
Mere prodigal:
Forked prodigal:

He will know to announce himself as man
The returning prodigal: I'm here!  Where
Comeback prodigal: Friends I am here!  Where
Prodigal and proud: Friends I am here!  Where
Prodigal and loud: Friends I am here!  Where
The prodigal pride: Friends I am here!  Where
Prodigal with pride: Friends I am here!  Where
Pride and prodigal: Friends I am here!  Where
Pride prodigal:
The prodigal: Hey guys I'm here!  But where

*
*

W. S. Merwin:

Welcome

On the farm in its full color
it is on a day of bright sunlight
that one awaits the stranger.
Dressed in fine black fabric
and wearing a top hat
he will push the gate open
saying friends here I am.
The donkey nibbling the blue thistle
the mare in her dark gown
the pig drinking sour milk
the dog with the starred forehead
the cat who can sense a storm
before him will be the same
as in hard Antiquity.

*
by Stephen Romer:

Welcome

In the freshly whitewashed farm
it is a sunny day
to be waiting for the stranger.
Clad in thin black cloth
and wearing a top hat
he will push the gate
and say friends here I am.
The donkey grazing on blue thistle
the mare with a dark coat
the pig drinking thin milk
the dog with the starred forehead
the cat sensitive to storms
will be the same before him
as in hard Antiquity.

*
*
Here's Stephen Romer on Follain:



Follain catches the instant and preserves it in aspic, or behind glass that is absolutely 
transparent: the speaker casts no shadow on his poems, which are rigourously 
impersonal in presentation—not once does Follain use the personal pronoun 'je', 
preferring always the neutral 'on'. . . . Perhaps no other poet of the century can 
suggest, with equal economy, such vertiginous and often desolating temporal 
perspectives.  Follain is also a crucial figure in providing a viable alternative to 
Surrealism, which he claimed to 'admire' but knew to be inimical to his own genius. . .
. By reasserting the possibility of a poetry anchored in the world, and by inventing a 
new type of lyric poem, scoured of sentimentality and subjectivity, Jean Follain may 
prove, indeed, to be the major influence on the best [French] poets of the latter part 
of the century. . . .

(quoted from pages xxxiii/xxxiv of Romer's introduction to 20th-Century French 
Poems)

*

June 22, 2007

COMMENTS

Dear Bill Knott,

Let me first say, that it seems I touched a raw nerve concerning "parlor pastiches".
If I did it was not directed at you and your work, which I have read and admired 
and committed to memory since I first read it in the early 70s. Please accept my 
apoligies if that's the way it sounded which it apparently did. My scorn ,if you 
will,was aimed at those who never cite the originals( and do drive others off the 
map) on which their versions are based ,which you always do, and feign a certain 
erudition which they don't( like Ted Hughes or Robertson or many others)really 
posses. Those practices can't serve any poem or poetry and are really only one 
more of the gliitering adornments and props of what you so aptly refer to as 
"Pobiz".This certainly doesn't apply to yours or the transversions or variations such
as those above.

In fact I believe that in most poets and many readers as well, there almost 
irrepressable urge and natural impulse to do so.If not it would smother any sense 
of rhapsody ( in the classical sense of that word) in us, to our loss. Were it not for
such an impulse, we would never have had the valuable transversions or 
"translations" of Rexroth's Chinese and Japanese; Merwin's East Window or Bly's 
generous intepretations over the years that have given greater scope to American 
poetry and have become poems in themselves.

It's my opinion that you are doing the same. More please,not less.

In former times when poetry was closer to, or wholly a part of the oral traditon, 
where all poetry has its roots,stanzas and refrains where improvised and in all 
likelihood added on by the public themselves. How sure can we ever be,or in what
context,or by whom exactly,the refrains in ballads or villanelles were compose or 
added. The troubadour or the audience? Or both in collaboration. The earliest 
written documents and evidence of the Spanish language appear in the 10th cen. 
known as jarchas. They are responses and refrains that appear added on to Arabic(
Al-Andaluce) poems by the public. Must have been a lively affair. A very inter-
active process it seems and one all too absent today.It is difficult to imagine such 
a thing happening in an exhilarating, or should I say, "thrilling" reponse to any 
poem by Louise Gluck, Mark Strand or Megan O'Rourke.

So let me say that I do believe one can have one's pastiche and eat it to.



More in future.I hope. 

Posted by: Barry Curran | June 26, 2007 at 03:41 AM

somebody tell me why

*
"The Penguin Book of Socialist Verse" (1970) was published in England and Canada, but
not (to my knowledge) in the United States, and has long been out of print.

Since it appeared (and was quickly disappeared), there has not been an anthology of 
Socialist poetry published in English,— or am I wrong, have there been such anthols 
and I've missed them . . .

Contrast that with the fact that in the United States there are dozens of anthologies 
of *Spiritual* poetry published each year, and my question about them is: these books 
must sell, the publishers must put them out because they make money on them, 
right?   they can't all be subsidized and underwritten by the CIA or the Vatican or Bob 
Jones University or the Heritage Foundation or Mark Jarman . . . or can they?

*
Why?  Why endless anthols of religious verse published in the USA, and none of 
socialist verse?

*
tell me the reasons why: and then tell me there's no fucking conspiracy, that poetry in
this country is not CONTROLLED, that poets are not COERCED and MANIPULATED and 
TOLD WHAT TO WRITE by oligarchforces like the CIA and its puppet The Academy of 
American Poets

*
tell me

*

June 25, 2007

the dean and tony show

*
Some of you reading this may be too young to remember the sad state of USApo back 
in the 1960s and 70s: how the USpos of that time suffered chagrin and felt tawdry and
meager and second-rate when they compared their paltry poems to the great work of 
Socialist poets like Rozewicz and Herbert and Enzensberger and most of all 
particularly the Spanish poets of South America, Vallejo and Neruda and Parra and so 
many others from the continent below ours . . . The situation was devastating: USpos 
reading Neruda and Parra developed inferiority complexes which thwarted their 
participation in the transactions of Po Biz, and indeed even prevented the pursuit of 
their own personal excellence in the field (not that that mattered as much).   It was a 
major crisis, perhaps the direst moment in USAPO ever.  What to do?  How could we 
poets be brought back from the cliffs of despair, from the suicidal feelings of 
mediocrity that were ruining and ravaging us?  What could be done? Luckily the 
Academy of American Poets working in tandem with the Nixon Administration (1968-
1976) and the Cultural Warfare desk of the CIA, devised a plan to restore our 
desolated and all but destroyed morale: they had cannily noticed that much of this 
South American poetry whose greatness was fatally intimidating and undermining the 
confidence factor of our po-ranks,—they saw that so much of this magnificent verse 
emanated from one source, one SA country in especial: Chile.  Chile: home to Neruda 
and Parra and who knows how many other young poets who were likely if not stopped 



to rise up and follow in those giant footsteps: which would surely result in even 
greater holes in the moldy po-fabric of our nation . . .

I continue with an excerpt from one of my earlier posts on this subject:

We poets of the USA should be grateful for all the support we receive from our state 
institutions.  Take just the CIA: not only do they found and fund magazines like the 
Paris Review for us, but they also take on the dangerous task of going into foreign 
countries and eliminating our potential competitors . . .

For example: How many young Chilean poets were murdered or suicided or 
impoverished or exiled by the CIA-installed Pinochet regime?  Who remembers today 
the chagrin and embarrassment we North American USA poets suffered in the past 
when we compared our poetry to that of the great Chilean poets like Neruda and 
Parra, how solipsistically small and provincial and futile our poems seemed when set 
next to theirs . . . but now, in the last couple decades, hasn't that situation improved 
thanks to the CIA's intervention?  Today's poets like Tony Hoagland and Dean Young 
don't have to suffer the traumas of self-worthlessness and miserable lackluster 
doldrums we older poets did; Tony, Dean and their kind can all go down the long slide 
to happiness endlessly, safe in their pods, guarded and guided by the CIA. They can 
write their goodnatured absurdiste poems and be featured glorified in Poetry Mag's 
annual "Comedy" Issue, and feel no constraints or have to contrast their poems to the 
work of those poets around the world who write out of serious political conviction and
commitment . . . Tony Dean and the Po Mag gang can laugh all the way to the bank, 
because:

It's not just in Chile, of course.  Imagine how many other South American poets have 
been killed or otherwise quashed and quelled by CIA-funded activities.  Not to 
mention Africa, Asia et al. 

Yes: All those poets who might have produced better poems than us, whose poems 
might have put ours to shame: we don't have to worry about them now, do we, 
because they've all been murdered for us by the CIA. 

We should bow our heads every day in the direction of the CIA headquarters at 
Langley, Virginia, and say a silent thanks for their benefactions. 

....

Now, in 2007, Venezuela is currently under attack by the CIA and other US "Security" 
Interests . . . how many of its poets are going to be killed or tortured or silenced by 
our silence, the silence of US poets engaged only in our flippancies and fantasticades, 
the Hoaglands and Youngs triumphant.

*
Here we go, it's USAPO, the American Poetry Show, the Dean and Tony Show, that dog 
and pony show where guesswho holds the reins and cracks the whip.

*

June 25, 2007

o'rourked (agent double o'rourke)

*
look at this:

Meghan O’Rourke is one of the brightest new voices in contemporary poetry and 
American culture. She grew up in Brooklyn, New York, earned her B.A. from Yale in 



1997, and that summer began her literary career at the New Yorker, first as an 
editorial assistant, then in 2000 as an editor.  Since 2002 she has served as 
cultureeditor for Slate, and in 2005 was named co-poetry editor, with Charles Simic, 
of theParis Review.

*
From Yale to New Yorker to The Paris Review . . . is how it goes.   The tradition 
continues.   The fix is in.

*
What is Meghan O'Rourke's secret?  Why her?  Why is she showered with these 
prestigious jobs,— why does she have a bigpress book that duly and automatically gets
a rave in the NYTimes (prepaid for, as it were) when other poets her age who are a 
dozen times better than her (okay, that wouldn't be that hard) can't even find a 
publisher . . .  her "career" is a gilded glidepath, grafted with grease.  

What poet her generation wouldn't want the Kenyon Review to call them "one of the 
brightest new voices in contemporary poetry and American culture," never mind the 
corrupt opportunism that arranges such nonsense . . . 

You praise me and I'll publish you . . . is how it goes.

Everybody wants to get in the grift.

*

I repeat: why her?  There have to be at least a hundred poets her age who write 
better poems than her.  And her prose isn't any better: Slatejournalese, N'Yawkerpap.

How can such a mediocrity be so successful?  And speaking of David Lehman: when he 
retires from BAP, surely O'Rourke's the one to succeed him (or she could ace him out in
a coup beforehand) . . .

If you want a laugh, go google the Warren Wilson schedule of lectures and classes for 
this summer's low res coming up in a couple weeks . . . it's pathetic: instead of that 
litstuff, why don't they teach the real things every MFApo should know: why don't they
teach about the real world of Po Biz, where it's not how good you are, it's who you 
know, it's who you study with and suck up to, it's who you fuck, who you kowtow to, 
whose back you scratch, whose water you carry, whose ass you kiss. 

Yeah, why doesn't Warren Wilson hold a class in How to be Meghan O'Rourke.

*

June 25, 2007 

thanks, Barry Curran, for your intelligent insightful 
comments . . . i appreciate your kind words: no apologies 
please! the parlor is my paradise

Dear Bill Knott,

Let me first say, that it seems I touched a raw nerve concerning "parlor pastiches". If I
did it was not directed at you and your work, which I have read and admired and 
committed to memory since I first read it in the early 70s. Please accept my apoligies 
if that's the way it sounded which it apparently did. My scorn ,if you will,was aimed at
those who never cite the originals( and do drive others off the map) on which their 
versions are based ,which you always do, and feign a certain erudition which they 
don't( like Ted Hughes or Robertson or many others)really posses. Those practices can't



serve any poem or poetry and are really only one more of the gliitering adornments 
and props of what you so aptly refer to as "Pobiz".This certainly doesn't apply to yours 
or the transversions or variations such as those above.

In fact I believe that in most poets and many readers as well, there almost 
irrepressable urge and natural impulse to do so.If not it would smother any sense of 
rhapsody ( in the classical sense of that word) in us, to our loss. Were it not for such 
an impulse, we would never have had the valuable transversions or "translations" of 
Rexroth's Chinese and Japanese; Merwin's East Window or Bly's generous intepretations
over the years that have given greater scope to American poetry and have become 
poems in themselves.

It's my opinion that you are doing the same. More please,not less.

In former times when poetry was closer to, or wholly a part of the oral traditon, 
where all poetry has its roots,stanzas and refrains where improvised and in all 
likelihood added on by the public themselves. How sure can we ever be,or in what 
context,or by whom exactly,the refrains in ballads or villanelles  were compose or 
added. The troubadour or the audience? Or both in collaboration. The earliest written 
documents and evidence of the Spanish language appear in the 10th cen. known as 
jarchas. They are responses and refrains that appear added on to Arabic( Al-Andaluce)
poems by the public. Must have been a lively affair. A very inter-active process it 
seems and one all too absent today.It is difficult to imagine such a thing happening in 
an exhilarating, or should I say, "thrilling" reponse to any poem by Louise Gluck, Mark 
Strand or Megan O'Rourke.

So let me say that I do believe one can have one's pastiche and eat it to.

More in future.I hope.

*
"Imitations" in the vein of Robert Lowell's can be a pleasing parlor game for some.And 
it should be noted that Lowell knew some French and German at least and was above 
board about the nature of their composition and his own limitations. Another matter 
are the co-translations like the legendary Merwin-Brown versions of Mandlestam. 
While they may not be exactly Mandlestam to those who can read the originals, they 
do read memorably in English. But Merwin was at least working with a collaborator in 
Brown who was a Russian scholar. And when one does learn another language,( I know 
Spanish, Catalan and German)often the poets one once admired and respected in 
translation, come off poorly in the original.In Spanish Neruda is a glaring example. 
He's sentimental and overweening and drones on, whereas Machado only increases in 
range of forms,humor and nuance.In German,Trakl has a unique quirky quantum 
feeling that is hard to nail down; Rilke on the other hand is as mushy as melting 
tundra and as unctious as a TV evalgelist who only wants to fuck his congregation.Yet 
both Neruda and Rilke have vast legions of the faithful in their respective camps. 
Trakl and Machado few in the English speaking world. Alas.One O.D.and both died on 
beds with a sprung mattresses. Few "imitators" such as Hughes or Robertson,would I 
belive, take on any poet whom a large number of people could read in the original 
anyway. It has to be in cryptic Hungarian. How many folks in Budapest or Milwaulkee 
are going to check up on any glaring gaffs or outlandish interpolations? How many 
reviewers either. Maybe they need to feed on others out of smug necessity at least in 
the case of necrologica Mr.Robinson. Robin Fulton is right to call Robertson and the 
TLS on this one.Perhaps like hermit crabs or weaverbirds occupying someone else's 
dwelling out of need or stealth,it speaks of a dearth of imagination; or a niche that 
they can't find or create on their own.

*

Correction on the necrological Mr.Robertson. My gaffe.It is nearly 3:00 A.M. here in 
Barcelona. May be I should write as though I was in Milwaukee where it is still only 



9:00 P.M. And yes, all poems do indeed come from some place else but where that 
exactly is who can say. And Bill, a poet who lends himself  well to transversions if I 
understand what is meant by that, is Hesiod

*

June 26, 2007 

NEW POEMS 2005-07: READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST BELOW 
(OR: for a dead tree edition download the pdf and DIY: PLEASE 
NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original NEW POEMS 2005-
07  07_15_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

June 27, 2007

TWO COMEDIES: DOWNLOAD THIS PDF BOOK OR READ THE TEXT
OF IT BELOW

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original TWO COMEDIES 
06_27_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*
Please note: each pdf is formatted and paginated to be printed out doublesided in 
duplex mode and then folded in half and stapled to create a booklet . . .

June 28, 2007

. . . cleft for me

what tune was Phil Spector humming when he shot Lana Clarkson

(that's why they invented music in the first place: to accompany murder)

(that's the purpose of music: to facilitate killing)

June 29, 2007

some worksheets for a transversion (after Montale)

*
MIDDAY WORKBREAK (after Montale)



Lunch to forget the morning's sweat
Against a wall along whose top
Broken glass has been set to stop
Thieves' incursions: sit back and let

Each limb find ease in dream beyond
A rest-time undisturbed by cries
From highest nests when summer tries
To place entire its days upon

The hour we swelter in down here—
Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even they can't span more distance
Or map one noon-nap's short career:

None of us can orienteer
The maze sun sees in that mirror
This wall uplifts in rifts of shards 
Wherein our lives all labor towards
Their end and never quite get there.

*
*
To elongate its days upon
To further far its days upon
To burden still its days upon
To establish its days upon
To postulate its days upon
To predicate its days upon
To situate its days upon
To satiate its days upon
To correlate its days upon
To liberate its days upon
To concentrate its days upon
To generate its days upon

To set up camp its days upon
To ground and base its days upon
To pose and base its days upon
To fix in place its days upon
To root in place its days upon
To post in place its days upon
To post and patch its days upon
To place and match its days upon
To place and mate its days upon
To placement match its days upon

To base entire its days upon
To place entire its days upon

To lighten load its days upon
To lighten place its days upon
To lighten post its days upon
To lighten base its days upon
To lighten still its days upon

To trace its apex days upon
To brace its apex days upon
To smash  /  to mash  / to crash 
To root /   to fix  /   to set  /  to place
to mend /  to mound / to base /  establish
to round  / to sound /  ground



To ground its apex days upon
To pose its apex days upon
to poise /  to weigh /  to lay /
to stretch  /  spread /  elongate

*
A rest-time undisturbed by cries
From highest nests when summer tries
To base its apex days upon

or:

A rest-time undisturbed by skreaks
From highest nests when summer seeks
To base its apex days upon

*
*
A rest-time undisturbed by skreaks
From tree-top nests when summer peaks
And soars its apex days upon

Of tree-top nests when summer peaks

That tree-nests make when summer peaks
The tree-tops make when summer peaks
The tree-birds make when summer peaks
The nestlings make when summer peaks
The tree-nests make when summer peaks

From matchstick nests when summer peaks
From patchstick nests when summer peaks
From patchwork nests when summer peaks
From work-tree nests when summer peaks
From tree-long nests when summer peaks
From tree-lunged nests when summer peaks
From tree-swung nests when summer peaks

[TREE IS REDUNDANT WITH "NESTS"!!!!]

From tree-hung nests when summer peaks
And thrusts its apex days upon

From nestling trees when summer peaks
And thrusts its apex days upon

From nest-swung trees when summer peaks
From nest-swept trees when summer peaks

And satiates its days upon
And concentrates its days upon
And miserates its days upon
And generates its days upon
And elevates its days upon
And levitates its days upon

And wakes/breaks/brands its apex days upon
And piles/heaps its apex days upon
And thrusts its apex days upon
And wreaks its apex days upon



And weighs its apex days upon
And imposes its days upon
And lays/weighs imposed its days upon
And hangs imposed its days upon

Of thin-stick nests when summer peaks
And serpentines its days upon

A rest-time undisturbed by skreaks
From tree-top nests when summer peaks
And spreads its apex days upon

From tree-pinned nests when summer peaks
And serpentines its days upon

From pine-tree nests when summer peaks
And serpentines its days upon

These tree-nests make when summer peaks
High tree-nests make when summer peaks

Thin branch-nests make when summer peaks
Thin twig-nests 
Matchstick-nests make when summer peaks

Small nest-birds make when summer peaks
("small" =the sound is right, but meaning is 
   redundant with nestlings .....  :

Small tree-nests make when summer peaks
Small bird's-nests make when summer peaks

And spreads its triplex days upon
complex days   /   serpent days upon
And spans its apex days upon
And spans imposed its days upon
And rams imposed

And rains its apex days upon
And streams  /  
And gushes/showers apex days upon

Tall nest-birds make when summer peaks
Red nest-birds make
Tired nest-birds make  /  
Stirred nestlings make

Thin nest-birds make    
[thin = scrawny, hungry ......<<<<<<
= contrast "thin" with lavish "spread"
cornucopic days of summer?]

Thin tree-nests make when summer peaks

Trapped nest-birds make   /yawn / yap
Sapped nest-birds
Wrapped

And snakes its apex days upon
And wracks its apex days upon
And wraths its apex days upon
And stacks its apex days upon



And wreathes /   breathes its days upon
And drapes/wraps/wraths its apex days upon
And aches its apex days upon
And bakes its apex days upon
And works its apex days upon
And slaves its apex days upon

From spread-tree nests when summer peaks
And tips its apex days upon

From sway-tree nests when summer peaks
And weighs its apex days upon

Tree-top nests make when summer peaks 

screaks   / pcheeks  /  skreaks

From treetop nests where summer peaks
To apex green its days upon
To apex whole its days upon

From treetop nests as summer peaks
And weighs its apex days upon

From treetop nests when summer peaks
And weighs its apex days upon

From treetop nests where summer peaks
And weighs/spreads/spills/pours/heaps its apex days upon

And spreads its apex days upon   /And scans its

The hour we swelter in down here—
From treetop nests when/as summer peaks
May apex green its days upon

From treetop nests where summer peaks
And lays its apex days upon
(lays=bird-eggs)

*
Even they can't span more distance
Nor map one noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't maintain distance
Even they can't stay the distance
Even they can't span what distance
May map one 
Even they can't span what distance
Might map one noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't span more distance
Than maps one noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't crack more distance
[crack the code of the distance?]
Even they can't code more distance

Even they can't span your distance
Even they can't span more distance
yield the distance  / gauge / spell / free



Even they can't gain the/a distance
To map your noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't span such/that distance
Or map one noon-nap's short career:
Nor map

Even they can't match that distance
Or map one noon-nap's short career

Even they can't span more distance
Or map one nap-noon's short career:

can't reach that distance
bridge that distance
can't mete that distance
can't meet that distance

achieve/ gain/survey

An/The/One hour we swelter in down here—
Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even they can't span such distance
Nor map one/your noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't plot that distance
Even they can't audit distance

read /  scan / scope / measure
case / check / appraise  / digest

Even they can't measure distance
As maps one noon-nap's short career: 

The ants can't span enough distance
To map one noon-nap's short career: 

Even they can't span that/the distance
That maps one noon-nap's short career:
To map your noon-nap's short career

The hour we swelter in down here—
Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even they can't map which distance
Might span one noon-nap's short career:

Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even ants can't span enough distance

Can't span enough distance
They cannot span enough distance
Ants cannot span enough distance
To map one noon-nap's short career:

Nor they can span enough distance

Even can't span enough distance
To map one noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't span much distance



Even they can't span due distance
To map one noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't endow distance
With maps of one noon-nap's career:

Even they can't cover distance

provide distance/  offer distance

Even they can't span that/such distance
Nor map one noon-nap's crazed career:

Even they can't span the distance
To map one noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't trace that distance
That maps one noon-nap's crazed career:

One hour we swelter in down here—
An hour we swelter in down here—
Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even they can't span what distance
Now maps your noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't cross what distance
Even they can't pace
Even they can't trace
Even they can't say what distance
Might map one noon-n
Will map your noon

Even they can't spare the distance
To map your noon-nap's crazed career:

Even they can't gain the required distance
Even they can't gain enough distance

Can't spare to span any distance
Cannot spare to span the distance
That maps your noon-nap's short career:

Can they bear to span that distance
That maps

Can hardly bear with that distance

Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Can they spare to span such distance
As maps one noon-nap's short career:

Even those nearest earth, the ants,
They can't map compare which rare distance
Even they can't map that distance
Which spans one noon-nap's short career:

Even they can't map what distance
Outspans one noon-nap's short career:
Could span
Would span
Covers one noon-nap's short career:



*
From treetop nests where summer peaks
Its apex green with days upon
The hour we swelter in down here—

An hour we swelter in down here—

From treetop nests where summer's peaks
May apex green its days upon
The hour we swelter in down here—

From treetop nests where summer peaks
May apex green with days upon
May apex green compares upon
Its green apex with days compare
Its green apex with days upon

its green apex with days that wand
The hour we swelter in down here—

*
Each limb find ease in dreams that show
Each limb find ease in dreams that bare
Each limb find ease in dreams of where
May apex green beyond compare
The days we swelter in down here—

Its green apex with days upon

The orbits sweltered in down here—
The hours we swelter in down bere

Its green apex and pours upon

The orbiting days down here

The orbit of workdays down here

The orbit of workhours down here—

The workhours we swelter down here—

The hours we swelter in down here—

The hour we swelter in down here—

The days of drudgery down here—

The daily drudge we work down here—

The swelterier days down here

The drudge we swelter in down here—

Whose noons we rely on down here

The trap we swelter in down here—

The ones we swelter in down here

The ways we swelter through down here—



Spans a noon-nap's hourlong career

Its green apex with day upon

Day and none but drudgery down here—

The days we drudge through in  down here—

The days that drudge us through down here—

The days we swelter drudge down here—

The days we swelter in down here—

*
MIDDAY BREAK (after Montale)

Lunch to forget the morning's sweat
Against a wall along whose top
Broken glass has been set to stop
Thieves' incursions: sit back and let

Each limb find ease to/in dream upon
A rest-time undisturbed by screaks 
From treetop nests where summer peaks
Its green apex with days beyond

The ones we swelter in down here—
Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even they can't map what/which distance
Might span one noon-nap's short career:

None of us can orienteer
The maze sun sees in that mirror
This wall uplifts in rifts of shards 
Wherein our lives all labor towards
Their end and never quite get there.

*
Each wearied muscle hover on  /float upon
Each catnap noon drop dreamcrumbs on
Your hurried rest disturbed by screaks

Your brief siesta dream on

Your workday drop and dream upon
A rest that's not disturbed by screaks

Each slack find ease to dream upon
Each limb find slack to dream upon
Each task find ease to dream upon
Each work-curse ease and dream upon
That work-curse go and dream upon
That work-curse stop in dreams upon
Your worksense drop and dream upon
Your work-aches ease and dream upon
Your work-gripes drop and dream upon
workpains workplans work worries
Your workworld drop and dream upon
Your worktime drop and dream upon



Your work find ease to dream upon
Each dropped task ease and dream upon
Your workloads drop and dream upon
Your work-cares drop and dream upon
Each work-grief drop and dream upon
Your work-woes drop and dream upon
Each wage-work drop and dream upon
Each work-curse drop and dream upon
Your head drop down in dreams you've yawned
Work worries drop and dream upon
Your senses drop and dream upon
Each hurried catnap dwell upon  /verge upon
A rest that's not disturbed by skreaks

Each wearied noon drop dreamcrumbs on
A hurried rest disturbed by skreaks

Each noontime nap drop dreamcrumbs on

*
Even those closest earth, the ants,
Even they can't trace/reach/near that distance
Even they can't breach that distance

Even they can't race/trek that distance
Tracked by these orbits' cracked career:

That tracks these orbits' cracked career:
Tracked by these orbits' cracked career:

Which spans these noontimes' bright career:

To reach one noontime's high/ career:

Which spans one noontime's hushed career:

brief/short/small/thin/rushed

To reach one noonspan's 
Which spans these orbits' crazed career:
Sheer through these
Peers through these orbits'
Clears through
Makes  these  // Leaves /  Brings 

Even they can't map what distance
Untracks these orbits' cracked career:
Mistracks these orbits' cracked career:
Retracks
Even they can't cross that distance   
Which spans one noon-nap's short career:

Each noon-nap drop its dreamcrumbs on
Each bad /brief noon-nap drop dreamcrumbs on
A briefer rest than that which skreaks
Each noon catnap drop dreamcrumbs on
Each noon-nap drop some dreamcrumbs on

A lesser rest than that which skreaks
Less of a rest than that which screaks



No rest or peace like that which skreaks
From bird-assed trees where summer peaks
A lesser cease than that which skreaks

Your hurried rest disturbed by skreaks

No hope of rest like that which screaks
From bird-dressed trees
From bird-capped trees
bird-swayed bird-shield bird-lazed bird-dazed
bird-pressed birdwork birdquire bird-doze
birdsome bird-tiered trees

A lack of rest unlike what screaks
No rest as rich as that which screaks
No sleep as deep as that which skreaks
A lesser peace than that which skreaks
From nest-rest trees

A hopeless rest that fades like screaks
Birds make from trees where summer peaks
A falser rest that fades
No deeper rest than fades in screaks
more dreamcrumbs
A deeper peace that dies like cheeps
Of birds from trees where summer steeps

No peace or rest content to reach
No rest content to fade like screaks

A lesser peace than that which speaks
From treetop nests where/when summer peaks

No peace as deep as that which speaks
No rest akin to that which skreaks

*
Each noon-nap's dream drop its crumbs on
Snakescaled oceans that crack like skreaks
Birds make from trees where summer peaks
Its green apex with days beyond

Oceanic snakes that arc like skreaks
Oceanic snakes that dart like skreaks
Snake-nailed oceans that rise like skreaks
Far-off oceans that snake like skreaks
Snake-crest oceans that arc like skreaks
Snake-breast oceans that crest like skreaks
Snake-breached oceans that crest the skreaks
Snake-barked oceans 
Snake-barqued oceans that rock the skreaks
Snake-arc oceans that barque the skreaks
Snake-barqued oceans that arc the skreaks
Snake-thorned oceans 
bald  cracks ivy ivied garden thorns
Snake-bald oceans that rock the skreaks 
that gird the skreaks / guard the skreaks
Edenic oceans full of screaks
Cracks in oceans where snakes 
Cracks in oceans or the snake-skreaks
Crack-toed oceans or snakelike skreaks
Crack-ark oceans or snakelike skreaks



Arkless oceans or snakelike skreaks
Shoreless oceans that roll the skeaks
Snake-scrolled oceans that arc like skreaks

Those snakeskinned oceans shoaled in skreaks

Ocean snakes that crack at skreaks

Oceans of snakes extend the skreaks
Oceans of snakes that fang the skreaks

Snakeskinned oceans that coil like skreaks
that arc like skreaks
Snake-scrolled seas whose seals crack like skreaks
Snake-sealed oceans that crack like skreaks
Each noon-nap's dream drop its crumbs on
Mad crumbs from noon-nap dreams drop on
The crumbs of dream siesta on
Some dream-crumbs fall siesta on
The crumbs drop dreams siesta on
Your crumbs drop dream siesta on

The drop of crumbs siesta on
Snakes who arc up to reach the skreaks
Snakes arcing up to reach the skreaks
Crumbs of dream fall siesta on
The crumbs go siesta-sown on
The crumbs drop like siesta on
The crumbs like dreams siesta on
Your dream-crumbs fall siesta on
Things drop crumbs dreams siesta on

The crumbs drop paper napkins on
The dreamcrumbs from noon-naps drop on
Your expert tools fall skewer on  
/The crumbs fall like manna on
the crumbs fall where they may on
the crumbs fall beside your tools on
the crumbs fall like stars to confound 

The crumbs drop from noon-nap dreams on
Crumbs from noon-nap dreams drop upon
Your catnap crumbs drop dreams that spawn
Snake-wired oceans acrack with skreaks
A noon-nap's dreamcrumbs drop upon
The crumbs from noon-nap dreams drop on
Catnap crumbs and dreams drops upon
Catnap noondreams drop crumbs upon
Snake-wire oceans that crack in skeaks

Your catnap noondreams drop upon
Snake-wire oceans of echoed/echop skreaks

These napcrumb noondreams drop upon
Crumbs from noondream naps drop upon

These noon-nap crumbs drop dreams upon
Crumbs or noon-nap dreams drop upon
wherein/
Snake-weired oceans that arc the skreaks

your gaze survey 



siesta dreams survey the ground

the crumbs fall anywhere there's ground
for snakes whose arc startles the skreaks

enough for arcs of snakes and skreaks
enough for all the snakes  / aches and skreaks

to snake your legs out at the skreaks

your legs stretch out across the ground;
ignore the 
where snakes arc up to reach the skreaks
the crumbs fall anywhere there's ground
Any snake that startles the skreaks
Birds make from trees where summer peaks
Its green apex with days beyond

yourself sprawl out across the ground
your gaze laze out across the ground
where snakes arc up to reach the skreaks

NOON-HOUR BREAK (after Montale)

Lunch to forget the morning's sweat
Against a wall along whose top
Broken glass has been set to stop
Thieves' incursions: sit back and let

Your expert tools fall skewer on 
A snake's tail that startles the skreaks
Birds make from trees where summer peaks
Its green apex with days beyond

The ones we apprehend down here—
Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even they can't trace that distance
Sensed by their orbits' crazed career:

None of us can orienteer
The maze sun sees in that mirror
This wall uplifts in rifts of shards 
Wherein our lives all labor towards
Their end but never quite get there. 

Their end and never quite get there.

Your worktime tools fall aside on   /aslant skewer on

These daily crumbs of time rain on

These crumbs of time rain catnaps on

This respite restore the   

A catnap's crumbs drop dreams upon
Bears and snakes that startle the skreaks

Your worktime tools fall skewer on

These snatched minutes of rest



/begrudged /grudging/fleeting/doled-out/measly/ meager/ 
windfall/spendthrift/pennorth/wage-slave/prole-doled

These time-clocked noon-breaks rain down on

The crumbs shower like time-clocks on 

These few minutes of rest rain on/

Your laid-down tools; ignore the skreaks  
/Downed tools while you ignore the skreaks 

These time-shift crumbs of rest rain on
These dawn-shift crumbs of rest rain on   /dribble
Downed tools 
These time-clocked crumbs of rest rain on
Lax tools while you ignore the skreaks
While your downed tools ignore the skreaks
Your clumsy tools drop down on

This time-clocked ort of rest respond/despond
This time-clocked spot of rest unwound

Stiffened limbs expand unwind
Work-jinked joints unwind their bond

The tools drop from your hands upon
The work tools drop like manna on
A snake's tail that startles the skreaks
Your workclock tools drop like fate on

Your precision tools drop upon   /collapse on /fall upon
Their end and yet never get there. 

Some terminus that's never there.

A pane where all life labors towards 

Of shine where all life labors towards 

Noon hour to rest, back pressed with sweat
/ seamed with sweat

Where life shines and labors towards

Where all life shines from labor towards

Noon come, to rest, back pressed with sweat
Against a wall along whose top
Broken glass has been set to stop
Thieves' incursions: to sit and let

The tools fall from one's hands upon  
A snake's shell, startled by the skreaks
Where all life shines in sweat towards 

Bright where all life labors towards

Wherein all our lives shine towards
Their end and never quite reach there.

Wherein our labors all pine towards 



Their end and never quite get there.

That shine our lives' sweat efforts towards

That show how all life labors towards

Within whose shine all life works towards

Where shining all life labors towards

Shining where all life labors towards

In whose shine all life labors towards

*
Each noon I rest back pressed against
The wall that guards where the boss lives—
In glass skies his leisure lies fenced—
The sweat my flesh pours through pore-sieves

Must shine somewhere there's room and more,
Where he and I share an anthill
Hostel or else we struggle still
To weather our endless  class war

*
Even the sun itself will pass
And be lost in the bright glass   
This wall presents/thrusts upwards to meet
The sky's indifference.  My feet
Will never find its terminus. 

Even the sun itself is lost
Eventually in nova chaos
Only seen now in the bright glass
This wall thrusts up to jagged meet
The sky's indifference.  My feet
Will fail to find its terminus.

That show all life laboring towards
Its end and never reaching there.

Each noon hour to sit, pale with sweat,
Against a wall along whose top

/sharp shards

Each noontime we sit, pale with sweat,
To fall sit sprawl/drop halfdead/sink back at noon, pale with sweat,
to lean back at noon, to ease back, to idle 
Against a wall along whose top   /Back to a wall 
Broken glass has been set to stop
Thieves' incursions: to rest and let

Birds make from trees whom summer peaks
With g

Birds make from trees whom summer peaks
With green acmes of days beyond—   
/In green apex of days beyond—



NOON-HOUR BREAK (after Montale)

Lunch to forget the morning's sweat
Against a wall along whose top
Broken glass has been set to stop
Thieves' incursions: sit back and let

Your expert tools fall skewer on 
Any snake that startles the skreaks
Birds make from trees where summer peaks
Its green apex with days beyond

The ones we swelter in down here—

None of us can orienteer
The maze sun sees in that mirror
This wall uplifts in rifts of shards 
Wherein our lives all labor towards
Their end and never quite get there. 

Even those nearest earth, the ants,
Even they can't say what distance
Runs clear of these orbits' career:
These orbits can run past clear:

say what distance
Runs clear of these orbits' career:  
/runs free of these orbits' sheer
Clears of these orbits' crazed career:
Outwits these orbits' crazed career:
outruns 
These orbits can run past clear:
Even they can't map that distance/

Even they can't say what distance
Can track these orbits' cracked career:

Even they can't track

*

June 29, 2007

good suggestion (the sooner the better)

bill knott should be buried next to mother goose...

               
                   

 

               
                                   

maya jade - MySpace Blog                      

June 29, 2007

consider me

Earthsea  18 hours ago by josh_hanson  



Consider Bill Knott, a poet who writes lots of very short poems that are nothing but 
bombast pretending at being the voice of one crying in the wilderness.

June 29, 2007

oh for two

*
I usually ignore the frequent Knott-knocks on Ron Silliman's omnipotent blog, but for 
some reason the latest one gets my goat:

quote: "Bill Knott the crown prince of bad judgment . . . "

*
Bad judgment?  I wonder if he's referring to the fact that I was once engaged to, and 
indeed almost wed, his first wife . . .

Of course she would have been the queen of bad judgment if she had made the 
mistake of marrying me after she made the mistake of marrying Silliman.

In baseball terms, she would have gone 0 for 2.

*

June 30, 2007

some workdrafts

*
BON VOYAGE/ PACKING UP

Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
when it's packed and put
by the curbside to leave—
/on the curb to leave—
/on the doorsill to leave—
/on the doormat to leave—
/on the doorstep to leave—
a cheap valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

when it's packed up tight
with passage to leave—

*
BON VOYAGE

Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
when it's packed and put
on the curb to leave—
cheap valise
spilling out undies
each time we breathe.



*
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
when it's packed and put
down where the cab brakes
impatient to leave—
cheap valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

down where the cab brakes
curbside ready to leave—
curbstop ready to leave—
curbstep ready to leave—

down where the road breaks
impatient to leave—

at death's doorgates
impatient to leave—

where the roadway takes

to take you and leave—
and you go to leave—
and you get in to leave—
and you start to leave—
you make steps to leave—

Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
though it's packed and put
down where the bellhop takes
his tip as you leave—
cheap valise
spilling out undies
each time we breathe.

for the bellhop to take
the bags to leave—
his tip to leave—
the tip as you leave—

at the exit to leave—
on the porch to leave—
on the path to leave—
by the roadside to leave—
in the hallway to leave—
in the lobby to leave—
on the bourn to leave—
on the sill to leave—
on the threshold to leave—
on the porch step to leave—

*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay closed
though it's packed and posed/poised
by the doorway to leave—



thriftstore valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
when it's packed and put
in the doorway to leave—
a poor guy's valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay catched
though it's packed and ratched
by the doorway to leave—
cheap-clasp valise
spilling out undies
each time we breathe.

that won't stay shut
if packed and put
when packed and put
on the curb to leave—
on the list to leave—
on the cart to leave—

that won't stay clasped
when it's packed and hoist
on the curb to leave—
dime-store valise

Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
when packed and put
on the curb to leave—
a cheap valise
spilling out undies
each time we breathe.

*
in the doorway to leave—
a cheap poor valise
a poor cheap valise
a poor man's valise
a poor chap's valise
a poor-bought valise

a thriftstore valise

*
cache  cached

a weak-catch valise
a cheap-catched valise
a cheap-ass valise
a cheapsuit valise
a cheap-cut valise



a cheap-class valise
a cheap-rate valise
a cut-rate valise
a bargain valise
a cheap-bought valise
a catchcheap valise
a catch-ass valise

*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay closed
though it's packed and poised
on the curbside to leave—
a cheap-bought valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

Age is a case of aches
that will not stay shut
when we've got to leave—
a catch-snapped valise
spilling out undies
each time we breathe.

when it's time to leave—
when we have to leave—
when we have got to leave—
when it's got to leave
but we've got to leave—
and we've got to leave—

on the gutter to leave—

that won't slam shut

whose catch will not stay closed
whose clasps will not stay shut

whose snaps won't catch
when we've got to leave—

whose catch will not stay closed
just when you're ready to leave—
though packed and set to leave—

when it's ready and set
by the doorway to leave—

*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay catched
when it's packed and racked
by the doorway to leave—
a weak-ass valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

Age is a case of aches
and though it's packed and put
by the doorway to leave,



it won't stay shut—
gutstrapped valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

Age is a case of aches
and though it's packed
and put at death's doorway
ready to leave,
/and ready to leave,
it won't stay shut: brokebacked
/it won't stay shut: cracked
battered valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

though it's packed and set
by the doorway to leave—

though it's packed and put
at death's doorway to leave—
by death's doorway to leave—

*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
when it's crampacked put
at death's doorway to leave—
weak-catch valise
/a weak-jambed valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

a weak-jambed valise
a weaksprung valise
weak-spring valise

Age is a case of aches
when it's crampacked put
at death's doorway to leave,
but it won't stay shut—
gutstrapped valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

that's always crampacked
and put at death's doorway
just waiting to leave,
but it won't stay shut: cracked
gutstrapped valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

a rackstrap valise
a stroppy 
crackstrap valise
crackstop valise
crackcrammed valise
crappy valise



cramcracked valise
scrumbly valise
cracked and tattered
cramsplit valise

a  tattered valise
a scrumpy valise
a strumpy valise
a battered valise
a strappy valise
a brokebacked valise
a time-stamped valise
a grease-stamped valise
a swaybacked valise
a stayback valise
a dumpy valise
a broke-strap valise
a valiant valise
a stalwart valise
an antique valise
a vintage valise
a crumbacked valise
a crummy valise
a crummuck valise
a crammuck valise

a broken valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

*
Age is a case of aches
that won't stay shut
though it's packed 
and ready to leave—
a broken valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't snap shut
when it's packed 
when it's packed full
when it's packed up

and lined up to leave—
and wanting to leave—
and doorwayed to leave—
and bulging to leave—
and eager to leave—
and meant to leave—
and valeted to leave—
and wheels-up to leave—
and portered to leave—
and ported to leave—
and traveled to leave—
and passported to leave—
and has passage to leave—
and inspected to leave—
and customs-stamped to leave—
with passage to leave—



assembled to leave—
ready to leave—

though it's packed tight
and ready to leave—
*
Age is a case of aches
you can't snap shut
when you're packed 
and ready to leave—
a broken valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't snap shut
although it's packed   
/even though it's packed
and strapped to leave—
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't snap shut
although it's strapped
and packed up to leave—
a broken valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

even when strapped
and packed up to leave—
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't snap shut
when it's packed to leave—
though it's packed to leave—
a broken valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

and strapped to leave—
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't snap shut
although it's packed to leave—
a broken valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

that won't snap shut
although it's strapped
and packed to leave—

when it's packed to leave—
though it's packed to leave—
when it's packed to leave—
a broken valise

*
Age is a case of aches 
that can't be shut 
and strapped tight— 



a traveled valise
spilling out undies 
each time you breathe.

that won't snap shut
or go strapped tight

though it's been strapped
and packed to leave—

and ready to leave—
tighten its straps
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't snap shut  
/that just won't snap shut
though it's packed to leave—
a broken valise
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

that won't snap shut
though you've packed it
*
Age is a case of aches
that won't snap shut
though you've strapped it
and packed it to leave—
in slo-mo comic-takes
that broken valise
spills out all the undies
each time you breathe.

that can't be shut and sheathed

*
age is a case of 
aches you can't
shut and strap tight, 
a valise of pain
spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

a broken valise
that spills its undies
each time you breathe.

a traveled valise
a bulging valise

a too-small valise

a battered valise

that won't go shut

ready to leave—

and strapped to leave—
bon voyage valise



spilling out undies
each time you breathe.

that can't be snapped shut

Age is a case of aches
you can't snap shut
or get ready to leave—

get packed to leave—
a strapped valise

*

July 01, 2007

the sap * ps: die, sap!

*
The paperback edition of my book, "The Unsubscriber," which was published in January
2006 by the Central Intelligence Agency, bears near the bottom of its front cover a 
quote by Meghan O'Rourke, from her Poetry Magazine (Feb 2005) review of the 2004 
hardcover.

O'Rourke continues to be (as far as I know) the Poetry Editor of The Paris Review, in 
spite of recent revelations linking that journal to the CIA.   

*
I didn't choose this O'Rourke quote; nobody at the publishers bothered to ask me if I 
wanted her words on my book, my book which is of course not mine, they own it, 
them, the publishers, the CIA, though they call it Farrar, Straus and Giroux: but it's 
not fair to call it the CIA just because its founding editor Roger Straus worked for and 
with the CIA and provided who knows how many of its agents with cover credentials as
fabricated nonce-employees of FSG; it's not fair to speak of FSG as a branch of the CIA
or a subsidiary or a front organization; but what would be the right term for their 
relationship: was FSG an "asset"?  They (the CIA) must have some cute codename or 
acronym for the connection, whatever it was.

Though I couldn't resist the facetious hyberbole of my first line above, I assume FSG 
and the CIA is a was, a just one of those things flings, thoroughly past tense, and not a
current attachment, not an IS . . .

*
Back to the O'Rourke on the frontcover of the paperback edition—I was amazed to see 
this quote because I consider the "review" from whence it's excerpted, as a total 
hatchetjob, a hit-and-run, a termination-with-extreme-prejudice piece . . .

Why would FSG use a quote from a negative (I say it's negative) review, and place it 
there so prominently . . .  notice that O'Rourke's name appears in larger type than 
mine (the author is the least important part of the transaction), and the suspicion 
arises in my mind that what is really blazoned there on the frontcover is not what's 
being said by O'Rourke in the quote (certainly its words are not laudatory, and in fact 
they add up to nonsense),—no, what FSG has arranged to have displayed there is 
simply her name itself, as if positioning her name there is the point of it . . . it's more
of an advertisement for her than for my unfortunate book (which is actually a 
nonstarter) . . .

Why?  The only way I can make sense of it is to paranoidly fantasize that this 
promotional packaging of the O'Rourke brandname is a recognition, a salutatory thank-



you from FSG, their way of rewarding her for having inadvertantly accidentally 
incidentally written the kind of spurious review they wanted my book to receive, ie a 
review which doesn't address or consider seriously the poems themselves, a review 
that spreads gossip personal rumors about me, a review whose aim is not to present 
any intellectual insightful perspective on the book's poetry, but to portray its author 
in the most freakish way possible, because the latter is what FSG wants to sell, FSG 
doesn't care about my poetry, to them it's junk, FSG hopes (hoped) to have with me a 
sensationalized oddity-commodity they can market in a downtrend mode which 
explains why O'Rourke is careful not to compare me with other poets of my generation
or to identify or match me alongside poets published by FSG, because doing that 
would be treating me as if I were a real poet and not the freakish "outsider" FSG wants
to merchandise, and so she equates me to a "Punk Rocker" poet . . . which is exactly 
what FSG wants, they have enough real poets on their list already, they don't need 
another, they need a spectacle they can libel, a scandal they can slander, an 
"undergrounder" like me: 

Not least of their reasons for having published me is that y'know everytime FSG goes 
to this party or that symposium or a lit-reading or wherever, and keeps getting 
buttonholed by some plastered poetaster or some Langpo/Post-Ahole who always 
demands to know why FSG only publishes Establishment poets: and so FSG always 
manages to have a token "outsider", a token screwball, a token nobody on the FSG list 
of poets,— so that FSG can always respond to that ubiquitous dope who constantly 
accosts at these gatherings: "Establishment?  That's absurd!  What about [Bill Knott]: 
he's not an Establishment poet."  Sadly this particular awkward face-off or gaffe seems
to greet FSG everywhere, but its recurrent occasions are usually allayed by such an 
answer; the precaution of larding the po-list with a token niffnaff whose name can be 
wielded quickly to shut up any spluttering fool who dares to attack FSG re the 
question, is an invaluable ploy. . . FSG needs that freak, you see, to get out of those 
endless social confrontations, to avoid the numb of those tiresome arguments . . .

*
I know O'Rourke's review wasn't directly specially commissioned by FSG, but it 
certainly provided them with the kind of thing they obviously wanted, it contributed a
few notes toward the naughty notoriety they hoped (vainly, as it turned out) my book 
might accrue to augment its specious value. 

*
And besides, FSG and The Paris Review, they might have shared interests, a common 
bond or covert agenda that makes them allies in each other's business goals and links 
them together.  Perhaps FSG might use one of their products (in this case my book) to 
promote a Paris Review product (O'Rourke).  Two branches of the same tree, working 
in tandem to keep the sap flowing.

*

P.S.:

FSG is refusing to remainder my book "The Unsubscriber"—they are keeping it 
artificially alive past the normal kill-date for such failed books of poetry . . .  

(look on the Daedalus remaindered-book sales site and you'll see other 
poetrybooks published around the time mine was) .. .   

Surely by now, a year and a half after the paperback, and almost 3 years after the 
hardcover, my book isn't selling enough copies to justify its still-in-print status . . .  

I've asked them to remainder it, because once it's remaindered I can move to have the
rights revert to me . . .

But they've refused my request for various officious reasons . . .



I suspect their real reason for refusing to remainder the book and thus return the 
rights to me, is this: they know I was hospitalized with a heart attack last summer, 
and therefore they're hoping I'll die while they still have some copies to sell and while
they still have their legal clutches on the poems . . .

FSG evidently thinks my death might gain my poetry some attention, which they can 
then cash in on. 

They're hoping their token freak, their sap outsider, will die today.  

They know they can make more off me dead than they did alive.  They know my death
would benefit them, and they're probably wishing there was some, um, organization 
with the resources to bring about my quick demise, some bureau with experience in 
eliminating troublesome scum like me, to whose offices they could apply for my 
immediate disposal.

* 

*

July 01, 2007 

RUGGED TRIM

*
Kenneth Rexroth edited a Selected Poems of D.H. Lawrence in 1947, reprint paperback
editions of which can be found cheaply . . . I remember reading it as a young man, 
and though I can't point to any specific instance I think it had a profound influence on 
my writing . . . It's certainly a book that I have purchased several times over, a book I 
return to and read . . .

Rexroth says many interesting things in the Introduction; looking at it recently I was 
struck by his comments comparing Lawrence's poems to Hardy's:

"This verse [Lawrence's early rhymed verse] is supposed to be like Hardy's.  It is.  But 
there is always something a little synthetic about Hardy's rugged verse.  The smooth 
ones seem more natural, somehow.  The full dress, Matthew Arnold sort of sonnet to 
Leslie Stephen is probably Hardy's best poem.  It is a very great poem, but Arnold 
learned the trick of talking like a highly idealized Anglican archbishop and passed it on
to Hardy.  That is something nobody could imagine Lawrence ever learning, he just 
wasn't that kind of animal."

Rexroth is comparing Hardy's "rugged" style poems to Lawrence's: as he points out 
prior to the passage I've just quoted, Lawrence began as a sort of apparently-on-the-
surface Georgian poet: "Some of the Georgians had a favorite literary convention.   
They were anti-literary.  Lawrence was the real thing."  Lawrence didn't have to 
consciously adopt the convention of writing rugged; with his background he came to it
naturally (Rexroth: "I don't think he went about it deliberately.") . . .

(Haven't many other poets besides the Georgians played this anti-literary charade?   
Taking on the Rugged Role is always very tempting.)

Rexroth: "There is a vatic quality in Lawrence that is only in Hardy rarely. . . . Hardy 
was a major poet.  Lawrence was a minor prophet.  Like Blake and Yeats, his is the 
greater tradition."

*
Well.  Robert Lowell said somewhere (I'm quoting from memory) that the two greatest
Modern Poets were Rilke and Hardy.

Hart Crane, writing to Yvor Winters in a letter dated May 29th, 1927, ventures that 



Hardy is "perhaps the greatest technician in English verse since Shakespeare."

Here's the poem which Rexroth named Hardy's best . . . you can't find it in most 
anthologies:

         The Schreckhorn
(With thoughts of Leslie Stephen)
           (June 1897)

Aloof, as if a thing of mood and whim;
Now that its spare and desolate figure gleams
Upon my nearing vision, less it seems
A looming Alp-height than a guise of him
Who scaled its horn with ventured life and limb,
Drawn on by vague imaginings, maybe,
Of semblance to his personality
In its quaint glooms, keen lights, and rugged trim.

At his last change, when Life's dull coils unwind,
Will he, in old love, hitherward escape,
And the eternal essence of his mind
Enter this silent adamantine shape,
And his low voicing haunt its slipping shows
When dawn that calls the climber dyes them rose?

*

July 02, 2007 

dump pity

*
DUMP

I seem more in this poem than
I am.  It covers me, icons me,

I hide under its knoll.
A knoll, or as

the old English word knott
means, a small hill.

Sanctified, whole—
it was my bent led to this bind.

It was my own,
puckered with similarity.

Kaput in a canoe,
done-for in a dogcart,

does every demise
suit my sangfroid.

Cease, I wither, I curl up, I
shroud in shrivel to make



disposal easier—
a packaging handy for death,

for Santa's bag.
(Slag, not swag.)

*
*

PITY

inside his pane
the window is a man
like you or me
at night he walks the ledges
at night he walks the sills
restless in his frame
veins full of glass
at night he walks the sills

at day his head rises
and shines through his body
and soon he worries
that the coming night 
will undecapitate
that the homing night
will rejoin him whole

inside his pane
like you or me
fulgent full of future slivers
fallen whole 
foretold and free

at night he walks the sill
his head rises 
his feet fall

held together by none
his jaggedy slitted body
glazed and gone
his beauty putty

*
*

July 02, 2007 

WHY ARE THERE DOZENS OF ANTHOLS OF CONTEMPORARY USA 
*SPIRITUAL* VERSE, BUT NONE OF SOCIALIST OR ATHEIST VERSE

*
Obviously the answer is that USA poets, USAPOs, are terrorized and coerced into 
producing these *spiritual* poems.  USAPOs cower in a aura of fright, constantly 
looking over their shoulder as they write, haunted by the threat of being murdered if 
they create the wrong kind of poem.  They are afraid to pen atheist or socialist poems
because they know first of all, that no press will publish them, and who can blame the
presses really, the presses publish all those anthols of *spiritual* poetry because they 



are ordered to by the authorities, they know the CIA through its cultural front 
organizations will crush and destroy any publisher who dares to put out an anthol of 
USA socialist poetry which USAPOs are afraid to write anyway because they know if 
they do they will end up as stealthkill.  USAPOs fear for their very lives: what else.

*

Ah, but imagine it were otherwise: imagine USAPOs are free, free to write anything 
they want, write about any subject or theme they want, not because they live in a 
free society, no, but because the society whose corners and coverts they squirrelfully 
inhabit is so imperially powered and so invulnerably implanted in the Versailles of its 
reign that it can afford to allow this subclass of literature (after all unlike novelists or
scriptwriters they produce nothing of value, nothing that can be marketed profitably, 
nothing that could ever cause a stir in the popular realm or bring harm to the 
entrenched political hierarchy) to playscurry their childish heads dipdip into whatever
muddles of fancy and form excites them: it is so implacably strong it can ignore the 
petty activities of its poets, through a negligence more assertive of its omnipotent 
tyranny than any repressive measures could ever be, it indulgently allows them to 
write anything they like about anything they like in any manner they like, because 
what does it matter what they write, poets, poetry is what doesn't matter: yes, what 
if that were the case, what if USAPOs were free to write what they want . . .

Yes: what if we were free, and what if what we freely chose to write was what we 
already write, what we write right now. 

*

A footnote to the above.  When I researched the matter in March 2006, this is what I 
found:

*
Why are there no, or almost no, anthologies of contemporary atheist poetry? 
  Searching google, I found only one listed: "Above Us Only Sky: Atheist Poetry, pub. 
Incarnate Muse (incarnatemuse at yahoo dot com) POBox 5756 Santa Barbara CA 
93150."  This book however seems to be available only through the publishers directly:
it isn't listed on Amazon.com, where a cursory search found the following anthols, all 
published within the past decade or so:

Vespers : Contemporary American Poems of Religion and Spirituality eds. Virgil Suarez,
Ryan G. Van Cleave,  U of Iowa Press 2003

The Wisdom Anthology of North American Buddhist Poetry
by Andrew Schelling  Wisdom Publications 2005

Upholding Mystery : An Anthology of Contemporary Christian Poetry, ed. by David 
Impastato  Oxford University Press, USA 1996

The Poets' Jesus : Representations at the End of a Millennium 
by Peggy Rosenthal   Oxford University Press, USA 2001

Odd Angles of Heaven: Contemporary Poetry by People of Faith. Craig, David and 
Janet McCann, Ed.  Harold Shaw 1994.

Place of Passage: Contemporary Catholic Poetry. Story Line, 2000.

Women in Praise of the Sacred: 43 Centuries of Spiritual Poetry by Women. ed. Jane 
Hirshfield.  Harper Perennial, 1995.

The Sacred Place : Witnessing the Holy in the Physical World. Olsen, W. Scott and 



Scott Cairns. Ed. U of Utah P, 1996.

Atwan, Robert and Laurance Wieder. Chapters into Verse: Poetry in English Inspired by
the Bible. 2 vols. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1993.

Carbo, Nick and Denise Duhamel, Ed. Sweet Jesus: Poems About the Ultimate Icon. 
Anthology Editions, 2002.

Curzon, David. Ed. The Gospels in Our Image: An Anthology of Twentieth-Century 
Poetry Based on Biblical Texts. NY: Harcourt, 1995.

Modern Poems on the Bible: An Anthology. NY: Jewish Publication Society, 1993

The Things That Matter: An Anthology of Women's Spiritual Poetry by Julia Neuberger 
(Editor) St Martins Pr 1995

Cries of The Spirit by Marilyn Sewell (Editor) Beacon Press 2000 ("Marilyn Sewell is a 
Unitarian minister interested in celebrating the sacredness of women's lives.")

Beneath a Single Moon : Buddhism in Contemporary American Poetry  ed. by Kent 
Johnson  Shambhala 2000

A Matter of Spirit: Recovery of the Sacred in Contemporary Canadian Poetry by Susan 
McCaslin (Editor) Ekstasis Editions 1998

*
Note: the anthols listed above are of contemporary religious verse, I'm not including 
the constant stream of anthologies presenting such poems from the past . . . .

*

Add these to the evil list:

Joyful Noise: An Anthology of American Spiritual Poetry by Robert Strong (Paperback - 
Dec 1, 2006)

Evensong: Contemporary American Poets on Spirituality  by Gerry LaFemina and Chad 
Prevost (Paperback - Aug 24, 2006)

Praying the Gospels Through Poetry: Lent to Easter  by Peggy Rosenthal (Paperback - 
Dec 2001)  (Editor's note: "The poems I've chosen are by contemporary writers.")

American Religious Poems: An Anthology by Harold Bloom by Harold Bloom (Hardcover 
- Oct 5, 2006)

The Shambhala Anthology of Women's Spiritual Poetry  by Aliki Barnstone (Paperback - 
Dec 10, 2002)

A Sacrifice of Praise: An Anthology of Christian Poetry in English from Caedmon to the 
Twentieth Century  by James H. Trott (Paperback - Oct 1999)

*

July 02, 2007

COMMENTS

Have just come upon this exchange, and my anthology of Christian verse is noted 



in the list. The point being missed by the atheist contributors is that the great 
majority of (excellent) American verse is by atheists: Wallace Stevens, for 
example. Stevens never said "I write atheist poetry" but his vision emerges from a 
"religious" or metaphjysical conviction that the physical universe is all there is. His
verse is an eloquest exploration of that view. The company of well-known and 
outstanding poets to which Stevens belongs puts Christian poets and their 
anthologies in a pitiful minority.

Posted by: David Impastato | November 08, 2007 at 02:33 PM

Actually, if you looked at our anthology (Evensong), Chad and I present poems by 
all sorts of spiritualities, including self-described atheists. Poets from all sense of 
spiritualities are included in Evensong because we didn't want to produce another 
quasi-Christian book.

Posted by: Gerry   | August 16, 2007 at 05:25 AM

I agree it's a shame there aren't many (really, any) atheist poetry anthologies out 
there. And probably you're right that "cultural front" organizations might indirectly
affect what gets published. But what about Bloom's American Religious Poems? (on 
the "evil" list above)... It includes some agnostic and atheist verse, poems that 
clash with mainstream religious views, etc. And it's published by a mainstream 
publisher, the Library of America. The presence of anti-religious poems did not go 
unnoticed in reviews, which were mostly positive. Marilynn Robinson's review in 
_Poetry_ highlighted the presence of anti-religious verse as one of the volume's 
main strengths...

Like you, I don't like how mainstream religion is in the U.S. But I wonder what part
of the blame for that is owed to a) poets without guts and b) the population of the
country, i.e. the readership, rather than the CIA and its "front groups"...?

At any rate -- interesting post... Cheers, J

Posted by: J | July 05, 2007 at 03:17 PM

The atheists have Shakespeare in their camp who never alludes to or mentions 
"God" more twice in all of his works. "Lord" appears not much more than that 
either. What a godless Bard? Shhh... don't tell the I.T. folks out in Seattle cause 
they might just get him pulled from the shelves by their divine will.

Posted by: Barry Curran | July 04, 2007 at 09:34 AM

July 03, 2007

same reason there's no atheist or socialist anthols: because 
they would kill you if you published them

*
Regional, racial, ethnic, gender, generational, thematic: if you look at the dozens and
hundreds of anthologies of contemporary USA poetry published over the past two 
decades, you'll find compilations of poems or poets gathered and linked to represent 
many categories of differentiation and distinction,
with one exception.  There are no anthologies based on class.  

Why is there no anthology of rich poets, poets who came from a background of wealth
and privilege.  Elizabeth Bishop, Robert Lowell, James Merrill, Louise Gluck, William 
Matthews, Richard Howard, C.K. Williams, et al.



Class is the most important influence on the lives of USAers, the significant marker 
which defines who each of us is.  Our culture at its deepest level is founded on class, 
on its financial and educational inequalities.  We face and interact daily with the 
continuities and conflicts of class.  It touches and permeates us in every way, in every 
aspect of our public and private systems.
Lowerclass, middleclass, upperclass: how absurd that there are no representative 
anthologies of poets from each of these groups

COMMENTS

That there hasn't been an anthology based on background,wealth,class or social 
status,might be because many of the writers you mention already make up the 
bulk of what winds up in anthologies anyway.It's been there call all along. The 
nature of the "art" of poetry as it is today,if you will, has been rigged in their 
favor from the begining in many ways by such things as access to certain schools, 
social circles and personal connections.These things certainly help.I seriously 
doubt,many of the names above ever had to beg the boss for a day off when 
inspiration overcame them and they needed a few days to get away to the 
remodeled barn in Vermont or the Vineyard to finish something urgently being 
worked on that just couldn't wait. And as poetry has never been much of a paying 
venture to begin with, it is naturally the better off, (or the foolhardy and 
brave)who are inclined and have been able to practice it. 

Class does seep into everything in everyday life despite the protests we were 
indoctrinated on that we are a classless society.Says who? The wealthly? It would 
indeed be interesting to sift through and examine themes, images and sensibilities
of a privliged upbringing and its later effects: Elizabeth's Bishop's chilhood doctor 
visits or unfettered travels.What did she take along that was vital to her?Or leave 
behind? Lowell's precise knowlege of classical architectural motifs and where he 
learned it, as he marchesthrough Wasington.

And to what extent does an almost inborn sense of confidence that the "rug will 
never be pulled from under one" alter or effect one's syle or the courage to 
innovate and break loose from the recieved poetic strictures on which one was 
taught and raised?. A comparision bewteen say, Lowell and Bishop to the 
backgrounds of two poets such as Kenneth Rexroth and James Wright, (about 
whose educations and childhoods we know a great deal from their writing and are 
roughly comtemporary) would I feel sure, be very reveling in contrasting how 
willing and how far one will risk and allow oneself to go beyond the prescribed 
accepted limits that were given at any time and how it limited what they wrote.I 
am thinking here of Bishop's admission towards the end of her life, that she had 
improperly indulged in less than precise rimes in her use of assonance and that it 
was improper that any real poet would ever do such a thing.Oh? Why not?

And afterall,many would be poets who grow up in modest circumstances very 
often become playwrites such as Harold Pinter,Tennessee Williams of even 
Shakespeare to pay the bills.

If there was to ever be an anthology of wealthy poets it might begin with Catullus 
who at one point hadenough liquidity, despite groaning about his poverty at the 
end of his short life, to have his private barge hauled overland to Lake Garda 
where his family had a"modest" villa. Alexander Pope,if the selection was arranged
by net worth would have to fall close to the top.Ana among the Americans who 
would make the cut?

And at the lowest rungs alas we might find the very finest voices meekly echoing 
from Japan or China in such figures as Ikkyu Sojun, Basho,Ishikawa Takuboku or Tu 
Fu and Li Po. Wonder what they would have made of quiet afternoon tea in 



Maine while on the backlawn as a game of croquette was in progress?

Posted by: Barry Curran | July 03, 2007 at 04:39 AM

some workdrafts

*
a necktie 
negates me

and of course
the shirt's worse

the pants 
oh drat I can't

why do my clothes
oppose me

every costume
is contumely

hats hate me
and socks mock

indubitably my shoes 
abuse

each coat 
has got me by the throat

belt belts me about
pockets lock me out

shorts or briefs
both thwarts and griefs

the buttons too they
unite in mutiny

who wrote this laundrylist
Tarantino scenarist

it's Kill Bill 3
daily they attack me

my gloves shove me
my sweater swears vendetta

every thread
wants me dead

all of these clothing
are filled with loathing

my duds exact revenge
whenever I change



into them each item
claims me its victim

just getting dressed
is dangerous
must I go nude afraid
of couturicide

what roused my attire
to this ire

what made this rent
between me and raiment

what caused this split
with each outfit

this breach
with the britches and such

why does my ensemble
want to bomb me

the closet's declared war
on me the defector

where's our armistice
pale in its healing surplice

the tender toga
that would tug us together

complain complain nag nag
least you got a rag
on your back my skeleton 
pipes up look at me none

but when did this crack 
occur with my shoerack

cause once I used to care
donning debonair

the latest fashion
in a flash I'd lash on

my ass in an ascot
my hair in a headshot

undoubtedly some labor
went into nabbing my clobber

acquiring my sportswear
was not effort-bare

it took a lot of brute
pursuit to root out the right suit

for an occasion where



clothes were de rigueur

the cost was not
inconspicuous
what made our aims separate

was I ever pleasing
to these raiments

was I ever in synch
with my clobber

did my garments ever
treat me with love

sympatico

uniform

what 
when was the point
of disjoint

I can't change
their need for revenge

what made a rhomb

want to see my slayers
wanted posters murderers
laundrylist

my laundrylist has gone
Tarantino

spincycle   wash and rinse
clothesline

laundromat 
laundricide

I mean no
harm to them why have they gone
so Tarantino on me

each day they murder me

deathwish   deathlist

each item
to whom I'm victim

but why why

I have to assume 
this leaves no room  
for me in there



items of clothing
and all of them loathing

so much clothing
and all of it
filled with loathing
for what it clothes/covers

they could be lovers
but instead loathing
is what this clothing
feels for what it covers

it could be other
wise we could be lovers
but all my clothing
is filled with loathing
for what it covers

the robe rubs me wrong
shoelace  
jacket
underwear shorts briefs

for me clothing
is a form of loathing

they call it clothing
it's really loathing

but isn't it really
loathing

get their cuts in       /mitts in

each pose
I wear their scorn /contumely

made us break
our sympaticake

*
BATHROOM MIRROR

Every morning the glass
empties my face
of its night but as
its day is poured in
I feel forsaken and
my eyes strain longingly 
down the drain.

*
*

BATHROOM MIRROR

Each morning the glass



empties my face
of its night—then as
its day is poured in
I cringe and crane
and peek forsaken
down the drain.

/its day is poured in
I feel forsaken
and look and crane
down the drain.

*
*

POEMPATH: PERIOD

Each syllable
a steppingstone
till you stumble
on this one.

*

July 04, 2007 

stray memory

*
When I knew James Tate one of the things I admired most about him was that he never
made a secret of his contempt for my inadequacies.

*

July 05, 2007

worksheets

YOU COULD BE, COULDN'T I?  You could be flowers stiff with dawn, a cat  that lacks 
your sweet reasonableness,  two eyebrows hurrying to earth, hair freed of groping 
now: impaled on summer's flute-spurts, your incognate thoughts are like a truth 
carved  by halves of core.  Suffering from self-lingering, a thimble poured from a 
navel, you migrate over crop-rotations, fly through gushers  geysers that grope for 
crow'snest-fruit . . .  We want fate to be brief, to synopsize this  boring decay of flesh
with pith worth, short for existence.  Like abbreviations that suddenly  find 
themselves whole, acronyms now, yet  not changed a jot: how could it have happened 
 when I am the same, how has death occurred as a word whose meaning has gone 
from  nickname to noun?  The timor mortis forms  between shudders, avid for your 
nape-hairs  to stir in their muck and speak with a voice  whose sighs gong us toward 
homage, unique  as its purpose (which glints in every pore), solo  conclusive as 
weights in theater-curtainhems, impending that ensures descent whenever  the near is
ending and the far is beginning, am I the imminent nexus of this dropcrush?  You 
outlast all year-end prospects which  eventually beached by all that follows us,  the 
sky a place for a bundle of old blushes  to expunge these amputatoes, these thankyou-
writhed witnesses—its intrusive plumage still invades my silence as it swells like a 
seashell's mating-period; peach-red kerchiefs tied to my tusks attest your presence, 
the resonance your profile.

Haven for revisionists, the future excerpts itself from us, an anthology that reveals 



some of what we were at all, wholly there.   a fizz, no lesson leading us home, home 
that signals its horizon to close-up, zoom-in, profile slashed by blood, by innocence-
putative limbs substituting your testifying prudent myth, whose words always counter 
my indifference. Days to love you, years to regret—the last  teardrops facile, leaky 
faucet concepts fucked continually, instant island insert, an island discovered to be 
without inhabitants is where nature gathers its examples of us, paradigms as a slope 
flowers upwards, each foothold another face, the rockface impervious to solo—the 
privacy of the commonplace valued as omission, found  only as the opaque hornclock 
levels its gaze lensward: techniques that sever the sentence from firsthand endeavors,
each unique niche concealed by empty perspective bleeding true.   

July 05, 2007 

sap

THE NIXON-AGNEW REVIEW

The Laureate takes a train from his attic
to his basement daily, robust he races 
inclined along the sheer of every room
descending always floor by floor to find

the scar side of every life lived at every 
level of that severed Hollywood abode,
that facade where our Baghdad bomb
deflowers baseball scores just for him.

He alone knows the stats that win.  He
pins the post and holds the sky because 
he owns a house and I don't.  My dad 

lost his butchershop in the bad 1930s 
because he let his customers run up
credit and not pay, the Knott-profit sap.

*

July 05, 2007

worksheets

My stance is to lean on a coin,
to dethrone every window--
my heaven ijanuarys spacious, the gravy
on my bandages delicious.

*

The scab interrogates the alms,
a spark satiates a comet.
Syllables: the lattice mimes the birdcage.

*

The murder of consecutive days,
the grease that grows fertile in lizards,



the urine conversant with the flood:
even the left hand's appraisers
shun the right's buyers.

*

I-beams support this wall
You-beams uphold me: guess
Which one is going to fall.

*

False tooth fed into a rifle, the distance
Slices through our memory like an orchestra
Led by a dowser, water worshipped among
Silkens whose crimson, traced in testament,
Totes up the abominations the astray
--Watch their muscles like cake-tiers rise--
Until a seam appears, fenced-in by endless
One-act stress: the trumpet spying on the turtle.

*

Molding the fire in a crown's haircut, I
envy the symmetry with which
each seed is buried beneath a flower,
each weed above a groan.  Only stalactites,
it seems, can hang their mangy lava anywhere.

*

To see the snow on
a ladder's rungs as
stepping upwards--
returning to that cloud
to which the carpenter
adjusts his thumb.                                                                           

*
Pencil-popped, I inhale
the sceptersweat, the spit whose
syrup traverses a navel, warps it
off the cowpath, out in the covert
the fold where a rabbit slopes
abundance of rye,
wheat, and renovated eggshell.  Daily
my lungs cling to the overt
whose jewelry heaps each drop with desert--
lucky the bracelet that gets
to soak itself in a sandal-strap--
but should I choose to chew your shoes?
Grownup-ergo-pervert, is it enough
to wail childhood
farmscenes: how
for example the snow on
a ladder's rungs seemed to be
stepping upwards, returning
to that cloud which in summer I never
can force to pose with the forte I long
to envy; or visits



to a supermarket chute that's pink
with gravity, whose toboggans take
my coupons into the past:
false tooth fed into a rifle, the distance
cuts in half our memories.  The vestige
calms then excruciates
like a orchestra in search of a well,
led by a dowser, a water traced in testament,
too personal for rainforest tourists--
Whom I wake to wine, cornfritters
and the buglecall of an owl.  Our
lens weights what, our heat--
pillars of smoke warm the children digging
boundaries whose dirt,
reborn, punishes my assignment,
worm for a songbird.  Prey.                                                 

July 05, 2007

worksheets

LIFE IN THE LITERARY LANE

Pencil-popped, I inhale
sceptersweat, spit whose
syrup traverses a navel, warps it
off the cowpath, out to the covert
the fold where a rabbit slopes
abundance of rye,
wheat, and renovated eggshell.  Daily
my lungs cling to the overt
whose jewelry heaps each drop
with desert--
lucky the bracelet that gets
to soak itself in a sandal-strap--
should I opt to chew your shoes,
a grownup, a pervert, is it enough
to wail childhood, to slop
from my autobiopail scenes
of Michigan Farm Lad: how
for example the snow on
a ladder's rungs seemed to be
stepping upwards, returning
to the cloud which in summer I never
can force to pose with the forte I long
to envy; or visits, quests, really,
to a supermarket chute pink
with gravity, a muse-toboggan who zoots 
all my coupons into the past:
false tooth fed into a rifle, the distance
cuts down our memories.  This vestige
calms then excruciates
like a orchestra in search of a well,
led by a dowser,
a water traced in testament,
too personal for rainforest tourists
whom I wake to wine, cornfritters,
the buglecall of an owl.  Our
lens weights what, our heat?  Outtakes
in the valley where pillars of smoke
warm the children digging
boundaries whose dirt,



reborn, puns on how my desire to be
a songbird's prey clashes 
with my propensity to be 
the heckle capitol of the world,
sneered at by spitballs ripped
from origami walls--
while, sexshorn in the fanfare museum,
I dream about Picasso's mattress
its up-and-downiness,
I mean the indentations we love,
that lumpiness left by his endless
mistresses, whose litany flesh
was surely as undulant as the radar
squiggles of a nuclear war:
the grid, the grill
on which I barbecue my deboned b-b-gun,
deflesh my finish fetish,
decimate my dream-date with
Anais Nin's mattress,
or else that poet they
keep putting photos of in APR.                                                                                  
                                                                             

July 05, 2007

worksheets

A pause while drugs pestle the darkness.

Let the scab interrogate the alms, make
a spark satiate a comet.  Outfit
your mirrors for departure, though the rope-foliage
looks nervous, hung from harpstring hooks--
then whose flour envies the thrift of thorns?

Nudes and rafters, hesitations at doormaps,
cowerboxes.  My eyes are the decor of
the visible, nectar of onus.  The backdrop:
masked in porous pawns.  Upcushionings, you try
to census-suck my neck's chaff.  Youth
vanishes on those heights that relent to it.

Threading a shoelace through a hoof's cleft,
you slice inertia to a cameo.  Revenge
rips its fruit from sects: they fidget
like toe-rouge on an unruly carpet; only
private abstinence sustains this corridor.

Earrings, the anchors of widows, but even
the most will finally paint yield on a face.
To blemish a gaze with me?  I insert my slits
into the whirl, the wish and wash culled from desire--

Love's hairstyle.  The almondine vowels whine.

The revolt exaggerates the populace.
Left to their isolate, their heaven suburbs--
anonymous-consecutive days, where goldsmiths
leaf through rock with the thought that,
perhaps--watch their muscles like cake-tiers
soar--until a seam appears, wrenched



by endless one-act stress: the trumpet spying on
the turtle.

I admire the cessation of my surroundings
Libertine circle of scorched
shellcasings; herd of hoes to weed heroes; aiding
strengthening the vein of blindness in coallumps
who insist a mountain peak is never mud-organ.
Heckle capitol of the world, suburbed by spitballs.
Hell, my litany flesh surely as undulant as I inhale sceptersweat,
spit whose syrup traverses a warp, it off
the highway, while mask the rope-foliage in porous pawns.  Fold your shoes,
you pervert, is it enough to wail childhood, to slop
from the autobiopail scenes of Michigan Farm Lad: how
for example the snow on a ladder's rungs seemed to be
stepping upwards, returning to the cloud which in summer
I never can force to pose with the forte I long to envy;
or visits, quests, really, to a supermarket chute
pink with gravity, a muse-toboggan who zoots all my coupons
into the past: too personal for rainforest tourists
whom I wake with wine, cornfritters, the buglecall of an owl
puns on how my desire to be clashes with my propensity to be
the grid, the grill on which I barbecue my b-b-gun,
decimate my whose sauna knows I have sufficient calenders
to doubt the day, even the most paragraph of them
will finally paint yield on a face hat grope persons in lizards, arrows fail
to seize a seed's handle; lacing the muffled
mercy that rejoices if inhabitants riddling a honeycomb,
stench that barbers seers: breast implants veer
like   To detain the ruins, sneeze through
a tiara, trim the hems of flowergowns, the distance
moves through our memory like a water worshipped even
among silkworms whose crimson inheritances tote
up the abominations the astray--just balloons, their swellprints stinging the air
with soft occasions. In rooms where actors hurled from a summit
conceptualize an imminent that clings to
a babyrattle can be cured by wear
around the world,  aftervintage pages, crumb paper from which
scraps fall on the simpleton's mouth. My jellied fingernails make a rain from skin
at least one sacrifice suite was mown out of:
tassels cover the chatterbox,
good, skoal, finish your stance--dethrone every windmill--
Syllables: the lattice mimes
the birdcage.  .                                                                                                       
              

July 05, 2007 

worksheets

I move during your interstices of movement,
you are still, I am still no longer than no more,
continually unpeeling myself from stopsigns.

Where the mispronunciations at a crossroads
of our possible destinations or their signs
makes the rope-foliage nervous, the aftervintage

pages through this scrap of paper from which
crumbs fall on the simpleton's mouth.  Lung
abbreviations, breaths, outfit your mirrors for



departure: we must climb this horn, vase sass,
time, you tease the tonsured tongue.  And yet
my flesh is surely as undulant as the radar

squiggles of a big nukeout war: I inhale
sceptersweat, spit whose syrup traverses a navel,
warps it like fish hanging from harpstrings . . .

My furrows fail to seize a seed's handle;
oh whose flour envies the thrift of thorns.
Our absence enlarges the burden of penthouses,

lacing the leech to itself youth starch vanishes
in rooms where drugs pestle the darkness
whose jellied veil makes a rain from skin

one sacrifice site was mown out of:
ape acne's eunuch, I leaf through the candle
with delicacy and arbor.  To detain these ruins,

sneeze through a tiara, trim the hems of
flowergowns, the distance moves through our
memory like a water worshipped even

among silkworms whose crimson inheritances tote
up the abominations the astray--watch their muscles
like cake-tiers soar--until a seam appears, wrenched

by endless one-act stress: the trumpet spying on
the turtle.  I admire the cessation of my surroundings
and the courage: libertine circle of scorched

shellcasings; herd of hoes to weed heroes; aiding
strengthening the vein of blindness in coallumps
who insist a mountain peak is never mud-organ.

 

Heckle capitol of the world, suburbed by spitballs.
Hell,in porous pawns.  Fold your shoes,
you pervert, is it enough to wail childhood, to slop
from the autobiopail scenes of Michigan Farm Lad: how
for example the snow on a ladder's rungs seemed to be
stepping upwards, returning to the cloud which in summer
I never can force to pose with the forte I long to envy;
or visits, quests, really, to a supermarket chute
pink with gravity, a muse-toboggan who zoots all my coupons
into the past: too personal for rainforest tourists
whom I wake with wine, cornfritters, the buglecall of an owl
puns on how my desire to be clashes with my propensity to be
the grid, the grill on which I barbecue my b-b-gun,
decimate my acneing eunuch whose sauna knows I have
sufficient calenders to doubt the day, even the most
paragraph of them will finally paint yield on a face
litany  actors hurled from a summit
conceptualize an imminent veil that clings
to anonymous-consecutive days, the that grope persons
in lizards,  lameness, his laughter inhabitants riddling a honeycomb,
stench that barbers seers: breast implants veer
like a babyrattle can be cured by wear around
the neck, so tassels cover the chatterbox, good,



skoal, finish your stance--dethrone every windmill--
my shovel is spacious, the scab interrogates the alms,
a spark satiates a comet.  Syllables: the lattice mimes
4he birdcage. .                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                              

July 05, 2007

*
Helplessly the clock's hands cleanse
its numerals as they pass, trying
to wipe away the jealous glances
and fretful glares of our daily
watch, the fears and doubts
whose dust filthifies time at last.

*

have you ever swallowed
a sinkplug and drowned
has someone pulled your navel
till laughter gurgled down

*

As usual I'm slumped in the Maltshop
riddled with straws,
assaying the light by sifting it
through the window that proclaims
the impeccability of commerce,
but does this gold ever weigh
any more than me.
I sip my shake and wait to see.

*

July 05, 2007

worksheets

*
let my words reverse the words I say
each time they come to censure me
may my doubts never find their day

my scissors hold the totems made from clay
their cries repeat papyrus duplicity 
let my words reverse the words I say

can I question such sunder underway 
as rips the facade the archetype sphere-tree
where my doubts will not find their day

but will my doubts find the dawn to say
the blazing answer to their query
let my words reverse the words I say

repeating block anecdotes



to spectators in a cage
which daily erupts

the deluge surge resist

decisive cries in a crater
coif-echoes
and besides
who else lives on his lips

the differing stitch

life of the final hybrid
veins glow in their setting
trains behind hedges
signals held by scissors

leaden the word
its laborious syllables

divide

Round or sown or fall,
sound of plunge or pearl, held
for its swoopshape,
toboggining moon and all.

Held for its stoopshape
the welcome mat may honor it
by rising up to it.

I was probably just staying
interminable
unapproachable
immobile 
with all the swaying others of you

The spectators fill my cage with reproach

origins which are demarcated  
i.e. outlived 
share their papyrus duplicity

housed   circumstance  secret
stages ingot  beheld

a slim coitus of wands conducts the room's currents
curtains reach to the floor
which needs excavating

DELIVERED ENTRANCE

The gate opens its grilles to night and day
which remain outside the cafe where
the spoon drools while theatergoers
place their hats on a shoe that cries
duck, still they're overcharged for this
by the crater-bait coif-propped proprietor
who pins an echo on his lips each time



his sponge-of-sieves dies repeating
an anecdote that supercedes the placards
around the block: they mock the kingsize
foot-roof while spectators handicap
odds on.  This deluge erupts its cage
each day and moults its vietcong snout,
rip-seen in surges.  Plenty of gullible dice
get tossed.  We meet at the labor hall
to strike for better holes in our heads
and demand that two different scents both
be called lilac.  Millionaires understand
and pathologize, honoring sports-spittle
while their pants fall down.  They award us
with three flavors of death that bear the same,
a difference stitched into our machines.
It wakes a correspondence of imposters.
The impost of flight berserks, blank as 
the teeth of a vampire at dawn.  Monsters
sleep when the sun breaks its cusp crust
on the crest lust of the world.  It drinks fame
from the same floods that blankness bites
on the shelf.  Teethmarks appear all over
the soles of wigs.  A wig-vintager cries even.
Grapes the brow has deserted offer no solace
but smear dreams on the palate.  Swords
shirk and belief shines like the last drop
of a wink.  Thrown by a charming woman
we had just been cryptic toward, resound 
hammer straddling harmonica.  Wheeze.
My face is a quizbox killed by zoomrays.

Like a mirror stuck up the chimney
or a fruit tongued by a pincers
a zoo abandoned by its coptic frost
a shirt pinned to a donkey
flak that pins its medal to a limping 
hedge cave steeple thief of the year
stealth mint embracing our tongues
create the mist that coats them
opening suns as wide as jewel-sures
lemonrind offered to breath
we savage our empty first fevers
stretch to support the gulf that wails
for  surrender's care 
Poem

I doubt I'll be alive at the final hybrid,
each time I tried to track/whack the mirror's venal
   jewelry
I was fooled, and bribing the hyena eating
my licenceplate didn't work.  Tomorrow
the vast junk blossoms to jerk the will
of the bullseyes I inverted with power.  Past
the trajectory of its rose I stationed myself
to be a pinion one could count on, a signal
for the lower forces to attack the hedge
with scissors while barking as they snip
whirlicue showers.  Rain made our hair curl
too, but the thrusts of these sharp instruments
create a sinecure unknown to nature.
It fills a gapsump.  It pours out like watch-springs



to sulk past our hour.  We bite a root 
salvaged from the barberpole that frames us
while makeup boots drool on our faces
to pace a sole's imprint of mascara across
us.  I tower alone on the masterbator's wink.
I wink at a target.  The hands that go-fists
so quickly search me for a trowel to slop
the architecture with, in enormous terraces
they bone the cohort's fruit.  Frozen homes
where the mice pack their crumbs in 
a postagestamp and decamp.  It is birth
which links me to the pineapple,
otherwise we have naught in common.  I'm
sorry.  The maidens of sorry taunt me
with echoes that caroom toward a nonstop.
Dead man's curve.  Curl.  Coil.  Coif tressed
by higher-crests and lower-roosts.  The mime
likes to bite his white cage.  The fresh paint
tastes good to one who is schooled in silence,
mute drops drip the ships who invent a scales
to weigh gumball garbage which writes home
please send 12 years of biblical pestilence.
Their slivers stuck in my veins.  I timidly
pay the rent when I want to prate and prod.

pre-clothe yourself in 
POEM

The Unusual have their acts
memorized, while we normals falter
helterwise through our days
hoping to hear one familiar phrase
out of our mouths, one set of facts
we can rely on not to alter.

Life for Them is laid in shape
of lines chalked across the floor,
each step practised enough to
lead music back from its true
erratic course, to calm the ape
jabbering quietly for more—

We feel the doorsill teetering on
the future ruins of its house;
sense chaos in the coat we hang
on that hook, the wall's fang;
yes, we can punch our couch cushion
but it has the choice to lose

those familiar shapes we need 
to compact our backs' spinelessness,
lacking the resolution They use 
to set their seats correctly
and find the else-ways way to lie
with head and feet propped dead
on comfort bones we can't control—
The Odd consider us unwhole,
and our efforts to sleep at night
a not-wise method of achieving



distance from the day whose light
exposed our derma-shields leaving

flakes of wake like sandruff scales in
the body's habit of shedding itself:
they regard our nightly naps naive

like antiheroes in the shame 
zone of some last-reel rendezvous,
shrived of their crimes by
pardoned in the zone of
venial
like) to     shame

hues rescued from whitewash

grapes the brow has deserted

no solace

common addled

studies of how the wind sugared
their footprints

3 wisemen mutilate their camouflage or replace it with 
with dopeduds
or soapsuds
family trees
offer
deigning the closeup
to complete its kiss,
Nevertheless it is necessary
In the valley 

/elsewhere?

what void led this oddpiece loin to be mine.

Shadows cast their diaph-off,

to be finished as mist is in a kiss. 

The verb
tears our tangents apart—

if prisons are what links horizons.

Despair, discouragement are 
what I inherit.  A local habitation and
a name evade my grasp.  What use
the fair

Imagine someone who reverses



our shoes after death and sniffs
them to see if anything remains

no time for shame
will his sins itch

the bed finished
as only two who
complete the act
can unmake it

it all resembles
scenes of former harrow  
Days all drawn to December show
so little remains of what we held
from Jan to Nov: now it's gone no

one can say
 

CONTRARY

Dawn leaks consequence.  Where it will, 
hovering over appletree or railroad, all 
bright angles, letting the hopes happen.

Maybe the day is blue, meaning south, 
meaning drought can find a path in it, 
lack can offer it reasons for not being—

But if the day were gray, would plenitude
negate it?  These eithers make a laugh.
They do not consider my health, how

it depends on neitherness's neutrality, 
on tepid clemencies and staling bread,
room temperature always preferred.

Thus my armchair’s set beneath a glowing
antenna which even hums a little to ease
the least concern.  Twilight, chores done,

the overflow of panting elevators appears
frayed, decayed, despite ferocious washing;
a wasteland imposes grateful ants.  Some

say the afterlife will try console our taste
for communism: faraway docility, urge-edge,
can you restore such douceur?  Transitory

commeasurate, the body's border throws
that origin an old lens stained with 
the remoteness of incest.  Tilled bare,

ground mutes me, bored rascal ill; 
I maladministrate the war of handshakes: 
sweet rain nets too much pit.  Covert

holes perforate air like hints of dark 



guidance—are sky's ways unsullied by 
route or is it all pre-mapped, programmed

by fate?  Here you and I are loath: we
conspire with appears, coy counterfeits, 
zeroing in on the spoils that fill spoons

daily with hesitation while intention 
awaits all festivity.  All reception.  Or else.
I'd sink sulkwise if it weren't such regress.  
POEM

A category mistake, trying to shake 
the alarm clock awake.  
To rouse the dead, 
break their rigor with your head.

If the dream doesn't know you're awake
you may have to repeat
its action, dialogue, the plot
stacked up in sheets whose white

arrows cross your desk to find that
the paperweight has melted your words
into dreams that don't know what

your waking words signify—costumed
insistent narrative that wakes
you before the dream has told its own
version of snow settling into sleep.

POEM

I want to commission a portrait of you
but I have no money and don't know
any painters to do it for free.  I don't
want the portrait for myself, no, it would
go to you.  I guess I'd like it if you thought
of me each time you looked at it but
probably after a while you would forget
the circumstances of its installment
and simply glance at it from time to time
as if it had been there always, an old
heirloom or less, a thing kept not for 
any memories it stirs but simply because
it has no practical use and therefore
woud take too much thought to throw away,
too much effort.  If it's successful, that is—
And though I have crammed everything 
into this portrait which does not exist,
it remains the non-confrontation you need
to get through each day/ to survive each day's incursions of fate, the daily hurt. 

unsatiated, stays compromise.
A thousand campaigns of insightful rummage
cannot glut it, satisfy its imperial essence,
remote ethereal framing.  I crave its emptiness,
never-to-be-filledness.  It blinks at me,
idol of smithereens, filled with shadow-hush.



Spacial justice, harmonic weight, pinned dream.

REGISTERED TRADEMARK

Mysterious measurements left the house 
so empty that all the other houses
have been permitted to pervade it.

Only compared to the sniffing of a dog 
trapped in a cupboard, your curiosity 
will never deepen to desperation still.

Like a bus bound for crosses laid church-wise
over fallow parents, you barter-gather a land
bladderspasm sculpture has bared before.

You warm your hands at your feet.  A swarm 
of central materials comes to harm you. 
God has his imperatives of glove, but you are

a T-shirt worn backwards to appease mirrors
with a logo/slogan whose moral is familiar, 
distinctly held for welcome's keeping.   

I understand the concept of diamond, how
its value is based on its rarity—
that's how we children in the orphanage viewed
the few adults we came in contact with.

Their scarcity stood out among us,
shining from above in the form of teacher
or overseer, from the housemasters who
ruled the buildings we lived in, the cooks

and groundskeepers, the whole staff of grownups
it took to run the place, to keep us in place. . .

You might encounter one in your schedule
across the campus and they would be
the anomoly in that village of kids, the odd
find shining up from the dirt, the gem 
No fragile dice of smiles can win back the loss
that frowns bones like a stairway
between his delays, his contradictions, and yet 
in the interim already
they whispered of days, of dote-to-dote joys,
they lay on a divan of dark spots  
and launched a lair-more
to look for.

High above a hovel of unruly pockmarks,
bathed in goodbye's abuse,
narrowly escaping the triumphal arch
that lubricates traffic,
will I find that home, that people

Then I hang mirrors from my scabs
but the wires rip them loose
(note: get tougher scabs next time). 
Relieved to have found a spot that cannot



Be mine alone my feet falter-all catch
Backward clumsy in steps they’re expert at.

None of its neon towers can tell me why
My wandering eye always undermines

DETOUR'S WIDOW

Historic costumes condemn the earth to half. 

Even recent rivers on drawn wings, 
hovering once, show thirst has sashes.

Constellations.  Autonomy in action.

Every keyhole approached knows me.

By evening the arcade outside has passedó
blindly bronchial its subtle-submerged ink
yields dimishment, an interregnum made of 
stuffed dolls cast in the figurative.  Each smiles 
above its fantastic neck, remembering only 
the first rejections, the facades of afternoon 
and fall in the gathering of desire, each noun 
replete with sense of genre crossing titular 
fatigue, each handout the beggars receive 
beckoning the swamp-barbed skin of lovers 
and yet what depicts this wave if not remorse.

Their kisses are a net-of-gnats that catch what 
but the year, the seasonal jams and jellies
that record our passage across the isthmus
of defeat, that photo-racked recursive gender. 

A roadsign to a snail might shift and be real 
to me if I were reduced in my creatures, 
undermining the question with furtherplod
memorable to your ghost, whose features 
take on the exalted tension of a foreseen 
allusion torn open at the neck by exactitudes 
forbidden over the phone by giant rays 
banning our invictus carafe.   From annual and
tender stockades I wait for amusement 
commitments to forge my disciples, their cruel 
smorgasbord bodyguard restored by bed.

Or litanize whose name, the two syllables
that maintain your tag, stumbling in a cower
toward the harbor's caress festival, that lovelag.
That skag.  But when the unexcited lava covers 
us with barefoot condiments, will, unhalted, 
I drink dirt from sloppy seashellsó 
long candle, ponder, short candle, thinkó
or fail to overcome what fatal inertia.

Jettison person, sad cadence of the farceur.

Conclude-child, at last to lie across exhaust:
I pray my pedestal's unyield will moult me.



It must be retraced, renamed, our skin: 
what blush colorcodes mine as "preen chain"?

The skin of lovers depicts this wave, its
steepduned halo, whose uncleansing spoor offers
to crunch up a window wad up the scene use
it to mop the sill where each sunbeam mutatesó

Something active, trying in tandem like hands
to estimate the carats of an altar, plough 
a spider to scratch.  The vertical vertigo waits.

My so far feeling fetches out a little face.
strike whole, focus

.  Done.  Gone.
quenched completed
me they strike whole, focus,
sole 

Stalactitism glides across my face.
Recedes in suedes and browns.

If every valid absence points to one thing, 
an object presence has overlooked unless 
the fullness ripeness intervenes.  Is it 
the fear of such insignificance that makes us 
lock the sermon in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of a snake's parasol, 
it trips a step.  Do animals proceed to extinction 
via hindlegs or their fore?   The mind restrains
this project for the sane, its unquarried energy—
God grounds us in gloves I guess.   They keep
our omnihands from touching flesh with flesh, they
prevent the relapse, the desire for one's kind, 
the prophylactic response: similarity haunts
the ruins of every fingerprint which bears it,
which partakes patience to outwit identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, a curt salon
where prudent heirs sweat in overcoats, sure
their profiles would disgrace our art-dartboards.
Thus nature finds its quickest aim in beginnings, 
a naissance to obliquely punish yesterdays with.
Cradling an antenna's unripe fruit, your gusts incite 
the white apartment, its darkened rooms where rocks
sink in recital.  The central event will not relent.
.

HOMESTORM

You feel the frontstep teetering on
the future scatterings of the house,
antique furnishings and forms
you have come to scavenger;

it means there's enough time still
for your foot to stall and your gestures
to grow heavy as cupped eggs



hurry while heaven's favorite paperweight

descends, snow presses the pages that lift
you away like gusts across the desk
and out the door you're afraid to knock on.

Here is another candidate of bend.                                      
Sucking its fist, finding its at-lastness.

crumbling down past the level of fine fibers,
whose glare point out/
outshines taps the glass for drape seconds, 
wrap hours we look to the reach of.
but falls distracted,
Why does this suit me more
than that, does every shape captivate
its opposite: picture an ape canvassing
himself by thumbs.  My mirror blinks.
On their knees their heads nodding 
with the emphasis of melt-blank silences.
Deeper imports, aspects of an occasion 
that has an air of being previous to a tale 
excites or quenches the dream.   
two with mingled 
sounds of ecstasy or
The dream would have had to be found 
equally by the presence of those who knew 
too much and those who knew nothing.

Imagining a trait less real than my own,
the falsity of which lingers until upon
my sacred tongue.  Each word fences
off its cow; each syllable allows its dutiful
doubt to engineer the faultline time is
gushing out of: easier to guess the wonder
although bare impartial noses impede,
seconds away from the allies gathered by soon;
believing sand has offered itself for fine
grating, filigree grafitti writing in cache.

handles my cheeks envisioning
roughly.  Something trivial, facing
a leaf caught in a grindstone's V,

Lesser scale I could change the lightbulb
days drag me down with pursuant road
They leave their debt-dross 
They leave me to cope, once in a sense
Everyday the accomplishments occur
I push a switch and the lampshade shines 
To upstage to step around the broken glass 
Because it glows intact in its globe and shows you how
to live.  In fact, you don't have to live.  
more than regret more than an ant
to live  without accomplishments directions 
destinations is more than a once 
an act of cruddy cruciplastics 
It's never over, that act.  That chance. 
More than. You don't need this lapse-tense
to read and understand that



I see my childhood change the bulb that never burns out:
He regenerates me.  
Secrets daylight holds all-too-known, 
no point to confess what crevice kept us so, so
undisguised with the urge to lie down
by a lamp fearful in cellar. reverse 
their theme.  Most of lost by now, 
most of old.  Past.  Placeless. 
The font can't mount up the word it said.

a modest ear of corn in my fist makes
my body heel to a priest full of ways
to fuel creation.  Each thimble drink
seems to contain that opposite narcotic
the nation.  Externals from its realm
infringe my room with radio modes. 

The source
remains in the mind as an evasion
of time's interior road, utterly outside
astride its flow, rowing stars along
a stream subsumed, its name in mine.

Does every shape captivate its opposite?  
I picture
an ape canvassing himself by thumbs
inside my thoughts.

that split his home 
shows the furniture's two-legged there,
surgically his house is cleavered if he

love at first assault
tinged as a stingshell

pine dancer oneshot

Pronounced / pouring out
so daily, so spokespersonally.

SOME SHORTYPOO'S
EPITAPH FOR A STOWAWAY

Pyred windowpanes. 

Ivory cameo that milks my profile.

Cream whisked off a dream.

Lewd froth of the newfallen ant
entering the thirst and thorn
of my tongue stabbed stung.

Repeat: its image commemorates
this conceit of mode,
these photo-retouched homicides.

Normally strongholds kill me.



I know my shadow falls twice,
once here, 
once where you are.

Its distance revives the moth
that melts palms against hands
mashed together to kill
all these sky-traceries.

  

I study the nude's description
in personal fissures, I versify
the lamp of dawn, tinge stingshell.
forcements 
e-ciphering the words of others in  
A few romps before the arrests
occur, restoring our despair
whose order is there to abhor
whatever we offer those tests

resolving to find us some more
which might meet strength face or fore—
yet to bring our vital stats back
consortium against the lack

numbers no gain that can outscore
our opponent's omnipotent
memory for the times we've failed
in the breaking that is vantage

so quiet it allows every
betrayal.  Even if it were
Paul Celan playing the prison
warden who recaptures all the

escapees there would still be those
among us who never know how to.

You can't even wait for life to begin
anymore, can you, as if your world
is in the last row of the empty movie
so far back the dialogue goes unspoken.

Trapped at the end of your act, finale
then fade to black, the madeup face
of your neo-noir grave begs for applause.
You can't wait for absence to take your ticket

and usher the bus station locker where
you hid the loot without which your wife
dies hostage every night.  Alone now 
with the old shapes that bless tables bare,

your lack of preference preponderates,
the healer's apparatus is healed over.
Force, force, uneasy to understand.



Will one word of valid-emerge rise from

that cradle, the scissors repeat their
rhythm across the paper whose cut-outs
collage my mind's mess: beneath the town
bank's clock a child paces reciting

the alphabet to show our time is hard to
learn when around the corner its farms
atropy while the boy says the letters over
and over to show his fate how smart he is.

My habits are my help
bad as they are, summoned
to resurrect the Jesus I
can't find the rite to rid
my childhood of.  Chewing
my nails to nubs probably
conceals yet greater fault,
maybe it keeps me from
commiting some evil overt.
Salvation is bad behavior 
in small doses, immunizing
the urge that underlies all
I am.  This minor blood-act
stripping the quick opaque
shields that could lead my 
fingers phalanx to slaughter 
the enemy opposing me is
a strange way to avoid sin.
I bite in.  My teeth tear at
the halfmoon hornplate, 
deep as mouth they remember 
war's the norm to some, males
most of them who swarm us
to the kill.  Terminal typo
in a font unreadable beneath
its scars, the Y chromosome
is one erratum time must
correct.  Many poets claim
the best way to proofread is
to read the damn thing aloud
while someone else checks
the print, this oral method
works best to find the faults
that lie so visible in verse
but remain unseen in us,
the surface we bare

instances 
palliates the inherent guilt

Salvation
increases its doses versus
the rest of us alive at least:
salvation helps those habits
to commit the same act of
equal prayer, hope's remnant.
What remains in the form
stays intact.  Whole to the soul
a typo in a font unreadable



unless one's eye's my one eye
unleashed in sin bars, lashed
to come to an end season
all dirge.  I find my hybrid 
by interludes.  Effigy affinity
praises the love that consents
to view a face in ordain to 
console the partial signals,
I tell the day to wait for us
to enter its past
when all eyes shut
and the dream winks its key.

The pail
overflows what it kept
.  
gave knowledge yet end, each 
My pilgrimage reaches 
that forsaken reservation 
the hinterlands hinted at. 

The sign was something trivial, 
a leaf trapped in a doorway,
leaf stepped on, on a doormat,
crumbling down into fine fibers,
succumbing to at-lastness.  Is it
the fear of such insignificance
that makes us lock the sermon 
in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of 
a snake's parasol, we open?

Animals proceed to extinction 
on their hindlegs or their fore,
God grounds us in gloves that 
keep our omnihands from 
touching flesh with flesh, thus
preventing the relapse to desire
one's kind: similarity haunts
the ruins of a fingerprint with
the patience to outwait identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, where
prudent heirs sweat in overcoats,
a bulletinboard handles my cheeks
roughly. 

whose moral is familiar or not
but distinct and readied at hand, 
held for welcome's keeping. 
You warm your hands at your feet.  Cradling
an antenna's unripe fruit, your
gusts incite the white apartment,
undarkened rooms where rocks
sink in recital.  A swarm of central 
materials comes to harm you.

Every possible absence points 
to one thing, an object which 
the present has overlooked.

GAMBLER



Daily he plays place, 
he bets the blue racetracks
that run beneath his skin, 
and always wins.

No fragile dice of smiles 
can recoup the loss
that frowns bones 
between his crapshot hands.

The lottery his face wages
for his heart doubles 
its prize each time he lives
to stake again the all he has

sacrificed to back this bet.

like a parley

He found in lapse 
his body’s solo data—
it left him whole 
without the halve-of-love.

Forced to eat his camouflage, 
forced along those roads 
he took no part of home on.

Often at night unseen he flew 
at rarities of you.
They were so few.

No wonder when they found him
he was ready to

Rainshowers are ribbed,
Their amoeba network knit.
Like children resigned to surplus
passive in the face of glut
that pets and fondles
its schism-flavored camera.
deaf to indigo to arsenic summers
my cloud buries the resultant quietness
deafness would be a refuge
when my shadow hides behind the light
bubbling on lips like firstborn mushrooms
its facade yield is forbidden by my claim 
at the shrine
the monastery behind the scenes 
superfluity 
against indulgent sober skies endowed
with amateur sugar
while the meshed shampoo of sleep
massages contrary
their cellar disdains the implicit whole
totality announces its safe arrival
in our skull
Can you survive its element
And luxure-thrive there, the way 
claim you are not alone with them, that



you withhold your only solitude deep
ebbed from all.  Hole company, slick
meaning
induced by sweat.  Words shouted at orgasm,
if taped and played back, would you recognize
them?   Words you said while pausing in the middle
of other words stamped on the package
addressed to you
until sentiment is over, the 
rope that operates its axis impels me to choose 
freely

Their categories blur for a solitude/splendor deep
ebbed from all.   

SWAN

swan is a serpent with wheels
see the river 
its route excretes nature

directionless
it threads the root of glass

love at first assault
pine dancer oneshot
its guitar
is anathema to smart tailors

a postagestamp bears your image
too often 
to remain readable

emptiest envelope
museum of grief 
expanse of sweat
spectator who squats on the author

All solar worlds are the same, 
no inspiration 
rises from the ground,
instead it descends from above
to secure a spot where I stay
for a crevice a haven. 
From the ground surrounding 
some sill held firm in origin, how 
thwart one's design grows.

Always the intervene arrives,
sauve guillotine honed on its air 
of precedent, accident.  
Its surge hands crown descent
with enemies energies animal 
question machine spirit crypt
fissure to tap the well's outgurg
crumbling beneath each issuance.

force bears more than we can stand
to a storehouse site where external
one name for mine . . . to recede



against the stream, to substitute
outside astride its flow, swaying backwards
of time's ulterior progress utterly
only prior in the mind as an evasion
Intonations of high tide trip one's words
on the path to Homeric realms.

Playing catch with my final crown
My shadow hides beneath the sun
to inspire me: are
I wait crosslegged, absurd conjugal indigo.

predecessor 
ELYSIUM

An echo-ax clears the site
the quote-gate builds to cease
that nonce substance, freshet
surging up where formerly
nothing but egyptland was.

Plum-smoke vista, a bible-double
secures visitors to this site
where bacteria's betrayed
by ads for ego: in the orchard
violins rear up like judges.

Bo-Peep browses a moment 
to plant now in; hard rhymes 
of childhood ride Grandma 
or play a drum in the bathtub, 
punished winter of aftermath.

the remains, the garbage-worth.

DEPARTURE LOUNGE

Passersthrough.  Our waits wilt
like the heart of a machine
that vends coffee.  We're through.

Nowhere to go.  Our laps cradle
the wings of bad passage,
the brochures filled with
other destinations. 

Albatross has replaced the rose
in the goodbye bouquet
we forgot to buy.

A new existence beckons but
the paperback in our hand
still tells the proles in us
to love the Icarus guys.

Words spoken toward objects 
in outway corners still had no intention
to abandon our joint theory that being
lost in the crowd 
(either lingering or  moving to gather renewal)



was in itself a greater good.

The great poetry press needed some stray parts. 

Despite which 
you felt this impulse was not gloating enough 
to issue promptly enough in a direction that was 
not to have been presaged by the course 
of their previous encounters: it scarcely matters, 
being probably nothing but the speech that ways
would use to startle us with overdetermination. 
Though dispersal is the original motive 
to view its intrinsic features, pic
tures, 
heirlooms, treasures of all the famous; 
a vicarious last seriousness 
to give ourselves to.

DOT MALONE DIES

in the book he's got his stick
did he get dot with his stick
when dot started out in the 40s
there were lots of brunettes
like her but the 50s got stupid
meaning blonde so dot dyed 
he died in the lat e 40s so he
never saw her pale-headed
his stick with him to the end
brought some fame and fortune
to his author beckett a nobel
but after dot got her oscar for
her part in the flick written on
the wind directed by douglas
sirk who could have adapted
the tale of his lingering demise
in technicut widescreen mode
starring rock hudson rock stick
rock's stick could have probed
the beck of his empty room the
beck and call of emptiness exit
existentialism all the words that
begin with e would have been
dialogue for rock and dot but
dot could have played the part
as well as rock she could have
lain in bed directing her story
toward the essence of Macmann

Beneath the town bank's clock
a boy recites the alphabet. 

tell those angels and cherubs
to be quiet.

Shun panacea, favor the unique cure,
or else suffer its worldling stance, its grasp 
of all you held in the bask of tiptoe days,
that essence whose deadweight felt right.



Avenues poise their point/route of ever-return,
that choiring circumference you must evade
with mimed handouts, your gifts still penny-parched,
heavens left to dry out by hells who barberpole

up the sheerest cliffs.  Does the moon surface so.
The way you dive beneath your skin must emerge
pre-emptorily linked to all, plumbline cast 
for depths whose new, stripped presence should

announce some edenic pasture, greasy, tribal,
mouth flicked with goldfish scales.  Windchimes
carved from a petrified forest fire hang from
the limbs.  Their tinkling interprets the weather

like an oboe tossed indoors.  The surrounding
mountains pursue their peaks leisurely, the day
keeps advancing its ideas of felicity, ripe ideal
beneath which we pine in shadows of actual, shadows

of real, deserving less than this, less than the show
surface faux, leaning merely to wallow in
this tadpole pose, fear's testament our tongue's
obnoxious thrust, offering this benefice to none
who might indeed need its opacity of old:
as if that were all the heel could enter global
meanings marked down in meadows more mortal
or else despising its capital, its plenty-of-peace

against which we sulk, though sulk-palaces pure
can interrupt bare; moon now in penance for
the sure sense of being in its favor, its spent
sense of withholding all we owe to purer motives.

Dense with forgetfullness, fornicatory notes
avid bows across the violins' astringent cold.
Icier strings than known, lattices across whose
woodstrips the movie throws its sold liquidities.

Of all you held in bask of tiptoe days,
that ball whose deadweight felt right,
what still wins?  The streets poise their point
to teeter atop your fingerjoint, to spin

ever-returning, choiring circumference
and try to hold on to ourselves
as long as a portrait
is possible in this sibilant
palette's surplus 
presentation
some urge for witness,

I comb my slit with a lit fuse
a man balancing his goodness,
parch and mouth offering to cry
each time I part from the bye.

A man to loll his buttocks on
a blade, I question none in turn



for the horizon to halt
at its rise or fall.
Before such stillness we too
might capitulate/pause in place,
Open throat-lockets, how much you reveal! 
On the screen a comedian's teeth
battle the lava of his own lips,
anonymous is divisible, is audience
amazed to find a fifty cent coin in the sun,
where shadows are a scandal:
frogs hide beneath a sundial,
windmills pump water to a stalled
starting-block; bread sops up the clouds.
An egg balanced on a T-square
declaims to all that every landscape
needs horizons to extend beyond
in a lifespan of periodic shame
overflows.  How null without these 
extrusions to conquer more, whether
planned or spontaneous: but if
nightmare is your script, the scenarist
plotting the website you're trapped
on, grateful for whatever cameo roles
your filmnoir thieves and killers can still assume,
the fear of closing your eyes to witness.
Its surface seems 
To support

Barren to believe in summer's picnic logic
at my age.  Bitter to remember the hopes 
that came with a whiff of gasoline on back
roads where I walked half in the grass ditch,
my side-heel progress a weird test that held me,
a masochistic pilgrimage.  Had a car ever
drove this old dirt route, where did that gas
breeze come from?  
the completion of which
that promised fame, acclaim, honors named
for me.  If difference did deliver, maybe.  
Monkey unanimity, time's isolation 
overcomes my capacity for reason among
vined gardens of origin, that desperate media.  Entanglements that grant me 
continuity
are simply an empire of diligence.  Schoolchildren prophesy in the distance.  Surplus 
errata 
I am to them, thought the narrator erases
both our progress through the foreign memories 
leitmotifing the fear we give account to.
By mistake most of its strength lies
behind us, thrown in known overcomes.
Where to now, here death is back
to retype return.  Welcome change
for a large bill.  Often a flower befriends
my shirt, twin to the crisis of red
rudders.  Afterwards then later forward
struck by an vocation increase in recognitions
of the famous, you take thick sauce.
Strike fact to a person dissolute is untoward, 
a purpose for the police who possess
islands.  An armistice of purpose



voice 
consciousness 
morality
memory 
maxim  
death
transcendence 
immortality 
joy  
pain

See me here, a 
teeshirt worn backwards
to insult the mirror.

Masturblast of angels,
laid down by a lamp 
that shrivels
like a heart
in cellar. 

Shut up with stupid 
summer insipid
its picnic 
logic.

A tickled teaspoon.  
Monkey unanimity
can't hedge my house safe.
Archetype infinite, what?
Disgrace.  See its face, fearful 
The face of those in bed, how sanctum-bound,

how the face lingers to lie on the threshold 
to discover its intent. Events, pageants, gather to express its suffice.

My face is a quizbox killed by zoomrays.

At times they create an alternate life
but that is no prior claim. Aloft
I see startled robins rush, through scar-wept panes 
my maiming hands cling toward those cohabitations 
of wings and pride.  Each nest eludes me.  Home 
is a dream, immured behind the sign of perfection,
its outline bad as an aura's.  Angels live there,
not me.  Heaven's equation of me is an error
in the sum of time, the sleep I poach from is 
posted with echoes, the sky's marvelous promise
shows an endless vista, whose cleavage of owls weeps
and taps at bullseye sills with chills, with fever scrapes.
Furtive its syndrome, ancient vexacious aim,

undenied unconstrained at our
uncertain
Oh amputatoes, the resonance a profile
situates against a fullface.

trials protracted throughout their
length



As you migrate over crop-rotations, 
fly through gushers or geysers
which grope for crow'snest fruit: 
peach-red kerchiefs tied to my tusks attest
crumbling/memory to make
my choicest forsakings.
a deep cleavage of owls 
lost, and was it all only an illusion
as bullseye rain overt
leaving

earth's equation on an aquarium where 
the word never is always penultimate, never 
late, intacting itself, present, cognizant
of rain's narrowest precedent, tremors
that make us take breath

His face was like a stopsign in quicksand.
And yet he went on, he went on past
all idols, to seek the pure forgiveness
of mirrors; he gave himself to a murderous
cleavage of owls; indulging his need
for abasement, he, while the here was
left ajar, the far slammed shut, had noplace
What a bullseye sill his mockery made.

aquarium emptied into a syringe

Penis encapsulated in its stupid froth
half-same as a memory dawn, prime scumó
dead doilies my wraith consumes in burnt-out
mimescapes. Now the time for roofless actions begins.
though an evening's gauze gnawed them with gold;

I authorize you to baptize the S.S. Titanic
the voice said and I obeyed but maybe
too well.  Goodness, like concealment, has
these defeats, wingbeats baring a face, grass

frothing on its endless chain. But does the sky
distend for further illumination:
To openly display

my culprit, what sin am I oppressing.  Sought for
wiping the bandanna from my ensemble,
dumb and certain to oneís own desires,
or else because form's forgetfulness is

oblivion tamed by hand, I aim for certainties.

as if a grope that fashion achieves,

How many pencils can Medusa hold in Her hair?
I see they scrawl this poem's vacuum compile. 
Knowing even the none tastes nude to the poor 
moth, my nipples nap in an urchin's ore. 

Like a fountain, my libation reprimands pavements.



Winding asylum I find myself locked in,
corridor shy, holding smugglers' trophies.
Sanity descends to water via no stairs
I have installed in the blood (as for skin,
what blush colorcodes mine as "preen chain"?)

My so far feeling fetches out a little face
and it is me,

Jettison person, sad cadence of the farceur:
clawing with its magnetic fingers the sleep 
and the donation of exalted drums.

sunlapse, past the semi-earthen moon, which 
functions as aftermath,.

Conclude-child, at last to lie across exhaust:
I pray my pedestal's unyield will moult me.
Even recent rivers on drawn wings, hovering once,
show thirst has sashes. 
Threads scrape flesh down final doorways

the fate of the someone to overcome its depth
the cosmos and all its assemblage
of gravity's groupings, constellations
whose figure eludes the myth we venture/endure/inure                

To estimate the carats of an altar, plough 
a spider to scratch.  To arbitrate the tree's offer, 
learn to burn squirrelspace.  Your chest of 
archaic clay and large collar imply drought;
into barren ice place yourself for examination. 
Approve passage to make the possession
of supply nearing its prop to align dawn, note.
I wish my hands could crunch up the window, 
wad up the world and throw it away.
Heapcushionings of litter,
separate births catheterized by an eel
attached to the soul.  Poor King Lear must 
use both hands to raise Big Mac toward mouth.
Reiteration.  Emphasis.  Stock footage
which, used over and over, demonstrates
how normal are the murders and monsters it mattes,
how exemplary their tics, how tonic, how true.
An edge-egg falls and shatters,
Remembered, and therefore imposed upon
the mind as it makes up its mind against
memory's staged incursions bright as

Does whitened linen color the moon?
Imagine incense mounting, non-lemony,
pure as the only flaw the heart feels kindling itself:

exclusivity is a starting-point,
as is.  Single something out, anything.
Use your glance as a scratchpad to jot down 
whatever and then note

whether your subject will hold still for that,
immobilize itself to be your thought.



Yet what would I use for oil if I found it?  You?

I am a mite too afraid that wow revolves but 
pow stays put.  
Ot puckering-to-kiss, withering-to-caress.
It is not possible to repair prunes withoutassholes.

And so each word does hold a multitude
of sins, if for sins we read modifiers, though of course 
reading is a transgression each word modifies.

Penance is therefore only possible after
the period.  The sentence, then, begins only after
the period, if for sentence we read sentence.

in the throat are always fossils, dead diagrams
from the same-end of time, the homosexuality
that attends my birth, surviving its intensity
is echo the satellites bounce off our alarmsó

that surrounds our cloistered
sentence.  Immured word, fenced-off pasture
where . asleep and poles apart the couple

confound.  The unprovability unheard  failure defeat
than an impossible, always   stroll

Itís only since my existence that I make
the moment my memoirs dwelt on too long, 
an homage to a domicile, a childhood
communion that gave my desires pity.

Bloodveins held to the cheek like solace
broke the form of a washcloth, a shroud ended
sheering me past the way I should have gone:
Whose shade I tried to avoid.

The story appeared this morning's edition    
I could have worn it as an accessory    
even though the bottom of page one needed hemming
it was still page one      
how chagrinned page two was        
I wonder how much it costs to print a face with no features
but a newspaper must take that into account   

were us finally            
the gesture gathered strength
the thought seeps into your blood and takes census                   
dumb and certain to our own devices     
desire has made us callous
our spouses cannot exist without the sample kit 
containing ourselves
the  nymphs and satyrs in profile
That's why we journey, ferry our body
onward to shed oneself across the border,
bright as the shine off 
a trigger toadó
Ugh those mud mannequins wore my skin?  Its dais its date
(chattel chip/slaveblock splinter) has hardened since:
MICHIGAN MEMORIES #16



In my father's butchershop
In my father's butcher
The road to school was lined with snakes
Snake curbs snake sidewalks
If there had been a line painted down the middle of the road
I would have been that line
No spaceship flying over would have seen me as me
A spaceship full of Nazis
Nazis are not Z's therefore they are A's
The alphabet is a A-student
It can't be chopped by father's cleaver
But I can
Father's sculpture wears
In my eye seepage there dies the visage
Of a skull turned on a wheel circular  
Father fakir rethinking his perpetual serpent

Lull the skill to gather eggs from a face
I am past the age of my father
when he died therefore I win
I beat my mother's same long ago I
have outdistanced all competition in this race
Which to my surprise has just begun
The snake circling back
The cinder track etcet so that 
If I mispronounce ourobouros
As Oral bore us (from the mouth
We emerged) or You rob our O's (to repay
Our A's the perennial A-student on the way
To school is dressed in
Snow's outerwear rain's inner sense)
Peculiar pulses wending what arm

Aloof I line the road to school with effigies
Chopped from father's arm
The cleaver descending chops the road in two
The Nazis descend their ship lands on A-students
The alphabet bites its only tail
If there were a line painted down the middle of this line
A poem painted down the middle of me
If I could paint my father's cleaver chopping
This poem in two and offer his sculpture
The road I have lined with snakes
                                                                                                                               
                  the jaw is a bald candle,
serif icicle of lever

JUXTA

Earrings are the anchors of widows,
mooring their heads to keep them
from drifting out to sea where
I paddle a small kiss intended
to lap their brows with gentleness.

Lust occasional as islands rises
and I want to disembark across
that causeway washed with us.  
Levitations, leavings: what keeps us apart?



All boats implore me by the length 
of their launch as echo-mad skies
pursue their strewns of sail, and yet
I've got some bit of diffident floss

trapped in my teeth; a sculptural 
manifold of bitten lips intrudes 
itself, juxtapose neither can rouse.

Between, space neither can cross.
eventually or sideways glances

You are the one giant step
I took from childhood on, the one
mother may I said I could take.
when games were themed to hold us safe.

Poem I ask permission to leave
where most you seem at home,
great ambient figure draped for flight.

No field holds this traffic of heels
longer than it takes the wind
to provide parachutes 
with falsified flesh 
above cloud-solemnities.
inter-pregnums/interregnums where 
one's entire skin harbors more frames, where 
our sky leans against an invisible ocean.

frame-stills / cuts (cinematic)

POEM

Rumor fogs the mirror, 
startles the doormat, time
defeated in a circle of people.

a room that excludes the house
address, audiences of children
who contain warships repeatedly.
A rubber band keeps the cards
broken in opus.
The walls we live in, their 
rectitude aligns and shapes us
for perpetuity, training us,
profiling us for an eternity 
we can never share.

SALVATION DESPONDENT

fortitude 
which is funny why trophies
brandished at the banquet
are no consolation for the one
who nominates himself and then

SCULPTOR

Each of us has tried to console 



a sculptor abandoned 
by her posthumous fame. 

Our million pleats of eyes
clothe hers in homage; the mail
of her fingernails gives our dance
that glance of gold.

This fadewash, this sepiation
tells us all is flawed. 

We-weight, you-yield, what’s the diff?
To see nothing past the clarity
of causes; to admit no effects.

Bearing only the beggars’ pardons 
on my back I leave.
Town to return to at night 
Confessions made while asleep
remain anonymous.
dapple-delphic.

POEM

The pianist’s wrists 
are circled by flamelets;
she forgot to take off
these fiery bracelets
before playing, or else
her assistant who normally
does it was detained
by the concert crowds
who now push forward
in their ripest seats to see
an arsonist’s jewelry; 
upon each wrist 
a flakwork watch 
shows the time is now, 
music burns to stop the glow.

THE SIGNS OF THE STOPSIGN

Howsoever longer than life the entity they
proceed from is they are here termed too late or
to micro it, never.  Names or signs it seems must

be functional or ceaseóscars tooóuntil,
gentled genderless, they interrupt my babytalk
with teethingring-razors . . . then I woke up:

When, I asked an approaching closeup, do
I arrive?  Gazes as found as mine in yours are
are sure to be lost amongst this sun dubbing

its gold into all tongues beneath stoplights that
change to go and ergo are not true, not whole?
Yet no sun holds us gunpoint as this, no sky:

in the hurt shirt of my breath worn 



by no one I stand unbabbling another theory
(amnesiacs are laconic by necessity, not choice)

 

fetus rides a balloon to the burial of
a rainbow where, a sleepy lake where each's 
entire like horses nailed to their torn-off 
manes we cling to our frames; incantations 
of crowns, collision footprints are

Disperse the message is lost across
recoilless oceans.  Lions circle a landfill
of shoes with icicle laces, all the casualties
of who's who.  At the doll's graveyard one's
entire skin participates.  Imagine a balloon
released at a funeral to signal the bloodnests
in the eaves, the cotes of blood Earthbound leaves, 
a blueprints gasp gathers the incidentals of least aspect by which the thumb grabs one
approach
beckoning endward the berry and the sheer
via which a story astonishes our
sense of conclusion based on all guidance,
each house abating/abiding its me-too fall.

my correspondant blows on his palms
which fit these doctor doors, stigmata keyed 
to his hands’ grooves. 
of pink perfume figurine abandoned grafted
wrung. which loves to leave puddles to play in
and recoil from each time

Ask the mourner who clutch their throats and dissolve—they drop their dolls in dive.
This tradecraft made, traitors against the one.

Tradecraft made, whose traitors curry union.

Made sure by tradecraft, whose traitors daggers drawn.

the other one.

Yet tradecraft might catch its caught in narrow pass
While cover identities they evade usurp their state.
of traitors daggers drawn.

Featured here,
They hatched here,
Revealed here, 
Nurtured here, these traitors worth dying for.
They laid here
A noisy spy on a highway
in a chocolate raincoat drags 
a cupboard sewn to his neck, 
white thorns stretch wide around.

The tumors on our body's map 
indicate settlements where tribes 
have lingered long enough 
to structure arrogance;



lazy easels where entire worlds open
their ruins so that daily ephemeralia can 
scrawl a few verses on the crumbled walls,
while the island city sinks like a white barge
in a tux whose lapels tell lies to swans.

like chessmen's hats 
by hammers.  Pistons.
Walk toward the sea in single file and if
the wave arrives pray you are the last in
line or the first.  Those in the middle are
emisarry to you. Hastening to find water
oasis by a toothpick path, a monolinth of 
matchsticks, that inflates travel into a monstrous screen, dead end; 
the site where guards must be posted to
ward off these passionate augurs who kneel:

Noodles caress the weasel prize.  Of course.
damaged shields all
in all a lavish headhalt sights across
the nearby.  The fields nucleus anniversary
its pistons make.

a train passing crashes like 
a handful of masterpiece,

The pockmark of oil, grease that revenges
reveres 
where I submit my salute to addict-fools:
love between cigarettes is a supplication,
imploring the drunken dog patriots to
charm home; ambiguous flat-irons greet
sorrow; some say: their infants
brighten dawn's open autumn; chairs receive
repose; relieve the haven antenna of safe
oppressions;

HYPEHEAD

My bio is buttered by mother, my auto
by father.  First, father autobio'd mother, 
who then bio'd his auto in her ms. son, 
the misery one.  Non-bio exploits I abhor

as does every contemporary litterateur
adhered to being, that sole mode: we know
that those who imagine their works not
as me or I should be forced into therapy

made to take psychotropic drugs.  No
exceptions are allowed: I too must join 
the rest of you in this rendered real, this

overratio of truth to fable, I too must tell
lifelike anecdotal excerpts from my actual 
personal past spiced with empirical detail.



Like proverbs carved in
an elixir place of flowers, 
it is never us who take
a pilgrimage to reach
unanimously the destination
with gaps in its passport
to cross borders how ascetic,
lines drawn by twigs in darkness.

Encountering other demarcations
impassable, it is impossible 
to end with all one's strength 
(death is no second wind).
Sprinklers in the cemetery
should be aimed so as not
to splash the headstones, 
a matter of centimeters, gauge
and setting creating the scene:
not one drop must hit the incised
inscriptions, the dry dates of
birth/death, statistics.  With gaps
in one's passport one must chisel
with a twig to scrape entrance.

Any emptiness we hug but none 
more than that one glimpsed from
the getagrope eye.  I pity us all
the more for appearing here on earth
dressed up in green age broken by
old oath-things.  My flaw confronts
the whole in which there is no where
to go.  My flaw can't fit its piece shard,
its anomalous llama; truncate death.
Nonentity your sweat crystallizes
to fill each hand gasping in study
of a horsekerchief.  A hand's ass
is what you are.  Envy the ceiling
all the more for appearing here
readily, held to the mouth of lampbrown
broken things: problem how to vanish
from every facet of the dilated voice
brimming to claim his room is the shadow
of its emptiness, a projected cavity
enclosed sponge groping tentacles that
transit should mold me from bacterium
flare to socket sanctum.  Anecdotal
redundance by servants of

Lace waterfield, lake where the slavery
of gesticulations soars incestuously
across your shimmer: no wisp
rings light enough to land there,
to sink the silence I glue together
with decapitations that drift motionless
as hope atop prophet stream.  A dream
ledge of willow bracken, lichen
approved by devoted roses, tint codes.
Evacuate the pastel from the flower
beneath whose pedestal seeds are
shorn faithwise.  My fear is squared by



such elevations, such skins evolving
from my spine.  Dawn enjails all
violators of night, those who did not 
love you for one, for this crime
there is no pardon.  Pinpoint 
ephemeral crown, eternities chained
in rays, lightyears, why can't your
focus guide me way. Neuter poses which nullagraph
death to all future aisles.  Hung from
the instant islands of your pulse,
eyelids dropped by parachute upon
one's scan, I oscillate origin, chained
pinpont, where are you now, mouth always
muting its savor of doors, savage adorn.  Tongue warring against slavery breath.  
Etude ending with myth mourn, mourning one step of my stepless existence, the 
moment scorching you pasture and
cup, disrobed

What a hype concept. I must resist
that slave-bop or try to, hoping rythyms
like this are too recusive to reap me.
Thimbles they.  Burial, birthday, 
graduation, christening, will-reading,
anniversary.  A poem for each.   Everytime
evolution creates a portrait nature
discards it.  Evade your efforts and find
that absence is the effigy of time, 
though its metaphor deserves an heir
higher than the sea decorates driftwood
with.  Only planetary islands recognize 
these rearrangements.  
every tree that has a let/lien
on my sight.  Buttering his decisive 
rodent instrument. 
Whimsies that persist other to
that other who awaits my trespass.
Its perfunctoriness gyrates my ass.
Its spirals overpopulate.  
To pronounce justice and finalize 
the moments when it commences,
that house of myself where habit 
has made sure cued-up salvation
My correspondant knows, but 
all his misspelt applause, 
traced in rote or rent passionate by 
an androidís shy mindless equivalent 
of these human retainmentsó
I canít, clutching in my hand 
his missives all meant for myself and 
yet somehow never sent . . .
my purity defended by 
glass creditcards, 
Because you have set your lips in my life
like an event, the date I had missed
and longed for unknowingly, dumbfounded
ponderous as splinters/iceskates that remind
the wound to confess.  This is the terror of
the (non) unique, the error of the unique
not to share the loneliness that clings
to shoelaces and all the daily trivial chores
whcich must be faced unthinkingly, obliviously,



the cat's litterbox et al: in this forgetfulness
of acccomplishment my boundaries expand;
somewhere there is a house where I am a word
that fell from passing homes.  But do I want
to go there to suffer that.  (We take unique
views of the vid, we flock alike.)

like surgeons tying sutures deep in
tennis-ball cans, continuing my quest
for the conundrums above, which
eventually I will solve, probably
while being whacked by people
who are really on the guestlist,
daily they pop up like biceps TV 
we exchanged toffee and slaves for 
until the verboten chapel ate our
button pudding for encore.
examined, , its overarching sole. 
the concise decision. 
Then the hush as she trod me
soles bath and scented.
Weave the occasion 
page first, though none has conveyed
(hopeless close, means happen)
that escape plateau where 
plowlands funnel our fetus glance.
None has punished
the noun enough, though
a husbanding suede-of-things 
made hotpoker love, numb embers
disaporae, byways that galore
the persona of habit.

In a happy hunt the hunter never looks 
backwards, but I the male must kill at a blast
sudden as seedpods in the wind blown past. 

My weapon has hallways where diamonds blink.  
A crystalball binds me to a lamp, satanic mouth 
projects me as I focus, each soft spear of my hairline
deceptive as dying in place. 

The hunt is never backwards, it remains close 
yet distant, like mail in adjoining slots whose names
are dissimilar of I, rhetoric of me.

Icicle addresses, their uniforms pressed
and ready to wear.

side of the

Pausing like tiptoe the old man is alone
to better

Sounds, sizzling sounds, you like 
the last fat on a saint at the stake.  Crackling noises: 
probe than this incipit intercept can be.



VOLUME TEST

The wedding's white froth boils off.
It departs like a conceited caterpillar.

roped to the precipice for the insane.  
They dangle me over it.

VOLUME

The last sentence of the marriage vow
spills over into the burial service
and both are splashed with a bit
of the baptismal ritual until all the words

of every ceremony flow together 
and form an aural-whole tapestry
whose threads gesticulate mutely
in horror.  The debate continues.

To ensure that what we bear remains seen,
or at least enough to plead with, look:
each book-margin sustains our grief.

Its space is there to wait for more
observances; its betrayal bound before
our honor learns to read what we sign.

Its space is there to annotate, to fill
with further ritualities, drummed in to us
before we can even read what we're signing.

OBSOLETE

Its double-yuhs lean against dartboards.

The window is a skin cliff you climb,
holiday-distant.  Binoculars take one
further than TV's dignified timidity,
its figleaf knife that jabs an elegant
enemy.  Hostile to all delicate fields,
see a traffic of heels whose dexterity
frees the clinging mainland to visit 
cloud-solemnities.  Below, winds
provide parachutes with falsified
creases.  What else is visible from 
your sill.  What else is falling there from
your eye.

*

These movies in common separate us
if we see them as real, as all that 
can be salvaged by an image, every



screen as blank as if it were evolving
to some higher form of media,
a schism between the eyes
its outcome sub-titled close-captioned
for the illiterate, the unborn hunger
that gaps like tolled-out hymns—
some site secret as a bridal veils'
graveyard, a facade acropolis
can't penetrate.  The day reflecting
against the deep its passage, 
a shoreline casting up more dust
than the beach can process.

*

a series of poems called "A Brief on etc"

before you arrived 
the dead refused 
nakedness
to its corridors
but now
they pause 
in the midst 
of their solo 
honeymoons
to pageant back
safepass
escape evict

POEM

We try to pamper the rain
with a net of lollipops,
by holding up 
our inbetweenities.

The gap that separates ______
from ________________
heightens.

codes 
My poutshroud mouth knows what

crossroads element, what elusive turning 
point is poising its deep precariousness,
the binge-innocence of a, a skinless crusade:

my nightly totem-crawl advanced.  Dubious 
byways led to towns abandoned at the word.

Your soliloquy endures the lightest dress,
whose udders piggybank our heart, yet
intregal-pale, farseen against a gate apart
circularity balcony scene for a dead



Singular, my culdesac unveiling
Fructifying is such an aimless arc.
that         juggled, that smile upheld.
POEM

Through an afternoon nibbled by mobile sleep,
We felt Lethe let go of you and me.

A mile is how we met, motif kept up even
Across the halfbreath width of a table at
Which we sat and had tea and never tried
To gobble its lips duckwuck or take fall.

from CAPTIONS FOR FASHION FOTOS 
what keeps us apart
cancernodes and painted earlobes
customs search and contraband roads 
overlap

But that act
cannot, in the end, distract.

even toads refuse to offer refuge
to disparate lovers
whose shrewd eyes glitter 
the border authorities 
perfecting their customs search
of cubbyholes

POEM

I crawl the border with a twig
scraping entrance. 

Like proverbs carved in
an elixir place of flowers,
with gaps in its passport it must be us.

I wish my hands could crunch up the window,
Wad up the world and throw it away: I'll shed
My conclude child filled with the echoes nether
Made, if coming at last I lie across exhaust
To pray my pedestals' unyield will moult me
Some further shade, sad cadence of the farceur:
he swamp-barbed skin of lovers depicts this wave-- 
These summer kisses a net-of-gnats that catch
what-
THE SOLITARY SUBJECT
All summer nibbled by thoroughbred thermometers,
You glaze yourself via screendoors' haziness;
Like a sweat-drop surrounded by searchlights,
You feel this



You,
By nightfall the forebode brigade has passed:
Blindly bronchial their subtle-submerged inks,
But water is the root of transparency; even

The swamp-barbed skin of lovers depicts some wave,
Their kisses are a net-of-gnats that catch your
Steepduned hair, their thighclaps and intermittent
Maps' uncleansing spoor leaves you no ideal home:

I hazard an occupation of this room
where the bulletproof vest keeps stabbing itself

beggars my pursuits of its protective
coverings, one's most interior skin.
Its weight takes it on the wide
excavating
lifesize replicas of the sun, I want
The letters traced in rote or rent passionate
by thought; the title retains the poem,
though nominally it is ours: 
I’d like to suck dice, but which 
of those dots is the nipple?

Each day I rip from my nipples 
a calendar’s cleavage, leaves clinging to
the months that abandon them

I suspect the obverse of this cereal
box is blank and that this colorful
copy confronting me would vanish too
if I spun its cardboard 180.

Spittle gapes at my beauty of soft hotels.

Behind me my footprints debate my return
to retrace is to console, to find an excuse for
the allcomsuming pain, the anodyne’s icicle
melts so slowly.  Penetralia

To outline with a pencil my frightwig map,
aspiring to desired heights 
I try to joke about the cost of such dreams,
knowing all my leaveway was a gift,

All my leaveway was a gift,
a speciman impaled on rosethorn
calipers.

Oedipus sticks his thumb out but 
none of the fatherly vehicles halts.

As in a play by Shakespeare where
the Air Minister has a car waiting
at the cafe but we average folk
must walk home in a sulk.

I smoosh the mice of my nipples
into these scenes of former harrow.



The shorter the poem the 
larger the words.
The shorter the poem the
more complete it must be.

EARTH

A disguised zoo we keep blowing up.

Under its weight of erasure
the soul’s silk recoils from exposure.

Names written over our own
are not a kindred skin, a clone
corresponding mine.  You remain
alien to me.  We stay
betrayed by Jesus’ kiss.

As the year falls in autumn
to repeat the tree’s chaos,

the sky is sequenced by
extracts of eternity which
is status/lack of sequence:

dissimilar clouds already
multiformulate themselves
from previous contraband,

traffic of leaves redundant,
instinctual as heaven: every 
day I rip from my nipples

a calendar’s cleavage, days
clinging to lays.  Here the
summer was mostly grotto.

I climb the barberpole
with my eyes closed
the sky is near its end
I am far from mine the mime said
but facts eat us alive
groceries aim god at the heart
pages torn from a harmful text
with our lips how can I hide myself from you
harm comes to the hope
halfway up the pole I am retracting time
my carafe caress
attended by exits
a moment grants its wane

with eyes that measure my means
the continuum
upon each wave the answer's white
as I climb higher 
clouds which stand still to pose downward their event



Now clouds unscarf the moon and scar
it back again to mis-display
the promised gift to the birthday
child who can't reach up that far

on the enterprise day 
night's counterpart design
the peer system, resemblances balanced for
an instead against the signboard

Love?  That anthology.
Its stupor stuffs the shelves with denial,
facade shadow focused in deep rows
of throwaways.  I long to forge that wedge, 
that smorgasbord bodyguard restored by bed.
Long candle, ponder; short candle, think.

POEM

Now there is an evil I cannot name because
its fellow evils
will swirl around me crying
for like recognition

But my mother knew that evil
and presided over it
squatting over it
with her hellhair
her pubis hiding in fear

My world was a squirt of urine
from that teem-traum-dream
in anger my belly flings
a drop of cum back

On humanity's photograph
ripples appear
smack between the sight

Unwrapped from the moment
time is born in place of
always in place of
I pause here to currycomb bygones

July 05, 2007 

COMMENTS

Man, now this is a whole lotta peom.

Posted by: Paula Angelique Hafner   | July 05, 2007 at 06:39 AM

And a lotta overwhelmingly great poem at that.

Posted by: Barry Curran | July 05, 2007 at 07:10 AM



hardest working man in pobiz

Posted by: maya jade   | July 05, 2007 at 10:21 AM

hardest working man in pobiz

Posted by: maya jade   | July 05, 2007 at 10:21 AM

Such a load of horse shit.
very trul yours
billy

Posted by: BILL BLAIR | July 07, 2007 at 06:31 AM

blacklist, what blacklist, there's no blacklist, your poetry is 
worthless, that's all

*
from their website:

The Massachusetts Cultural Council awards grants in poetry, fiction, and creative 
nonfiction to some of the most exciting and talented writers in the state. The prize 
has been awarded to some of the Bay State’s best-known writers including Jonathan 
Franzen, Robert Pinsky, Sue Miller, Tom Perrotta, and Mark Doty.      Come hear this 
year’s fellows and finalists read their work in this statewide series.

*

from me:

Yeah, I lived in Mass for over 3 decades and applied I don't know how many times for 
this, and they never gave me a fucking penny.  They gave grants to hundreds of poets 
over that period, but I never even made it to finalist.  You're gonna tell me 
I wasn'tblacklisted?

*

July 06, 2007

COMMENTS

Doesn't culture imply conformity to traditions, ideals and norms of that culture?

Posted by: Tabitha Grace | October 21, 2007 at 03:04 PM

P.S. A simple glance at paragraph four of the announcement welcoming the newly 
appointed head of the Massculturecouncil, Anita Walker, says it all: 
Culture(sic)really only exists to serve business and economic interests.And what 
the devil does Mr.Richard Florida's "Rise of the Creative Class" imply? Maybe they'll 
need their own poetry anthology soon as well. It seems pretty clear that if one 
wants to climb on the hay wagon, then don't light a match under anybody's phobias
and pet fears by not fitting into to a form or template of their design or liking. 
And I wonder if Ms. Walker ever ran into or had a ginseng tea with that generous 
laureate of verse Jorie Graham while ambling through the corn fields of Iowa 
culture? Or am I mistaken? Doesn't Ms. Graham now live and work in the Bay State 
too?

   Posted by: Barry Curran | July 07, 2007 at 02:41 AM



Hey Bill, 

After thirty years in the Commonwealth they could give you some recognition, and
yes, some cash.No cultural blacklists? Oh no? But it should be obvious that they 
are scared shitless of you and your work.Production scares them; how much do 
they really write? You're connected to the magma and they are lucky to be 
gathering a few falling drops of turgid water coming from somebody else's soul. 
Non-attachment in the Buddhist sense scares them. And most of all it's about 
socializing and not offending the hostess or a public gathering's comfy assumtions 
about themselves.Nothing in your work points to that.It doesn't give a sense of 
reassurance like the sentimental lullabies which fill so many empty pages one 
reads. They are the one's living like rigid guests at a Byzantine banquet knowing 
that if they turn their heads to look in suprise at the smashed goblet the slave has
just dropped on the mabrble floor, it will mean and signal that it is them who will 
be proscribed and blinded by the emperor in the morning for having breeched 
protocol.

All I know is that over thirty years ago there were friends of mine who copied out 
your early poems from Corpse and Beans longhand and exchanged them because 
we could't afford to Xerox them at the Multnomah County library in Portland 
Oregon. And I know any of us still here,still would.

Posted by: Barry Curran | July 06, 2007 at 01:31 PM

he speaks the truth: Bill Blair's comment on "worksheets" . . .

Such a load of horse shit.
very trul yours
billy

Posted by: BILL BLAIR |

*

The professionals do it better of course:

"[Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic quality hardly arises. . .
.  Mr. Knott practices a dead language."
             —Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books

"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response."
                    —Peter Stitt, Georgia Review

[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . .  He produces only the prototaxis of 
idiocy."
                              —Charles Molesworth, Poetry

"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake."
                             —Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly

"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate himself . . . and 
he seems to hate his readers."  
                   —Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine)

"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ."
                                 —Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review



"[Bill Knott is] malignant . . ."
                   —Calvin Bedient, Massachusetts Review

"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail."
                                             —Tomaz Salamun, Snow

*
*

July 07, 2007

COMMENTS

"Malignant","Beaten with a flail". Are we in the Middle Ages? Who here is speaking 
in the name of Torquemada? It sounds as though an auto da fe is about to break 
out and that your poetry has been chosen as the heretical leper and object of the 
frothing multitude's rage.

And just who are these "professionals" you refer to and give so much importance to
anyway? Their language is reminicient of the Greek Colonels or the censors of 
Franco's Spain.

Oh that Kenneth Rexroth were here to comment about this on KPFA.

Stick to your work in whatever imperfect form it might take.

Posted by: Barry Curran | July 08, 2007 at 04:18 AM

Wow, Mr. Blair is quite the poet himself. Articulate and unbounded by the 
conventional rules of spelling.

The idiots among us like to kill what they don't understand. Though you think the 
title "worksheet" would lead one to consider that the post was--in fact--a work in 
progress.

I hope you still post your worksheets. It's interesting to see how you work, and the
poems in progress have a kind of zen feel to them. At least for me they do.

Posted by: Steve | July 07, 2007 at 10:10 AM

*
As Ron Silliman recently observed in his omnipotent blog, I have notoriously bad 
judgment in poetic matters. 

How true that is . . . I lack all strike and measure that might guide me to the right 
choice.

It's not just in poetry of course but in life as well that I fail to discern the path I 
should take, or rather should have taken since my life is over all but, and my poetry 
was over long ago if it ever began.

*

July 07, 2007 



home, hearth, earth, paradise, shelter, innocence, wholeness, integration, 
separation, unity, dissonance, estrangement, death, despair, road, quest, stations, 
encounter, epiphany, apocalypse,
tidings, message, fortified, immorality, joy, pain, isolation, fear,
transcendance, faith, voice, vocation, narrator, consciousness, leitmotif, morality, 
dissolution, memory, origin, prophecy, maxim, armistice, media

The poet is in the basement, his books
have him wedged into an alcove of
the descent.  He passes out as you
pass, oblivious to all but his hive.
Honeycomb, catacomb.  Rust-flakes
from the echo of Plato fly toward
his cornea’s refuge of zero.  The cave
prays to stasis. Squares.  Rectangles.

A child pacing beneath the town clock,
practicing the alphabet.  Leaves involve
his feet.  Whirr-sounds from the hairparlor.
Lateness makes them live on the same plane
as tracts on sin.  A mote you must cry out,
a piece of grit blown to the edge of town,
burial inscriptions, census of black armbands.

My elixirous eyes excavate the pastel
from its flower beneath whose pedestal
seeds are shorn by a lake that skims dreams.

My fear is squared by such elevations,
such skins evolving from my spine: lace
waterfield, lake lengthening the heights of

LABYRINTH

The fountain flashing a thousand reflections
yet not one face can be skimmed from its froth—
I bear its depth as a sky, parading mirror
maze for butterflies to string saliva through.

My antlers haunted by virginity defoliate the zoo
beneath these waves.  In theory this cage
for exhibiting shadows has no walls thin enough
to echo time, its instant crumbling like bordertowns
that chiaroscuro my travels, the halftones
I import from within.  But even that moment’s
maimed orbit subsides, its corridors coagulate.

Vital the veins I serve, the blood whose outlays
arise from the same process by which
sign-language is hand-tinted, by the way
tongues drool marsupial pillows to hold
for my eclipsoid-bibbed head.

Rest, number, peace, that I may transmit
your Hermes’-sperm and bear the message forth



ignoring of necessity my own by whim,
replying to whom, answering to why.

He continues to mourn
all the wheels killed
in inexact wars.

This desire to feed chairs
to a revolving door all night.
WHO WE Eyes as dark as sun shrapnel.

Zoomshot leopardspots, asleep on
a conveyorbelt of coitus interruptus,
my elocution alone can save you.

A closeup vanishing, a species hard to tell.

Leave the cajun of my cunt ajar
in the light that heaven projection sends.
I come coven to your command.

Telescopic leopardspots, meat drips from my lobes.

My throat packed in chauffeurs gleams
like a splinter of unfired eels.
The mirror picks slivers of flesh
from my eyes.  Always I am impaled by
the reverse prism of a teardrop, by
all the colors it repels.  Opaque
twins, we resist the infusion of hue flesh,
the blush of embarrassment
your nipples feel when your navel pouts.

We are an inscription of polar charcoal
white black on scorched samothrace.

We are an oxymoral, an oral shoehorn.

SUMMER

Let the distant fields emphasize their
hesitations with roses.
Washbasins tossed
from the top windows
of the monastery clatter.
Men make rigid appeals at noon.
Their bodies slump.
The burning cheeks
of widows wait for visitors
in a quietness where every curse
seems true.
A student longs
to improve the universe,
both autumn and after.
Widows and students hammer
at a future face, surprised
how often night appears without calling first.
How ceilings ring with morning occasions.
May summer and the happiness of
a few fingertips pressed to the tree
for more, more, suffice.



We can say the lamp studies pain with
impunity: dust etched in its trance
brings forth a rarer glimpse, love
or the same in petrified garments.

War has all the anecdotes, peace none,
though the latter awaits us past
every story’s tall finis.  Look up at the sky,
those clouds fluffed in place, confluence

unique—or is this particular skypiece repeated
every 33 years: does its pattern and shape
come round again in a cycle of formations . . .

Is day’s way unsullied by route or is
it all premapped by waiting presence.

But here your face shines.  For sleep is what
the breath peels first in its leap to hang
from every tree that has a let on my sight.
on every tree that has a set for our sight.

Only my shadow retains the clarity of
performance, absolute in its stance,
soliloquizing beautifully though always
a bit too aware of its prompter the sun.

Where absence is the effigy of time,
though the metaphor deserves an heir
higher than the sea lifts driftwood
and decorates it with planetary islands
*
A fountain reads summer
from the clouds’ alphabet.

Craftspeople shed tears on
the finished gospel shore.

A postcard from the prison
is long in coming
and burdens one’s mouth with words.
*
The guilty hammer blames the nail.
Orchestras fill the torture orifice.
Chimneys are corked with tobacco.
The hoof has patience with the grave.
*

The portraits in the cellar
have pebbles in their mouth.
Infections burn the ruined wheat.

Expelled from one’s devotions,
what do I expect

*

ANSWERING TO WHY

Polar charcoal, white black



tracing the ancestral charts
whose lines that have the serenity of

The reverse prism of a teardrop
repels all shades not its own.
A closeup vanishing, a species hard to tell.

To transmit our Hermes’-sperm,
to write the message down on white
butterflies impaled by antlers.

A keepsake is a mistake
unless the memory cannot
be turned to vantage over me.
overturned to perspective / vantagepoint

Behind the surname is a chain
of photos, an album full
where ages descend slow as
remote; goodbye in sign-worship.

The eye worships the drive to
attention

The lion says needle star
to god whose tooth hates storks.

Senior sand and junior dune
squabble across the waves.

This defensive gesture
of releasing balloons at a funeral
that mourns
the casualties of Who’s Who.

*

A delve away from here catalogs fade, vapor-bound.
The day bathed in jaunt, cerulean popcorn pouring.
Fragile as a stopwatch's sanity, I beg the alms
To interrogate my palm.

Knee-plenty take me.  The topsheet teethes on us;
The cunning foreskin heaps up nakedness;
Coulda-buddha-beens, nirvana-neverweres.

That table where the room is crowded looking
At photos of itself, that chair; anywhere
Our mapping marauders, their cuticle helmets

Withheld on high, thrash through ramblethorn bush:
Spectrum for time's homonymgram.  Thumbthroe?
Often the skull's skill at making masks is

Unsurpassed by any dot I subscribe to.  Oh
The phonecluster of your apertureapartment
Afterloll.  I  stand at cross-ease within

A map hatched by our askance, whereon two cities
Have planetized the distance between us.
So begun-gone, so commence-ended.  Dew claps



The rollcall ditch.  What name has scorched these
Files for its dais its date.  Chattel chip,
Slaveblock splinter--my foreskin is chapped, rubbed

New, reddish it blooms, a bit bloodshot.  Love allgrown.
Forgive me if I speak of my penis before my heart,
Me before you; who's more redundant than male.

A sense of hoard, the furrow of thoughts
Racing backwards and forwards over the ground
Like a scarecrow fluxed-out by the doubts--

They index its exit long after
Reaching the happen stage doubles our do-without days.
Our navels lacked certainty, it was a phase.

Pro forma as leaves in roughed up eye fashions
I tried to fore-tooth the fang, the word it has
Chosen to costume in blood, that composite good.

Hints, hints, why behave if dross invites us?
Which hour of interval sprawls the day I
Crowned prattler, the metier of whose modem

Filled me with mythbolic hymns/frolic strains.
Ugh those mud footprints across my weddingdress!
Pudding-huge, or napkin-nice, I slink by.

Learn how many pencils Medusa can hold in her
Hair and which elixir collects in the crotch
Rectangular as a cyclops' teardrops--

 *

July 07, 2007 

old workdrafts / i can't remember why i inter-lineated a trans 
of Rilke's Orpheus Eurydice into my lines

That was the souls' weird mine.
A child in a car, struggling
Like silent silver ores they penetrated
to hold up, to look at,
as veins its dark expanses.  Between roots
a map bigger than himself,
welled up the blood that flows on to mankind,
Jackson Pollack stepping
and in the dark looked hard as porphyry.
onto the field of
nothing else was red.
the canvas,
But rock was there
or me, grappling
and woods that had no nature.  Bridges spanned the void
with an oversized
and that great gray blind pond
body,
suspended over its far distant depth
a sculptural manifold



as rainy skies above a landscape.
of flesh
And between meadows, soft and full of patience,
that envelopes me--.
appeared the ashen streak of the one way
But that's not right.  Because
as a long pallor that has been stretched out.
if this body is not me,
And it was on this one way that they came
what is?  In front, the slender man in the blue mantle
On my way from the library to
who looked ahead in silence and impatience
the bookstore
His paces, without chewing, gulped the way
I saw the boy seated
in outsized swallows; and his hands were hanging
in the pit
heavy and sullen from the fall of folds
of the driver's seat
knowing no longer of the weightless lyre
(where were his parents?):
grown deep into his left as rambler roses
he held the roadmap up
into the branches of an olive tree
and peered at it.  He
His senses were as if they had been parted
scowled, he pursed.  He bit
and while his glances, doglike, ran ahead
his lip.  His arms
turned back, and came, and always stood again
could hardly hold
as waiting at the next turn of the way
the thin paper out.
his hearing stayed behind him as a smell
I didn't want to photograph it.
Sometimes it seemed to him as if it reached
The vicarious streets
back to the walking of those other two
of our future
who were to follow his this whole ascent
are programmed, some say;
then it was but the echo of his climbing
the DNA
and his own mantle's wind that was behind him
routes each individual effort--
yet he said to himself that they would come
I don't regret my vascectomy--
said it out loud and heard it fade away
having reached 50
they would come yet, only were two
with no child,
walking most silently.  And if he might
I should have none now.
Turn only once (and if his looking back
50 is the age my father
were not destruction of this whole endeavor
died.
still to be ended, he would surely see them
Via his suicide
the quiet two who followed him in silence
I traveled
the god of going and of the wide message



here.  This child holds
the travel hood shading his brilliant eyes
the map.  It
bears the slender staff before his body
engulfs him.  It holds
the beat of wings around his ankle bones
him with unreachable
and given over to his left hand she
energy--beyond his
the one so loved that from a single lyre
four-year-old arms
wails came surpassing any wailing women
it stretches
that out of wails a world arose in which
the fate
all things were there again: the wood and valley
foretold in the tracings
and way and village, field and brook and beast
--the strands of paint
and that around this wailing-world, just as
Pollack poured, the
around the other earth, a sun revolved
double helix hexed
and a vast sky, containing stars and stillness
shapes, slippery
a wailing-sky full of disfigured stars
meanderings,
this one so loved
windings, roads that
but she walked at the hand of this great god
no-one takes--
her striding straitened by the grave's long wraps
To where I sit writing this
uncertain, soft, and void of all impatience
--as Pollack sat
she was in herself as one high in hope
behind the wheel
not thinking of the man who went ahead
of the car that killed
nor of the way ascending into life
him, struggling likewise
she was in herself.  And her having died
with a map
filled her as fullness
of the road that eludes
and as a fruit is full of dark and sweetness
each turn, each warning
the greatness of her death was filling her
hornbeep and leads
and was so new, she comprehended nothing
to the crash,
she was wrapped up in a new maidenhood
the smashup
and one not touchable; her sex was closed
this child and I
as a young flower is toward evening
have yet to intersect with--
and her hands had become so unaccustomed
I don't want to photograph this.
to matrimony, even the light god's
It is inevitable enough
immeasurably lightly leading touch



without me underlining it.
offended her as something intimate
Without me
she was not any longer this blond woman
it sits here in Somerville
who in the poet's songs would sometimes echo
in front of
not any more the broad bed's scent and island
the wordprocessor and writes
and the possession of this man no more
these questions
she was already loosed as flowing hair
I want to say:
and long relinquished as the fallen rain
"I am nobody to be without;
and meted out as hundredfold provisions
and I am nobody to be
she was become a root
without you"--lines
and when with sudden force
from an old poem.
the god stopped her and with pain in his cry
How do they fit in?
pronounced the words: He has turned back
Pollack heads for the tree--
she comprehended nothing and said softly: Who?
deliberately,
but far off, dark beyond the clear egress
some say.  He
stood someone, anyone, whose countenance
was a drunk, like my dad--
could not be recognized
is that an excuse
he stood and saw
if an excuse
how on the pale streak of a meadow path
is needed
with sorrow in his eyes, the god of message
for suicide--if you took those rags
turned silently to follow back the form
for example that
that even then returned this very way
Sylvia Plath stuffed in the door to
her striding straitened by the grave's long wraps
her kids' room, if you
uncertain, soft, and void of all impatience
stretched those rags out on an easel--
if you painted on them--

Landscapes, some say.
Landscapes.  A summer lawn
where, in lawnchairs,
the newlyweds--Mr and Mrs
Ted Hughes--banter
parochialisms back and forth--
God is in the details
he says.  God, she
grins, her fingers grabbing his
chin and using it back and forth,
is in
the profile--
have one, and you're God.



Don't have one--and you're Philip Larkin!
The glaze of ice tea and love,
of coupled laughter spreading
effortlessly over
the morning laziness, the
shared incitement of wit, yet
often interchangeable are
the murders that hang them
--stratagems in their literary
stratosphere--skies, buildup of clouds perhaps
in a void, collapsing
accumulations of will--stutters,
ego to ego intercom, static
that storms them.

   *
*

*

MONODRAMA

Don't think, I said, that because I deny
Myself in your presence I do so in mine—
But who was I talking to?  The room empty
Beyond any mirror's dream of deception

Seemed all sill to wait before someone's
Full length nude, at halfmast the pubic flag
Mourned every loss of disguise, an allegiance
Almost.  I trembled with a kind of stage

Fright—predators always bite the nape first
To taste the flower atop the spine-stem, so
I spoke again, my attainments rehearsed,
Pending their cue.  I went to the window:

Sky from your vantage of death try to see.
Flesh drawn back for the first act of wound, it's me.

*
Your hands of glass wired to ancient seepage
of foxes whos moan on the sunlit side of a star
offer to me the piano glancing back at its shores
where native spiral sobs (geysers) thumb through
a torrent cut fresh from the heart of a silo's
pregnancy of otters aiming their initials at
a wristwatch's dunes where you sit naive as
electricity, wise as taps on the window every
midnight glaciers pulling sleds across the envelopes
that shatter from a single wisp—a single star-wisp
perfume that blows on its hands to mist the bridge's
blueprints of boney honey flying over the sparrows
that interrupt amnesiacs who recede with pale red
threads that suckle a knee of lonely last-calls for
the knife that scrapes off an echo to make an ocarina
tamed as blood of tablets etched with velocity's tempature.

*
A nose surrounded by a flaw, my face
spanks its placenta to please the scalpel's



uncle: the curtains drawn show their figures
to the birds that lay their eggs on the rim

of a volcano then fly off never
to return, trusting the heat to hatch, waves
of surf that crash like a steeple of cold
teeth, the blackout, the rust culminating

in eyes.  My eyes are like crosswords, filled-in
rather than full; I inhale the here
but exhale the there: my pastimes are where

I'm always correcting the clock's accent
or putting makeup on my lack of tattooes.
I wear imploded sandals instead of shoes.

*
Balanced wild on the night
I saw each window
Tipped toward the infinite by its light

*

TREE AT THE BEDROOM WINDOW

To try and pull down sheets from a linen tree,
And blankets too, a pillowcase in full leaf,
With urge to rest beneath its fruits, beneath
The bed of that composite canopy

Whose orchard dormitory so invites us,
Deftly shifting the foliage that falls draped
Through rooms of roots we daily feel sapped
From deep resolves to die as the night’s last

Words soar sufficeless.  Oh more enough!  Doubt
The ease in these boughs, the sway of whose loft
Is a noose to the known, the same old vow

Vigilance that always plans to keep out
An eye and tries to stay awake.  Despite its soft
Drafts my face is hard against this window.

*
The year’s wrapping comes undone; foliage tied
By summer’s raystrings is dropped aside,

Its gifts emptied beyond gratitude’s
Bounty: but pray the burden of goods

And bads time lades us with is enough
To overcome the loss of one fluff

From one summer, each fumed weed and wisp—
Daily granted our gaffes against the crisp

Chagrin of being unable to repay
Or rather each of us lacks the right way

To say how fulfilled he is by this, this
Unknowable grace or benefice,



However meager the larder looms,
Whatever its dole defeats in us it seems

More than we can acknowlege

Hayfever tangencies mixed with a sense
Of our own thanklessness, the intense

TO THE NAVEL

Last link with the Mother’s body,
and therefore with the self,
I accumulate around you.  My belly
oceans your lame island.

You are the eye that blinks only once.
Prism or portal or priapism’s plinth,
I resist your imperative only
to my injury.  So if I take one giant

Step away from childhood’s site, you
Whose games were themed to hold us safe,
I must ask permission first
Of sunset’s unsettled light

Where most you seem at home,
Great ambient figure draped for flight.

******

Each branch is more beautiful than
any other, the rain falling or
the rain frozen pendant on this
twig I break off to swizzlestick that
puddle in which winter is opening
its cracks like sky, glazing minutely
drop by drop in closeup glissade
my figment fatima of lull repute—
sticks on his back will keep his heart
intact, they told the orphan’s keeper.

*

And if this poem has made you a hearer
Of ghostly voices that fade when you get nearer
And everytime you look into the rearview mirror
You scream and clutch at your hands in fear
Of what that future holds—
And then will you cry out for all to hear
The cripple the promqueen and the seer
Don’t you think that now’s a good time to be freer
Than you were a second ago?

GUILTY CREATURES AT PLAY

Theme-gun open on my lap I am trying to summon
the only vice best practiced in public so I can ram
it up the ditto virtue in private



A flyspeck feast, a ficcione if you will
for minor depthgaze officials
or folklorists who kneel to ask
"Yes, but is it Grade-A gutbucket?"

Memory is just an echo that's believed its ears once too often
you whisper to Alias the Big Diaper

Like a cash-register I get my biggest thrill banging zeroes

You know those hollows, those sockets collarbones make at the base of your neck?
well today I wanted silver dollars placed in mine
I don't ask for much, you replied
But first, cut the bait off your eyelashes will you

I was at my desk
it was covered with symbols of irritation the ballpointpens in particular
they had the look of accusatory linebreaks

I tried to phone you but I remembered the expression on
my face so I stopped
It was nothing in particular
Probably it was one of those faces we made
while being born
one of those pouts, gnarls, scowls, smiles, purgings
I can't remember which
you say reaching
for another ilk-self to wipe with
What about clones armed with finger-groins I point out
Yeah Okay But isn't that a little like
trying to establish or abolish a fad (say, Apologetic Chic)
   or, no,
no, it's an insincere murder-ballad
just squatting itself down there in the inner provincial
that foci loci place
Besides, how does one say Hello
in SOS-language?

Other times we were struck by the will
to tie a disco to a duck's foot or assume
the fetal position with a beachball

My womb-envy was furious
I stabbed a straw down through my bellybutton I sipped

Hello you said, Information? Hi.
No I don't want a number I just wanted to tell you
that the deserter from our graveyard should be nearing
your graveyard any second

Are you still trying to get that guy I muttered
he's nothing but an aftershave shaman
I was probably jealous
it was like that painting that time
where the artist had a whole bunch of frames
stuck onto the original frame
so you had to look down a tunnel of these frames
to see the painting
I felt a bit intimidated slighted humiliated
like when I pretend not to recognize
the confectioner of my toenails
as we pass on the street



and on top of that by the time my gaze had got to the end
of that tunnel it was too late somehow
to see the painting

It was as if my forearms and wrists
kept trying to grasp at to catch hold of
my hands but can't they can't reach that far

And then
there's that slang phrase I used to use

Remember that day we took my loveletters to you
and had them pulped and papier-mached and made
into a paperweight with which to hold
your other loveletters down safe from the scooping wind

But on the other hand
that day also looked like some of my poems
usually the ones where ersatz europeanisms bronc
to shake off their quotemark yokes
or whine to be de-italicized

I tried to imagine someone really sitting
at an assemblyline plucking thoms
off plastic roses but it was pointless

but it
but it was my attempt to atone for harboring
"transmarine tastes"
(as the Assimilationist Lowell put it)
my apology for
becoming a Neocolonialist

I had a wen on my forehead
to which I traveled occasionally
On the way back one day something happened
Or maybe it was just something covered with happen-sauce

An invitation to the White House? unh—an
expurgated handshake flies up and down the
receptionline
I knew it was all and au courant because I had written a
book
   just like it

Later of us we were trying to balance mirrors
atop our umbilical-cords
but they kept falling off
in the air
And you kept saying 'well look, he's a stickler for me
and you aren't"
I smiled at the word, it made me a placard for a while

You tie me to a chair and give alms to the garbage-bag
Later of me I think it's a novelist who wrote
that you alone know how to trace the successive identities
of a scar through the welcome-mat
nailed across my mirror

Then another day I was busy
leaning between two pillars of sunglasses
or correcting misprints in the word "I"



when our conceits merged like a proofreader's eyes

Suddenly I understood
your need to die flipping a rolodex
for the name of the one who loved you to a lapse,
glorious

"Of course the expedition to determine the inroads
of rheumatism upon the Sphinx is a front," you used to say,
"but for what? What!?—when For Sale signed faces thicken
every church jettisoned from our countdown's years?!"

Geopolitics made you adamant

You often added: "And yet their incomparable Alamo will
be crushed, the Bastille fall, fade backwater-wards,
be just a glacier's pitstop, scraped, lost"

I don't know about yours
but my parachute has a smudge on it
so I think I'll jump pure
I promised

*
*

July 07, 2007 

some excerpts from an interview in "Rain Taxi" about 2000 
when my Collected Comic Poems appeared

*
Here are my finalized answers. I don’t know if this is any good in terms of your 
running it . . . but I’ve done the best I could to answer your questions (to the extent I 
understood them!) Anyway, here they are:

1. How do I “explain a dearth of critical press” regarding my work? Answer: Third-rate
poets don’t get much critical notice. I mean, what do you want me to say? It’s an ipso 
facto syllogistic situation: my work receives little or no critical attention, ergo it’s not
worthy of critical attention. And since this is so, why would Rain Taxi devote any 
“press” to me? 

2. Big Table folded after publishing two of my books; Random House dumped me after 
one; both Iowa and Pitt did one book and then rejected the follow-up books I 
submitted; BOA has thousands of unsold (and unsalable) copies of The Quicken Tree 
(1995) left in stock (why, after such a failure, they’d do the Comic Collected, I don’t 
know—in any case, my relations with them are strained due to their editorial 
meddling, and I doubt whether they’ll ever do another book by me—). . . . My book of 
new poems, Plaza de Loco, has been rejected from almost 25 contests judged by 
Robert Bly, Marvin Bell, Louis Simpson, Mark Strand, Marilyn Hacker, Thomas Lux, 
Rodney Jones, Mark Jarman, Ai, Nathaniael Mackey, Ishmael Reed, Pattiann Rogers, 
Mary Oliver, Mark Cox, T. R. Hummer, Primus St. John, J. Rod Clark, Miller Williams, 
Robert Bly again (he rejected it twice: first for the National Poetry Series, and second
for U. of Wisconsin), and sundry others. You ask why I’d vanity-publish Plaza—the 
answer should be obvious. And the other books I do myself have been similarly unable 
to find publishers: Other Strangers than Our Own: Selected Love Poems (rejected most
recently by Charles Simic for Sarabande, and by Mary Oliver for Utah); The Season on 
Our Sleeve (Selected Short Poems); Homages; One Hundred Quartorzains (rejected by 
Bly for Wisconsin) . . . I did a Collected Political Poems in the mid-1990s. All these 
books were sent to publishers and rejected; I’ve given up any hopes of having them 



accepted. And so I print and bind them myself, I publish them: and yes, to answer 
your question, it is humiliating to be a vanity author. It’s so humiliating that I can’t 
even go to poetry readings anymore; I’m ashamed to show my face; ashamed to be in 
the company of real poets, non-vanity poets, I feel such a failure. And I can’t give 
readings anymore either, I’d be such a fraud standing up there: my career began with 
some promise but has ended in shambles. If your books were rejected all those times, 
wouldn’t you be as miserable as I am about it? And consider my vanity books: isn’t it 
pathetic and stupid of me to go to the effort of printing and binding them and mailing
them out to magazines that never review them, to bookstores that throw them in the 
trash—isn’t it a waste of time and money? Shouldn’t I just give up, stop writing poems 
that no-one wants, or, if I must persist, just stow them in my desk-drawer rather than 
go through the futile exercise of self-publishing them? I’ve sent you copies of the most
recent editions of my vanity books: is Rain Taxi going to review them? If not, why not? 
I have nothing to say in this “interview” that isn’t said better in those books, which of
course you won’t review. 

4. I assume Doybns intended it as praise, and I appreciate the kindness of that intent. 
But I don’t aspire to be an “outsider”—besides, sociologically, as a Euro-American 
male, I couldn’t be one if I wanted to. The English critic John Bayley says the 
difference between contemporary English and American poetry is that the former has 
outgrown Romanticism, whereas the latter “has continued to reach out its arms, back 
to the original Romantic movement. . . .” (Poetry Magazine, July 1985). Our 
Academics and our AvantGardes are both committed to a self-indulgent Romantic 
Americanism. As Harold Bloom says, Emersonism is the American Religion. American 
poets love to play the outlaw, the maverick: hell, even the New Formalists called 
their anthology Rebel Angels! This is absurd, especially when you consider the 
samizdat conditions Eastern European/Russian poets so recently suffered under, not to
mention the current situation of how many Chinese, African, Asian, etc poets. We play
at being dissidents, at being underground, but for many outcast poets on this planet 
such ostracism is no role but real. By comparison, we American poets have no right to 
put on such airs. —But we have to, it seems, because it’s traditional to be a rebel 
don’tcha know (Bloom says the motto of every Modern poet is the same as Milton’s 
Satan: “Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven”)—rebellion is required. Everybody
is an outsider! No insiders allowed in US Po-Biz:— I’m sure our most successful poets, 
you name ‘em, they all consider themselves “outsiders.” (The term is meaningless.) 
But this compulsory role—this Romantic-Emersonian egoist mantle—is why many days I 
would defect to England. Their poets—Carol Anne Duffy is a good example—enjoy a 
freedom we Amer poets lack. 

5. Form today does the same thing it’s always done: shape the word to the thought 
and vice versa. But why am I writing quartorzains? (Why "quatorzains" rather than 
"sonnets"? I feel superstitious about using the latter term. I feel defensive and or 
resentful: only real poets write sonnets, and I'm not a real poet, am I. No, I'm a—a 
poet-biscuit.) Like others of my generation, I wrote short poems in the 1960s under 
the influence of Robert Bly . . . but then in 1971, as a result of reading Paz and 
Tomlinson’s book, Renga, I started working with quartorzains. The short poems had led
to an interest in haiku and tanka, but I felt unable to write the latter, they were so 
indigenous to Eastern culture and so foreign to mine (Pound and the Imagists, 
although greatly influenced by these forms, rarely pursued them per se)—and then 
Renga was published and had an immediate impact on me. To quote from Paz’s 
forward: “Looking for a western equivalent of the renga, one thinks of the sonnet . . .
it is composed, like the tanka, of semi-independent and separable entities.” From Paz
I began to think of the sonnet as a composite form, a sort of ‘solo renga.’ Quatrain, 
quatrain, tercet, tercet: these units became autotelic, self-enclosed . . . I would take
four isolate bits written at different times and juxtapose them, sometimes arbitrarily, 
sometimes purposefully. And gradually, over the years, this collagiste method has 
resulted in many of the quartorzains I’ve done (though I also work in a less piecemeal 
fashion). But I think too of the quartorzain in this way: it’s like going to the art 
supplies store and buying a lot of canvases all the same size, a size appropriate for 
your studio (or mental) space. In other words, it’s handy. 

7. What “differentiates” my work from C.K. Williams’, Sharon Olds’, or Charles 
Simic’s, is



quite simply that mine is nowhere as good as theirs. They’re all famous prizewinners 
and I’m not, there’s your “difference.” They deserve their laurels, and I deserve my 
ignominy. “Tangible . . . tactile”? Hell, all 3 of them are masters of the tangible and 
tactile aspects of versecraft: they put me in the shade. And then you ask, “Where do 
you get your ideas?” Answer: Secondhand, from better poets such as Williams Olds 
Simic etc. My poems are parasites subsisting on crumbs dropped from James Tate’s 
table. They are vermin sucking Louise Gluck’s footprints. They dumpsterdive behind 
Carolyn Forche’s house. They live on the leavings, the detritus of the great. Where do 
I get my ideas? From those above me. 

8. I think many of the most successful contemporary Amer poets would never dream of
writing a comic poem, for fear it would somehow invalidate their authenticity. British 
poets seem freer to write in several modes. Why are most Amer poets so terrified of 
writing comic poems? I don’t know. Is it the curse of the colonial artist: inferiority, 
belatedness, reflexive self-defensiveness? Carol Anne Duffy can write both serious and
comic poems because she’s British—we Amers seem timid in comparsion. There are 
some exceptions: James Tate (my favorite living poet), Stephen Dobyns, Thomas Lux 
and others have written brilliantly in both modes, but they are exceptions to the rule.
Donald Revell said in a review that I was an “anti-Emersonian”— and I think my 
courtings of the comic muse are part of a hopeless attempt to cast off that solemn 
cloak of coercive subjectivity, that “American Religion.” What draws me to the 
“comic”? It’s an inferior, despised, debilitated mode, and like all Outremericans I’m 
an inferior, a colonial, so it suits. Take my obligatory baseball poem, “Mitts and 
Gloves”: its subject is emptiness, an apt theme for a colonial poet. 
(—Baseball historically is born just at the point when the AmerInd tribes have been 
exterminated or herded onto reservations, which leaves an immense psychic 
emptiness for the colonials to fill: baseball is a ritual (futile) assuaging of this void, 
and its genocidal origin is echoed in its fetish for team-names like Indians, Braves, 
Reds, et al.) 

9. Which “predecessors” have influenced me? So many I can’t list them all. How about
the ones I dislike: the Objectivists, the Beats, the Black Mountaineers, the New York 
School, etc., etc., all the so-called Avantgardes and all their inheritors—in short, 
many of the poets your mag gives good reviews to! 

10. You accuse my poetry of being “unique”—or maybe you’re praising it—and then 
ask,
“Isn’t it a matter of whether you prefer to align yourself with Wallace Stevens or Carl 
Sandburg?” Stevens or Sandburg? elitist or populist? autocratic or democratic? lyric or 
antipoetic? My refusals of this stale Either/Or have forced me onto idiosyncratic paths
which in retrospect I regret: these dead-end meanders are what you mean by 
“unique.” Colonial poets tend to overcompensate for their feelings of marginality by 
solemnity (fear of comic modes) or by indulging extremes of form/content (or both). 
Many adopt a trademark style, with characteristic mannerisms, copyrightesque 
peculiarities: they valorize the myth of a “true voice”—as if singularity itself, 
eccentricity per se, is intrinsically authentic—(Signs that a writer is in earnest,” 
observed Donald Davie, differ from one “language community” to another, and from 
one “period” to another). No, I have not been immune from such Emersonian 
commandments to go thou and be individualistic. But isn’t “Stevens” vs. “Sandburg” 
shorthand for “Hard to understand” vs. “Easy to understand”? The poets I try to 
emulate are both Hard and Easy: Philip Larkin, Carol Ann Duffy, Tanikawa Shintaro, 
William Stafford, Wislawa Szymborska et al. The poem written in my lifetime which I 
admire most is Lowell’s masterpiece, “For the Union Dead”—it seems to me to 
transcend the antinomies I mention above. (But your choices—Stevens or Sandburg—
are both “American”. . . . In any case, although I love Stevens and don’t care for 
Sandburg, I sure hope to heck there are other “alignments” possible!

July 07, 2007 

oldpo (why doesn't he just retire; give it up, geezer)



*

[ The working drafts of this poem were posted periodically 
from July 2007 through March 2009 and have been collected 
in the pdf “DRAFTS_ A CONTRAST OF MUSTERS”, which you 
may access/download in the WORKDRAFTS section of 
www.billknottarchive.com   ]

. . . being old i want to dislike what the young poets do because it's a way of denying 
the desire to not be old, to be young and impossible; an assuaging trick process of 
saying well i wouldn't want to do what they do, would i, and if i were their age i'd 
have to write that [disparaging term] they write, so it's better i'm old and will die 
soon (as if i had a choice in the matter!) . . .

so i can't help phrasing epigrammatic salves to rub the ache:

title(?): THE CLIMACTERIC/THE DRAWBACK/THE KICKER

Envying young poets the rage,
You long to be as old as them—
To feel the jolt when words go right,
To suddenly hold the page tight.

Don't forget one downside problem:
Consider this disadvantage,
If all at once you were their age
You'd have to write the way they write.

*
*
If in a wink you were their age
If in a trice you were their age
If with a wish you were their age

You long to be there among them—

You long be one among them—

Not only to share their spotlight
But to feel as ne bright—

You long to be as one of them,

To share the jolt of words your right
To feel the jolt of words now right,
To feel the jolt of words put right,
So new and now and wet and bright—

If suddenly you were their age,
You would have to write the way they write.

Envying young poets the rage,
You long to share their eager page
Now allsides-shown and held up bright—
You forget one disadvantage:
If suddenly you were that age
You would have to write the way they write.



Say you were to accede their age

Envying young poets the rage,
You long to be among that fold—
To feel the jolt when words go right,
To suddenly hold the page tight.
Their upward rush has made you old,
And you wish you were one of them,
Forgetting the downside problem;
Consider this disadvantage:
If all at once you were their age
You'd have to write the way they write.

The horrible disadvantage

You long to be among them now
Their emergence has made you old
Something they do has made you old
Their newborn scene has left you old

Their uprise rush has left you old,
Their works have made your efforts old

To be that young again, not old—
You want to be one of them, not old
Better to be them than old.
They've made your efforts old.

If all at once you were their age,
You forget the downside problem;
Consider this disadvantage:
Remember, if you were their age,
You'd have to write the way they write.

*
THE KICKER

Envying young poets the rage
Don't you long to be one of them,
So new and now and wet and bright—
You forget the downside problem;
Consider this disadvantage:
If all at once you were their age,
You would have to write the way they write.

So multi-fresh and wet and bright—

Envying young poets the rage
Don't you long to be one of them,
To jolt words hot and wet and bright,
To suddenly hold the page right—
You forget the downside problem;
Consider this disadvantage:
If all at once you were their age,
You would have to write the way they write.

The worst thing is if you were their age,

And suddenly hold new youthright—



And suddenly hold that forthright—

And suddenly know you're so right—

And within reach of all you've lost

And filled with all the potential you failed

So numbered shown and held up bright—

Envying young poets the rage,
You forget the problem:
If you were that bright-to-be age,
You'd have to write like them.

*
So avant-now and wet and bright—

So haveit-now and wet and bright—

fresh succinct 
so full of now and wet

Envying young poets the rage,
Do you long to be one of them
So charged with contact hard and bright—
Don't forget the drawback problem:
If you were their heydayers age,
You would have to write the way they write.

Envying young poets the rage,
You long to be one of their bright
Legion, eager your own spotlight—
You forget this disadvantage:
If suddenly you were that age,
You would have to write the way they write.

Company, share their glory's light—
Legion, to earn your own spotlight—

Don't forget the prick, the problem:
But don't forget the price you'd pay:
If If you were their heydayish age,

So contact-out and hard and bright—
filled/charged with contact hard and bright—
You long to share their heyday page,

you long to be one, to share their page

So charged with vigor and so bright—
So charged with vigor so hard bright—

So charged with stone and hard edge bright

So spoken-off and charmed and bright—
So numbered-of and charmed and bright
So numbered-known and held and bright



You forget that downside problem:
If you were them and at their age

So charged with contact hard and bright—

If you were their heydayers age,

Envying young poets the rage,
In your urge to be one of them
So charged with contact hard and bright,
You forget the downside problem
Consider this disadvantage:
If you were their heydayers age,
You would have to write the way they write.

So unsafe and hard and bright—

So new and neo and hard bright—

So charged with eager  bright—

*

July 27, 2007

a couple e-notes to Po(Chi)

*
the Poetry (Chicago) website is trolling folks for a list of their "favorite poetry blogs" .
. . here is my latest response to their e-elicitation:

Dear [Poetry (Chicago) editor]:

You write as if the definition of "poetry blog" were a given, which
I don't agree with . . .

Yes, Silliman's omnipotent blog has interesting commentaries and 
think-pieces . . . I envy his energy and enthusiasm.

But his site also has a sidebar that advertises his dead tree books for
sale, with links to purchase them . . .

He's hardly alone in this of course: almost all the poets' blogs I've seen
similarly feature prominent ads for their dead tree publications . . .

Is that what makes a "poetry blog"?  What is the commercial motive
behind such blogs? 

I think my blog differs from most "poetry blogs" in that its purpose
is to publish all my poetry for free-access perusal and propagation;
anybody can read my poems right there on the puterscreen 
and or download them or reprint them with no restrictions. . . 
how many other "poetry blogs" do this?

If [the two you cite: Silliman and Corey] et al are "poetry blogs", 
why aren't they publishing their poetry, all their poetry, upon those
blogs for the public to read—

Again, I ask: what is a poetry blog? 



The comparison might be to various types of magazines.  There are 
ones that publish poetry only; others that publish poems, and reviews 
too; and some (not many) that publish mostly reviews/commentary,
with no or few poems.

If you were to categorize poetry blogs with those same three 
examples I've given, wouldn't most of them be in the third group?

Sincerely,
Bill Knott

*

Dear [Po(Chi) editor]:

Well, if your magazine, Poetry (Chicago), is a poetry magazine, 
what is Parnassus?  And: The Hollins Critic?  And: The Explicator?

The American Book Review publishes reviews of poetry in 
every issue (or every issue I've seen), but they don't publish
any poems,—

Not to mention "Rain Taxi" and how many others—

Surely there's a difference between a poetry magazine and a
critical review.

If so, then most of the blogs you're calling "poetry blogs" are
really critical review blogs, no?

That is to say, your taxonomy (to use your term) is too broad.

Your definition of "poetry blog" is so general as to be
meaningless.

Sincerely,
Bill Knott

*
Postscript:

There's nothing wrong with poets advertising their dead tree
publications on their blogs, after all most of the Web consists
of commercials to sell products, right?  isn't that the raison d'etre
of the Net?  it's not like anybody ever thought that this space
might be used to distribute free content, right?   or that the
cybermall might be a way to bypass the barriers of trade-inequity
that circumscribe the traditional dead tree print media, nobody ever 
had such foolish utopian thoughts as that, right?

*
Poetry Magazine is going to tell you what a "poetry blog" is, and if you disagree with 
their definition, it doesn't matter because they're Poetry and you're not.

Poetry Magazine is going to tell you what the "favorite poetry blogs" are.

Poetry Magazine is going to define you.  It's going to tell you what poetry blogs you 
should read.

Poetry Magazine owns you.  Your poetry blog is an advertisement for Poetry Magazine.



*

July 27, 2007

my chapbook of transversions: read it here below: (for a dead 
tree edition download the pdf and DIY: remember my pdf 
books are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a booklet):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original no right 
TRANSVERSIONS 09_14_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com
]

*

YAMAZATO WA MANZAI OSOSHI UME NO HANA (Basho)

*
April: and still the Mummers have not come
Up to our mountain village; plum-blossom.

*
I wonder why the Mummers have not come
This year to our mountain town; plum-blossom.

*
For some reason the Mummers have not come
This season to our hill-town; plum-blossom.

*
This year The Rolling Stones have not come
To fill our stadium;
The old men fear, and wonder
If April is really here: plum-blossom.

*
Up snowthawed roads unplowed the Mummers come
To reach our mountain village; plum-blossom.

*
This time each year the Mummers used to come
Appear in our mountain town; plum-blossom.

*
Springtime is when the Mummers always come
To play our mountain town; hey, plum-blossom!

*
Springtime; but where are the Mummers who play
Each year our mountain town: plum-blossom-spray.

*
Each Spring a troupe of actors used to come



To amuse our mountain town; plum-blossom.

*
It's Spring, but the Actors Troupe has not come
To strut our mountain village; plum-blossom.

*
Spring has come, so where's the Actors who come
To our mountain town each year—; plum-blossom.

*
*
Some non-plum variants:

*
The mime-troupe of actors is late this year
To climb to our mountain village up here;
Is that why the trees in whiteface appear.

*
The Lookout yells them Actors ain't nowhere in sight—
Our mountain village mourns; the orchard wears white.

*
The Actors Troupe is late this year—
Its audience will sleep tonight,
Our mountain village street all clear:
Only the trees are out in white.

*
Where the heck are those Kabuki—
Nothing to do but sleep tonight;
Our mountain village looks empty:
The trees alone step out in white.

*
*

BASH     (ten versions of furuike ya)

If I were a pond
and some frog jumped into me
I wouldn't respond.

I am a pond but
when a frog gets intimate
I keep my mouth shut.

I may look like scum
but some frogs can poke this pond
to orgasm come.

This pond is so old
even its frogs want it sold
to build the new road.

This pond is old as
me.  That's how bad-off it is.
Frog-visits, I doze.



You're old, pond—the same
as me.  But when your frogs come
you recall each name.

This pond is year-scored
as me.  But frogs that shake it
up just make me bored.

I'll float in this pond,
fearing each frog that jumps down
will wash me aground.

This pond is old too—
But when a frog jumps into
It, it still sounds new.

This pond is dead earth
But listen to its rebirth
When frogs take a bath.

*
*

******

July 29, 2007

COMMENTS

   And the shadow of the bee on the still surface of the pond

 Posted by: Barry Curran | August 07, 2007 at 02:04 AM

bill knott's the bee's knees

Posted by: maya jade | July 30, 2007 at 05:29 PM

my selected political poems book: read it here below, or for a 
dead tree edition download the pdf and DIY: remember my pdf
books are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a booklet:

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original SELECTED 
POLITICAL POEMS 08_07 pdf from  www.billknottarchive.com   ]

August 01, 2007

apology

*
Reading Richard Wilbur's Collected Poems, the paperback with a blurb from Harold 
Bloom: "[Wilbur] should be read in the company of Robert Frost and Wallace Stevens."



I peruse Bloom when I can manage it, and I take seriously whatever he says (to the 
extent I can understand it), but the extravagance of this accolade mystifies me . . .

Wilbur's best poems are admirable and satisfying and and rewarding, and I enjoy 
reading his very readable work, but I can't place him in the company of Frost and 
Stevens, I'm sorry.

He shares their technical skill to some degree, yes.   He writes as well as them 
sometimes, but only in bits and flashes: "Now winter downs the dying of the year, / 
And night is all a settlement of snow," "Year's End" beautifully begins, and then goes 
downhill from there to its banal ending: "We fray into the future, rarely wrought / 
Save in the tapestries of afterthought."  The last line is about as vapid and pointless 
as can be: "The New-year bells are wrangling with the snow."  Those first two lines are
indeed worthy of Frost, which only makes the poem's fizzlement that more 
disappointing.

The equal of Frost and Stevens?  Professor Bloom, Doctor Bloom, Avatar/Savior Bloom,
forgive me, I just can't feature it.

Wilbur lacks their, their what?  Their ferocity for one thing.

His irony lacks the paranoid edge of Frost's, for example.  "Stopping by woods on a 
snowy evening," "I have been one acquainted with the night," "If design govern in a 
thing so small," "For once then something," "So the wrong ones won't be saved as Saint
Paul says they mustn't,"  the buzzsaw that kills the boy until the witnesses "turn to 
their affairs," and the early dramatic monologues and so much more . . .

Wilbur's irony is gentle and intellectual and sane.  It just doesn't attain the extreme 
exquisite agonies of "The emperor of ice cream" or "The man on the dump" or "Mrs 
Alfred Uruguay" or so many other of Stevens' astonishing confrontational poems, so 
endlessly intriquing and appealing in their adversarial perversities. . .  Wilbur is kind 
to me, he doesn't drive me crazy like Stevens does.

Civilized, cultured, colorful, careful, calm, considerate, conscientious, consoling and 
conciliating and even comical when he wants to be, Wilbur is only to be honored and 
held in respect.  I feel gratitude for his poetry. 

What I don't get from it (and certainly the failure is all mine, my inadequacies) is the 
grandeur and the ground out from under me when I read Frost and Stevens.  

*

August 04, 2007

ya get whatcha pay for; to quote Wallace Stevens, "Nothing is 
got for nothing."

*
C.K. Williams don't give you his poetry free, you have to buy his books, and Louise 
Gluck and Ron Silliman and Dean Young and Mark Halliday and Rita Dove and Jennifer 
Moxley and all the poets whose work is available in book form: you have to pay money
for their poetry, ergo you know it must be good, they must be real poets; your act of 
purchase validates them. 

The syllogism is inescapable: if those poets are real poets because you have to pay 
money for their books, ergo I am ergo what: ergo what does that make me? Not real: 

Because you don't have to pay money for my books. You can download 12 pdf books 
from this blog and print them out and have them all for free (other than the nominal 
cost of the paper/ink/staples) . . . 



But value is created by what? If Susan Howe and Marie Howe and Charles Wright and 
Franz Wright et al are worth what their readers pay for, then I'm worthless. 

Within the objective criteria by which those poets are established as valid, my work 
has no stature and no merit. 

My books cost nothing, ergo their consequence is nothing. 

August 06, 2007

never heard of him

*
There is, as far as I know, only one living U.S. poet who has published a Collected 
Political Poems . . . 

you won't find that poet's political poems in any anthology, however . . . 

David Wojahn's piece "The Fate of Political Poetry" in the summer 07 issue of the 
Writer's Chronicle doesn't mention even in passing the one living U.S. poet who has 
published several editions of his Collected Political Poems . . . 

Wojahn knows that none of the other articles and essays about political poetry that 
have appeared in magazines etcet, none of them has deigned to mention the only 
living U.S. poet who has published a collection of political poems written over 4 
decades (1965-2005), so why should he mention that poet . . . 

A letter in the Chronicle's Sept 07 issue from Marilyn Krysl responding to Wojahn, lists 
9 living U.S. poets whom she declares are writing "vibrant, urgent political poems," 
but none of the nine she names have published a collection or selection of their 
political poems . . . 

Two other letters responding to Wojahn similarly don't mention the only living U.S. 
poet who has published a collected political poems . . . 

That poet is ignored of course because he doesn't exist in the real poetry world, he's 
not real, he's a non-person in the real poetry world, he's a nullity, a nothing, a 
nobody, a not

*
The poem is finished the moment it's too late to fix it. 

*
An author who predicts his publisher will kill him is not a prophet but a statistician. 

* 

assorted workdrafts

*
NOVA

To bear the light
as it grows ever

is no way unless
I want to waste

the ease of what
stays but the feet



won't let me.  I
exist by repeating

I immediately
even though its

insistent rent of
past-tense has

close-focus cursed
what's left of this

redundant 
page, contagious

singularity.  They
try to spread the key.

/say they care.  They
try to spread the key.

to mediate, to stay.

*
IN ORDER

the dead whom
you write about
in order to 
forget so 
you can write
about the living
are still living
where you aren't

*
the dead who
you wrote about
in order to
forget so
you could then write
about the living
are still living
where you aren't

*
the dead you
wrote about 
in order to 
forget about
so you could 
write about
the living are
still living where
you aren't

/
the living are 
still living
where you aren't



POEM

swan is a serpent with wheels

see it run the pond
the river whose route
excretes nature

how it goes is
it threads each root 
directionless

love at first assault
pine dancer oneshot
saliva sap

emptiest envelope 
mail expunged of its white
erased/equator/
eck qua ter  / tore
ecuador of all destination
equal
echo

no poet in mid-squat
is adequate to 
this own-addict

see it run the drool
the fountain
the whirlpool unawed

unshaken by all
unshaken by the thought
its reign must end

shortreigned its day
in court its wig-judge

the fountainage in
inert inertia

the swan's an addict of what
poet-squat

spectator

who squats on the author
kills the poet

who kneels

its image kills the poet who kneels to it

expanse of speed /spiel  /spool /drool

*soul  / sipped /sapped



Some fountain.  Same swan.

a postagestamp bears your image
too often 
to remain readable
its guitar
anathema to smart tailors

museum sold grief or grape

DUSK

twilight insulates shadows from leaking
preserves their watertight forms
ebbing like grief in the eyes

the wild colors of the shore
numerous as a nipple
tell me of alphabets rippling

spiderweb flakes and headwinds squall the enclosure
the gradual yawn of distance
its devious stone tramples the cemetery

but we subside here /do we subside there
placid hypocrisy laid /bled /wed
martyr betrothed to a crossroads

it gleams like a lame indent
on the moon
the savior of dots

murmurs oppose testimony so
close-ups show the rest

peaks poke up through their thirst

curses fly from balconies

*
All solar worlds are the same:

no inspiration 
rises from the ground,—
instead it descends from above
to secure a spot where I pray
for a crevice a haven.

From the land surrounding me
some sill held/holds firm in origin, how 
thwart one's design grows.

Always the intervene/interval arrives,
sauve guillotine honed on its air 
of precedent, accident. 

Its surge hands crown descent
with enemies energies animal 



question machine spirit crypt
fissure to tap the well's outgurg

crumbling beneath this issuance.

*
POSTED NO ACCESS

downways the beach
where waves rave at shallows
I thought of maybe
a pillowfight with the sea
using hearts for pillows

sownways their feathers  
would snow all day on me
childhood-hoarded could 
I let my hours
finally jet free

but flownways the days 
must wait to bare
this blood which neither
wound nor water
adulterates

downwaves woken
every sandgrain sifts
its one memory purer
of the breakers taken
the oceans endured

downways the beach
I thought to reach cease
my dunes all done
can a stopsign feel
its end begin

*

SONG OF THE NOTH

like a moth but not 
the noth flies
south to its ways
gift-faring the loneliness
moulting purities

shed by its own hand
handmemouth grown
yond-wing of bye
the noth's wings are nothing
and nothing's why

each noth-nest is full 
of hungry cries
they speak for their beaks
and as they fly
they wave to their why



nights the noth migrates
and days returns
is it an insect or a bird
so bairn its share is
/so child its share is
child wait for more

/ why expect

the sandground down
with/to its own list

days until I fail  / flight where I fail
/flownways

my peace find place
an armistice  surcease

roughtangle 
*
now where's the oar to steer
my window away from night
stonethrows patrol the site
and targets narrate what's near

what of us can pleasure share
unique enough to seem regular
angle all yet to get it right
airing each gasp on a coathanger

skilled anchor-priests will tow
ulterior rain in their uterus
but you-and-I's prodigies know
our genitals are relatively oral

cue-quiz the vatican's factwhore
scrape/rub that mock off your back
phantom-orbed in destiny's husk
maybe the quays will come to shore

newlyweds milk the greenhorn's hammer
but behind its veil each wheel waits
to be invented in time to bear

more than octopi can bury
cracker bury octopi its kraken hair

*
and then an apple bounces when

it falls but not very far because
the grass is usually tall under a tree
and since this pretty cushion must catch

comfort contain croon dreams to
l'il baby asleep in bubbly snore
with his thumbs in a movie
with his eyes in a still photo



RODIN'S THINKER

I am nothing and
I am a nothing,
a nope.  Already

before I begin I end,
whose first-person 
pronoun
equals a minus sign.

Mathematically if
there were 2 of me, I
might add up to one,

but schizophrenia is
a pleasure shared
by none/two alone.  Where

my I is contains
enough room to think
Rodin through

if I could aim
my Rilke higher than
his own

steeple  /   

POEM

on the wall a boxing-glove lactates

drops/dollops of great sweat
whiten the carpet further

milk from its frame the room rises
to kiss each glove's insert heart

my insert eye sigh-mates
my insert semen migrates

detached from its frame the room rises
to milk the wall
whose udder lamps drip light 
the hand squeezes them for distance

*

successful poets don't have blogs; only failed poets have blogs

*
Does Charles Simic have a blog?
James Tate?
Louise Gluck?
Billy Collins?
Mary Oliver?
Charles Wright?
Jorie Graham?



Frank Bidart?
Paul Muldoon?
C. K. Williams?
Sharon Olds?
Philip Levine?
Carolyn Kizer?
Adrienne Rich?

*
>>>>>I don't mean a website for publicity purposes, I mean a blog>>>>

*
Is there a single Pulitzer Prize winning poet who has a blog? 

What about the poets who've won the National Book Award?   Do any of them have a 
blog?

How many MacArthur "genius" poets have a blog?

Any Lannon Fellowship poets with a blog?

Winners of the Bollingen Prize?

Kingsley Tufts Poetry Award winners?

Ruth Lilly Poetry Prize winners?

Do any winners of the Wallace Stevens Award (from the Academy of American Poets; I 
think it used to be called the Tannen Fellowship) have a blog?

How about the poets who've won the Shelley Award from the Poetry Society of 
America?

Or the poets who've received awards from the American Academy of Arts and Letters?

Not to mention how many others . . . ? 

*

*
I rest my case.

*
*

remembering old poets

*
Edwin Brock and William Bronk

were both published by New Directions.

I wonder if they ever had trouble remembering which was which?

*



my thoughts on the Edson/Knott situation per the post right 
below this one (please read it first before you read this one):

*
The major difference between Edson and me, besides the fact he wrote prosepoems 
and I wrote verse, and beside the fact that his poetic career can be characterized as 
successful and mine can't,

—(the very existence of this blog proves the latter, so don't waste your time posting 
comments to the contrary, I'll delete any stupidity like that; successful poets don't 
have blogs, only failed poets have blogs)—

the main difference between Edson and me is socioeconomic . . .

The writers I cut-quote in the post below are like most of us poetryfolk in the US: we 
don't take into consideration the class system and its inequalities when we look at and
think about various poets . . .

But I think it's a fact that poets who come from wealthy backgrounds, poets whose 
families have provided them with inheritances, poets who are financially 
independent,

have an advantage over poets who don't.

Edson never worked a day in his life.  His father was, well, you can look it up.  You 
never heard of Edson teaching anywhere, did you, that's because he never had to.  He 
didn't do the teaching jobs or all the other Po Biz labors that someone like Pinsky for 
example has done, because he, Edson, didn't have to earn a living like Pinsky did . . .

Rich poets, poets who are financially provided for without having to work.  Poets like 
Russell Edson and William Matthews and Louise Gluck and so on . . .

*
After completing his Ivy League college education, C. K. Williams spent the next ten 
years in Paris working toward a first book of poems, living on a trust fund which 
afforded him the security and freedom to pursue his writing career with no 
distractions or financial worries. 

In that same period (roughly 1958-68) I went into the Army for two years after 
highschool and then worked as a hospital orderly while I scrabbled together my first 
book.

I grew up in an orphanage—no family—no money—no resources—no educational 
opportunities—no prospects—no future—no hope—  . . . when I was fifteen years old, 
in 1955, I was incarcerated in the state insane asylum in Elgin, Illinois, for a year . . .  
 that's my life, my heritage, my inheritance, that's my background.

*
—Of course since we live in a mer-i-to-cra-cy, the disparate financial conditions of 
Edson's or Williams' or Gluck's or Matthews' background compared to mine have no 
relation to their success and my failure. 

*
But it really doesn't matter anymore, I don't know why I bother to bring it up.  It's too 
late to amend now, with my hospitalization for the heart attack and given my 
condition, it's ridiculous to rehearse these old grievances, to fill the pages of this 
terminal-stage diary with my resentments.  My death now so expeditiously and 
mercifully imminent will forestall any reparation, if such were possible at my 
deceased age.  I can't console myself with the thought that my poems will survive on 



after I die, that is even more ridiculous.  I did the best I could, but it wasn't good 
enough.

* 

August 07, 2007

COMMENTS

& when you do die, which I hope is no time soon, I will think of you, & know it's a 
loss, & read your poems.

Posted by: Lbehrendt | August 12, 2007 at 09:43 AM

& besides obscure doesn't even apply to you, as one can see reading the blurbs at 
the top of your blog. do you honestly or did you honestly ever want to be famous 
like Billy Collins?

Posted by: Lbehrendt | August 12, 2007 at 09:30 AM

sorry to hear that you had a heart attack.

I think there are lots of people who feel & think these things about failing & dying
but stating them publically takes guts.

however, I don't think stating them publically makes them any more true or carved
in stone & one thing that I think is true is that just can't know now--you really 
can't--whether your work will survive or not. surely there must be thousands of 
poets who are more obscure. your chances are better than most. and if you really 
don't think it matters & won't after you're dead, then what does it matter? I mean 
it hurts but does it matter?

respectfully,

Posted by: Lbehrendt | August 12, 2007 at 09:26 AM

Has anyone ever actually researched the correlations between a poet's wealth at 
the outset of his or her career and subsequent publications/prizes/honors? Now 
that would be service to the literary community....

Posted by: Joe Hutchison   | August 08, 2007 at 07:58 PM

Hi Bill,

This post broke my heart. We do live in a classist, capitalistic, republican society 
where actors, professional sports players, CEOs, and politicians are royalty and 
artists, teachers, and worker bees are dogs. But in the great scheme of things a 
life lived is a life lived. Who's to say whose life is truly better or worth more? You 
have to do what you do for the wonderment and gratitude of your own journey 
and not in light of anyone else's.

Posted by: John Rashby-Pollock | August 08, 2007 at 01:17 PM

sad tale (postprojectionist) 
*



a young poet in probably his thirties send me his book ms for a blurb, and I read every
poem in it (or tried to) and I felt stupid and senile for not being to understand most of
them . . . it wasn't that i disliked them, because i liked the few i could understand, 
but i literally and i mean literally couldn't grasp what most of his poems were about, 
or what they were saying, 

so i couldn't in credit write the blurb . . . 

he was disappointed, and so was i in a way . . . 

but really: in ten years (or ten months; or ten days) i'll be dead, and ten years after 
that my name will be forgotten, and ten years after that this young poet who's now in 
his thirties may himself be trying to read poems by younger poets and feeling 
frustrated when he's unable to appreciate them . . . 

unless he becomes one of those pathetic old poets who are constantly (and 
patronizingly) discovering young poets and praising them to the skies; these elderly 
sponsors-of-the-new remind me of von Aschenbach in Mann's Death in Venice patting 
rouge on his cheeks to appear less ancient for the adolescent he has fallen into a 
passion toward, pursuing his final dream of a decayed youth . . . 

*
no, really: if you were a young poet whom I'd hailed this week on my blog as the 
savior messiah of the art, and you knew that last week and all the weeks before I had 
acclaimed dozens and dozens of other young poets in a similar fashion, heaping lauds 
of laurels on the unparalleled genius of each, would you, could you take my praise 
seriously? wouldn't you diagnose my greedy grasping need to lead every parade that 
comes along, as pathological, or at least parasitical? 

* 

George Plimpton, The Paris Review, the C.I.A., and Hitler's 
skeleton

*
As you might imagine, very few outsiders are permitted to visit the CIA Museum.  Even
many civilian employees who work there in the steepled halls of the sprawling 
Headquarters facilities at Langley are unaware that deep beneath their feet lies an 
enormous series of caverns carved out of the substrata to create the chambers of an 
Art Museum where the CIA stores the treasures they've looted from around the world. 
 I say looted, but their horde is also the accumulation of criminal commerce: in their 
various numerous international drugs and arms transactions they have received, in 
barter as it were, a multitude of masterpieces and great works of art.  More Vermeers
than anywhere.  The real Mona Lisa.  Well, the list goes on and on. The Getty Museum 
is supposedly the world's wealthiest, but even their gilted collections pale before the 
CIA Museum's holdings . . .

Very few know of its existence, and fewer are permitted to visit it.  The curators 
jealously limit access.  For example, those wealthy tycoons who have contributed at 
least a billion dollars to the Republican party's secret offshore fund-accounts are given
tours; and dictators of friendly fascist countries.  Heritage Foundation board officials,
certainly; and the principals of other Conservative institutes and think-tanks.   High 
muckamucks of the Skull-and-Bones Society have carte blanche.  And of course, poets 
who went to Yale.

But George Plimpton and the Hitler skeleton?  I've only heard rumors.  How he used to 
borrow the (detachable) skull of this priceless relic, and bring it up to Manhattan; the 
story is that he liked to juggle it at parties given to promote his books and The Paris 
Review.  They say he loved to stick his penis out through the skull's mouth like a 
gloryhole, he would poke his member out between the toothless gape of the mad 
Nazi Führer for his editorial staff to fellate  . . . fun times back then in the annals of 
New York Literary History.



But the strangest incident regarding the Museum's Hitler skeleton was how and why it 
got goldplated.  Someone, no one knows who—could it have been that crazy Angleton, 
acting under the orders of his spiritual mentor Ezra Pound?—some higherup, some 
Assistant Director facing retirement, some senile OSS ass with nothing to do, or some 
Harvard man,— whoever it was, whatever fool ordered it  . . .  As I say, no one knows 
(or they won't tell) how the Hitler skeleton got taken from the Museum and brought to
the Metallurgy Department where, for whatever reason, they goldplated it . . .

Some drunken bet between Reagan and Brezhnev?  Or one of the other Soviet leaders? 
 Or what?  Did Franco blackmail Eisenhower to have it done as a trophy for his 
collection, and then the deal went sour?   Did Nixon have a brainstorm before his 
historic visit to China: did he think the Hitler skeleton would make a great gift to 
bring Mao, and that goldplating it would be the frosting on the cake?—until wiser 
heads (Kissinger's) prevailed?  What? 

No one knows why it got goldplated, but there it is in its display case, next to Stalin's 
mummified head, down the aisle from John Lennon's ribcage and Picasso's nose.

*

August 08, 2007

COMMENTS

The gold plating was done by Paul Krassner and the gold stolen by Abbie Hoffmann.

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 10, 2007 at 02:52 AM

Ha! This is one of the funniest posts ever. Bravo!

Posted by: Richard bachman | August 08, 2007 at 01:04 PM

you must be kidding, Kent

*
Kent Johnson says, quote:
I am interested in the fact that almost no feature films have ever been made about a 
poet; name two.

*
What about that one with Cornel Wilde as Omar Khayyam?

The Barretts of Wimpole Street (with some florid Hollywood title) with Jennifer Jones 
as Elizabeth and some Brit stud as Robert Browning (I also forget who played the dog 
"Flush") . . .

Sean O'Connery as the Dylan Thomasish poet in I forget the title (A Fine Madness?) ; 
co-starred Joanne Woodward.

Gwnyth Paltrow as Sylvia Plath (with James Bond as Ted Hughes) just a couple years 
ago.

Glenda Jackson played Stevie Smith in "Stevie."

Several biopics of the divine Oscar Wilde (none of which unfortunately starred Cornel 
Wilde).

Cocteau's Orpheus ("The bird sings with its fingers") . . .



*
——this list just off the top of my head; there must be others.

August 08, 2007

COMMENTS

  the Rimbaud movie was Total Eclipse.

another: Before Night Falls.

but i think American Splendor is more like the poets i have known & know, than any 
of these. (except, of course, poets don't get to go on David Letterman.)

m.

Posted by: graywyvern   | August 12, 2007 at 09:14 PM

There was a really bad movie, I think with Moon in the title, starring Leo DiCaprio as
Rimbaud.

Posted by: scott | August 09, 2007 at 08:37 PM

Shakespeare in Love?

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 09, 2007 at 10:22 AM

There's also Disappearance of Garcia Lorca (Andy Garcia) and Tom & Viv (Willem 
Dafoe & Miranda Richardson). And another Dylan Thomas knock off: Reuben Reuben 
(Tom Conti). Also the amateur: Richard E. Grant in A Merry War. Bonus Footage: 
Bukowski's Barfly (Mickey Rourke)and My Left Foot's Christy Brown(Daniel Day Lewis).

Posted by: Mark D Cart | August 09, 2007 at 06:43 AM

August 08, 2007

What tune was Phil Spector humming when he shot Lana 
Clarkson? 

*
topic tags: PHIL SPECTOR, LANA CLARKSON, CHRISTIAN HYMN, MUSIC, MURDER, 
MUSIC=MURDER, MALE, MALE=MURDER, WALL OF SOUND, NIETZSCHE, ABYSS, FRENCH 
FEMINISTS, ROCK N ROLL OF AGES, BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL

*
What tune was Phil Spector humming when he shot Lana Clarkson? 

(that's why they invented music in the first place: to accompany murder) 

(that's the purpose of music: to facilitate killing) . . . 

*
I keep imagining the song that filled Phil's mouth as he rammed his rod into Lana's 
mouth was that catchy Christian hymn, "Rock of Ages": 

Rock of Ages,
Cleft for me;
Let me hide
Myself in thee. 



*
The cleft, the gorge that Phil was trying to blow to bits with his baton is 
psychoanalytically symbolically the vaginal shaft we males are so terrified and envious
of, which no wall of sound we build around it can protect us from . . . 

—Nietzsche's abyss, especially if read in the context which most quoters of that 
famous bit from "Beyond Good and Evil" suppress, ie the two aphorisms before and 
after it . . . 

I'm sure I'm not the first to have noticed the significance of its placement positioning 
there in the "Fourth Article / Aphorisms and Entr'actes," undoubtedly some French 
feminists have long ago exhaustively exposed these sexist continuities: 

146. Whoever battles with monsters had better see that it does not turn him into a 
monster. And if you gaze long into an abyss, the abyss will gaze back into you. 

Every quoter of that damn thing (and haven't you seen it and heard it everywhere) 
should be forced by law to also quote the aphorisms that surround it: 144, 145, 147, 
and 148 . . . 

—if you read the numbered aphorisms in the Fouth Article, I think you'll agree they're 
not strictly linear; some seem to follow a sequential pattern, to precede and succeed 
in their argument, but mostly there appears to be no constant thread that links a 
progress from segment to segment (I could be wrong about this)— 

but here's the grouping as it appears in the translation I have (by Marianne Cowan, 
1955):

144. When a woman is intellectually inclined there is usually something wrong with 
her sex. Even barrenness disposes her to a certain masculinity of taste; for man—if I 
may say so—is "the barren animal." 

145. Comparing men and women as a whole, one may say that women would not have 
their genius for adornment if they did not have the instinct for playing a secondary 
role. 

146. The ubiquitude quoted above: monsters, monster; abyss, abyss . . .

147. This out of old Florentine novellas, and, incidentally, out of life: buona femmina 
e mala femmina vuol bastone [Good women and bad women alike want to be beaten].

148. To seduce their neighbor into thinking well of them, and then to believe 
implicitly in this opinion of their neighbor: who has greater skill in this than a woman?

*
*
Philosophically the composer Spector viewed the actress Clarkson as a monstrous 
abyss his music must either ______ or ______ . . . 

*
It occurs to me to wonder how many songwriters have written songs in response to 
this archetypal (or rather typical) event in the history of music . . . this tinny 
apotheosis of music's murderous crusade. 

August 10, 2007 

the ashbery question

*
Silliman's omnipotent blog has featured some interesting posts on Ashbery lately . . . 

presumably for Silliman and for some of his (and my) generation, Ashbery has been the
most significant figure in US poetry over the past four decades,—: 



Ashbery has influenced so many and been adulated by so many poets younger than 
he . . . : 

—but not so amongst his own generation, I would bet. Wake his contemporaries 
Merwin Kizer Rich Bly Simpson Snyder Kinnell et al up in the middle of the night with 
the Ashbery question and I think you'd get an earful quite different from Silliman's 
worshipping words . . . 

What's the old saying, No man is a hero to his valet. Auden was the last poet to be an 
idol to his own generation of poets, though even as I type this sentence I start to 
doubt it. 

*

parra to simic to ford

*
Mark Ford's review of Frightening Toys and The Unemployed Fortune-Teller in the TLS 
of July 7, 1995 begins with:

The most revealing of the many definitions of his art offered by Charles Simic in his 
writings about poetry collected in The Unemployed Fortune-Teller is also his most 
succinct: "A good-tasting homemade stew of angel and beast."

*
I think Simic's phrase is actually a variation of a line by Nicanor Parra: here's three 
lines, if I'm remembering them right (don't have the book here), in Miller Williams' (?) 
translation:

I remain what I was and am,
a sausage of angel and beast,
a mixture of oil and water.

*

August 11, 2007

quotes

*
"The more we read the less we write." —Nicanor Parra

*
"The 'simply natural' is interesting no longer.  The much decried, mad, late-Turner 
rendering is now necessary to create my interest."  —Thomas Hardy.

Strindberg, re his "late-Turner" paintings: "My canvases are painted in a dark room and
cannot stand the light of day."

*
two pieces of Creeley's Pieces:

Life like you
think you have
it till it isn't
—but is, inevitably—
behind the scene.  (p. 49)

Here is all there is,
but there seems so
insistently across the way.  (p. 71)



*
Inevitably, insistently.  Behind the scene, across the way.  (Somewhere; only not 
here.)

*
"I hold that the mission of poetry is to record impressions." —Hardy

*
Creeley (two sequent pieces from p. 58-59):

      .

There might be
an imaginary
place to be—
there might be.

      .

Grey mist forms
out the window,
leaves showing green,
the dark trunks of trees—

place beyond?
The eye sees, the 
head apparently records
the vision of these eyes.

What have I seen,
now see?  There were
times before 
I look now.

*

August 11, 2007 

COMMENTS

  Anytime at all, only not now 
  anywhere at all, only not here
  anything at all, only not this...

And still the greatest secret is 
kept somewhere else
always somewhere else

Gunner Ekelof " The Gymnosophist" from "Songs of Something Else" Nathan /Larson 
Trans.

or... "under your eyelids growing black."

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 11, 2007 at 11:06 AM



reprint of deleted post from last year

*

here's a note I wrote a while back to the Editor of Denver Quarterly, but he didn't 
publish it or even acknowledge its receipt:

Dear Bin Ramke,

If Martin Arnold on page 2 of your current issue (Vol.37, No.3) ended his poem ('The 
Thank You Amputations') by saying something like "April ain't the cruelest month," I 
imagine that neither he nor you would presumably feel it necessary to mention 
Eliot/Wasteland/etc.——

But since his last line there on page 2 ("But it matters what your thank you's 
amputate") seems to be refuting an obscure line ("And it doesn't matter what the 
thankyou amputates") from an obscure poem in an obscure book ('Poem,' p. 23, "Auto-
Necrophilia," 1971) by an obscure poet (me), shouldn't he, in your editorial 
judgement, somehow indicate that arcane/recondite source?

But then, he probably isn't refuting or referencing me; in fact, like most poets of his 
generation, he's probably never heard of, or ever read a poem by me.

So it's a case of coincidence, right?— Because if Arnold wants to get anywhere in his 
poetic career, he shouldn't rewrite bad lines by a nobody like me.

You should advise him to rewrite poems by James Tate, as many of your younger 
contributors are already doing—

He should emulate the best living American poet, not the worst!

Sincerely,

Bill Knott

*

August 13, 2007

COMMENTS

Dear Bill,

I think you're wonderful. When I was at Iowa Jim Galvin would distribute your 
handmade books to us in workshop--you had mailed them to everyone for free, and 
no one knew what to do with you. Could these really be from the real Bill Knott? 
They were. Thanks for being the realest poet. I love so many of your poems. PS: I 
really enjoy your art that you post here. Would you ever trade a painting (you 
painted) for a book of poems (I wrote)? Email me if so!

Posted by: mac | August 14, 2007 at 09:22 PM

John Latta today, 8/14, on censorship at Poetics List:

http://isola-di-rifiuti.blogspot.com/

with some links of relevance,



Kent

Posted by: Kent Johnson | August 14, 2007 at 03:06 PM

some

*

A poem is the sum of its excerpts.

I wish I could reduce my poems to soundbites.

*

August 13, 2007

your blond poet may be going insane (reprint of a deleted post
from last year)

*
Georg Heym (1887-1912), Georg Trakl (1887-1914), August Stramm (1874-1915), and 
Alfred Lichtenstein (1889-1914). The least-known today, to English-speaking poetry 
readers anyway, are Stramm and Lichtenstein. A Selected Heym in English versions was
published in the UK last year, and Trakl of course has been presented in several book-
length translations.

Heym died in an iceskating accident before The Great War, which murdered the other 
three.

Stramm’s poetry is so idiosyncratic that it doesn’t translate well, and Lichtenstein 
died so young that his poetic career had barely begun.

Here are two translations of Lichtenstein’s “Die Dämmerung” (1913):

TWILIGHT

A fat boy is playing with a pond.
The wind has trapped itself in a tree.
The sky looks wan and pale
As though it hadn’t found its make-up.

On long crutches, bent crookedly, two lame men
Creak and chatter across the field.
A blond poet may be going mad.
A little horse stumbles over a lady.

At a window a fat man is stuck.
A youth is going to visit a soft woman.
A grey clown is pulling up his boots.
A baby-carriage screeches and dogs curse.

(trans. Victor Lange)

the next is by Roy F. Allen, from his book, “German Expressionist Poetry” (Twayne, 
1979):

TWILIGHT

A fat boy is playing with a pond.



The wind has gotten caught in a tree.
The sky looks dissolute and pale,
As though it had run out of make-up.

Bent crooked on long crutches
And chattering, two cripples are creeping across the field.
A blond poet is perhaps going mad.
A pony trips over a lady.

A fat man is sticking to a window.
A young lad wants to visit a supple woman.
A gray clown is putting on his boots.
A baby carriage screams and dogs are cursing.

*

This mode, this method, is taken, the experts all point out, from “Weltende” (1910) 
by Jacob van Hoddis, which is historically and famously “the first Expressionist 
poem.” (And which I assume everyone is familiar with.)

*
Die Dämmerung

Ein dicker Junge spielt mit einem Teich.
Der Wind hat sich in einem Baum gefangen.
Der Himmel sieht verbummelt aus und bleich,
as wäre ihm die Schminke ausgegangen.

Auf lange Krücken schief herabgebückt
Un schwatzend kriechen auf dem Feld zwei Lahme.
Ein blonder Dichter wird vielleicht verrückt.
Ein Pferdchen stolpert über eine Dame.

An einem Fenster klebt ein fetter Mann.
Ein Jüngling will ein weiches Weib besuchen.
Ein grauer Clown zieht sich die Stiefel an.
Ein Kinderwagen schreit und Hunde fluchen.

*

Chubby boy to fat man, pond to window.
Sans make-up, the horse keeps tripping over that lady.
And the young man of course is on his way where else.
The pregnancies that ensue from these encounters may fill the Kinderwagens with 
Pegasi or blond poets going bonkers.
etc!!!!!!!!!!!

*

But the method here, the one-liners, the sequence of seemingly nonsequitirs. . .

Victor Lange: “The Expressionist technique . . . juxtaposes not, in the symbolist 
manner, resonant metaphors but static images. . . . We find [this] technique of 
stringing together a number of almost self-contained statements, each striking but 
without lyric resonance, in Kafka’s earliest prose text, “Description of a Fight.” 
written in 1902 or 1903, and published in 1909: ‘What days are these? Why is 
everything so poorly built? Houses collapse without any reason. . . . People fall down 
in the street and lie there. . . . The tip of the town hall tower moves in small circles. 
All window panes rattle. The lampposts bend like bamboo. The cloak of The Mother 
Mary on the column flaps and the air tugs at it. Does nobody see it?’ ”



Lange introduces Lichtenstein’s “Twilight” by saying something like (I’m paraphrasing 
it):
“One Expressionist procedure [technique, method] is the attempt to present a 
succession of syntactically simple statements which, in their taciturn manner, produce
an almost mythical effect. Lichtenstein’s “Twilight” is an example of this. . . .”
(These Lange quotes are from the Review of National Literatures, Volume 9, 1978).

*

August 13, 2007

a matchterpiece (reprint of a deleted post from last year)

*

The Well-Made Poem: how often I try to write it and how often I fail. But when I find 
one, especially a new current one, I’m awed and I writhe a bit wishing I could have 
written it. Here’s one from the TLS, May 26, 2006, which I have been enthralled by for
the past month or so, I’ve been rereading it daily:

MATCHES (by Robert Nye)

Some matchsticks in a patch of melting tar
Held my attention for at least an hour
One afternoon when I was rising four.
Crouched in the shadow of some willow trees
I stared at them and saw the way love sees,
And all was close and clear and singular.

Three matchsticks in a black hot patch of tar,
One spent, one bent, one still a fusilier
Standing up proud and perpendicular
With fire in his head, my cavalier.
Well, I knelt by them on my naked knees,
Transfixed as always by simplicities.

I loved those lordlings of the molten square,
My puny masters stuck in hot black tar,
Though only now I’ve worked the reason out
(If love needs reasons, which of course I doubt):
We’re outcast in this world, and derelict,
Matches from nothing into nowhere flicked.

*

August 13, 2007

no ideas

*
A quote by Lenin:

"Thought proceeding from the concrete to the abstract . . . does not get away from 
the truth but comes closer to it. The abstraction of matter, of a law of nature, the 
abstraction of value, etc., in short all scientific (correct, serious, not absurd) 
abstractions reflect nature more deeply, truly and completely. From living perception 
to abstract thought, and from this to practice—such is the dialectical path of the 
cognition of truth, of the cognition of objective reality."



. . . isn't this what Williams means by "No ideas but in things."  —

The poet (or the typical modern poet anyway) proceeds from the particular to the 
general.  Or back in a paradoxical loop: "proceeding from the concrete" leads not 
"away from the truth but comes closer to it."  (Concrete=truth.)  From perception to 
thought to action ("practice").  Emotions recollected in tranquility lead to the hand 
coursing across the page which leads the reader to experience those emotions in a 
cyclical recurrence. 

Shakespeare's picture of it is ambiguous:

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
And, as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.

Are the "airy nothings" there before the poet's efforts have trained her eye to achieve 
a balanced state of conscious (fine) and unconscious (frenzy) perception which is 
intregrated and thereby strengthened enough to scope it: do these ethereal Platonic 
abstractions pre-exist (and ergo post-exist) the poet's endowing of them with an 
inevitably-temporary "local habitation and name" . . . ?

Or does imagination, the poet's mind, body forth (create) everything the poet sees? —
but does the poet ever see, really . . . The poet glances, looks at everything around 
her, but does she see anything but what her imagination projects outward in bodied 
unknown forms, things, phantoms which her pen then shapes and gives a concrete 
grounding to . . . The "forms" are turned into "shapes." 

Is this unknown airy nothing, in the words of Elizabeth Bishop,

. . . what we imagine knowledge to be:
dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free . . .
. . . flowing and drawn, and since
our knowledge is historical, flowing, and flown.

The grounding of these Ideas in our fleshly intercourse of speech is mortal.   Passing, 
not proceeding.  Flowing flown.

The eye must eventually roll out of view, out of the picture.

*

August 13, 2007

the Billy Collins curse of the day

*
When Harold Bloom abstained from selecting any of the poems in Rich's BAP in his 
Best-of-the-BAP anthol, he justified it with a quote: "They have the numbers, we have
the heights."  

They meaning the poets like Rich who write out of sociopolitical 
concerns . . . Wemeaning, well, you know who he means.

*
J.D. McClatchy consoles himself:  Billy Collins has the numbers, but I have the heights.



Ron Silliman consoles himself:  Billy Collins has the numbers, but I have the heights.

*
They should sing it in chorus, cheek to cheek.

*
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chickenshit (Artificial Intelligence)

*
Today Silliman's omnipotent blog has the usual rehash of Billy Collins and his 
"Accessibility for the Masses"  poetry conspiracy . . .

Collins must start to sweat, Silliman says, when he considers the Historical 
Perspective on it all, because Edgar Guest and Ogden Nash are now forgotten and in 
the future Billyboy and all the other popular poets like him will be too . . .

If, as Samuel Johnson says, Patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel,

then Posterity is the first refuge of the Avantgarde.

Silliman says: After we're dead, Billyboo, they will forget you and worship me, nyeah 
nyeah nyeah! 

*
having recently found a dollar copy of the Collins BAP, it's as I suspected: David 
Lehman is terrified to hire an editor who will choose anti-war or political poems (he 
got burned with Rich), which is why he's been opting for non-political poets like 
Muldoon and Collins and McHugh to edit the recent BAPs . ..

do the words Bush or Iraq appear in the 2006 BAP?  I didn't see them in any of the 
poems, which are mostly playdough, play for dough.

BAP is a disgrace, and Lehman is a coward who deserves a Medal from Karl Rove's ass.

*
As for Posterity, I'm sure the androids and cyborgs in Ray Kurzweil's head will 
undoubtedly have a lot to say about all this when they take control of Po Biz  . . .

Those AIs might appreciate a pun in the end: will their favorite poet from the past be 
the poet known as Ai?

*
(or will Silliman rule out Florence Anthony as well as Billy Collins from the future's 
slate of poets?)

*
Silliman should spell out that list of poets-who-will-be-forgotten.  Name names.  
Separate the Saved from the Damned, the Enlightened from the SOQed. 

But of course the Chosen always smugly Know who they are, and to hell with the 
oblivious others.

*
But speaking of Ai, her poems are as "accessible" as Collins'.   And Rita Dove and Mary 
Oliver: their work is accessible to, and popular with, a large audience, somewhat the 
same as Collins.   Their books certainly sell more than Clark Coolidge's.



So why is Silliman picking on Collins all the time, why is Collins the whipping boy? 

Silliman insults Collins by comparing him to Guest and Nash.  Why doesn't he do the 
same with Ai and Dove and Oliver?   You know in his heart of hearts he thinks they 
(and many others) are as culpable and erasable as Collins.

Collins is the easy target.  The strawman.  The perp you can pot at from bed.  That 
bullseye's already painted so why not use it.  A lazy shorthand, the cliche just waiting.

*

*
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Collins is indeed and easy target because he appeals to a soft spoken unoffensive 
rustic nostalgia that Americans have always demanded of poetry. Clarke Coolidge 
even moreso.Everybody of course goes to the mall and has a garage to putter 
about in where memory and nostalgia are as thick as overgrown blackbery bushes. 
And they will never get their books pulled from the shelves by a nervous assistant 
manager of a major book chain for upsetting a soccer mom's sensibilities in her 
efforts to protect he son and daughter's virginities while they are out buying 
material for the new school year's syllabus. Mom just went into Victoria's Secret 
anyway without them or Neighbor Watch noticing. No,no Ginsbergs howling and 
lurking in the stalls theses days to keep goodly folk awake at night. 

Poets like Collins and Coolidge are harmless and have a higher PH than mountain 
air, thick moss or silicon caulking. 

That Ron Silliman attacks someone else for being accessible, or whatever he 
means by that, only reveals his own fears of waking up in a cold sweat sometime 
and finding out he shares in the same poetic genomen as Rod McKuen. A fear 
shared by many other poets I am sure. Or that someone might just understand him
and find there is little or nothing there to begin with despite epic poetic projects 
in mythical groupings that will tell us everything about the universe's subtle 
underpinnings. 

Maybe we haven't really gotten so far out of Joyce Kilmer's trees as our present 
sophistication would have us believe. 

And if James Lovelock( Gaia theory) is correct, that by the end of the 21st 
century there will only be about 300 million people left on the planet, then what 
does it really matter anyway? And who's to say what languages they will be 
speaking or even what interest they will have in poetry? Guess it might just be 
time to get cracking on those Turkomanic translations of Rod McKuen,Collins and 
Silliman right now. 

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 14, 2007 at 04:34 AM   

Silliman is right. Their accessibility and popularity are why Shakespeare, Dickens 
and Tolstoy are now forgotten, after all. People who somehow think that quality 
and popularity are entirely independent of one another are almost as foolish as 
those who think the relationship between the two is proportional. The truth, of 
course, is that it's an inverse relation: the less popular and less accessible, the 
better. Some day, a true poet will walk the earth, and write the one perfect 
poem, which nobody at all (not even the poet) will be able to access. Until then, 
please just make your poems as hard as you can and hope for the best, folks! Also,
you might want to try encrypting them and keeping them in a locked drawer.



Posted by: Richard Bachman | August 13, 2007 at 01:45   

due

*
"...refusing to recognise anything resembling durable dispositions, Sartre makes each 
action a sort of unprecedented confrontation between the subject and the world... If 
the world of action is nothing other than this universe of interchangeable possibles, 
entirely dependent on the decrees of the consciousness which creates it and hence 
totally devoid of objectivity, if it is moving because the subject chooses to be moved,
revolting because he chooses to be revolted, then emotions, passions and actions are 
merely games of bad faith, sad farces in which one is both bad actor and good 
audience." 
—Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (1977), pp73-74. 

. . . "Durable dispositions" might translate to received forms and modes which the 
existentialist experimental poet refuses to countenance, preferring her 
"interchangeable possibles," her "decrees of consciousness" . . . . but are the latter 
then "games of bad faith, sad farces in which one is both bad actor and good 
audience". . . ? 

*
Pierre Bourdieu: “School actually reproduces the cultural division of society in many 
visible and invisible ways despite its apparent neutrality.” 

(Po-Biz actually reproduces the cultural division of society in many visible and 
invisible ways despite its apparent neutrality.) 

*
London Review of Books, 20 April 2006: Bruce Robbins writes that Bourdieu had "an 
extreme scepticism about the structures of formal democracy, which he believed 
functioned so as to disguise the hereditary transmission of privilege, allowing the 
success of some and the failure of the rest to appear as an innocent process of 
selection on merit." 

From the same review (p. 18): "[For Bourdieu,] domains like art and science, which 
appear to be free from the political and economic constraints operating elsewhere, 
are in fact structured by an aggessive competition for 'symbolic capital' that is neither
open nor equitable. In one way or another, things are arranged so that rewards end up
in the hands of those who started at the top of the social hierarchy." 

*
Gee, if Bourdieu was right, might that help to explain the divergent career fates of 
William Matthews vs. William Knott. Matthews, coming from a background of inherited
wealth, was during his lifetime one of the most successful and preeminent poets of his
generation. His contemporary, Knott, who grew up penniless in an orphanage, never 
achieved that status, or anywhere near it. 

Ah, if only I could console myself with Bourdieu, and believe that Matthews' success 
and my failure was indeed not "an innocent process of selection on merit."

 *

August 13, 2007

the english straine

*
The anthology is the enemy of the poet. 

Poets war against the anthology, but it always wins. 



The excerpt defeats the complete. X's poems in the anthology outweigh X's Collected 
Poems. 

That is the rule but there are some exceptions, conditionally: 

If a poet wants to be read in her entirety, if she is sincere in that desire, she will limit
her output. Elizabeth Bishop. 

Mallarme's ninetysome pages can yield to a read, but Ashbery's ninetynine hundred? 

(Androids can cyber-ingest the latter in 0.1 seconds. Humans unfortunately . . . ) 

Thus Bishop is closer to Larkin than Lowell. Unlike them, Lowell did not circumscribe. 
Hold his Collected in one hand and their two Collecteds in the other, and feel the 
scale of their decisions. 

(Assuming they had a choice . . . "If design govern in a thing so small." Free will versus
predetermination; the intentionalist fallacy, the illusion.) 

The writer of poems (Bishop, Larkin) versus the writer of poetry. Or to use the current
cant phrase the writer of poetries. 

Product (poem) versus process (poetry). Doubt versus trust. 

The poet is always up against it. The choice. Do you believe? Ashbery has faith 
compared to Bishop's atheism. 

*
Ancillary question (or is it a question) is whether to specialize, to develop a personal 
unique trademark limited demarcatory style. Recognizable instantly—

a Serge Poliakoff, a Bernard Buffet, a Pierre Soulages. A Janet Fish. A Susan 
Rothenberg. 

You can be your own brand. Do you have a choice not to? 

At one glance it's a Botero. 

You can tell from across the room it's an Elizabeth Murray. 

Read one Follain poem and you've read them all and why not you say okay that's the 
way to do it, sticklerism rules. 

And besides the marketplace demands it. 

Because you don't want the fifth can in your sixpack of Coke to have Pepsi in it, do 
you— 

And you don't want page 42 in your Michael Palmer poetry book to suddenly out of 
nowhere (stop him!) he's trying to write a Sharon Olds-type autobio Confessional poem
with a four stress line, you don't want that do you. 

You want consistency in the poets you buy, just like the softdrink of your choice; you 
want a book with the name Palmer on it to contain the flavor of poem you paid for. 

And if you favor Olds, similarly you don't want her in the middle of her book deciding 
to try some Palmeresque metapoetic nouvelle vagues spaced out double entr'actes. 

You want what you bought. You want the brandname poet, not the generic. 

You want the Real Thing, Coke after Coke, poem after poem. That's capitalism, and 
you don't want it any other way. 

*
I'm trying to think of a generic poet. A nonspecialist poet, a non-individualistic, non-
capitalist poet. A "Libertine" poet. 



Michael Drayton, in the introductory sonnet to his sonnet sequence Ideas Mirrour. 
Amours in quatorzains (first edition, 1594; revised in subsequent editions of 1599, 
1600, 1602, 1605 and 1619) . . . 

("Drayton was an inveterate reviser . . . . He was also extremely sensitive to criticism 
and to changes in poetic fashion." —Roy Booth, notes to "Elizabethan Sonnets," 1994) 

Drayton: 

A Libertine, fantastickly I sing:
My Verse is the true image of my Mind,
Ever in motion, still desiring change;
And as thus to Varietie inclin'd,
So in all Humours sportively I range:
My Muse is rightly of the English straine,
That cannot long one Fashion entertaine. 

* 

August 13, 2007
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Once some years ago I was in a gallery in California viewing an exhibition of Sam 
Francis. All of the paintings were almost indistinguishable from each other in both
style and format.Nothing new there. So I asked the gallery's owner, whom I knew, 
why that always seemed to be the case with most painters. She replied that that 
was the way buyers wanted it, to assure themselves that it was recognizably that 
painter. And she added that the constant repeating of the same themes or forms 
was to a great degree the very definition of a "style". And I said then it was a 
really a sort of schtick, to which she smiled and said ,"When you have schtick, 
then schtick with it." 

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 13, 2007 at 10:21 AM   

Is it possible brand-name poets write the same poems over and over because their
argument is so far from variation or quick change? Or was Shakespeare just 
making excuses for his lack of imagination? I mean, c'mon Will, every word of 
yours almost tells your name. If you're not going to give us any new-found 
methods, at least serve up some compounds strange for once! 

Why is my verse so barren of new pride,
So far from variation or quick change?
Why with the time do I not glance aside
To new-found methods, and to compounds strange?
Why write I still all one, ever the same,
And keep invention in a noted weed,
That every word doth almost tell my name,
Showing their birth, and where they did proceed?
O! know sweet love I always write of you,
And you and love are still my argument;
So all my best is dressing old words new,
Spending again what is already spent:
For as the sun is daily new and old,
So is my love still telling what is told. 

Posted by: Richard Bachman | August 13, 2007 at 08:06 AM   

shortlist (nobody's asking you)



*
taking age into consideration, my nominees for a Nobel: 

1. Ashbery
2. Bonnefoy
3. Transtromer
4. Tanikawa
5. Enzensberger
6. Rich
7. Simic
8. Tate
9. Duffy
10. Olds 

* 

The first 6 should get it in order of age, the oldest first. 

The next four are in age order, I think (Duffy may be younger than Olds).

* 

postscript: I forgot Parra. Put him first, and move everybody else down a notch. 

*

1.Transtromer
2.Tanikawa
3.Go Un
4.Muhammad al-Maghut
5.Antonio Gamoneda
6.W.S.Merwin
7.Bob Dylan
8.Bei Dao
9.Sayf al-Rahabi
10.Hu-Xudong 

More or less arranged by age not quality. For that, al-Maghut would be first on my list.

By why the Nobel ? Most of the Swedish Academy's Lit. prizes have been garbage right 
back to 1901.They have ignored the most evident talent in that time if favor of safe 
bets and mediocrity. And a writer of Tomas Transtromer caliber writes in Swedish and 
lives within, so to speak, shouting distance of the Academy. 

It seems another prize should be in order (out of the almost infinite ones already out 
there) and created just for poetry to satisfy the obviously urgent need for a new 
one.Or better yet, get rid of them all together.

SELECTED POEMS 196O-2000: READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST 
BELOW (for a dead tree edition download the pdf and DIY: 
PLEASE NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be 
printed out doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and 
stapled to make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original GOODBYE TO 
PRISONER SELECTED 04_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com
]



*
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COMMENTS

Sleepwalkers

the light off the limestone cliffs
is still returning to the moon

go on
awhile longer 
as you wished

No, as you say what other poets have blogs. Oh there is Ron Silliman's clearing 
house of course. Most wouldn't chance it. Untidy grit might blow in under the door
without an invitation and their schemes and grant money might then seem shoddy 
and shopworn. No, they weren't in orphanages or placed in any institutions against
their will. One might make exceptions for practices such as certain forms of 
hazing( I speak from experience) in New England Prep schools but those things 
never make it into their poetry or poetic memory. What would other eminent 
alumni say ? Maybe only Simic really appreciates these things having gone through 
the war in Serbia as a kid.The undertones of it are in every poem he has written. 
The rest kept winter out with thick curtains and wool carpeting.How many of them
had to walk on cold linoleum and hear its echoes persue them down empty 
hallways for years?

You are generous with your writing like no other poet in the US at the moment. 

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 15, 2007 at 05:05 PM

This is one of favorite poems of yours: MY MOTHER'S LIST OF NAMES

I do understand it.

One day I will finish my "Sun Elegy."

HD

Posted by: HD | August 16, 2007 at 02:07 AM

SELECTED LOVE POEMS 1965-2005: READ THIS BOOK IN THE 
POST BELOW (OR: for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: 
PLEASE NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be 
printed out doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and 
stapled to make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original OTHER STRANGERS 
LOVE POEMS 04_07 from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*
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QUATORZAINS VOLUME TWO: READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST 
BELOW (OR: for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: PLEASE 
NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original QUATORZAINS 
volume TWO 08_19_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

August 17, 2007

QUATORZAINS VOLUME THREE: READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST 
BELOW (OR: for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: PLEASE 
NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original QUATORZAINS 
volume THREE 08_19_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*
August 18, 2007

NOTES FROM THE MUSEUM / POEMS OLD AND NEW: READ THIS 
BOOK BELOW (OR: for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: 
PLEASE NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be 
printed out doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and 
stapled to make a booklet:

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original NOTES FROM 
MUSEUM NEW AND OLD POEMS 09_07_07 pdf from 
www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

August 19, 2007

SHORT POEMS VOLUME ONE: READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST 
BELOW (OR: for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: PLEASE 
NOTE my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 



and you may access/download the original ALL MY THOUGHTS 
SHORT POEMS 08_16_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

August 20, 2007

franz wright says he don't blame me, and i don't blame him 
back

*
here's a note from Franz Wright, which appeared in a comments section here a couple 
weeks ago: 

Dear Bill:
I don't blame you for being bitter. It must have been torture to publish with a 
small unknown and largely ignored press like Farrar, Straus & Giroux! 

We should get together for iced coffee at Peet's some time-- 

Love,
Franz 

* 

Dear Franz:

I don't blame you for leaving a mocking comment on my blog, where anyone can read 
it, where you can ridicule me publicly. 

I don't blame you for mocking me. 

I don't blame you for gloating over the fact that you have a publisher to do your books
and I don't. 

Or that you're a success and I'm a failure. 

Or that you're a prize-winning poet, a Pulitzer poet, and I'm a nothing. 

Or that all your books are "In Print", and none of mine are. 

You don't have to rub it in: I know I'm a failure; everybody in Po Biz knows it. 

The very existence of this blog proves it. Successful poets don't have blogs, only failed
poets have blogs, losers like me. 

I don't blame you for contributing to my humiliation. 

What's one more slap in the face, one more stick on my back. 

*

a quote from Mary Oliver

*
from a recent Writers Chronicle: 

"As Mary Oliver wrote, 'No poet ever wrote a poem to dishonor life, to compromise 
high ideals, to scorn religious views, to demean hope or gratitude, to argue against 
tenderness, to place rancor before love, or to praise littleness of soul. Not one. Not 
ever.' " 



What fucking nonsense. It's sanctimonious crap like this that make people hate poetry.

This holier than thou attitude is what ruins so many poems . . . 

And most of what Oliver is quoted as saying is simply untrue. 

To take just one of her assertions, it's a flat-out lie to say that no poet ever wrote a 
poem to scorn religious views— 

is she saying that there are no Atheist poems, no poems that attack the insane 
delusions of religious belief? 

Maybe she's right as far as our country goes: in this rightwing christer fascist 
theocracy USA, poets don't dare write atheist poems. 

And if they did commit that sin, Mary Oliver would deny that they did it:— 

"What Atheist poets? There are none. No poet was ever that negative. We poets honor 
life; we never compromise our high ideals; we are eternally hopeful and grateful; we 
are tender and loving: our souls are praise-be enormous. There are no exceptions to 
this rule. Not one. Not ever."

Mary Oliver should take a job with Karl Rove's PR firm. They need bald-faced 
bullshitters like her. 

*

PLAZA DE HOMAGES: READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST BELOW (OR:
for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: PLEASE NOTE my 
pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original PLAZA DE HOMAGES 
08_23_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

August 21, 2007

AN ATHEIST POEM BY JOHN KEATS (HEY, MARY OLIVER! CALL 
YOUR OWNER KARL ROVE AND TELL HIM ABOUT THIS KEATS GUY
FOR WHEN THEY OPEN A GUANTANAMO FOR POETS)

*
Mary Oliver claims (see my previous post) that no poet ever wrote a poem in scorn of 
religious beliefs. 

Of course she's just repeating what the bosses in the Establishment tell her to say. 

They (the Oligarchy, the Permanent Government, the NSA, the Skull and Bones 
Society, the Heritage Foundation, The Bollingen Foundation, The Academy of American
Poets, the Vatican, the World Bank, etcetera, in other words the Higherups who own 
us) think that if they deny the existence of atheist poems, like they deny the 
existence of secret CIA prisons and torture, then no one will question the issue . . . 

*



Here's an Atheist poem by John Keats, one you never see in any of the anthologies: 

Written in Disgust of Vulgar Superstition 

The church bells toll a melancholy round,
Calling the people to some other prayers,
Some other gloominess, more dreadful cares,
More heark'ning to the sermon's horrid sound.
Surely the mind of man is closely bound
In some black spell; seeing that each one tears
Himself from fireside joys, and Lydian airs,
And converse high of those with glory crown'd.
Still, still they toll, and I should feel a damp,
A chill as from a tomb, did I not know
That they are dying like an outburnt lamp;
That 'tis their sighing, wailing ere they go
Into oblivion;—that fresh flowers will grow,
And many glories of immortal stamp. 

*
That's not his best sonnet, but I think it is his most relevant one here in 2007, when 
the hope it expresses is still so unfulfilled— 

Yes, when will "the mind of man" free itself from the bounds of religion's "black spell"?

When will those Vulgar Superstitions of the past finally flicker out like an outburnt 
lamp? 

Keats in a fit of wishful thinking asserts his certainty that these horrid dreadful 
Churches are dying and going "into oblivion," but as we know all too well, they're still 
there, clamping down and closely binding us with their damp chill tombs. 

*
They're still there because they serve the purposes of the Establishment. The Invisible
Government wields the sword of the Church to suppress and crush dissent, to help 
guard and maintain its sovereignty. 

One of the Churches it uses in its continual efforts to stay status quo is Poetry. The 
Establishment controls the poetry world through its Cultural agencies like the 
Academy of American Poets and The Paris Review and other institutions; every major 
publisher and editor is in its pocket. 

Now, Mary Oliver is a Pulitzer poet. 

Prizes like the Pulitzer and the National Book Award are given to those poets who 
further the interests of the ruling class. 

When the Establishment gives such honors to a poet it is saying, in effect: This poet is 
Safe. This poet does not write poems that attack the basis of our Hegemony, our 
traditions of Heirarchy. This poet does not write political poems that strive to 
undermine our Power. This poet does not write Atheist poems, and thereby implicitly 
reinforces the kill-strength of one of our most important weapons of oppression. 

*
In our current state of poetry the thing that is most horrid and dreadful, to use Keats' 
terms, is that US poets are constantly writing poems in support of the "vulgar 
superstitions" of religion. It seems like every month another anthology of 
Contemporary American Poems in Praise of Spirituality and God  is published. 

Why are our poets writing these disgusting poems? "Disgust" is Keats' word, and he's 
right— 

Why is Franz Wright for example writing all those poems with "god" in them? (Well, 
he's a Pulitzer poet; he has to write that god stuff: he knows which side his bread is 
buttered on. That's why the word "God" is in the title of his latest book.) 

It's not just that US poets aren't writing Atheist poems, as they should be: the horrible
degradation is that they are so actively and aggressively producing poems that 
promote and propagate and justify the evil chicanery and slavery of religion . . . 



Why are so many contemporary US poets writing this christer crap, this Rilkemilky 
pietistic pap? 

It ain't free will, that's for sure. Poets write the kinds of poems they get paid to write.
The Dictators pay our poets to write this disgusting *spiritual* verse, and they're 
getting their money's worth. 

It's not just the cash, though. No, it's also the fact that we USA poets are intimidated 
and terrorized. We live in a cage of fear. We are afraid to write Atheist or Socialist 
poems because we know the murderous consequences that would follow. We know 
what happens to those poets who disobey the State's edicts. 

*
George Bush and Karl Rove and the other rightwing fascists use Religion to dominate 
and distort and destroy people's minds . . . 

All these poets writing *spiritual* poetry are employees of the White House; they all 
work for Bush and Cheney. These reactionaries speak for the enforcers of "God". 

If there were to be an Inquisition in this country (or another Inquisition to add to the 
ones we've already had in our history), these poets would have nothing to fear. 

*

COMMENTS

Though he may be hyperbolic, Bill is right. Poetry is just a tiny slice of it, but any 
atheist living in America will tell you how lonely it is. Studies have shown that 
there is no group of people that Americans are less likely to elect to office than 
atheists (and given the widespread bigotry toward many groups, this is one hell of 
a fact). 

The power of Authority isn't even the real problem. The fact is that most people 
would believe even if nobody were telling them to. Like Dostoyevsky says about 
freedom, that humanity would throw it away in a second for a crust of bread. Who
needs jailers when we're all too happy to lock ourselves in cages? 

It's just pathetic. All these people walking around believing such nonsense. What 
about the Easter Bunny, do you believe in that too, guys? Forget your infantile 
gods and grow up! 

Posted by: Susan | August 30, 2007 at 02:31 PM   

The norns, troubled spirits and kleine Teuful are on the loose. 

Franz Wright has a point. Several in fact. Why all the self-loathing when life can 
be, if not good, then serene or posses short moments of beauty and harmony at 
times. Your poetry speaks of that and to that very often. It's one the reasons you 
are read, and yes, admired, even if you aren't convinced that it, many of your 
readers are. 

Think of those Japanese poets sleeping under wet straw. Think of Issa of Basho 
sleeping on rocks and being kept awake by lice. Think of the Mandelstams on a 
January night in the thirties under surveillence. Now that's misery. 

But you too are absoulutly right and do well to take on the rancid god infested 
piety of all too many poets and what they write. 

I think you are mistaken about Franz Wright as both a person and a poet or his 
intentions. It is obvious he meant nothing mean spirited by his earlier comment. 
He has an uneasy history and legacy that he has turned into some very good poetry
with or without the help of God. 

And we are in cages of fear as you say. 

To give a piece of cheap unsolicited advice: Get out of that hothouse paranoid 



atmosphere at present in the good ole USA. And the even sicker one of the 
academic world. Take a thousand steps back and spend a month cut off on a Greek
island or in a thunderstorm lost somewhere in the Pyrennees. Pure tonic for both 
poetry and soul-existant or not. 

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 23, 2007 at 11:24 AM   

Bill--in response to your recent note to me, and other recent paranoid ravings and
projections: I'm not going to feel sorry for you. You had the most prestigious 
publisher on the planet, as you well know, and you made a decision to leave that 
publisher, even after Galassi showed desire and willingness to go on publishing 
your work, and that's your right--but to then whine about how you have to self-
publish is just insanely unfair to a great number of very fine writers who cannot 
find a publisher at all, as well as being generally pathetic.
As for writers of "spiritual poetry" being in the employ of the White House, or the 
System, or whatever you with your outlook of a 67-year-old adolescent who has 
just discovered to his undying horror that the real world is corrupt and unfair--has
it ever occurred to you, you infantile fuck, that your Enemy, in the form of a 
privately owned capitalist institution of higher learning, has been feeding you and 
paying your rent for the past 30 years.
I know it's absurd to respond to disturbed people, but being one myself I think I 
can confidently say I have never known anyone so singlemindedly and viciously 
determined to be unhappy, and in fact I am very sorry for you. I'd suggest you seek
help, but I know that's the last thing you want. There are some good things in life,
but in your grandiose and daily renewed decision to be the most miserable person 
who ever lived, you will I suppose get your masochistic wish and remain cut off 
from them forever. There are people, and I'm one of them, who admire you and 
pray for you, nevertheless.
Franz 

Posted by: Franz Wright | August 22, 2007 at 05:36 PM   

Not an atheist poem, maybe, but anti-church: 

THE GARDEN OF LOVE 

I laid me down upon a bank,
Where Love lay sleeping;
I heard among the rushes dank
Weeping, weeping. 

Then I went to the heath and the wild,
To the thistles and thorns of the waste;
And they told me how they were beguiled,
Driven out, and compelled to the chaste. 

I went to the Garden of Love,
And saw what I never had seen;
A Chapel was built in the midst,
Where I used to play on the green. 

And the gates of this Chapel were shut
And "Thou shalt not," writ over the door;
So I turned to the Garden of Love
That so many sweet flowers bore. 

And I saw it was filled with graves,
And tombstones where flowers should be;
And priests in black gowns were walking their rounds,
And binding with briars my joys and desires. 

—William Blake



August 22, 2007

AMERICAN POETS LOVE GOD, AND GOD LOVES THEM (He 
especially loves His son Franz)

* 

The one thing that unites USA poets despite surface differences, is their belief in a 
Deity. 

There are varying esthetics, yes, various labels like SOQ or Post-Avant, etc., but the 
overriding credo which all USA poets share is their devotion to the ideals of religion, 
to the virtues of the spiritual life. 

Commentators on the USA poetry scene quite rightly split poets into differing factions 
and groups and schools, but these antithetical camps have one value in common: 

All USA poets are Theocrats. 

All USA poets are Believers in the holiness of salvation to be found in Religion. 

The truth of which can be deduced by considering the multitude of Spiritual Verse 
anthologies of USA poets: 

In a cursory search I found the following list of such collections, all published within 
the past decade or so: 

and please note that these are not historical collections! 

No, indeed: these are selections of poems featuring contemporary poets:

Vespers : Contemporary American Poems of Religion and Spirituality eds. Virgil Suarez,
Ryan G. Van Cleave, U of Iowa Press 2003 

The Wisdom Anthology of North American Buddhist Poetry
by Andrew Schelling Wisdom Publications 2005 

Upholding Mystery : An Anthology of Contemporary Christian Poetry, ed. by David 
Impastato Oxford University Press, USA 1996 

The Poets' Jesus : Representations at the End of a Millennium 
by Peggy Rosenthal Oxford University Press, USA 2001 

Odd Angles of Heaven: Contemporary Poetry by People of Faith. Craig, David and 
Janet McCann, Ed. Harold Shaw 1994. 

Place of Passage: Contemporary Catholic Poetry. Story Line, 2000. 

Women in Praise of the Sacred: 43 Centuries of Spiritual Poetry by Women. ed. Jane 
Hirshfield. Harper Perennial, 1995. 

The Sacred Place : Witnessing the Holy in the Physical World. Olsen, W. Scott and 
Scott Cairns. Ed. U of Utah P, 1996. 

Atwan, Robert and Laurance Wieder. Chapters into Verse: Poetry in English Inspired by
the Bible. 2 vols. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1993. 

Carbo, Nick and Denise Duhamel, Ed. Sweet Jesus: Poems About the Ultimate Icon. 
Anthology Editions, 2002. 

Curzon, David. Ed. The Gospels in Our Image: An Anthology of Twentieth-Century 
Poetry Based on Biblical Texts. NY: Harcourt, 1995. 

Modern Poems on the Bible: An Anthology. NY: Jewish Publication Society, 1993 

The Things That Matter: An Anthology of Women's Spiritual Poetry by Julia Neuberger 
(Editor) St Martins Pr 1995 

Cries of The Spirit by Marilyn Sewell (Editor) Beacon Press 2000 ("Marilyn Sewell is a 



Unitarian minister interested in celebrating the sacredness of women's lives.") 

Beneath a Single Moon : Buddhism in Contemporary American Poetry ed. by Kent 
Johnson Shambhala 2000 

A Matter of Spirit: Recovery of the Sacred in Contemporary Canadian Poetry by Susan 
McCaslin (Editor) Ekstasis Editions 1998 

Joyful Noise: An Anthology of American Spiritual Poetry by Robert Strong (Paperback - 
Dec 1, 2006) 

Evensong: Contemporary American Poets on Spirituality by Gerry LaFemina and Chad 
Prevost (Paperback - Aug 24, 2006)

Praying the Gospels Through Poetry: Lent to Easter by Peggy Rosenthal (Paperback - 
Dec 2001) (Editor's note: "The poems I've chosen are by contemporary writers.")

American Religious Poems: An Anthology by Harold Bloom (Hardcover - Oct 5, 2006)

The Shambhala Anthology of Women's Spiritual Poetry by Aliki Barnstone (Paperback - 
Dec 10, 2002)

A Sacrifice of Praise: An Anthology of Christian Poetry in English from Caedmon to the 
Twentieth Century by James H. Trott (Paperback - Oct 1999) 

*

Reading this list, one can only conclude that contemporary USA poets, or at least the 
overwhelming majority of them, are Theocrats. 

It's not just that anthologies like the ones above are published constantly, but it's also 
the fact that there are no anthologies of Atheist poetry published. 

—Or almost none: searching google, I found only one listed: "Above Us Only Sky: 
Atheist Poetry, pub. Incarnate Muse." This book however seems to be available only 
through the publisher directly: it isn't listed on Amazon.com. 

It's certainly the sole exception to the rule—

*
Can anybody dispute the facts I've presented above? 

If you doubt the devotion of American poets to religion, 

if you don't believe that we American poets write as if we already lived in a 
Theocracy, that we write all these spiritual poems because we long to live in a 
Theocracy, that in our hearts we are Theocrats,

then leave your name and address in the comment box so I can report you to the 
authorities. Our holy leaders Bush and Cheney want to know where traitors like you 
live so they can round you up when the Days of Revelation are upon us. 

*

August 23, 2007

COMMENTS

For those interested, there is an illuminating ( as always ) essay by Aldous Huxley, 
in fact his last piece of writing dictated on his deathbed, entitled "Shakespeare 
and Religion"; where he speculates on aspects of the Bard's possible belief 
systems, if in fact they can be exactly determined or understood. 

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 25, 2007 at 04:14 AM   

A note: Hamlet for sure. I am not above typos but sometimes the bit torrents 
transmission gets the bits a bits scrambled up. 



Posted by: Barry Curran | August 24, 2007 at 04:38 PM   

Joe, 

Thanks for the references in the text of Hamelet. Indeed a God of a sort is 
mentioned, but it is unclear in just what context or conception and given the 
almost analogous repressive tone of the times, Shakespeare might have been using
any religious allusions with great reticence and wise caution. I agree that his uses 
refer, in my reading of them at least, to the vestiges of pagan gods and local 
dieties with a small "g" and not to the greater God of our now very retrograde 
world. 

Otto Jespersen in his classic " Growth and Structure of the English 
Language"(section227,p.228 of the old Doubleday Anchor edition) addresses the 
frequency of words used in the plays and Shakespeare's economic use of references
to religious words, or the complete absence of terms such as: Bible, Holy Ghost, 
which don't appear in any work; or Jesus, Christ or Christmas, only in the earlier 
plays; Saviour, only in Hamlet(once) and Creator in dubious editions of Hamlet or 
Troilus. So, if he was so full of the same fervid zeal of many of todays poets, then 
he was for some reason keeping part of what otherwise is the most extensive 
vocabulary in any writer, left unspoken. 

Shakespeare's later plays at a time of his strong interests in Neo-Platonism reveal 
little or no interest in accepted religion. But he did indeed have a strong interest 
in what were in many ways some of the early stirrings and foundations or implulses
towards what later would turn into modern science through such figures as 
Giordano Bruno, who had lectured at Oxford at the time. It's been rumored, but 
unestablished that they even may have met. And Shakespeare had to have been 
aware of Bruno's fate in 1600 for his heliocentric Copernican views. 

Discretion it seems, was the better part of valor. 

No, don't tell the Evangelicals please. 

In rereading Franz Wright's comments there is an element, of if not malice,then 
provocation knowing Bill Knott's sensitivity to his rejection of his publisher and his 
pronouncements surrounding it. That is his business and his call for sure. The 
poems will go on in whatever form ,on their own any which way they choose. 
Poems have a way of doing that beyond any poets control. Nor is the tone quite as 
"christian" as it is made to sound. Does he want to be Bill's twelve step sponser? 
Sounds like it. But Bill Knott's accusing him of bread and buttering his way to a 
Pulitzer through the holy host, was a bit over the top. Like most prizes, it was 
simply a safe bet for whatever reasons any safe bets are made. And Wright's poems
in looking at the ones I can get on-line, are often rather puffed up with the holy 
spirit beyond any measure of what in my youth(50s and 60s) anyone would have 
considered good taste. I'm old fashioned. Back then faith wasn't so loudly worn on 
one's sleeve. But so it is in today's world. I guess I am a little blindsided out of 
respect, or dare I say, reverence for his late father's work. 

What is the source of all these godly fetiches anyway? I for one, am baffled. 

B.C. 

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 24, 2007 at 04:30 PM

that's me alright: I love to bliver læst om John Ashbery, 
especially when he blivers me back

*

A poem by Jorgen Anderson,
from: http://poesi.dk/html/anarkiforfattere/jorgen_andersen.html



*

Jeg er ligeglad

om kopperne er vasket
om huslejen er
betalt
om digteren
Bill Knott bliver
læst
om
John Ashbery
på boghandlerens hylde
tages ned
om de to
skrivende amerikanere
tages alvorlig

jeg er ligeglad
og dog strejfer
der mennesker
om i sindets
kaos

Gary Snyder
et tilfældigt
navn er han
min bror i
ånden

*

. . . what's he saying, that Snyder is better than Ashbery and Knott?  Why read that 
Ashbery or Knott bliver when you can og dog kaos with Gary?

*
And who the fuck is this Bill Knott?   It don't make sense—

Everybody knows that John Ashbery and Gary Snyder are Pulitzer poets, they're 
famous, their books are always In Print, their poems are in all the Anthologies . . .  

but Knott?  Knott is the opposite of Ashbery and Snyder: not a prizewinner, not in 
print, not in anthologies . . . not famous.

So what the fuck is Anderson doing putting the nobody Knott in the same poem with 
the somebody Ashbery and the somebody Snyder—

If you write a poem about three Rock Stars, you might put Mick Jagger and Bono in it 
for two, but would your third be the bonker in a defunct garage band?

A poem about three Movie Stars, with Brad Pitt, Tom Cruise, and the guy who plays the
glasses-and-beard lab-tech in some cable-channel series?

A poem about three Pianists, Stanislas Richter, Glenn Gould, and your nextdoor kitten-
on-the-keys?

It don't make sense.

*



August 25, 2007 

COMMENTS

  Mr. Knott,

I hope that you spend every single day of your life doing exactly what you want. If 
you wish to write this blog, that is lovely. If you wish to leave this blog, and go out
to do something newly brave, something else you like far better, please do so. Life
is far too abbreviated, with its sad, sad absurdity of human tragedy; the nihilism 
of war; the cruelty, pride, unconcern, and narrow-minded judgment people inflict 
on one another. It is best to shed all that. Just give our energies solely to our Life.

I truly believe Language is human redemption. As self-conscious intelligent beings,
human beings have a primordial relationship to Language. From the beginning of 
time, God, the Word, Language forced upon us alterity, the great gift to separate 
from our *self*, subjectively and objectively, to self-indict and self-praise.

I also truly believe in nonmeaningful sound, human vocalizations deconstructed, 
and nonhuman sound (mechanical, animal, musical) as all deeply meaningful, 
expressing a state of our mind, of our consciousness, constantly shifting, darting, 
like dappled shadows or sunlight on a white wall.

You remind me of my dear dad, who is only a few years younger than you, and of 
one of my dear, kind poetry professors.

All the best,
HD

Posted by: HD | August 29, 2007 at 07:42 PM

From Mr. Cairns' ( Aug. 23) Balkan orthodoxy, to the prayers of Franz Wright and 
now HD ( Is she writing from the beyond?), you have enough votive offerings to 
rival Lourdes and protect this blog for some time to come.

Oh! Happy Day!

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 30, 2007 at 06:13 AM

"old times" (Yeats) b/w "the future is evil" (Muller)

*
Here are some excerpts from one of my earliest posts on this blog, from April 06.   (I 
have slightly altered a few phrases: you can easily find the original: it's the first date 
listed in the archives.)

*
I don't do it much now, but about 4 years ago I read R. S. Thomas everyday for months
on end.  You could say I read him religiously, and the pun applies because while I told 
myself I was reading him for the trenchant style and the tenacities of his craft, 
inevitably I had to contend with the endless metaphors of Christianity that fill his 
work: his poems are reiteratively if not exclusively concerned with the spiritual 
life. . . . as I read him I grew envious over the wealth of tropes, the seemingly 
limitless inscapes of figuration which Christianity provides for his poems. . . He 
returns again and again to those traditional interactions and confrontations between 
human and deity, and somehow brings the old ciphers if not back to life, at least back 



to line. . . . I'm an atheist, I hate religion, but I understand the appeal of it for poets,
i.e. its rich repetoire of associations and subject matter . . . I could see why, in the 
absence of other intellectual considerations, a poet might convert to any faith for 
poetical reasons alone, never mind salvation.  (The extravagant solidities of the 
former outweigh the pathetic apparitions of the latter.)  If only the choice were that 
simple.

*
Why are there no, or almost no, anthologies of contemporary atheist poetry? 
  Searching google, I found only one listed: "Above Us Only Sky: Atheist Poetry, pub. 
Incarnate Muse (incarnatemuse at yahoo dot com) POBox 5756 Santa Barbara CA 
93150."  This book however seems to be available only through the publishers directly:
it isn't listed on Amazon.com, where a cursory search found the following anthols, all 
published within the past decade or so:

Vespers : Contemporary American Poems of Religion and Spirituality eds. Virgil Suarez,
Ryan G. Van Cleave,  U of Iowa Press 2003

The Wisdom Anthology of North American Buddhist Poetry
by Andrew Schelling  Wisdom Publications 2005

Upholding Mystery : An Anthology of Contemporary Christian Poetry, ed. by David 
Impastato  Oxford University Press, USA 1996

The Poets' Jesus : Representations at the End of a Millennium 
by Peggy Rosenthal   Oxford University Press, USA 2001

Odd Angles of Heaven: Contemporary Poetry by People of Faith. Craig, David and 
Janet McCann, Ed.  Harold Shaw 1994.

Place of Passage: Contemporary Catholic Poetry. Story Line, 2000.

Women in Praise of the Sacred: 43 Centuries of Spiritual Poetry by Women. ed. Jane 
Hirshfield.  Harper Perennial, 1995.

The Sacred Place : Witnessing the Holy in the Physical World. Olsen, W. Scott and 
Scott Cairns. Ed. U of Utah P, 1996.

Atwan, Robert and Laurance Wieder. Chapters into Verse: Poetry in English Inspired by
the Bible. 2 vols. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1993.

Carbo, Nick and Denise Duhamel, Ed. Sweet Jesus: Poems About the Ultimate Icon. 
Anthology Editions, 2002.

Curzon, David. Ed. The Gospels in Our Image: An Anthology of Twentieth-Century 
Poetry Based on Biblical Texts. NY: Harcourt, 1995.
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*
And these anthols listed above are of contemporary religious verse, I'm not including 
the perennial re-issues of poems from the past . . . .  What the hell's going on?  Why 
are so few contemporary USA poets writing atheist poetry? 

Why are so many still tarting themselves up with the tatters of religion?  Here's Yeats 
lamenting the prospect of having to dress up as those old rags:
"How can the arts overcome the slow dying of men's hearts that we call the progress 
of the world, and lay their hands upon men's heart-strings again, without becoming 
the garment of religion as in old times?"

How can USA poets reach our contemporaries most of whom (the pollsters tell us) 
believe Jesus Christ is their personal savior and Darwin is the Devil: how can we 
address them without finding ourselves turned into a moldy flea-vermined vestment?  
(Speaking of fleas: Lie down with that dogma and you'll get up with its ideas.)  
Someone who has a better understanding of this insane situation than me is Ira Sadoff,
whose essay "Trafficking in the Radiant: The Spiritualization of American Poetry" in the
July/August 2005 issue of APR is thoughtful and incisive and in my estimation 
irrefutable: as usual he provides an essential corrective voice of opposition. I 
especially agree with him in this instance.  I would go further than him and say these 
goddamn poets promoting themselves as "spiritual" are committing evil: they are 
pandering to the worst elements of political power in this country. They deserve to be
forced to attend a White House Prayer Breakfast. What a harsh penance that would 
be.

*
There must be others besides Sadoff who find the "spirituality" of much recent 
U.S.poetry to be suspiciously opportunistic and obsequious given the current political 
climate. . . . His account of the waning influence of Marxist poets like Neruda, and 
the subsequent rising interest in Rilke and his epigones, is correct, I think, 
unfortunately.  And of course poets don't live in a vacuum or an ivorytower, political 
and social events affect our choices. . . if Hilary Clinton must swerve right to survive 
or win, then why not poets also. . .
But the horrible thing is that it might be less a matter of the immediately political 
than a longterm inherent dilemma: I defer to Octavio Paz on this.  Here's some 
thoughts from Children of the Mire: "Poets reacted to the assault on Christianity by 
[the Enlightenment's] critical philosophy by becoming the channels through which the 
ancient religious spirit, Christian and pre-Christian, was transmitted. . . . More than 
once—with irritation but not without true insight—Trotsky pointed out religious 
elements in the work of the majority of Russian poets and writers of the [1920s]. . . . 
Trotsky's criticism amounts to a condemnation of poetry. . . . [H]is criticism of 
poetry . . . takes on the form of the criticism which philosophy and science since the 
eighteenth century have made of the religion, myths, magic, and other beliefs of the 
past.  Neither philosophers nor revolutionaries can patiently tolerate the ambivalence
of poets. . . . Here lies the basis of the misunderstanding between revolutionaries and
poets, which no one has been able to unravel.  If the poet disowns his magic side, he 
disowns poetry and becomes a functionary and a propagandist. . . . The opposition 
between the poetic and the revolutionary spirit is part of a larger contradiction, that 
of the linear time of the modern age as opposed to the rhythmic time of the poem."  
Etc etc (all this from Chapter 6, pages 104-onward)....
As much as I would like to second Sadoff and see some reactionary backsliding, some 
political opportunism, some resurgence of right-wing iniquity in our poetic pasture, I 
fear that the phenomenon, the "contradiction" is cyclical, and hence unresolvable.   
Can any of us resist the swing of the pendulum; should we even try?  I applaud Sadoff 
for struggling with the question, for staking a position in the debate. . . contra Eliot's 
wish in After Strange Gods, every society needs "a large number of free-thinkers" like 
Sadoff.



*
Why can't we poets resist (protest against) religion?  We know it leads to endless 
bloodshed and war.  And endless hypocrisy: I can imagine a scenario in which I would 
use "spirituality" to save not my soul but my ass.  If I had to convert or be executed, I 
would probably convert.  (As Homer has Achilles say to Ulysses in Hades, I'd rather be 
the lowest slave alive than be hailed and honored here.)  I don't believe in the 
afterlife.  I don't believe in god, so I can believe in whatever God they force me to.  
Or maybe I'd be old enough by then not to cling to a hypocritical senescence (maybe 
I'm in it now), maybe I could heroically and sarcastically "die screaming Viva Stalin," 
to quote Parra.  If the USA were to devolve into a theocracy, shamefully many of our 
poets WOULDN'T end up in the concentration camps.  Maybe that's why all those 
anthols above exist, to provide a list for the authorities. (But there must be a market 
for those anthols, there must be readers buying them; they can't all be secretly 
funded by the CIA?) 

*
Even the adamant Marxist Heiner Müller says: "Socialism, communism, or whatever 
other utopia stands no chance, if it doesn't also offer a theological dimension. This is 
also a fundamental problem today."  This comes from an 1995 interview titled 
"Auschwitz ad Infinitum," p. 152, A Heiner Müller Reader.  Just before the words I've 
quoted, he says:  "It's Dostoyevsky's problem, the Raskolnikov question.  Dostoyevsky 
too can only find one answer in the end and that is Grace.  Assuming that Auschwitz is
the model for selection, then there is no political answer.  There is probably only a 
religious answer.  The problem with this civilization is that it does not have an 
alternative to Auschwitz." (p. 151)

*
"[O]nly one anwer in the end and that is Grace." (Heidegger: "Only a God can save 
us.")

*
The Nation gave their big-money poetry prize to Mark Jarman: The Nation, which is 
theoretically so Leftist, Liberal, Humanist, Secular, and they award someone who sells
himself as a Christian poet?  How schizophrenic can you get?  But they're not the only 
"progressive" journal with a split personality. The Boston Review features 
sociopolitical essays and articles from a Leftist perspective, but the poems it 
publishes are mostly elitist and nonpolitical.

*
The Nation wouldn't give their Statesperson of the Year award to the Reverend Pat 
Robertson, would they?

*
One big difference between R. S. Thomas and our current USA gospelpoets:  As an 
ordained Anglican priest he served for forty years in rural parishes in Wales. . . . 
doesn't the fact that Thomas was a priest validate and justify and authenicate the 
spiritual concerns of his poetry—  Am I suggesting that those poets whose careers are 
benefiting from the current political power of conservative religious forces, should 
put their sanctimony where their mouth is and take the cloth, mount the pulpit. . . I 
disesteem these poets, but is it because I question their sincerity and commitment 
compared to that of Thomas?— 

Here's Philip Larkin, from an interview: "I suppose I always try to write the truth and I 
wouldn't want to write a poem which suggested that I was different from what I 
am. . . .  For instance, take love poems.  I should feel it false to write a poem going 
overboard about someone if you weren't at the same time marrying them and setting 
up house with them. . . .  I think one of the great criticisms of poets of the past is 
that they said one thing and did another—a false relation between art and life.  I 
always try to avoid this."



If you're going to go overboard about god, marry him.  Her.  It.

(Criticize me: all the poems I wrote about suicide, why didn't I do it?)

*
Rilkemilky pietistic pap.  [The alternative, post-avant elliptical ironity, is no better.  
Take your pick: smarm or smart-ass]

*
It's not just Christer po's,  Buddhist-bards aren't any better in this regard.  Hiroaki 
Sato in his introduction to One Hundred Frogs: From Tanka to Renga to Haiku rejects 
the position of those Western devotees who look on the haiku as being inextricably 
bound to Zen Buddhism, who insist that the haiku can only be appreciated and 
understood (and practised) within the context of Zen. . . .

*
Here's a stanza in English translation from a long poem called "Recycling" by the Polish
master Rozewicz (from the eponymous book pubbed by Arc in 2001; trans. by Barbara 
Plebanek and Tony Howard):

Joaquin Navarro-Valls
press spokesman
for the Holy See
would not confirm
reports
broadcast on the American
T.V. network A & E
that the Vatican secreted
200 million swiss francs
principally gold coins
looted by croatian
fascists during the second
world war
croatian fascists who
mass murdered
Serbs Jews and Gypsies
carried 350 million swiss francs
out of Yugoslavia
before the end of the war
the British managed to intercept
about 150 million swiss
francs the rest
reached the Vatican whence
rumours suggested
it was transferred
to Spain and Argentina

....end quote.  As he says toward the end of this section of the poem, "zlote bylo 
milczenie swiata": gold was the world's silence

(. . . gold can certainly buy the silence of most of us, but fortunately there always 
some like Rozewicz who won't bargain)

.... but my question about these lines is: is this religious poetry?  It's certainly about 
one important aspect of religion which normative religio-poets don't dwell on, except 
in speciously abstract mea culpas (we're all sinners etcet) . . . .

*
One of my faves from R.S. Thomas:



TRAMP

A knock at the door
And he stands there,
A tramp with his can
Asking for tea,
Strong for a poor man
On his way—where?

He looks at his feet,
I look at the sky;
Over us the planes build
The shifting rafters
Of the new world
We have sworn by.

I sleep in my bed,
He sleeps in the old,
Dead leaves of a ditch.
My dreams are haunted;
Are his dreams rich?
If I wake early,
He wakes cold.

—This poem (okay—I know you probably hate it) seems valuable to me as a poem of 
"witness," however one would define that. 

*
From Michael Hamburger's The Truth of Poetry: "It was the ideal of Gottfried Benn to 
write 'the absolute poem, the poem without faith.  The poem without hope, the poem
addressed to no one, the poem made of words which you assemble in a fascinating 
way.' " —The quote comes from a 1930 essay by Benn.  Here's another from the same 
source: 'Works of art are phenomena, historically ineffective, without practical 
consequences.  That is their greatness.'  

—What's most admirable there is not Benn's solipsistic, autotelic, elitist, one might say
fascist, esthetic: it's his honesty, the modesty of his admission that such "absolute 
poems" can have no effect on a public consciousness.  (Nor should they aspire to, 
seems to be the implication.)  

—But what about poets who deliberately write for a limited audience of acolytes and 
initiates, who believe, as Benn professes above, in the poem as an end in itself, but 
who assert that their solipsistic/elitist poems will somehow overthrow the hegemony 
of bourgeois discourse?  That, far from being 'historically ineffective, without 
practical consequences,' their absolutist/autotelic verse is going to undermine 
capitalism and bring on a Socialist revolution?  

—Would you call such poets dishonest, or deluded? 

*
Another quote from Hamburger:
Walter Benjamin, who became a Marxist in his later years, once remarked that 
Fascism 'aestheticizes politics,' whereas Communism 'politicizes art.'   He cites the 
Italian Futurist Marinetti as an instance of the Fascist apocalyptic who finds his 
satisfaction in war. . . . [A]nd he comments: 'That, clearly, is the consummation of 
l'art pour l'art.'



*
Another possible consummation of l'art pour l'art might be to write poetry from a 
hermetic/elitist esthetic and then to issue loud proclamations about how 
revolutionary and political your poetry is.  That way you can have it both ways. 

*
—In other words, to use Paz's terms, the religious temptation is currently disguising 
itself as the revolutionary temptation. ("The history of modern poetry is that of the 
oscillation between revolutionary temptation and religious temptation." —p. 
37, Children of the Mire.)

*
In a 1952 lecture, Benn asserts that 'lyrical poetry has no other theme than the poet 
himself.'  Around that same time, Philip Larkin says: 'A very crude difference between 
novels and poetry is that novels are about people and poetry is about yourself.' (Both 
quotes from Hamburger.)

*
I don't see anything wrong with writing about one's self, though it seems like there are
always those who stand ready to condemn the poets who do it too passionately (re 
Vendler on Olds).  Sadly this type of poem has now fallen into disfavor— not with the 
larger poetrybook-buying public, but with a growing segment of younger poets. The 
first-person narrative, the realist-autobiopoem of Olds and Levine, has been subverted
and refuted and or ignored by many younger poets. These new poets know they've 
grown up into a regime where poetry is ruled over by Theory, where the poem is a 
slave to Poetics.  In the ancient quarrel between poets and philosophers, the balance 
of power has shifted to the latter: "[T]he philosophical critique of poetry is 
ascendant.  In the provinces of literary criticism, Plato's heirs have apparently won 
out." (Mark Edmundson,Literature against Philosophy, Plato to Derrida / A Defence of 
Poetry). These new poets have internalized this cruel critique and sublimate it via the
usual strategies of auto-punishment.  Snatch the whip from Master and lash yourself.  
In any case their seemingly-on-the-surface-disparate modes of servile irony have to a 
certain extent seized the floor.  The Confessional poem has been pushed offstage.

*
The Olds/Levine/et al Autobiographical-Narrative-Anecdotal poem valorizes the 
particulars of one's personal history.  What's wrong with that, I ask.  "Poetry is a more 
philosophical and a higher thing than history: for poetry tends to express the 
universal, history the particular," Aristotle answers.  

—The rejection of the A-N-A (anal?) poem signals a wide-spread dissatisfaction or 
impatience with history, with temporal presence, with coherent empirical 
particulars. 

—Take your particulars and squash them flat, ironicize them, place them hodgepodge 
in a field or frenzy of relationship where none is more important than any other, 
where their individual significances are subservient to the whole, and theoretically 
you'll have the "universal," or "poetry."

—So the problem with the A-N-A poem is that it presents inequities, ethical 
aspirations, hierarchic structures, value judgements (the Barbie your mother gave you
means more than an urinal scrawled R. Mutt).  In doing so it disobeys Lautreamont's 
envious Commandment, Poetry must be made by all (or All).  In the generalized sloppy
tide of miracles none shuns that shore.  Unified, harmonized, nothingnouned, who can
gainsay the dis-lib of your dunk 'n' drown.  The whole must and will prevail.  
Salvation. Freedom.  Flush that Barbie in the duchamp and you'll be One with us. 
Down the dionysian drain, everybody.



—The Olds/Levine/et al poem defies the law of Aristotle: "One could versify 
Herodotus, but it wouldn't be poetry, [because] poetry presents not what actually 
happened, but what might have happened."  Not an experienced event, but an 
imagined one.  (I see Eliot's Theory of Impersonality as based on this distinction.)  

—Imagination gives us alternatives, equivalents, metaphors.  It dislodges the personal,
the particular; it levels the house.  It leaves nowhere.  There's no one to go home to:
R. Mutt=Your Mother.

*
a perhaps-prophetic poem by Tadeusz Rozewicz, trans. by Adam Czerniawski:

AN ADDRESS

Not to posterity
that would be senseless
they might all be monsters
the high commission 
gives clear warning
the powers military staffs
that monsters will follow
with no brains

therefore not to posterity
but to those who
at this very moment
multiply with their eyes shut

not to posterity
I address these words
I speak to politicians 
who won't read me
to bishops
who won't read me
to generals 
who won't read me
I speak to the so-called 'ordinary people'
who won't read me

I shall speak to all
who do not read me
nor hear nor know
nor need me

They do not need me
but I need them

*
. . . it's not just "the high commission" that gives this warning about the possibility of 
a post-human future.  Add ubiquitous dystopian scifi novels and films.  Add Ray 
Kurzweil and others. —The basic argument of the AvantGarde (or the Postlang or Post-
Avant or whatever the heck they're calling themselves this week) is predicated on 
their ultimate vindication by Posterity.  You know the spiel: Yes the easy poets the 
accessible poets like Collins Olds and Levine are being read and honored now, but in 
the future they will be forgotten and we, we the AGs will be appreciated then: just as
those earlier precursor avantgardistes who were ignored or scorned in their day (Van 
Gogh, Artaud, Dickinson, Mallarme et al) are now recognized as Greats, so we too will 
garner the fame we deserve now, and we will have our posthumous revenge on these 



insipid popularists like Mary Oliver and all the other P-p-pinsky-striped SOQs. . .

—But what if Rozewicz is right? what if Ray Kurzweil is right and the species of homo 
sapiens is soon to be replaced by AIs, androids robots cyborgs etc.?  will the latter 
read poetry?  if you can download the text of every poem ever published into your 
braincom in 3.4 seconds, does that constitute "reading?" or will they create their own 
kind of poetry (digital data /  pictovids)? —or will the AvantGarde triumph once more 
as those numbered clone-syncs pore over the at-last-recognized genius of Bruce 
Andrews and Susan Howe?  or might those AIs prefer the work of Ai?  The humanist 
realism of Ai, or the posthumanist whatever-it-is of Clark Coolidge. . . I prefer the 
former, but I suspect an android might go for Clarkyanarchy . . . (Indeed some current 
verse seems to be directed toward and written for the cyborgs of tomorrow, rather 
than for today's human inferiors.)

(Ps: In 2005, Bill Gates hailed Ray Kurzweil as "the best at predicting the future of 
artificial intelligence.")

*
Heiner Müller, from a 1991 interview: "Bourgeois society is based on differentiation, 
but when it is no longer able to identify evil it ceases to be able to define its own 
limits and determine itself.  It needs the other for this, the empire of evil. This 
empire is currently dissolved.  The downfall of bourgeois society is this—the future is 
evil.  What remains of bourgeois society is Rimbaud's phrase 'I is someone else.'   The 
dream of the avant garde is now acquiring the quality of a nightmare."
("The Future Is Evil," p. 130, A Heiner Müller Reader.)

*
Maybe I'm the one who's trying to be holier-than-thou, who thinks of himself as some 
sort of saint.  (The pen-name I used when young was "Saint Geraud.")  Shouldn't I be 
using this space to excoriate my own failures and shortcomings? 

*
Oh hypocrisy me.  I've been guilty of what I'm accusing others of: around 1990 or so 
the shortlived tiny magazine Jack's Mackerel published a little insert chapbook by me 
called "Five Poems of Spiritual Quest."  What the fuck, why didn't I just say 'quest'?  I 
can't remember, but obviously I succumbed to the timely allure of that "sp" word; I 
hoped to paste its commercial appeal onto my paltrypoems. Mercifully I sobered up 
and didn't reprint them SASDV that superscription.  I pray that all copies of that Jack 
Mack issue have vanished by now, but the fact remains I committed the same sin I've 
here condemned others for. 

* 
I assume we waste our time and energy writing that godgarbage so we can dodge 
having to deal with more difficult subjects such as our (my) complicity in the crimes 
of capitalism, right? 

*
Reading back what I've written here, it looks like I'm mostly arguing against Mallarme's
dictum:

"Everything that wishes to remain holy must surround itself with mystery."

—Why do we poets wish to remain holy?  Whether Religionist or Avantgardist, why do 
we encloak and cassock ourselves in occult obscurities and difficulties?  Why costume 
our poems with such veils and envestments?  



Why this persistent need to "become the garment of religion": —I'm taking Yeats' verb 
literally here: in our naked thrashing efforts to surround ourselves with it, 
we become it:

Maybe it's inevitable that the self will be subsumed at last into the swathings it has 
used to repress and protect itself with . . .

Yeats says elsewhere that we all end up as "a coat upon a stick":
Is it too much to hope that I can try to be a coat upon a stick, rather than a cloak 
upon a cross.

*

August 30, 2007 

COMMENTS

"Why are there no, or almost no, anthologies of contemporary atheist poetry?"

I think part of it is that outspoken atheists don't usually have the contemptible 
habit of joining bullying clubs. That's part of the reason (usually) that they're 
atheist.

You are dead on about this current fad for "spiritualism" in poetry. It's ridiculous, 
and it's everywhere. Most of the poets who stick in some religious theme don't 
even believe -- they just do it to sound profound.

Anything religious sounds profound to the literarti because they and all their 
friends are half-hearted agnostics who wouldn't know a religious experience if it 
gave them a rash.

Just another fraudulent fad -- I wasn't around back then, but I bet "revolution" had
the same function in the poetry of the 1960s. Most of the gatekeepers in poetry 
wouldn't recognize a poem unless it came with whatever tag-of-the-week was 
deemed the mark of True Depth Perception.

Posted by: Simon DeDeo | September 24, 2007 at 10:21 PM

Bad faith indeed or just a newer more cynical form of "unscathed" spiritual 
product placement.

I've gone into the subject( I, unlike the USA, fortunately live in a nominally 
Catholic country, Spain, where most people never go to church) since Bill Knott 
has raised the issue of neo-spiritualism and religious content in much current 
poetry and found he is disquietingly on the mark. And I find it is about as much of 
what such poets don't address in their work, as what they do.

Just take for example someone like the now Byzantine Mr. Cairns. From the holy-
roller white cracker evangelical beginings to the mystical mists of Mt. Athos must 
have been quite a spiritual journey indeed. Or maybe not. Someone who says 
among his influences are such writers as Calvino or Auden or Gerschom Scholem or
Amachai? Reading Susan Sontag?( This in an interview with Brent Short Mars Hill 
Review Fall 1996).

But please point me to anywhere in his poems embodied with the spirit of 



"Philokalia" (or love of beauty and good) that he makes reference to the war in 
Bosnia and the atrocities prepetuated under the sign of Orthodox Christianity's 
marrige with Serbian nationalism?It was a religious war were were told. No? Not 
doubt the "Presence" he referes to in his comment(Aug.23) was watching over with
blesssed kindness when the 10,000 men and boys were being shot and poisoned at 
Srebrenica in July of 1995. Not a word on the "enormity" of that. Or for that 
matter the long silence of the Greek Orthodox Church on the disappearence of 
Solonica's Jews. Wonder where they all went? And we'll stay away for the moment 
from creepy Romania where Philokalia got a big push in the 1930s and 1940s.

No, it is others of "odd faiths" or none or those materialist poets whose throats 
went dry on empiriscism. And we'll get a taste of the "isolation" others have 
sufferd no doubt.

I for one have to be grateful to Bill Knott for his raising what shall we say, holy 
hell, about this issue. Bill Knott may not get his place in heaven( I doubt he would 
accept it if offered) but he certainly already has it here on Earth. May it last a 
long while.

Posted by: Barry Curran | September 02, 2007 at 07:09 PM

Do poets really want to be holy anymore? Isn't much of the so-called "spirituality" 
we see on all sides really just laziness? Cheap musings based on bad faith? Not all, 
not all—let's not throw out Ted Hughes with Mary Oliver—but Americans, as Grace 
Paley wrote, can be "smooth," i.e., textureless from all their efforts to slip 
through unscathed. It's the scathed quality that makes R. S. Thomas so energizing 
to read, and Blake, and Bly, and Levertov, and Clare, and Herbert (George), and 
Hopkins, etc.

Posted by: Joe Hutchison   | August 31, 2007 at 09:34 AM

Of the most influencial English books on American poetry in the last forty years 
two are alone:

The late Michael Hamburger's The Truth of Poetry and Wallis Barnestone's Bantam 
Classic
edition of Modern European Poets.

Also Sthephen Berg's Naked Poetry.

A lot of poems many people have read, probably got their start in one of them at 
one time or another.

Posted by: Barry Curran | August 30, 2007 at 03:17 PM

The requested URL /billknott/2007/09/paging-olmec-on.html was not found on this 
server. 

can you spot the spoiler

*
from Todd Colby's blog:

I'll be teaching a workshop this fall:

The Poetry Project at St Mark's Church
10th Street & 2nd Avenue/Manhattan



registration info:poetryproject.com

Poetry Lab: Forms of Joyful Experimentation
Fridays At 7pm: 10 Sessions Begin October 12th

In this workshop we'll forge new paths to the poem by investigating how far a poem 
can depart from being “a poem” and yet still be a poem. We'll experiment with 
breath, heartbeat, movement, blogs, the alchemy of words, visions, letters to the 
editor, spontaneity, psychoanalysis, collaborations, appropriations and self-hypnosis 
along with various traditional forms. The main objective is to create a supportive, 
affirmative, creative and inviting atmosphere in our "Lab." A partial reading list will 
include: Hannah Weiner, Jacques Lacan, Diane Williams, David Markson, Miranda July, 
Thomas Bernhard, Bill Knott, Arthur Rimbaud, Alice Notley, Mina Loy and Ludwig 
Wittgenstein.

*

September 02, 2007 

thanks to Barry Curran for his intelligent comments: here's one
from a couple days ago, in response to a Scott Cairns 
comment:

*

Bad faith indeed or just a newer more cynical form of "unscathed" spiritual product 
placement.

I've gone into the subject( I, unlike the USA, fortunately live in a nominally Catholic 
country, Spain, where most people never go to church) since Bill Knott has raised the 
issue of neo-spiritualism and religious content in much current poetry and found he is 
disquietingly on the mark. And I find it is about as much of what such poets don't 
address in their work, as what they do.

Just take for example someone like the now Byzantine Mr. Cairns. From the holy-
roller white cracker evangelical beginings to the mystical mists of Mt. Athos must 
have been quite a spiritual journey indeed. Or maybe not. Someone who says among 
his influences are such writers as Calvino or Auden or Gerschom Scholem or Amachai? 
Reading Susan Sontag?( This in an interview with Brent Short Mars Hill Review Fall 
1996).

But please point me to anywhere in his poems embodied with the spirit of "Philokalia" 
(or love of beauty and good) that he makes reference to the war in Bosnia and the 
atrocities prepetuated under the sign of Orthodox Christianity's marrige with Serbian 
nationalism?It was a religious war were were told. No? Not doubt the "Presence" he 
referes to in his comment(Aug.23) was watching over with blesssed kindness when the
10,000 men and boys were being shot and poisoned at Srebrenica in July of 1995. Not 
a word on the "enormity" of that. Or for that matter the long silence of the Greek 
Orthodox Church on the disappearence of Solonica's Jews. Wonder where they all 
went? And we'll stay away for the moment from creepy Romania where Philokalia got 
a big push in the 1930s and 1940s.

No, it is others of "odd faiths" or none or those materialist poets whose throats went 
dry on empiriscism. And we'll get a taste of the "isolation" others have sufferd no 
doubt.

I for one have to be grateful to Bill Knott for his raising what shall we say, holy hell, 
about this issue. Bill Knott may not get his place in heaven( I doubt he would accept 
it if offered) but he certainly already has it here on Earth. May it last a long while.



 

*

September 03, 2007

COMMENTS

I must have missed the part where my comments regarding the spiritual hunger of 
a generation served as segue to this post about Serbian atrocity. In any case, there
is no shortage of historical evidence for the potential of religious faith, married to
an evil idea, thereafter giving birth to multiple evils; nor is there a shortage of 
evidence for atheistic regime becoming complicit in virtually identical atrocities. 
I'm sure you won't expect me to defend the Bosnian genocide; I won't expect you 
to defend the Khmer Rouge, the Cultural Revolution in China, or the Gulag. I guess
I'm stuck with attending to a relatively narrow range of pursuit, which I'm working 
hard to honor fully. The alternative—shooting from the hip with glib presumption—
finally isn't very compelling

Posted by: scott cairns | September 03, 2007 at 06:14 PM

There is a comment in the Short/Cairns interview more telling than his list of 
influences. Cairns says, "I do entertain a few habits of composition, but these are 
not confined to my working off biblical texts; I am always working off some 
text...." Atrocities happen in the real world, not in texts—or at least not in texts 
that prefer to address only "beauty and good"—so it's no surprise atrocities don't 
find their way into Cairns's poetry. Their absence doesn't mean that he approves of
them, of course, but it does render his pieties a bit watery.

Posted by: Joe Hutchison   | September 04, 2007 at 08:45 AM

Thanks to Bill Knott for his kind words and to Joe Hutchinson for his comment. Also 
to Scott Cairns for his comment as well.

A case of conjuctivitis is limiting my reading and writing at the moment.Back soon 
when the drops take effect.

Posted by: Barry Curran | September 04, 2007 at 10:47 AM

worksheets

*
Not enough moviestars.  Why not one for each of us.  Until then every film we attend 
mocks us with its excess of cuts and cameras, when we know what it lacks.   Until then
their sparse disparity disconsolates us, and we treasure down each glimpse of that 
rumored screencomer, that cinemanque who roams the scenic wilds around our 
premiere's campfire of kliegs and smiles. 

*
now where's the oar to steer
my window away from night
stonethrows patrol the site
targets narrate what's near

what of us can pleasure share
unique enough to seem regular
angle all yet to get it right
airing each gasp on a coathanger



skilled anchor-priests will tow
ulterior rain in their uterus
but you-and-I's prodigies know
our genitals are relatively oral

cue-quiz the vatican's factwhore
scrape that mock off your back
phantom-orbed in destiny's husk
maybe the quays will come to shore

newlyweds milk the greenhorn's hammer
but behind its veil each wheel waits
to be invented before it can bear
or bury octopi in its kraken hair 

*
Dawn voices its peals
according to mine.  
In the arbor of days
it speaks garbled roots
and clear vines.

*
If every valid absence points to one thing
that shucked the cornsilk out of my ass's reaches,
an object presence has overlooked unless
the none-scape guilt I clone so quickly intervenes. 
Is it the synchronicity of a ferrous whore or
the fear such insignificance baits that makes us
lock the sermon in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of a snake's parasol,
it trips a step.  Do animals proceed to extinction
via their hindlegs or fore?   The mind restrains
this project for the sane, their unquarried energy—
that god grounds us in gloves I guess.   They keep
our omnihands from touching flesh with flesh, they
prevent the relapse, the desire for one's kind,
the prophylactic response: similarity haunts
the ruins of every fingerprint which bears it,
which partakes patience to outwit identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, a curt salon
where prudent heirs sweat in overcoats, sure
their profiles can disgrace our art-dartboards.
Ergo nature finds its quickest aim in beginnings,
a naissance to obliquely punish yesterdays with.
Cradling an antenna's unripe fruit, your gusts incite
the white apartment, its darksome rooms where
derivative jars filled with conked nudes ripen. 
But all in all, the central event will not relent.

*
POEM

This slobbered-over virus of the visible,
The living, the seen, what antibody cures—
Echoesque whose draped torso of rain on
Taunt's panes was flung for cry sakes, for crime X,
Castle whose stones have not yet come to rest:
Loud as a ball bounced off a statue of Zeus
This mania for scintillations fills your mind
Or else on stilts will survive the folio hero



Wielding a cage of umbrellas to capture
Strongbrow shelved for futher thought: more patterns
Examined by a selfportrait of one's own
Pores, exposed as they are to icy nemesis
Plural, to spelling out its false names in sweat:
Where elsedom do they welcome open as
Often as this door does, quench-map that mires
The path from our left nipple to our right
Where, bisected by itself, the heartguise dies.

*

September 04, 2007 

such gleam of all things

*
Wordsworth:

[UNTITLED ("Composed December 1806")]

How sweet it is, when mother Fancy rocks
The wayward brain, to saunter through a wood!
An old place, full of many a lovely brood,
Tall trees, green arbours, and ground-flowers in flocks;
And wild rose tip-toe upon hawthorn stocks,
Like a bold Girl, who plays her agile pranks
At Wakes and Fairs with wandering Mountebanks,—
When she stands cresting the Clown's head, and mocks
The crowd beneath her.  Verily I think,
Such place to me is sometimes like a dream
Or map of the whole world: thoughts, link by link,
Enter through ears and eyesight, with such gleam
Of all things, that at last in fear I shrink,
And leap at once from the delicious stream.

*

Mother, Girl, and Clown, the wayward wandering Mountebank Poet there in December 
remembering summer's map of the whole world . . .

Not one of Wordsworth's famous sonnets, I don't recall it appearing in any anthology, 
nor even in a Selected Poems Of.

But I like its bounding qualities, its leaps.  

I find the extended simile beginning with line 6 so poignant, so unforeseen . . .

It's so sweet, so delicious, that it makes you shrink in fear and leap away from it, and 
anyway how long could you have stood it up there teetering with your feet on those 
shaking shoulders: such place to me is sometimes like a dream.

(It even echoes the Intimations Ode: "Whither is fled the visionary gleam?"  Such 
gleam of all things.)

How sweet it is at last in fear to shrink.

I remember reading somewhere that Jung describes the Anima of the adult male as 
being not commeasurate with his own age, but stunted at the adolescent stage—  



This "bold Girl" who leaps out of Wordsworth's delicious stream of consciousness . . . 
this simile which jumps the poem so wildly suddenly from the "lovely brood" of deep 
forest solitude to a raucous circus atmosphere, where the acrobats "link by link" 
perform their agile pranks for the crowd's amusement.  

A troupe of tumble-makers, a clown clan of wandering Mountebanks who entertain at 
Wakes and Fairs, with the Girl, probably one of the family, still young enough to win 
the crowd by her bold saucy manner, her mock of it all . . .

Mother Fancy rocks the wayward child, her lovely brood cradled in his daring linkage. 

"Wakes" here has the old meaning of "a merry-making held in connection with the 
feast of the dedication of a church, kept by watching all night" as well as a post-burial
celebration . . . 

Bold Wordsworth mocking the crowd of thoughts that delight and frighten.

I like this sonnet for all the reasons it likes itself.

September 12, 2007 

wright or wrong

*
I'm hardly the only one around who's been the target of Franz Wright's intemperate 
outbursts . . .

you'll remember his sputtering missives to Poetry Magazine when they dared speak of 
him in less than awed reverent tones.

Those who have a sense of Entitlement are often outraged if they're criticized even 
the tiniest bit.  

Here's his comment, as posted here on August 22: 

Bill--in response to your recent note to me, and other recent paranoid ravings and 
projections: I'm not going to feel sorry for you. You had the most prestigious publisher 
on the planet, as you well know, and you made a decision to leave that publisher, 
even after Galassi showed desire and willingness to go on publishing your work, and 
that's your right--but to then whine about how you have to self-publish is just insanely
unfair to a great number of very fine writers who cannot find a publisher at all, as 
well as being generally pathetic.

As for writers of "spiritual poetry" being in the employ of the White House, or the 
System, or whatever you with your outlook of a 67-year-old adolescent who has just 
discovered to his undying horror that the real world is corrupt and unfair--has it ever 
occurred to you, you infantile fuck, that your Enemy, in the form of a privately owned
capitalist institution of higher learning, has been feeding you and paying your rent for
the past 30 years.
I know it's absurd to respond to disturbed people, but being one myself I think I can 
confidently say I have never known anyone so singlemindedly and viciously determined
to be unhappy, and in fact I am very sorry for you. I'd suggest you seek help, but I 
know that's the last thing you want. There are some good things in life, but in your 
grandiose and daily renewed decision to be the most miserable person who ever lived,
you will I suppose get your masochistic wish and remain cut off from them forever. 
There are people, and I'm one of them, who admire you and pray for you, 
nevertheless.

Franz 

*



I've waited a while to respond to this.

You'll notice that almost everything Wright says in his hasty retort is ad hominem.  It 
seems he can't resist the urge to attack me on a personal level—

I'm tempted to answer in kind, not to accusate or condemn his character,
but to suggest that if one reads my many comic poems and compares them to his 
poems' endless bathos,  that mood-dooderel he specializes in,— 

well . . . one might conclude that at least I'm having a little fun in the writing of some
of my stuff.  

Wright plays the role of the Crucified One so constantly in his poetry, and of course 
that's part of his appeal, but really, if he's this quick to diagnose me as masochistic 
and miserable—

at least some of my poems contain elements of merriment and whimsy and humor ("If 
you're saying your poems are a joke, Knott, we agree!"),
don't they,— 

as opposed to his work's unrelenting somber tone of turgid melodrama . . . ?

The quotient of "misery" is I think higher in his verse than mine (I may be wrong). 

One hopes that the persona he projects in his poems — that soulful-suffering 
wounded-moose pose — bears no relation to his real life.

*
Anyway, just a note or two more to reply to Wright's splenetic charges:

As I've said many times on this blog, my frustration at not being able to find a 
publisher or publishers plural who will do the books I want to do has led me to self-
publish my work here.   

Wright knows nothing of what transpired between me and Jonathan Galassi, yet he's 
eager to throw around aspersions about the matter.  

The background as perhaps many of you reading this may not know, is that Galassi the 
editor/publisher of Farrar Staus & Giroux did indeed publish my last theoretically-real
book (as opposed to my vanity self-published books), which appeared in 2004. 

Subsequently, as I've described in an earlier post here, I submitted several book 
proposals to Galassi as a follow-up to the 2004 book, none of which were to his liking. 
He rejected my proposals, and we were unable to agree on a compromise project for 
FSG to publish. 

Maybe Wright is right to admonish me for not accepting the offer of some other 
publishers to do selections of my work (I haven't kept secret the fact that such offers 
have been made: I've written about them in my entries here) . . . but those offers 
have been for books I don't wish to do.

Maybe he's right to call me pathetic in this regard.  All I can say is that after a 
lifetime of publishing books most which I really didn't want to do, most of which I did 
for reasons of career pressure or other in-retrospect-shameful reasons, I've come to 
the age where I no longer care to.  

(I also must mention the fact that prior to the FSG book, my book ms. entitled "Plaza 
de Loco" (poems written from 1994 to 2000) was rejected by over 25 places . . . )

*
As for the *spiritual* verse controversy, I urge everybody to google Ira Sadoff's piece, 



"Trafficking in the Radiant: The Spiritualization of American Poetry" from the 
July/August 2005 issue of APR. 

*
You'll note that Wright concludes his rant by saying he's going to pray for me.

That's good news to rejoice in, because I know if any prayers are heard, his are,

because after all, as everybody knows, he is the Anointed Son, the nepotistic Prince of
Poetry.

September 14, 2007 

some old worksheets etcet
…

*
a life piecemeal as days 
but when I walked home the street
kindly parallelled me a ways
before resuming its maintenance
of the distance

beauty is backpedal
its continuum a pedestal
beneath which I grovel

my childhood fades in untold photographs
even the clouds want down please

over a tosscorps divan I drape repose
like a condom thrown upon a rose
to slow tear off the legs in thrashes
of some silken centipede
and paste them on as geiger zoomy lashes
so my eyes can thread a need
to bravely serve in the rapes
and assaults of pollution against the sky
by sucking off a castrati
while cutting my underwear into animal shapes
till gold minotaurotic sweat has no use
but to mold my gold hair in my cold face's likeness

it's enough to transmogrify your mogrifies

her iso-splendor of arm pointed out
where stars like gnawed thimbles glow 
dawn dild on my gildmold lids

writhic and positively full of loll

after the monster drinks the world
he spits out all the people
and they fall into your [         ]

the encore whose enema eats me

watch my occupant clutch parts of his breast



like a tweezers species   /   embracesomely he was
swathed in sash

The bottom of that wishingwell festers
hypodermically: shot into strato
sparsed among errata it waters what?

above our toes is where
we like to be below our hair
but are we really there

he kept his whatstabs in the air

flotsam sampling our poison's portion of calm
bereave-voids/  spittled draped finale
divestment empire as that should be lit

throughout some antique sleep
they kept their demands sultry   
to attenuate my traumas
the corruption of cloying devils
while zeroes scamper across the clock
unless the cows, those old belgians, were
passing a debonair vowel (inept
attacks swept the barracks) whose
bared torso fed the marathon beyond shuddering
they scrounged and smoked a lozengeskull
what prompted this roam-colored ghazal
I am an aspirin-old that's all
sullen torn essence across this false perplex of nabes
slavish pensive as senile mic succor
though our flesh is minus the tongue's doubt
your pout (chagrin of suede) led the nation
they fear your gridlock sedatives hear the mime-spider

like pinpricks-minus-pain
the mist is on our skin
september mops up these loose ends
now all we's moppets lose 
our heads in happendown drift
lofted-off fluff blown of color
bled dust
our fright to see it rare
more hues than us
leaves but more 
to be covered with ice / frosts
if only this trotting tragedian
took all and stripped time's guise
got this gray decay off us
overly-wise we cry
stemstruck bent-like 

*

some old worksheets 

*
shall I paint through all the Isms to you
you who remain my No Period
my unportrayable



now I watch for your foot to interfere
with the flow of the gown
as it gathers its folds to freeze

solace of a word soaked in lieu-sense
at the bottom of a blue suspense train

to pass across myself with one eye closed
is to see many rasps for reason

to place me in significance to you
would be an augmentation of unbelievability
an under-life to extend its reign

the art of fingerprint arrangement
(blooms of fate, unvased)
to correct the self
to perfect the I with a voila

in this way I may chance at last
upon weapons trained to sleep while
they seek each others range
gauging blows that argue my absence

the canals a-swish with big ships

my cased-in-ooze emptiness
outlasts all address of its distances
though the intent is worth more
than any gift fitful gush of thanks

my tongue bathes in my necktie

I felt a random urge to unhand a juggler

we never meet on forklifts 
slept in just once by bare-forked us
affix with caffs that line our veins environs
the doorknob drains the hand
our impatient posing in beckons toward
the end I may not invoke hard forgiveness
your love haunts its occasions like grief

I watched the wind lifting your rain-cape's points

You tie me to a chair
and give alms to the garbagebag.
The windows sag like handkerchiefs.

one can't exaggerate one's beggarliness
in an age of mechanical reproduction

pale corridors wander through room-Moreaus
floor-Magrittes ceiling-Sages mirror-Finis

static their flesh throws slow volts in the air

the blurb god gave my book awed the sweat expo
in roughed up eye fashions I lay



the stars through thin citrus laid

their fugue vitiates all my sieve hints

they placed their sky on the ski-lift and waved it off

sunglasses allow us to be modest in the face of ourselves

one-noter, doodle-shooter

the storm's melodrama: the treetops tossed
like a pianist's pompadour
the wind-cringed powerlines withstanding
the revenge of this latest virtuoso—
weather is the prodigy of everywhere

*

September 16, 2007 

old worksheets etc

*

[to the tune of "The Girl from Ipanema"]
Britney passes and as she passes
she smashes the paparazzi masses
and all their asses lie spunk across the sidewalk—
oh taste the gust of this gutter glass
with its bits its flecks of grit 
with its golden rust
and then get scrunched 
by that foot-horde of fans
until you're ground 
like mica-mote grains, thin
as Britney was in those distant Disney days
beware if your hair is ugly
and stare when she puts in the jugglies
but what god creates a star 
from smaller dust than this— 

now you want to run your tongue
along the pavement before it's gone
like a thousand stabs of flashcam crammed
into one—

against the street go scrape your shoe
to scratch up some of that glitter grue
which those collision divas in their dashes 
left just for you—

hear a thousand marquees crashing
see the thousand names in lights you'll gash in
to your wrists if you can only pick up one slash
of it to good-bloody your fingers on
and unbody your skin until it's gone
to get it ready for the steadiclone—

now Lindsay flashes her gorgon gashes
and then she sasses all the classes 
that Britney hasn't



oh greet her feet as they flop there
meet your fate in her opera
then smile to fill in her dimples
and squeeze your eyes the size of her pimples
then smooth-a-rama like a trauma
and move away from all the drama
before the sun can render it real    
and you're gunk under her heel
so junk you know how it feels—

*

/walk this broken glitter
(marquee marks your name in light
break off its letters shine by shine
take it tonight while the pain is still kind
tomorrow the street will sweep it away
and all that glitters then is day) 

Still fresh still cut from the stills the scenes 
no premiere will show
gloss/gross/dirt of glam

/sheer ugliness /smeared ugliness

along that pavement and taste the stabs
along that pavement till it was stabbed
along that pavement that now lies stabbed

a thousand times by what still fades
to a taste of the past so fast it burns
the throat that swallows 

/fleetingness
of flashcams/  

and dirt and somehow cram that mix
taste the shame and fame mixed to
tonight before the pain is salved, if
you could taste her wake while it is
, glitzied by

glitzy with its backdrop of nobodies
cut-out dolls / cheering facades whose
name is yours on loan of scam, on

complicity in this crime/drama/exorcism
ritual of scapegoat only Coriolanus
at the VFW convention with Pres Bush
escapes to his loss...

/and all their haste/chase//
tomorrow sun will glitter lust/last/chaste / rise in
will add its gloss in

/then/till sunrise glitters sensation in
*

SONG OF THE NOTH



like a moth but not 
the noth flies
south to its ways
gift-faring the loneliness
moulting purities
shed by its own hand
handmemouth grown
from yond-wing of bye
the noth's wings are nothing
and nothing's why
each noth-nest is full 
of hungry cries
they speak for their beaks
and as they fly
they wave to their why
nights the noth migrates
but days it returns
is it an insect or a bird
real or absurd
I wish it were that straight 
sometimes it swoops
around my head
off-course who knows
where earthen it's been
so barren its share is
so child its share is
here to ground 
and air to polar
or back to there
a sortes of series
/so child its share is
child wait for more 
so bairn its share is
/ why expect
neglect in its routes
the sandground down
with/to its own list
days until I fail  / flight where I fail
/flownways
my peace find place
an armistice  surcease
roughtangle 

*
Generic

I look along the shelf
for brand-name goods of wealth
and fame but all I see
is that cutprice item me.

Wise shoppers shun my aisle
for bargains with a style  
shiny and new, not used—
they know I've been reduced.

My faded sell-date's due
and tells the true value 
that wastes the cost invested—  

to wipe this dust off my head
and open my packaging,



ignore the evident aging,

the brown tainted spots
splotching up under Knott's

Best: to buy me takes
a blind eye.  A lack of taste.

*
I woke to find a foursome
of sex lying atop me
as if I were a bed
on which they blended.
One was a dream 
none has unless
it came as two to them—
but is it true?

Three, four:
please vomit over
the edge of the cliff, 
not on it, I pleaded.

*

I was out the door with her before
I knew it I was gone
my day in court was short-reigned
either of them or none both but why
bother

*
From the polar stars 
our ancestors descend;
on the table
a boxing-glove lactates.
Each blank sky draws
wingstrokes across
the flock.  Sketch-a-stretch.
Migration's
headset 
radios directions to the ...[       ].

*
Song proceeds from a sort
of inner rectitude, gut
aligned with throat,
foot to palate straight
as sync: the link
tightens each thought on
a taut cord word caught
between this tension, strung
toe and tongue.  Song
proceeds all wrong
unless it's wrung.

*

The sky as blue 
as the blueprints
the clouds consult
to build another sky 



with more room
than this one, 
their first home
which they like us 
must leave
to a second house 
without parents
who are known 
to set with the sun
daily, abandoning 
each loft of it.

*
*

bap-behrled
…

*
The only way to read the new BAP is through Behrle. That's Jim Behrle, whose blog is 
presenting the 2008 Heather McHugh-edited BAP at a rate of one or two poems per 
day.

You have to go see what he does, I can't describe it. (Be sure to click on "older posts" 
at the bottom of the page if you want to witness all the BAP horrors.)

Behrle's comments on these evil examples of BAPpap are painfully apropos . . . his 
ridicule is exactly what these poems deserve.

You can't blame it all on David Lehman, even if he is the po-biz equivalent of Dick 
Cheney.

And I don't want to impugn Heather McHugh, she was my MFA teacher at Goddard, and 
without her kindness I would be worst off than . . .

But gosh these are bad poems—go read them on Behrle: is there a single one that's any
good?

*

halfhass (cont.)

*
The current American Poetry Review includes another chapter in their ongoing 
canonization of Robert Halfhass, whose careful-to-be-a-bit-bashful face photogs the 
cover . . .

There are a dozen or so new poems by him, followed by an obsequious essay devoted 
to his work: an extended advertisement for his new book just published and certain to
garner one or more of the major prizes.

The essayist quotes several banal (and typically clunky) lines from his poem "Bush's 
War" (which by the way is in the new BAPbatch, natch) and then comments that these 
lines are "deliberately unsubtle . . . "

Deliberately unsubtle!  What a revelation. 

And here I was all these years thinking his poems were bad because he was a bad 
poet.



Here I was thinking his poems were filled with stale platitudes and pretentious 
apothegms;—

that they were, essentially, professorial or essayistic or diaristic prose, belletrist 
vignettes, chopped up into arbitrary lines.

Now I learn that he was being deliberately pretentious, deliberately obtuse, 
deliberately clicheish, deliberately prosaic—

I thought his verse-craft was amateurish at best: and that its incompetence showed he
lacked any talent for or was unable to master the skills necessary to write poetry,—

and that if he wanted to be an author, novels were the answer . . .

But!— if all those defects were "deliberate"!?

Shouldn't that change my mind?  No, sorrry: after reading his new poems in the 
newAPR, I can only repeat:

All his new poems are boring; in this they resemble all his old.

*
—An earlier similar piece in APR was entitled "The Spiritual Progress of Robert Hass." 

Regarding which I responded in an earlier post here:

Yeah, spiritual progress, I mean he's a fucking saint, right?  Unfortunately there has 
been no corresponding poetical progress.  All his new poems are  pretentious and 
cliche-riddled; in this they resemble all the old.  Even when he tries to write a 
'political' poem it turns as usual into maundering piffle.

Saint Robert, the Mother Teresa of American poetry.

*
After reading (or failing to read) that "Spiritual Progess" essay, I wrote the following 
poem:

AT THE "FEDERAL CENSORSHIP AND THE ARTS" SYMPOSIUM

Just as the Nazis never proscribed Rilke 
(he was no Expressionist, no Degenerate, 
no Art-Bolshevik), so most of us poets
are thought no threat by those in authority—

Halfhass, for instance, his books won't get banned:
his Rilkemanqué wins awards, his "spiritual
progress" and "earned words" (—to paraphrase Wilde, 
his genius gives good guru Po-Biz style while

his talent brooks those so serious ergo poems)—
what might appease the Right even more is
his patriot's part in The American Poetry Series.

Better silence than that?  Better to hide, to write
for one's cabinet?  (To paraphrase Benn,
the aristocratic form of publication.)



Note:  
This poem was deleted from my collected comic poems by the publisher, BOA, whose 
chief fund-raiser at the time was Robert Hass. . . .  
I've often wondered if the BOA editors censored this poem on their own initiative, or 
whether they were ordered to do so by Hass.

*
*

September 22, 2007

COMMENTS

Don't entirely agree, feel the Emperor here has at least a bit to clothe him, maybe a
speedo, but have to confess that a nerve's been struck by this nervy screed on the 
celebrity-cult canonization of yet another at best "okay" practitioner.

Posted by: barry spacks   | September 25, 2007 at 10:58 AM

Can anyone trace back and fix a point in time ( or a figure) as to exactly when all 
this process of "cannonization" began? It is certainly pervasive now. Or is it only 
one further facet of our celebrity saturated culture in which many poets are all 
too willing to patritcipate in, profit from through prizes and grants, and happily 
glow in.

Posted by: Barry Curran | September 25, 2007 at 12:46 PM

Cruel, cruel to describe
what there is no reason to describe...

Posted by: Kirk Johnson | September 26, 2007 at 06:37 PM

///

*

Denise Duhamel is a poet whose work, while widely published, will probably not 
receive as much acclaim as it might . . .

Compare her to her contemporaries who have won Pulitzers and other such 
awards . . . the difference is that Duhamel, unlike, for example, Gloria Emerson, 
Franz Wright, and Natasha Trethewey, has made the "mistake" of writing poems in the 
comic mode.

I mention these three Pulitzer poets not to question the quality of their work—each of
them has written poetry which deserves prize honors—

but to place in contrast Duhamel, who is also worthy of attention and respect and 
official laurels.  Yet—

she has committed the one error most USA poets know to avoid.

Because you know—you all know—if you wanna win the prizes, you gotta stick to 
Serious. 

*
Here's an early Duhamel poem I've admired since its publication in 1996.  She has 



moved on from this kind of writing into other perhaps more experimental modes, but 
here's one I hope she won't leave out of her Selected when her publisher Pitt does it: 
this comes from a section of poems about her mother, all of which I like, in the book 
entitled "Girl Soldier"—maybe it loses something out of that context—:

FROM THE SHORE

Michele and I pull out our feet from the mud, and begin
to scream from a new spot.  We think you are going to drown.
You won't look back as you swim to the middle of the ocean.

"But Ma!" we call.  Chills through our arms, down
through our legs as though we've been struck still by lightning
and no one will touch us.  We're afraid to touch each other.

If only we could jump out past our bodies, the small ones
you had to lift up when the waves come.  Michele and I clung
to your sides and still got mouthfuls of salt water.

Had we dragged mud from the sand castle to the blanket
or sung too loud or fought with each other?  The foam
like thrown toys breaking at our feet, unsteadying us.

At sunset, the family beach mostly cleared,
a lady with red veins on her legs and a bathing suit with a skirt
stops to help us.  We point you out, the only mother

in the lineup.  Your face, a small craft at the point where water
meets choppy sky.  The lady says it's about to rain
and starts yelling with us, demanding you get back on shore

to take care of your daughters.  I know we've made a mistake
as you turn around and see Michele and me with this other adult.
All the ocean goes silent—the sea sounds, the gulls.

It's like watching TV with the sound turned off.
You rise from the water like a wet monster and the lady,
in a rage, begins to yell and I guess you yell back:

my ears are murmuring a quiet that's louder.
I vow never to tell on anyone again—if ever I see a kid hitting
another kid, if ever I see someone robbing a bank.

My whole body shakes, the sound inside a seashell.
You yank Michele's arm and mine, saying,
"Can't I have one goddamn minute alone?"

*

*

September 23, 2007

heads spinning

*
"Conversation" is one of Ai's best poems, I think . . . 

my first memory of it is that I heard her read it before I read it on the page . . . 



as I remember the occasion, it was an unusual experience, I think it happened only 
one other time when I was at a reading, 

a Ray Carver reading at the Harvard Lampoon building (am I remembering this right?) 
before his fame, there were only about a dozen attending, and I had room to lie down
on my back under the piano and close my eyes and just listen rather than having to 
also look, his story about the armless photographer and the husband whose wife has 
just left him, and as he read it and it went along I kept thinking to myself at various 
points in the story (which I had not read beforehand, I was encountering it for the 
first time), well that's it, it has to end now because it can't get any better than this, 
but it kept getting better and better until the end which was the best of all,—

and that's what I remember about the Ai reading of this poem, I had the same 
experience as the Carver,— as she read it I kept thinking okay that's it, the poem will 
end now because it can't get any better, but it did, it just kept getting better and 
better and better . . . 

it might have been the qualities of her reading, she was one of the best I can 
remember, and she read it perfectly, slowly and dramatically and measuredly, but as 
she read it and as she finished reading it 
I had the rare thrill to feel as Emily Dickinson said a poem should make you feel, stir 
the hair on your head or take your head off or was it Housman's beard who said that, 
electric, prickles like on your scalp and skin.  
It was that good.  Not just her performance of it, but the poem itself, which still 
moves me . . .

And not just because it's so different from Ai's normal style of persona-poem, no‚ its 
intrinsic merit continues to muse me.

As I remember her introduction of it, the poem was(is) an elegaic response to the 
death of Robert Lowell, and is addressed to Lowell . . . as such it's much better than 
Elizabeth Bishop's in memoriam, "North Harbor" . . . Yes, Bishop is a great poet, but I 
find "North Harbor" perfunctory and prosaic, interesting only for its historic biographic
affinity.

(As usual my opinion is the meager minority of one  . . . the Bishop is in the Norton 
and the Ai isn't.  The three Ai poems they include are in her default mode of the 
Dramatic Monologue.  The Norton is always right and I'm always wrong.)

*
Conversation
      
We smile at each other
and I lean back against the wicker couch.
How does it feel to be dead? I say.
You touch my knees with your blue fingers.
And when you open your mouth,
a ball of yellow light falls to the floor
and burns a hole through it.
Don't tell me, I say. I don't want to hear.
Did you ever, you start,
wear a certain kind of dress
and just by accident,
so inconsequential you barely notice it,
your fingers graze that dress
and you hear the sound of a knife cutting paper,
you see it too
and you realize how that image
is simply the extension of another image,
that your own life
is a chain of words
that one day will snap.



Words, you say, young girls in a circle, holding hands,
and beginning to rise heavenward
in their confirmation dresses,
like white helium balloons,
the wreathes of flowers on their heads spinning,
and above all that,
that's where I'm floating,
and that's what it's like
only ten times clearer,
ten times more horrible.
Could anyone alive survive it?

*
*

September 24, 2007 

how would someone feel

*
here's a post from Jonathan Mayhew's always sort of worth taking a look at blog, 
"Bemsha Swing":
09-28-2007
                    
                  Georg Trakl, César Vallejo, and Juan Ramón Jiménez were not 
"surrealists." I'm going off the "deep" end next time I see a quote about how James 
Wright translated "surrealist poets" like these! Whether Lorca was a "surrealist' is at 
least open to debate. It kind of depends on what your definition of 'Lorca" is. The 
"American Lorca" was a surrealist. The friend of Dalí, the Lorca of the drawings, might
have been. The author of Diván del Tamarit was not.    

Vallejo wrote an autopsy of surrealism, explaining its failings. Trakl killed himself 10 
years before the surrealist manifesto. How would someone feel if encountering a list 
of "Language poets like Ron Silliman, Robert Hass, Frank O'Hara, and Bill Knott"? Would
it matter that some died before language poetry existed, some hated it? 
The logic seems to be (1) Robert Bly and James Wright translated Trakl and Vallejo. 
(2) Robert Bly liked surrealism around this time. (3) Therefore these poets are 
surrealists.

*
*

I would respond with a "comment" to this on his blog, but I can't figure out the 
procedure to leave such there . . .
—Because his question in which my name appears made another question occur to me:
How would I feel if someone called me an "avant-garde" poet, which Robert Pinsky did 
indeed call me in his Wash Post column . . . ?  

I would feel, and I did feel, hurt and insulted, since I do not consider myself an 
avantgarde poet, I have never wanted to be an avantgarde poet, and in fact I dislike 
almost all avantgarde poetry:— 

which means that if Pinsky is right, then I have failed in my ambitions and aspirations 
as a poet . . .

—Well, that is to say, I mean, I know I've failed: I am a failed poet, period; but if his 
label should somehow be correct, it would mean that I've failed even more, even 
worser than I think . . .

*
September 28, 2007 



COMMENTS

Mayhew certainly has a point in not considering or classifing most Lorca as a 
Surrealist poetry. Lorca's roots were in popular song and "romances", neither forms
which could be considered very radical or innovative. If anything they are quite 
the reverse. Poeta en Nueve York may be up for debate, unless one considers the 
poem to be an al-Andalus- gypsy updating of Leaves of Grass, which in some ways 
it is. Lorca like many of his generation were looking back 300yrs previously and 
mining the Baroque of Gongora for imagery and voice. A run through the hypnotic 
discordant chain of images of Gongora's "Soledades" from our perspective could 
almost be read one supposes as somewhat "surrealist". But somehow most, if not 
all surrealist poetry, wheather a Tzara, a Breton, an Eluard or whomever, has a 
contrived anti-natural and anti-naturalistic impulse as its starting point. That 
certainly can't be said of Lorca. It is hard to read them today and not hear the 
strained artificial quality they possess; now become a very dated novelty.

Posted by: Barry Curran

more marginalia

*
Scars should outlive the skin—survive past its decay—otherwise why bother to acquire 
them.

*
Yesterday is a miracle: twentyfour hours ago I was alive.  Will I be able to say that of 
today, tomorrow?

*
Duty

Even when the roads are empty,
even at night, the stopsign
tells the truth.

*
Larkin in a private letter will scorn and dismiss Ted Hughes, but his selection of the 
latter's poems for the Oxford Twentieth Century Verse shows he could shrewdly 
recognize his rival's strengths—or else knowing he had no choice but to include a 
clump of the Laureate, he simply picked the ones that had been most frequently 
included by prior anthologists.

*
Anthologists are always right and critics are always wrong, unless they follow each 
other's lead, in which case they're both.

*
The first act to appear on American Bandstand's premiere national broadcast back in 
1957: the Chordettes.  So why aren't the Chordettes in the Rock'n'Roll Hall of Fame?  
Unlike Patti Smith, the Chordettes actually had hit records.  And Tommy James and 
the Shondells, and the Monkees . . . hell, the Archies belong in the Hall of Fame 
before Smith does.  But of course Smith gets in with her oxymoron, her straddle-status
of "rock poet." 

Being a rock poet means that in the area of poetry you're a great roll'n'roller, and in 
the arena of rock'n'roll you're a great poet.  In other words, you suck in both.  There is
an adage that you can never be too thin or too rich, and a similar rule applies in the 
realm of the Arts: in the Arts you can never be too pretentious.  This axiom explains 



the success of Smith (or, for another aster, Charles Wright).

*
Someone somewhere I can't remember some critic mentioning (with approval, I seem 
to remember) the "spiritual hunger" of Louise Gluck.  I remember that phrase exactly: 
"spiritual hunger."  Rich poets like Gluck are always writing about spiritual hunger, 
aren't they.  Real hunger is another matter, reserved it seems for poor poets to write 
about.  Different strokes for neither necessities.  Form is never more than an 
extension of breakfast.

*
In a dream last night I wanted
to be alone with my paintings
and the stacks of paper waiting
to be painted on, but people
crowded into the room and woke
their sex up on me.

*
Emerson clams me down:

(from 'Self-Reliance') 

We but half express ourselves, and are ashamed of the divine idea which each of us 
represents.  It may be safely trusted as proportionate and of good issues, so it be 
faithfully imparted, but God will not have his work made manifest by cowards.  A man 
is relieved and gay when he has put his heart into his work and done his best, but 
what he has said or done otherwise, should give him no peace.  It is a deliverance 
which does not deliver.  In the attempt his genius deserts him; no muse befriends; no 
invention, no hope.

—This damns me, but it explains why Philip Levine is a great poet: his 80th birthday is 
being celebrated on Nov 29 by the PSA in NYC.  Levine has "faithfully imparted" his 
idea; he should be feeling "relieved and gay" because if any poet has he has "put his 
heart into his work and done his best," and those of us who have not should look to 
Levine for guide, and honor his instance.  

The work, in Emerson's words, cannot be made manifest by cowards.  Levine has had 
the courage, the bravery, to maintain his voice and mode through the multitudes that 
would stray it away and cast it into mere style.

He's a paragon in himself, and moreso when compared to the rest of us:
If only we other poets—the most of us and me—were not so cowardly.

*
The Nation continues to be as schizophrenic as ever when it comes to poetry.  They 
used to publish a-political / non-political poems of the academic variety, and now 
they publish a-political / non-political poems of the avantgarde variety.

Flipping that coin to its other side doesn't make it any less counterfeit.

*
*

September 29, 2007 

as i said about Sharon Olds in one of my first posts here, if any
poet deserves to win the Triple Crown like Ashbery did in 
1975, it's her



(http://movies.about.com/od/intothewild/a/intowild092007.htm)  

Q: Can you discuss the significance of the Sharon Olds poem that sparked  the 
narration? 

Sean Penn: “I'd read that poem some years before. It really stuck with me  and got me
into reading her stuff entirely. She's a great writer. That one just  struck me for some 
reason because I'm in a lucky boy with parents. I'm in a  supportive, loving family in 
that way. But I'm going to [guess] 92.6 percent of  my friends throughout growing [up] 
and today didn't have [that]. It seemed so  acute to have that sense of want. When I 
started to write, the poem had probably  been in my head for about five years. But 
the book had been [for] about 10  years. When I started writing it, I got to about page
three and that poem just  jabbed me, so it was a way into something early in the 
picture. I quickly wanted to make sure I could use if I was going to go on that  road. 
So I called my partner, Art Linson, we'd bought the rights of the book  together, and 
said,

‘Can I get in touch with this poet Sharon Olds and see if we  could get the rights to 
it?’ And I called him right back and said, ‘As long as  she's a woman and a great writer,
I might to see if I could get her consultation  on the narration at the end when I'm in 
post-production.’ I'd written the  narration already but by that time but I knew I was 
going to want a woman's  touch, and in particular, that woman's, if I could get it. So 
we made an overall  deal with Sharon. I finished the script and then came back at the 
end when I'd  recorded all of my original narration with Jena [Malone] prior to 
shooting, with  timings and so on. Then I got Jena and Carine McCandless and Sharon 
and myself  in a recording studio in San Francisco and we did . . .**The triple Crown 
being of course the National Book Award, the National Critics Circle Award, and the 
Pulitzer Prize.  Ashbery won them all in 1975 for his book "Self Portrait in a Convex 
Mirror"....

September 30, 2007 

BAP japes (cont.)

*
I confess, I have gotten some laughs from the way Jim Berhle is slapping around the 
new BAP on his blog, but as I read more and more of them through his cartoon-asides 
and lampoon-surrounds, the grin on my face is starting to get grippy—

Iraq, Katrina, Bush, Racism, War,— where are they in these poems?

The only BAPpoem so far (as Berhle unveils or travails them alphabetically at the rate 
of one or two poems per day, and as I read them doled forth thus) to adumbrate 
anything political is  "Bush's War" by Robert Hass—

"Bush's War" is not a particularly good poem, but I will give credit to Hass for at least 
trying to do what none of editor Heather McHugh's other pick-poets are . . . 

and should I give credit to McHugh for choosing the Hass poem?   I would, but I'm 
beginning to fear, as the BAP-Behrle-cue trots out its comicstrip-acts, it's starting to 
look suspiciously as if McHugh has included the Hass as her TOKEN politpoem, and if I 
don't see some more like his pretty soon, I'm going to get seriously disappointed with 
her—

I mean, jesus, just take the racism genocidalism governmental activities surrounding 
the Hurricane Katrina aftermath, no poems were published last year about any of 
that?  McHugh couldn't find a single worthwhile poem about that?  No poems about 
Halliburton or other dictatorial mercenary Blackwater corporations plundering the 
poor and fucking up the ecosphere to apocalype?  And no poems attacking the insane 
militarism of not just the Bush admin but every other goddamn run-by-males country 
on the planet? 



Really?  She couldn't find any good poems that dealt with these etcet?  Sam Hamill 
just put out a book that features politpoems, and Marvin Bell also in his new 
collection, weren't they in the mags last year?  Couldn't McHugh add their to-the-point
poems to her BAP?

Adrienne Rich found these kinds of poems for her BAP, but McHugh can't?  
(Or rather won't—

and isn't that why David Lehman hired her—

because Lehman wants one thing from BAP— and that's to ride BAP for as long as he 
can to keep his paltry Po-Biz career alive,— without BAP he's nothing and he knows it,
— he knows he's the Yuppie Louis Untermeyer . . .  
and so every year he ensures that BAP will be one thing and one thing above all: 
innocuous, harmless, controversy-free, safe.)

McHugh couldn't find more than one politpoem?

Really?  

Maybe "really" is the problem.  Maybe "real" is what crazes our poets and drives them 
to write the trivial drivel BAPporn we read in this anthol every year . . .  Because 
what the hell is real?  Was Katrina a real hurricane or something cooked up by the 
Invisible Government's secret labs and scientists to create an econoshock of the kind 
of Disaster Capitalism I'm reading about in reviews of the new book by Naomi Klein 
(half the movies on the SciFi Channel have just such scenarios) . . . "9-11"?  The Drug 
War?  Bin Laden?  Is any of it real?  And how would we know what is and what isn't?

From yesterday's NYTBR: "Klein argues [that] the Asian crisis of 1997 paved the way 
for the International Monetary Fund to establish programs in the region and for a sell-
off of many state-owned enterprises to Western banks and multinationals.  The 2004 
tsunami enabled the government of Sri Lanka to force the fishermen off beachfront 
property so it could be sold to hotel developers.  The destruction of 9/11 allowed 
George W. Bush to lauch a war aimed at producing a free-market Iraq."  

What more logical step for the Oligarchy to take than, rather than waiting and 
intervening afterwards, rather than waiting for the aftermath of such crises and 
disasters, to instead beforehand actually CREATE the crises and disasters which they 
can then exploit and take advantage of.  To create the tsunami and the hurricane and 
the "terrorist" incidents . . .

The real is so cut with Dick no wonder poets turn to their toenails.  That's Philip K. by 
the way—
though cut with dick lowercase also applies, since male-hegemonic murder-
masculinist Y-equals-evil forces continue to control all this . . . 

*   

October 1, 2007 

reprint

*

I'm reprinting an old post below . . .   

(In asserting my civil right to end my life when and as how I choose, I may be 
transgressing the social norms, which of course poets have never done!  

It seems to me that poets especially should appreciate and support this right.  I'm not 
excluding other vocations, sculptors for example could receive such benefits from the 



Sculptors League, and etcet for every field of endeavor, 

but I demand that the Poetic Institutions should aid poets particularly in this matter.  

I demand their patronage at this acme of climacteric: they owe me (and needless to 
say, all other poets like me, we who have overpaid our lives into that metaphorical 
fund devotionally and are now due our parting pension) that much, they owe me this 
assisted demise.   This bequeath of death.

I can of course do it via the usual violent methods, but I feel that as a poet I deserve 
a painless deliverance granted by the Academy of American Poets or the Poetry 
Society of America or the Poetry Foundation or the Ingram Merrill Foundation or the 
heiratic Bollingen or similar endowers of poetic endeavor— 

Or is it hopeless to expect succor from such evil and corrupt bodies?   Must poets form
their own self-help groups, auto-euthanistic societies.  If those malevolent cabals 
listed above will not help poets in this quest, must I turn to poets themselves and beg 
for their individual or collective mercies . . .  

I can attend poetry readings with a sign around my neck asking for contributions of 
the right prescription strength . . . I can write pleas to famous poets begging them to 
scrape their medicine cabinets for a bolus of panacea, a perk of peace …

Yes it would be useless of me to protest picket the offices of the Academy of American
Poets et al, though I will continue to proclaim that they are in arrears to me, that 
they are obligated to accord me this compensatory quittance in return for my lifetime
of service.) 

*
Once they get to a certain age, poets should be put to sleep; I don't mean all poets, 
not real poets, successful poets: but poets like me, second-raters, third-raters, 
whether run of the mill SOQhack like me or superannuated avant, we should get it in 
the neck.  Our poems are already dead; we might as well follow.

Because what's the point.  We're not going to write anything important now: I'm not 
going to, that's for sure.  I'm through, I know it.  Why hang on and keep going through 
the motions, which is all I'm doing now as anyone can see who reads the work I've 
posted here on this blog over the past year.

But there should be an easy out for old poets who've failed.  A graceful goodbye, a 
painless dispensation.  We should be helped to put ourselves away quietly.  A "terminal
dosage" should appear on our doorsill from some anonymous generous patron of the 
arts, to honor not our accomplishment but our sustained devotion to the bright cause.
We don't deserve a prize for our lifelong failed poetic attempts, but surely by those 
laborious efforts we have at least earned a charitable bottle of sleepingpills!  The 
American Academy of Arts and Letters could spare an OD, don't you think?

Is it too much to ask the Poetry Society of America and the Academy of American Poets
to help euthanize the exits of old failed poets like me?  Can't they set up a 
discretionary fund, an in-house Hemlock Society, to assist and sponsor such acts of 
mercy?  If they had hearts they would.

Seriously, with all the millions the Poetry Foundation has, Christian Wiman can't take a
little of that money and establish an Euthanasia outreach program for extinctist poets 
like me?

*
Expunge us from the scene.  Wipe us off the screen.    We're (I'm) just taking up space 
and attention that would otherwise and should indeed be going to younger poets.  

I'm just taking up space a younger poet should be filling.  My job, my publisher(s), my 
readership (all 12 of them) should be going to that younger viable poet.



*
Can no one hear us old failed poets begging for surcease?  "Put me out of my misery" 
we whimper.  Have pity on us.  Is there no kind Benefactor who will aid our quietus, 
who will press into our hand the nepenthean vial?

*
(The CIA issues suicide pills to its agents. . . the CIA used to fund under-the-table 
most USA artistic institutions. . . why can't someone from the myriad Academies of 
American Coldwar Culture call up their former or current conduits in the CIA and say, 
Hey we got all these old failed poets cluttering up the mis en scene, can't you lend us 
some "escape-capsules" to help us delete this mess. . . The Academy of American 
Poets could benefit AmerPo most by scoring cyanide cocktails for terminal poets like 
me. . . .)

*
The CEO of Home Depot just retired with a 210 million dollar payout. I wasn't the CEO 
of PoBiz Inc, I was only a minor clog in the company: I don't expect 210 million, but 
can't they at least give me a crummy bottle of barbituates, some goodbye-Bill pills to 
ease my demise?!  

If everybody reading this would scrounge their medicine cabinet and vouchsafe me a 
tab or two.  Or if only some wealthy patron of the arts would find it in their hearts to 
mercifully anonymously endow me with the Terminal Sedation that would balm and 
dose me to a close.

*

October 2, 2007

from old worksheets and drafts

*
what if you're on call waiting
and the puter-person chirps
to standby you're second in line
and then you start to worry
that the one ahead of you is you
and yet look you're still here

*
To fellate Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer
at the god end of evening—
to sit and read in the errors, 
nostrils arrayed above a stream Euclidean;

and then suddenly to feel
the me-too mouse-trap clamp you, 
stir you in the heart of the lair,
its windows identical-eyed, ablaze with unity.

They swab your temples with bloodhazel;
or else they wait
until the hour has reached its most thereaboutish,
and then they daub you in the dreams you count as final;

through your inmost-movie's corridors or
along the wards where white things wait
for their bandages to be yanked off
and jumped up and down on;



where grimace-doers remain uncaught;
where you fear the wallpaper contains enough 
inconsistencies in its pattern to be actual,—
and yet your statue wears its chisel's aura too lightly,

doesn't it?  [       ]

*
on this hill at sunset
I will feel the contrast
of it going down
and me up here for
a moment as total

*
moon of all means
sun of all ends
the TV screens
whatever day
or night sends
my way

*
To emulate them: when fish swim 
deeper the heavier they breathe, 
the more they whisper to their haloes,
surface the lake repeats as pure.

calm simulacrum [    ] hold tight [      ] charm

*
We know it more intimately ours if
its echo carols cloud corrosions with
each transmittal a kind of scantron rabbit;
unbound and shunned, I shy at
this dream-emissioned fable whose ears
give no harbinger to me—

By ebb and gashes I gave my all
to anyone who fought the slap
of my tobacco finito.  Its focus forms
a way to ambush such, rudiments all, 
the pattern scattered over its sad em-dash,
its distant faded sketch (moments the end)
can tongue a doubters' wall perhaps.

Insert time-interims for that onion
whose udder nurses twelve owls in
monthly order, past verity's stray, pasture
for our inner wail.  Hooves vomited by vowels
know its idol-paved domes uphold every lie
as I confess why my rifle-butt's bed-ridden.

[             ], postscript stitching the skip-rope
spied upon from twigs strayed umbilical,
mission-hinges [         ] appointed [                     ]

*
poetry: the intricate magnification of mental anomalies

*
listening is confined to seashells



at night
when newlyweds milk the greenhorn's hammer

quarry your share of it from
the chafing of our toes' fibrous shoals

pitchfork tines twanged
against a barndoor 

*

*

*
[SONNET]

rationally the poem
rashomons its words
redacts its theme
flashbackwards

the prairie has vagaries
but the plains are vague
sunwings rise in place
on their dim-beat shore

gold as the fumes that rise
from a drop of acid eating
its way down a finger
raised to heaven

I hate the homerun

*
*
you ask me why I come among you to mourn you
I say: I am the mourner
but we are not dead or dying
well: I am the mourner
we aren't afraid of you
I know: I am the mourner
but what do you mourn then if not us
not you: I am the mourner
is there anything worth mourning but us
yes: I am the mourner
when you leave us do you continue to mourn
to mourn: I am the mourner
your answers are only echoes
to echo is to mourn: I am the mourner
we won't feed you you know you'll starve
I live on lament: I am the mourner
but we are young and strong we don't need you
I am the mourner
here's a dollar beat it
thanks: goodbye
where will you go from here
there are others to mourn: I am the mourner
wait a sec is that all don't you have anything else
   to say to us
I say: I am the mourner goodbye
you can't leave it like that wait up a while
no: I have finished mourning you



wait up we say you fraud you catchsleeve you cocksill
sorry: you have been mourned as much as you can be
but don't worry:
I am the mourner

*
whose prey prevails sails these drain-edged seas

*
last cobweb from my arms an
ankh length away it fades

as the fin paces off the fish
for room to flower
in a glove you collect dust for udders

if bread surrenders to the poor
and wine to the rich
if

hold
this while I isolate my deathwish and kick
the h out of it
then "deatwis" sit
and read the daily crosshairs

*
songs still hover near the mouth
like winestains on a table's steepled cloth

*
where all our windows sowed their sills

*
whoever does not love you loves me
but only when I am you
and if your name was X
your clothes labels all would read
made from 100 percent virgin X
but only when I'm wearing them

*
Eager Gagarin's
(or was it stout
Cortez's)
cosmonautboot
quashes
the tender
rays that engender
Selene's
poetic praxises
and means—
Yuri, what you do
imposing the siberian shoe
on its silver sand
just to be
the first man
to land there as John
Keats said stranded
on his peak in
Darien may ruin
our poems' home.



We need the moon
untouched
by any but us.
Please bring
your spacebus
back to earth and sing
quest else to come.
[pacifically  /
/ can praise
other discoveries  / ]

*
Like a ciggypoo lit by lightning I
feel grateful yet belittled some by the
ardor of your love which I find over
determined as 1930s murder ballads.
[                          ]

*
fenced in by endless one-act stress

*
Would I be encouraged if a magician doing cardtricks disembowelled himself 
in theprocess somehow.  Through some slight slip in skill.  It might prove that my 
poems so slight and easy to the eye could be similarly lethal in their sleight.
 Otherwise the lack of risk is obvious to any reader.

*
I have a wind-up alarm clock, and when it runs down and stops ticking I turn the key 
intently, knowing the few seconds it takes to complete this act may be the only lapse 
in time, the only alleviation: what has the clock done in its brief vacation or 
coffeebreak; I envision lunch excursions outside in a sunny plaza where the tightrope 
shadows buildings throw across streets meet and try to support our wobbly feet.

*
The poetry I wanted to write before
I started examining myself was
a poetry of self-examination.  I
wanted to lie still while my genitalia
roved over me like a stethoscope
seeking the flaws inherent with
[hiatus   /  charade  / detached
/a sign scotchtaped to a crashed window
/windshield                           ]

*
I am not happy at present.
I have never been happy.
Has anyone ever been happy—

The syllogism does not follow.
There are others like me
Who have never been happy,

But we are a minority.
Most people have been happy
At least once in their life:

Maybe I too would be happy
If the few who are like me
In never having been happy



Would all become happy
And leave me alone, unique.

*
His candle of blood is snuffed
before its drippings can form fangs
to gore him home.  Emptyhanded
he winds the clock.  Alarms won't
wake him, his [       ] gone, side wrong
scan holds no scope that's not gap.
No one can take his one as whole.
He stands stumbled, a humped
repellantive.  Suicide? he smiles,
glad salve.  Vanishing cream his crown,
[                    ]

* 
*
[title----?????]

can the dandled infant sense
when time's tall animal
will maladroitly spill
his frons of innocence

if baby brains break fragile
shall butterfingers refrain
if a fontanelle walls eden
all it takes is one fall

was god the klutz that let me
land headfirst splatborn splayed
today's adult once prayed
beastlike on his fat knees

what clumsy bungling rage
as Rilke trained beware
in his poem Der Panther
runs evolution's cage

where roaring ids now roam
superego may seize control
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

or claim to be like Rilke
the lucky little bastard
the kid who oops was daily
dropped not down but upward

*
/where roaring ids now roam
superego may wreak its will
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

may thrust its will
may foist its will
may work its will
may bid its will

superego may conk its will



superego may conquer all

superego may reign soon

where roaring ids now roam
superego may reign still
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

superego may reign whole

may reign sole

superego may crib and cramp

superego may stamp and quell

superego may quell and kill

superego may paw and kill

superego may paw its kill

superego may take control
superego may wrest control
superego may clamp control

superego may seize control
so aim right from your cradle

grip /  seize  / clench / grasp / grab

superego may snatch control

clutch  /

superego may swaddle

diddle   /  coddle  /  twaddle
toddle

toddler-coddle

where roaring ids now roam
superego may coddle
the toddler in his cradle
to retain some cranium

try toddler in your cradle
to retain some cranium

so coddle with your cradle

where roaring ids now roam
superego may toddle
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

superego may come to rule

superego may capture rule



superego may assume rule

where roaring ids now roam
superego may soon rule
so aim right from your cradle
to retain some cranium

so scheme right from your cradle

so clutch tight to your cradle
so cling   / so hold on to

so tame right from your cradle

so hold tight from your cradle

so hang on to your cradle
to retain some cranium

so grab on to your cradle

so tightly clutch your cradle

so mind you clutch your cradle

so mind you guard your cradle

so mind your cribs and cradle
to retain some cranium

so outwit your

/or deign to be like Rilke
or try to be like Rilke
or keen to be like Rilke
or come to
or lust to
try just to be like Rilke

/so cry right from your cradle
so try right from your cradle
so fight right from your cradle

so learn from your cradleschool

/only got dropped upward
was only dropped upward
was just dropped upward
just got dropped upward

the kid who oopsy daily
was dropped not down but upward

got dropped upward

was dropped but dropped upward

was dropped not down but upward

got dropped not down but upward



can the cradled infant sense

can each dandled infant sense

so cry right from your crib-rail
to retain some cranium

was god the klutz that let me
splat on my bornday head

land headfirst-splatborn-splayed

was god the klutz that let me
land bornblam on my head
land bornbased on my head
land bornsplayed on my head
land postborn on my head
land bornbump on my head
land bornfast on my head
land bornlost on my head
land lornborn on my head
land halfborn on my head

land newborn on my head

land splatborn at my head

splat newborn on my head

land headfirst splatborn-splayed

was god the klutz that let me
land newborn on my head
today's adults once prayed
beastlike on their knees

was god the klutz that let me
land splatborn at my head
today's adults each prayed
beastlike on bare knees

today's adults mass prayed
today's adults all prayed
today's adults half prayed
today's adults still prayed
today's adults pew prayed
today's adults have prayed

today's adults each prayed
beastlike on bare knees

beastlike with bare knees
beastlike their bare knees
beastlike on their knees

beastlike on fat knees

tumble on my newborn head

was god the klutz that splat me
flat on my birthday head
every adult has prayed



newborn on my tumble head

was god the klutz that muffed me
splat on my birthday head

was god the klutz that split me
splat on my birthday head

was god the klutz that conked me
splat on my newborn head
today's adult has prayed

newborn on my

was god the klutz that splat me
bump on my birthday head

was god the klutz that slopped me
plop upon my head

bumpedy birthday head

was god the klutz that dumped me

slip on my birthday head

splat on my newborn head

natal on my birthday head

can the cradled infant sense
which day time's tall animal

newborn on my head
every adult has said

/so pray right from your crib-rail

so pray tight from your crib-rail

so hide behind your crib-rail
to retain some cranium

so cling tight to your crib-rail

/can any infant sense
when time's tall animal
will maladroitly spill
his frons of innocence

can an infant soul pre-sense
can an infant foretell sense
can any infant foresense
can an infant tell or sense
can an infant spell or sense
can an infant smell or sense

does an infant foretell sense
does an infant ever sense
can an infant tell prehense



newborn on my bawled head

what clumsy bawled-out rage

*

TITLE? POSTNATAL /POSTCONKED / PRAMBLE SCRAMBLED/

can infants tell and sense
the day time's tall animal
will maladroitly spill
each frons of innocence

if baby brains break fragile
shall butterfingers refrain
if a fontanelle walls eden
all it takes is one fall

was god the klutz that splat me
newborn on my head
every adult has said
beastlike on his knees

what clumsy bungling rage
as Rilke trained beware
in his poem Der Panther
runs evolution's cage

where roaring ids now roam
superego may assume rule
so pray right from the cradle
to retain some cranium

or pray to be like Rilke
the lucky little bastard
the kid who oopsy daily
got dropped upward

/gets dropped upward

*
/////can any infant sense
when time's tall animal
will maladroitly spill
its frons of innocence

chephalic  cranium

so pray from the cradle
to retain some cranium

what ambisinister rage

some superego may slop
superego may slop whole
superego yields control

superego may control
where roaring ids now roam
some superego may stroll
so pray inside your cradle
retain that crazy cranium



crazy punk-pram cranium

so pray straight from the cradle
so p
to retain crazy cranium

to stay its crazy cranium
punk to stay cranium

superego may  chart its home/seize its home/assume

if baby brains hang fragile    /bang
what butterfingers can refrain
if fontanelle walls eden
all it takes is one fall

if baby brains squirm fragile
teem  / seem  / dream   /snooze

today's poll of adults said
today's percentage adult said

today's ouch klutz has splat me

god (that klutz) once splat me
newborn on my head

the lucky little bastard
the only kid who oopsy daily
got dropped upward

god's the klutz who spl
what klutz let go of me
today what klutz will splat me
newborn on my head
every adult has said
beastlike on his knees

slipped let go of     all thumbs
bungle

was dropped upward

/who must have been daily
dropped upward

the kid who must have daily
gotten dropped upward
what pent-up tiger leopard rage
the kind Rilke trained beware

/since baby brains are fragile
what butterfingers can refrain
each fontanelle bleeds eden
if fontanelle equals eden
no butterfingers can refrain
baby brains are so fragile
each fontanelle breeds eden
all it takes is one fall

its fontanelle so frail



can easily break open

today they rained and oopsed me
today they came and oopsed me
today again they oopsed me
today some klutz has oopsed me
today they came and klutzed me
today again they klutzed me
I swear some klutz has oopsed me

can be broken open
can be easily broken
will easily break open

false pen that breaks open

the fontanelle brow

the fontanelle breaks its pen
its bones so false and frail

its fontanelle breaks open
skull so false and frail

its skull's pen breaks open
fontanelle false and frial

cranium false and frail

pent-up leopard tiger rage

as Rilke trained it there

from leopard space
what leopard space
as Rilke trained beware
in his poem Der Panther
that tiger place  /with tiger grace

that leopard tiger rage

can an infant sense
when time's tall animal
will come to expel
its frontal innocence

its fontanelle so frail
so quickly broken open
by accident or eden
all it takes is one fall

today they dropped me
newborn on my head
every adult has said
beastlike on his knees

pent-up tiger leopard rage
as Rilke trained beware
in his poem Der Panther
evolution's cage

where roaring ids roam



superego shall stroll
so pray from your pram
to be whole i.e.

to be Rilke
the little bastard
who must have daily
got dropped upward

/who must at least daily
been dropped upward

/who must have been daily
dropped upward

October 03, 2007

old worksheets etc

*
the name stenciled on 
your frankenstein kit is mine 
but its letters distribute so 
are they caught in the spread 
of points on a betting card 

yet causality you declare fervid 
is the sole vocation the lone rune 
by which gods can dispute their senses 
so that no later than someday we 

will believe in our superstitious 
existence as names on dotted lines 
clot up and thicken into a polyglot 

ingot and yet all the gold in Fort 
Knott cannot further bear or 
absolve me from this longshot 

* 
undo this I.D. for me will you 

* 
all the horizon's lines are waver 
like water age stained edge pages 
turned rapidly till the book at hand 
is the one we see out there 

impatient to read further than 
we can through selected apercus 
and what the hold let's let that 
landscape take the quote route 

allowance the order of my say 
ramblethorn today and torn tomorrow 
our rest assure needs a refill 

the statue of X was placed carefully 
inside his skeleton's ribcage for display 
which needless to say was lifesize 



* 
like the last scene in an hourglass movie 

* 
unsanctuaried 

October 08, 2007 

Barry Curran comments: and I try to answer

*
Barry Curran comments:

Is there any possibility of you gathering into a "dead tree" edition a collection of 
your past postings? Many are real gems ( April-June 2006) of cogency on poetic 
matters which other poets and critics too often seem to wish away or ignore for 
reason of expediency, propriety or academic protocol. They certainly merit re-
reading and being given a more permanent form.....

*

I appreciate your kind and intelligent comments as always, Barry— This blog would be 
blah without them.

In response to this: it's an idea.  Thanks for the suggestion.  I'll certainly consider it, 
but—

Right now on my plate I have requests to write blurbs for four books and some 
recommendations for ex-students, and some health issues with upcoming clinic 
appointments etcet, plus the three classes (two Writing, one Lit) I have to teach each 
week and have to prepare for, plus the office hours I'm obligated to hold . . .  
On top of which I expect to retire from my college teaching post at the end of this 
schoolyear, which entails all kinds of logistical problems, such as transferring 
hundreds of books and boxes of papers/lecturenotes/lessonplans etcet, from my 
office to my apt, not an easy matter in practical terms since my office building is 
located at one of the busiest intersections of downtown Boston which makes it very 
difficult to manage in terms of moving my things . . . (just deciding which 
books/papers to keep and which to jettison is exhausting) . . .

Added to that I'm trying to figure out where I will go to live after I retire, I can't 
afford to pay the rents in the Boston area on my retirement budget, so I have to move
somewhere else, but where I can afford to live is the question, where am I going to 
move to, where am I going to be able to live and do my work: so I'm very busy trying 
to research and scope out that very pressing and depressing problem . . .

And I'm still trying as always when I have a spare moment and the energy to go 
through my old notebooks and pull out bits and pieces to try to work up  into  poems  
and or posts on this  blog...

so: it's all a bit much.  I'm feeling overwhelmed much of the time, "hapless", in a 
lowgrade state of torpor and doubt.  Lethargic with age and fears for the future.

*

COMMENTS

Bill,



I am left a little speechless and am once again very touched by your generous 
words and thoughts. But the site wouldn't be blah without my comments; far from
it. You have a lot of avid, interested and intelligent readers here, whom from 
what they write, show a real interest in your work and very clearly hold it and 
you in high esteem. Obviously so do I. 

The burdens that go along with retiring and the logistics of moving are always 
very stressful and full of million unforeseen vexations. Just sorting papers out can
be like confronting the Stygian stables. Frankly, it's a royal pain in the ass at any 
age, but when one gets older( younger readers please take note) like almost 
everything else, the complications seem to go up logarithmically. And it puts 
everything else on hold when one most needs time, and a break from mundane 
distractions, to apply oneself to one's real work and interests. There are always so
many projects pending. I certainly hope after this transitional period for you, you 
can find the time so some of them can come to fruition.
 
Most important of course is to hang onto your health. I can empathize with your 
aprehensions about up coming medical visits as my wife is going through 
something similar at the moment. Tennessee Wiliams once told Harold Pinter 
( one can easily picture Tennessee well liquored up and lowering his ever present 
shades) "Hang onto your health Harold- it's a young man's game." And so it is.

And if you are full of lethargy and concerns for the future, then all I can say is 
what Chuang Tzu said more than 2,000 years ago in that however bleak or 
discouraging one day presents itself to be, it doesn't necessarily follow that the 
next day will be the same. It often isn't, however trite that might sound. And 
anyway it 's Fall in New England which never lends itself to uplifting moods. 

Most I want to thank you for having this site. I know other bloggers out there 
agree. If there are any other sites like this one out there where issues on poetry 
are so freely discussed, then please show me where they are because I haven't 
found them. And I don't think me or anybody else will.

Posted by: Barry Curran | October 09, 2007 at 12:30 PM

where bees brought honey to dying flowers I sprinkled childhood upon the 
horizon.

Bread always weeps as you gently break it into years.

Bill Knott "Yesenin to Duncan"

****

I have forgotten the word I wanted to say...
The horses of night have transparent manes.
A little boat drifts on a dry river.
Among the crickets the word fades into oblivion.
... I shrink from the wild grieving of the Muses,
from the mists, the ringing, the opening void.
...but I forgotten what I wanted to say
and a bodiless thought returns to the palace of shadows.

*****
The people need poetry that will be their own secret
to keep them awake forever and bathe them in the bright-haired wave
of its breathing.

Osip Mandelstam. Poem 113 from "Tristia" and Poem 335 from Voronezh Notebooks
tr.Brown/Merwin



Posted by: Barry Curran | October 09, 2007 at 12:30 PM

suspect should be shot on sight

*
Someone who runs a little poetry reading series here in Boston wants me to do one in 
their schedule before I leave the area next year . . .

Vanity (as always) tempts, but I can't do it.  

My health is not up to it, first and firstmost.  That in itself is sufficient reason to 
refuse,—

but also, as I've mentioned in earlier posts here, back when I was younger and did do 
readings I was by all accounts pretty bad at it.   

And to say "I did readings" is not quite accurate, considering that in my three decades 
of residence here in the Boston area, I was almost never invited to give them .  .  .

which is not surprising, really, taking into account how terrible I was at doing them—

and in view of how the few readings I did give were so poorly attended—

it's no wonder I was asked to do them so infrequently . . .

The overseers of such venues knew how small a crowd my limited (meaning "bad") 
reputation as a poet would bring in.  And they were right, of course.

In those thirty years there were certainly plenty of places where I could have been 
invited to read, most of the many colleges and universities in or around the Boston 
area had reading series, and there were always non-affiliated independent ones 
ongoing . . .

*
But lately I've been wondering whether my pathetically meager reading career might 
relate to the fact that the State Arts Council had at some point early on in my thirty 
years here pronounced me persona non grata . . .

and ergo the administrators of all those poetry-reading series knew that it would be 
*illegal* to recognize me as a poet, to invite me to read—

this is a metaphor, but poets live and die by metaphor, and I've died dozens at the 
hands of this one, so please stay with me while I tease it out a bit—

Laws are created not solely by legislation, but also by precedence and custom:

so if the State of Massachusetts, through its Arts Agency, has repeatedly and 
consistently ruled that my poetry has no merit and is not worthy of—

I applied I can't remember how many times, how many years for one of the poetry 
grants they gave over the course of those three decades to hundreds of other 
Massachusetts poets—

if the State has determined that I am a nonpoet, if they have rendered that 
judgement again and again and again, then,

does that not constitute a statutory mandate, does that not have the authority of an 
ordinance,—

does that not establish a Law, a commonlaw or corpus juris,—



does that not in jurisprudence enact an Edict that finds "Knott is not a poet"—

has not the State ratified, by precedence and custom, and decreed just such an 
embargo—

and if the State of Massachusetts has legally ordained by fiat that I am not a poet, 
then, ergo,

it would be illegal, wouldn't it, for citizens of Massachusetts to regard me as a poet?—

No wonder all those folks never invited me to participate in their reading series, when
they knew that by doing so, they'd be breaking the law!  

(It's obviously why the editors of here-in-state magazines always rejected the poems I 
send them—)

*
Yes, the metaphor sayeth: it is illegal for Massachusetts residents to read my poetry, 
or ask me to give poetry readings, or to consider me a poet in any way.

Hopefully whatever state I move to next year won't enact similar prohibitions.

I guess I'm lucky that Massachusetts didn't actually make it a criminal offense for me 
to be a poet, and sanction its police agencies to arrest me each time I tried to write a
poem.

I guess it's lucky I'm not on Death Row by now.

My poetry career's on Death Row, but I'm not quite there yet.  Won't be long, though.

*

October 24, 2007

a squib from Silliman's omnipotent blog

*
>>>this appeared as a footnote to the entry for 10/23/07 in Silliman's omnipotent 
blog:

"If the surrealism of Robert Bly & James Wright was a conscious rebellion against the 
Boston Brahmin scene around Lowell, the soft surrealists – who emerged after Tate’s 
sublime first volume, The Lost Pilot – represented a kind of rapprochement. The three
who matter are Tate, Simic & Bill Knott, tho one can detect its influence to this day in
the work of, say, Dean Young."

I've noted earlier here my admiration for and envy of Silliman's energy and erudition 
as expressed almost daily in his blog . . . his enthusiasm and wide-ranging intellect 
seem awesome.  I don't often agree with his opinions about poetry, but c'est la vie I'm 
always interested (sort of) to read them . . .

High-minded, serious, assiduous, thorough, scrupulous in detail, but even he nods at 
times, and sometimes he simply doesn't provide enough background info or context for
his readers, and the quote above is one example—

most of his readers will recognize the names he mentions: Bly and Wright are 
internationally known, and Dean Young is famous for being the eminent featured star 
of Poetry (Chicago) Magazine's monthly "Comedy Issue" . . . 



James Tate and Charles Simic are Pulitzer and National Book Award poets, winners of 
the Wallace Stevens Prize, their work can be found in the Norton, etcetera etcetera, 
they are two of the most successful poets alive—
but who on earth is this "Bill Knott"?!

Silliman says: "The three who matter are Tate, Simic & Bill Knott . . ."  He states this 
so matter-of-factly and straightforwardly as if he assumed his readers will know who 
these three are, and of course most will indeed know who Tate and Simic are, won't 
they,

because Tate and Simic are successful honor-laurel poets, and ergo they "matter."

But Bill Knott?  Hunh?  Knott has not won such awards nor any of that and Knott will 
not be found in the Norton nor any other anthol-covering-the-period . . . 

Knott is not only not In Print, in fact Knott is humiliated degraded and abjected into 
suffering the most malvolio'd disgraceful and loathesomest fate any poet can have 
thrust upon 'em, i.e., to be a "blog poet"!

Contra Silliman, Knott does not and in reality can not "matter" . . .

The syllogism is irrefutable: Tate and Simic matter, their prizes prove it: since their 
prizes prove they matter, then Knott's lack of prizes proves he does not matter.

Matter is logical, matter equals Aum squared, and the matter is closed.  Matter of 
fact.

*

comment from barry curran

Dear Barry: thanks for the comment below …

I'll try to respond to your Simic/Creeley question . . . I suggest you check Silliman's 
omnipotent blog for an interesting entry on the supposed-controversy . . .

>>
Hope your health is holding up and that you can find a new place to live. Twenty 
years ago I would have recomended you try Barcelona but like most cities in the 
developed world, only plutocrats and people with lifetime leases can now afford 
to live here. Sounds like Boston is  much the same. 

And people are afraid to agree with you about suicide because we all are immortal
of course and will live on in our home videos and MySpace forever. Most won't 
confront such ideas for fear it might mean them. Perish the thought. Optimism 
must always reign supreme in the U.S.A. otherwise the malls would be empty.

But before you check out for the lands of Rhadamanthus ( which I hope is no time 
soon) could you weigh in ( if it is even worth your time ) on the cogent and astute 
assessment by our Poet Laureate Charles Simic, on the vacuous cloying cotton 
candy legacy of that Baldar of divine poets, Robert Creeley. Maybe it has taken 
someone born outside the the sacred circle of post-war American poetry and who 
fortunatly never had to climb to the lofty summits of Black Mountain to see clearly
how all those widely spaced pieces add up to so little.

Stay well and try to stay with us.

*

COMMENTS



Bill,

Thanks for pointing me to Ron Silliman's crotchety piece on the Simic-Creeley 
polemic. Simic is on solid ground and is exposing, if anything else, the hollowness
of the whole Projective Verse movement and by extension all or most of its 
practioners. Hence the strong reaction and defense of the "faith" on Silliman's 
part. If Projective poetry were a descredited branch of science, say like 
ethnology, or medicine like phrenology, then one might be able to sue for 
malpractice or at least get the price of the books purchased refunded.

Silliman is particularly obnoxious and nativist when he writes:

"Simic struck me as a man with an accent that would have been fabulous to 
process through the careful annotation that was at the heart of Charles Olson's 
projective methodology."

But then Williams, Olson and Pound were about as nativist as Father Couglin with 
there big American projects: Patterson, Maximus and Cantos. 

And note the choice of words "to process through..." Sounds a bit like an Amway 
scheme for newly arrived foreign witers.

Soft Surrealists Unite!

Posted by Barry Curran

CRIBSHEETS (POEMS): READ THIS BOOK IN THE POST BELOW 
(OR: for a hardcopy download the pdf and DIY: PLEASE NOTE 
my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

*

[ this book has been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 2008, 
and you may access/download the original CRIBSHEETS 
12_16_07 pdf from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

brilliant enders: marginalia 10/28/07

*
USAPO = USAPO

USA politics and USA poetry are the same:

it's a two-party system.

There are no Independents.  Or, if there are, they don't count.

They don't count in USA politics, and they don't count in USA poetry.

In politics it's the Republicans and the Democrats.

Period.  Third party, forget it. 

Independents, what a farce the polls are where people proclaim themselves as such, 



because when it comes to what counts, meaning the election, it's Rep or Dem. 

In poetry, it's the Pinsky Party or the Silliman Party.

Yeah you can pretend to be neither, in other words a fucking moron—

because all that means is:

you just wasted your vote.

*

In other words, a mystical idealist.  Refusing to choose between what he sees as two 
evils, the MI can luxuriate in the pure realm of the general, secure in his 
contemplative indecision, his abnegation of the will to do and act in the particular 
world.

*

It's interesting, these PDF books I'm publishing here (I've just added another to the list
on the top sidebar, so it's on my mind)—are they real, I wonder?

So I've published 10 or 12 books here, but are they real?  Are they real books?

Do they really exist? 

If someone downloads the PDF file and prints it out, then they can hold it in their 
hand, and presumably it exists in that case—?

But it's like any other vanity publication, i.e. it exists but it doesn't really exist 
because it will never be sold in a bookstore,

and of course no one will ever review it—

no review of it will ever be written.

Ergo it doesn't exist in a real sense, which is the only sense that counts . . .

*

"Counts" again.  Sense: census.  Who gets to vote.

*

I can't rehash the whole Simic/Creeley question.  Simic has a good point about how 
much, what quantity, of a poet's work will finally be distilled down to, his figure of 80
pages is close to the 90 I suggested was feasible in an earlier post here.

Randall Jarrell, in "The Third Book of Criticism," page 65:
"Stevens's poetry makes one understand how valuable it can be for a poet to write a 
great deal.  Not too much of that great deal, ever, is good poetry; but out of quantity 
can come practice, naturalness, accustomed mastery, adaptations and elaborations 
and reversals of old ways, new ways, even—so that the poet can put into the poems, 
at the end of a lifetime, what the end of a lifetime brings him."

(Creeley to me has always seemed a very readable poet, comparatively easy to read.   
Which means I probably misunderstand him, or underestimate him?  —even though 
when I say this I usually mean it as a compliment, as an ascription of virtue—)



Speaking of writing a great deal: in this same book, Jarrell devotes 18 pages to The 
Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens—

and an equal number of pages to the The Collected Poems of Robert Graves.

Is Jarrell right (and can one apply this to Creeley and every poet):

"Not too much of that great deal, ever, is good poetry . . . ."

*

One of my observations in that earlier post was that by restricting her output Bishop 
was closer to Larkin than to Lowell . . . 

add the pages of their Collected Poems and get a total hundreds less than the latter's 
Collected . . .

Count the pages.  But who's counting, and what counts—

Not too much of Lowell's Collected is good poetry: according to Jarrell, that is.

*

Speaking of Larkin, I came across this recently in Peter Levi's biog of Tennyson:

"Tennyson (like Auden) is one of the most brilliant beginners of poems, as Larkin is one
of the most brilliant enders . . . ."

*

Re poets voting: did you see the interview with Katha Pollitt in the NYTimes Mag a 
month or so ago, where she said she would probably vote for Hilary Clinton—

*

October 26, 2007

COMMENTS

Jarrell, Simic and you may very well be right that 80-100 poems constitutes an 
isobar on quality that could be applicable to Lowell or most any poet. If applied to
a lot of poets, their reputations would soar.

But Lowell also served the role of a historical poet-chronicler of his epoch better 
than most in gathering events into his work in an almost analogous way to such 
poets as Horace or TuFu. His poems on the period of Vietnam War or the events of 
the late sixties don't show up in many other poets as historical events. Facts and 
events were once the principle subject matter for most poetry, which his book 
Notebook 67/68( not in the Collected Poems and unavailable )is a great example, 
and which later got transformed into the over-revised "History" where it lost much
of its immediacy in my opinion. Maybe Lowell heard Jarrell's voice from the nether
world as he rewrote it? Was that too much writing? I suppose it could be argued 
that it was, but it is still worth re-reading for all its specific gravity and heft.

Posted by: Barry Curran | October 29, 2007 at 05:42 AM



I have to admit that I don't get the "distillation" concept. It seems to be a result 
not of readership but the activity of successive anthologists—and I believe, Mr. K, 
you stated in an earlier post (correctly, I think) that poets are enemies of the 
anthologies. As a reader of poetry, I find myself on the side of the poets, not the 
anthologists. When I find a poet whose sensibility is congenial, I want to read all 
of that poet's work—not to make my own "distillation," but to savor the full range 
of his or her spiritous flavors. I'd rather have the whole Knott than, well, not.

Which is why I'm grateful for all the PDF books. I've printed most of them, and 
yes, they're real. As to whether they're "vanity" publications, I supposed they are—
but only if Whitman's LEAVES can be so categorized, in which case Mr. K is in 
excellent company. Besides, it's only the crushing capitalist paradigm that could 
make anyone, especially the poet, think they're somehow "unreal" because they're 
not for sale in a bookstore. The divine Ms. D., after all, bundled her beauties up in
ribbons and hid them away in a trunk, where they were just as real as they are 
now—and certainly more real than they would have been had she published 
"cleaned up" versions of them in the USA Poetry publications of her day....

Posted by: Joe Hutchison   | October 29, 2007 at 11:14 AM

many are called but few are chosen

*

I don't how see the mediocre poem of Jon Anderson which Reginald Shepherd eulogizes
in his blog today will persuade any current readers of Collins or Oliver or Pinsky or 
Hass or Graham or Gluck et al into giving Anderson a look ...

Anderson just died, age 67.  My age.  Anderson and I were both in Paul Carroll's 1968 
anthol of young USAPOs, and as Shepherd mentions, he (Anderson) was also included 
in the Young USAPO anthols of the 1970s edited by Dave Smith and  Dan Halpern, the 
latter two both deciding I wasn't worthy of inclusion in their books. . .

so Anderson was much more successful than me; his career as a poet jobwise and 
publicationwise was much more successful than mine: which is not saying much 
because it didn't take much success to be higher than me on the ol' po-pedestal.

But as Shepherd makes clear, Anderson is largely forgotten today (as I am, too, of 
course!). . . .

What can you say?  A failed poet is a failed poet.

Anderson and I were among the many who were called, but we were not among the 
few who were chosen.

And it won't be long before I follow him into our rightful oblivion.

*

October 29, 2007

>BLOG POET BILL KNOTT CONTEMPLATES SUICIDE, ASKS HIS 
READERS FOR HELP IN PLANNING THE DEMISE

*
P.S. >>>AS I STATE QUITE CLEARLY BELOW, THIS PARTICULAR CRUSADE WILL NOT 
COMMENCE TILL AFTER MAY 2008, WHEN I RETIRE FROM MY TEACHING POST . . . I'M 



LOOKING TO THE FUTURE HERE: I HAVE NO IMMINENT PLANS OR MEANS TO ACCOMPLISH
THE EVENTUAL GOAL STATED BELOW . . .

*
It's clear to me my career as a poet is over, my efforts to write poetry have all been in
vain,
I am a failed poet—

there's no reason to continue trying to revive it.

My career can't get up from its death, so I may as well lie down beside it.

I can't survive past its demise. It was all I had to keep me afloat, that absurd delusion 
of being a poet,
and now it's lost so is my will to live.

But:

as I've posted several times before on this blog, I want to
go peacefully, painlessly,

in my sleep.

So I'm begging my readers here to help me obtain the "terminal dosage"
that would bring the quietus I crave . . .

whatever combination of pharmaceuticals et al that would work the passage
from here to nowhere . . .

I'm begging my readers here to help me in this quest.  I have nowhere else to turn to 
for help.

I'd appreciate any suggestions or contributions you could make to the cause.

*

Practical advice welcomed. 

Are there websites with relevant info I should be consulting . . .

are there failproof recipes for this kind of thing . . .

*

Please don't leave any comments arguing the point: I won't delete them, but please 
resist the urge to be fatuous.

*

I have no planned date set, and will certainly wait until the end of next April when I 
retire from teaching . . .

(I could well die before then, poet Jon Anderson just died age 67 same as me, who's to
say natural causes won't bring it off before I can . . . natural causes meaning pain and 
suffering.

OF course a painless "sleeping cure" is probably better than I deserve, and I'm sure 
there are those who would be disappointed were I able to effect such an easy 



lubricatory transition into my decease.

James Tate for one would be chagrined to hear I softly slipped away without enduring 
the tortures of termination.

But in general, as I've stated previously on this blog, I consider it obscene and 
barbaric that our Poetic Institutions like the Academy of American Poets, The Poetry 
Society of America, the Poetry Foundation et al, that they have no euthanasic 
programs to help elderly poets in our hour of need.)

I have no reason to continue past next May, no family, no wife, no children. 

Nothing but poems which means no poems because every failed poet quits in the end, 
and if they don't quit, if we don't quit, then we're fools, which I refuse to be, I refuse 
to live as a failed poet, a fool . . .

*

I had a plan a couple years ago, when my Social Security payments began, and I 
noticed in their official forms that my "spouse", my never-was spouse, would receive 
"survivor" benefits when I died, with the proviso that they (she) were required to have
been married for at least one year to the decedent.

So I asked everybody I knew if they knew of an older woman poet of impoverished 
means, who might marry me (in name only of course, a marriage blanc, no 
cohabitation or contact necessary) in order to collect the benefits when I died a year 
and a day after the wedding . . .

but there were none to be found.  Like all the hopes and schemes of my life this too 
went unrealized. 

So my Social Security payments will go to waste.  My lifetime of small paychecks 
adding up over the decades to something nothing, a pittance, 2 thousand dollars a 
month for the rest of my life which is no life and which must at some as yet 
undetermined time after May 2008 be cancelled . . .

because without the poetry I can't live.  . .

*

October 30, 2007 

COMMENTS

for some 
perhaps your horse is dead 
but for others 
it's scarcely born

Posted by: foal | October 30, 2007 at 09:51 PM

Don't retire Bill, you're still making an impact on at least one person.

Posted by: Workshop #12 | October 31, 2007 at 10:12 AM

Most schemes in life go unrealized for most everybody, including for those who 



appear to be great "successes". Life is failure and loss, with one hopes at times, a 
few good moments in-between that defy the odds stacked against us such as they 
are in a universe at absolute zero we are all alone in.

One of the most cogent( among the many dozens) things Oscar Wilde ever said 
was: "One's only real life, is the life one never really leads."

Posted by: Barry Curran | November 02, 2007 at 06:11 AM

Bill, I don't know if you are being ironic or knott, but I will be ironic (while loving 
and being inspired by your work as well as by your blog and treasuring you in real 
life)in pointing out that while Cleopatra, after her own research, chose asps ("the 
lover's pinch, that hurts and is desired"), Dorothy Parker concluded her research 
with "You might as well live." Two cheers for safe quietus, bungee jumps, jumps of
vision, and poems, even in face of insolence, contumley, spurns, fardels, health 
problems, and money problems, and fate in general. I also vote to dodge the ant.

Posted by: dewitt henry | November 02, 2007 at 07:42 PM

I can't contribute the goodies for purely selfish reasons. I need more Knott! (Not 
naught—there's too much of that already: the Hubble telescope managed to 
discover light in just 4 percent of the universe....) Bill—may I call you Bill?—you 
severely misunderestimate the value of your poems....

Posted by: Joe Hutchison   | November 03, 2007 at 10:15 AM

*Most drugs cause vomiting. To help stop this, take one or two anti-
histamine tablets (travel sickness, allergy, hay fever tablets etc) about
an hour before, on a fairly empty stomach.
*If the drugs are in tablet form, take the first 20% as they are, and the
rest crushed and dissolved / mixed in with strong alcohol / food. This
helps the drugs to hit at the same time.
*Alcohol helps dissolve the drugs. Don't drink any beforehand, but wash the
tablets down with vodka or similar, and then drink afterwards while you're
still conscious.
*Use a large airtight plastic bag over your head, + something around your
neck to hold it on. This transforms a 90% certainty method into a 99%...
*Friday night is a good time if you life alone - nobody will miss you until
Monday if you work. Bolt all the doors you can. Say you'll be out over the
weekend visiting someone, so people don't expect a reply to telephone.
*Some painkillers etc have less effect if you use them normally (tolerance).
*In general, you need to stay away from medical help until you actually die,
but there are exceptions to this (that have been pointed out in the text).

==Aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid)
Dosage: 20-30+ grammes (too many cause vomiting)
Time: hours to days, variable
Available: easy to get hold of (get soluble ones, & dissolve them)
Certainty: unreliable
Notes: Not recommended, fatal dose varies wildly, could cause liver
& kidney damage instead of death. OD causes strange noises in your
ears (like a video arcade) & projectile vomiting after about 10 hours.
Medical help generally effective, so stay out of hospital for a couple
of days. May cause bleeding in your stomach/upper intestines. Take
with sodium bicarbinate (eg, bicarb. of soda), which speeds up the
absorption (sp?) significantly. Take 1 or 2 antihistamine tablets.

==Paracetamol (aka acetaminopren / tylenol)
Dosage: 15+ grammes, 20+ is better
Time: 10 hours fatal damage, but 2 weeks to actually die



Available: easy to get hold of
Certainty: fairly reliable
Notes: Once 10-12 hours is up, you've had it, but you still live for
a week or two after that. Probably better to wait 15 hours just to
make sure. Horrible side effects during this time (some of which are:
acute toxic hepatitis, renal failure, cerebral oedema, intra-abdominal
bleeding, aspiration pneumonia, haemophilia). Too small dose causes
severe liver damage. Accidental deaths are very common. There are few
if any side effects before the damage becomes fatal; occasionally
vomiting and nausea.

==Sleeping tablets (see specific notes for each kind)
* See later entries for amobarbital, butabarbital, diazepam, flurazepam,
glutethimide, chloral hydrate, hydromorphone, meprobamate, methyprylon,
meperidine (pethidine), methadone, morphine, orphenadrine,
phenobarbital [also check trade names in same entries].

==Alcohol (spirits preferably, your choice)
Dosage: 1/2 litre vodka?, similar. Varies from person to person.
Time: about 8 hours
Available: good
Certainty: unreliable
Notes: will cause liver and kidney damage if 'rescued' before death.
Drink it all at the same time, quickly as possible. Dosage is
questionable, I don't have any figures. Taking the spirits as an
enema is supposed to be a very quick way of absorbing alcohol, but a
less unpleasant way is to inject it. The dosage it takes to kill you
depends on whether you drink normally, the state of your liver,
whether you pass out on your back or not.
[3]: "The fatal dose of pure alcohol in an average adult is 300-400 mL
(750-1000 mL of 40% alcohol) if consumed in less than one hour. Apart
from the effects of overdosage, death after alcohol consumption can
occur as a result of choking on vomit while unconscious. .....
Consequences such as liver damage occur after chronic consumption."
Alcohol helps other drugs to dissolve. Don't drink it in advance, wash
down tablets with it, & follow by drinking another few glasses of
spirits.

==Water
Dosage: 14 litres mentioned
Time: 12 hours or so?
Available: always available
Certainty: unknown
Notes: works by washing out the salts in your body, until the cells
fail (osmotic balance buggered up). You need to keep drinking
continually until you collapse. Unusual method. Someone suggested it
would also cause cramps. The following is something from [2]:
"About a year ago a local newspaper carried a story about a
woman who had drunk herself to death. Apparently she had ingested
something mildly poisonous, and when she called her doctor asking him
what to do, he told her to drink lots of water and see him in the
morning. She got to it and managed to drink no less than 14 litres of
water before the osmotic balance in her body was so upset it could no
longer function and she died (don't know how quickly)".

The above anecdote originally came from the editor, and the
death described occurred in Vdxjv, Sweden.
Unfortunately I no longer remember which newspaper I
saw it in.

Recently, I was told about a similar case in San



Antonio. It supposedly happened a couple of years ago
and was reported in the local San Antonio Express/News.

==Bleach and other corrosives (lye, drain cleaning fluids)
Dosage: A bottle (litre or half litre)
Time: Hours/days
Available: Easily available
Certainty: Uncertain
Notes: Bloody painful - depends on your stomach getting corroded,
the stomach acids escaping, and doing their dirty work in your vital
organs.
[1] says: "I have heard of people throwing themselves through plate
glass windows in their death agonies after drinking lye."

==Insulin (injected)
Dosage: No idea
Time: death in hours to days
Available: Difficult to get hold of unless you're a diabetic or a vet
Certainty: reasonable
Notes: Supposed to be quite pleasant (eg insulin shock treatments
used for some psychiatric condition).

==Petrol (in lungs/injected)
Dosage: "A Thimble-full" -20 ml?
Time: Seconds/minutes
Available: Common
Certainty: I'm not sure of the dosage, but fairly certain if correct
Notes: Can also use LPG (propane/butane) on skin surface (since
these are light enough to go through the skin). Stick your hand in a
bucket of propane and see how many seconds you last...

==Oil of Wintergreen/Methyl Salicylate (in lungs/injected)
Dosage: Probably similar to petrol (20 ml)
Time: Don't know
Available: Not available in concentration
Certainty: Don't know
Notes: Don't have enough information on this one to be able to say
anything about it. If it is just taken normally, it is the same as
aspirin.

==Malathion (insecticide) 
Dosage: A few bottles, at least
Time: 2 to 3 hours
Available: From a large garden centre or DIY shop
Certainty: not so good
Notes: A correspondent mentions that the LD50 of this stuff
is 1 g/kg in rats, and adds that there is not nearly
that much in a bottle. He also mentions that it is
treatable. Instead of this, he recommends parathion,
if you really want to use an insecticide.

==Phosphine gas from aluminium phosphide pesticide (ALP)
Dosage: Single 3 gramme tablet (".. is enough to kill 10 people")
Time: About 2 hours
Available: Difficult. Used in India, sold on black market.
Certainty: Without medical help, and using fresh pill, very good
Notes: This is a common way of committing suicide in Indian villages.
There is no specific antidote to this. The pills are 3 grammes of ALP,
which produces lethal phosphine gas when it comes in contact with
hydrochloric acid or water in the stomach. After severe vomiting, the



victim loses consciousness, the blood vessels rupture, and body
cavities fill with blood. While the pill is exceedingly lethal, some
escape death because the rate of the gas' release declines with the
pill's age and use, and exposure to moisture. Trouble with this one
is the availability, and it also looks like a rather unpleasant.

==Rat poison (Warfarin)
Dosage: not known
Time: Hours to terminal damage, days to actual death
Available: Available
Certainty: Certain given sufficient dosage. Most probably treatable.
Notes: This is one of the truly unpleasant poisons, along with
Paracetamol/Acetylminopren. I think it causes cerebral haemorage (rat
poison works by giving the unfortunate rat haemophillia). Doctors
can't do anything about it, they just leave you to die in agony on an
intensive care ward.

Calle: Since human haemophiliacs usually live quite ordinary
lives, the above sounds rather improbable.

==Caffeine
Dosage: 20 grammes (someone said 8 -> 10 grammes)
Time: not known
Available: Caffeine tablets available in Chemist shops
Certainty: don't know
Notes: I don't know very much about this. There isn't all that much
caffeine in coffee, maybe 200 mg.

==Potassium Chloride (injected in solution) / KCl
Dosage: not known (try 20cc injection of strong solution)
Time: Seconds to minutes
Available: Widely available
Certainty: Certain given correct dosage
Notes: Causes heart attack (which is painful). May be difficult
for coroner to realise it was suicide rather than a natural heart
attack. An excess of K+ in the blood interferes with nerve signals,
and stops muscles and nerves from working. So when it reaches your
heart, the heart stops.

==Nitrogen gas (or other inert gas)
Dosage: Several litres uncompressed is minimum
Time: Minutes
Available: Try plumber, or welding supplies company
Certainty: Certain
Notes: This is really a form of asphyxiation, (see later), but is
particularly good since you don't experience the lack of oxygen (what
people really experience is the EXCESS of carbon dioxide).

==Nitrous oxide (N20? NO2?)
Dosage: Unknown
Time: Minutes
Available: Dentists supply would be good
Certainty: reasonable
Notes: Asphyxiate yourself with laughing gas. Nice.

==Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Dosage: 5% concentration or so?
Time: Minutes to hours depending on concentration
Available: You get it out of a car exhaust, you used to be able to use
"town gas" (eg, stick your head in the cooker) but this is no longer
available



Certainty: Fairly certain, as long as you aren't "rescued"
Notes: Causes brain damage.

A correspondent from Denmark, where you still can use
"town gas" to kill yourself, says that even though it's
possible it's not a good idea. He tells of an incident
where a family committed suicide by turning on the gas
and waiting. Apparently, the heavier-than-air carbon
monoxide leaked through the floor and reached the people
in the apartment below. Not nice.

The actual cause of death is asphyxiation, since the
carbon monoxide binds tighter to haemoglobine than oxygen
does (the oxygen gets crowded out, so to speak).

==Chlorine gas
Dosage: not known
Time: not known
Available: tricky
Certainty: Good
Notes: This was used in the first world war in the trenches.
Probably very unpleasant, does something to the lungs.

==Hydrazine
Dosage: As produced by reaction
Time: Not known, fortnight?
Available: Bottle of bleach & bottle of ammonia
Certainty: not known
Notes: [2]:
"This is no joke, D----. Several years ago at my high school, one of
the janitors innocently mixed together half a bottle of bleach with
half a bottle of of ammonia in a small closet where the cleaning
fluids were kept. He passed out due to the hydrazine (not chlorine)
gas released in the reaction between the two chemicals. This man was
in agony for two weeks in an intensive care unit in a local hospital
with the majority of the inside surface of his lungs damaged and
untreatable before he got lucky and died."

==Chloroform
Dosage: not known, just put a splash onto a rag
Time: several minutes probably
Available: not known
Certainty: good
Notes: If you tape the rag over your mouth so that you get knocked
out, you should die as you continue getting the stuff into your lungs.

==Digitalis (Foxglove, Digitalis Purpurea)
Dosage: not known
Time: not known
Available: extract from foxgloves
Certainty: bad due to vomiting
Notes: [4]:
Gives you a heart-attack. Symptoms: nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain,
diarrhea, headache, and slow irregular pulse. Also sometimes
trembling, convulsions, delirium, and hallucinations. Its difficult to
take a fatal amount because vomiting usually gets rid of it.

==Yew (Taxus Baccata, the "English Yew")
Dosage: not known
Time: Can be very rapid (minutes), occasionally 3 or 4 days.
Available: Grows wild in the UK, don't know about elsewhere.



Certainty: not sure, but it sounds good if you eat enough
Notes: [4]:
All parts of the plant, _except_ for the fleshy red bit of the fruit,
contain poisons. The seeds are poisonous, so if you eat the berries,
chew them. Symptoms: nausea, abdominal pain, coma, death. The mode of
death is a heart attack which occurs rapidly after eating sufficient.
If no heart attack occurs, you'll probably survive. Sometimes the
sudden collapse leading to death is preceded by lethargy, trembling,
staggering, coldness, dilation of the pupils, rapid pulse that becomes
weak, and convulsions. Other species in this genus are said to be
equally poisonous. See "plants in general".

==Mezerein, Daphnetoxin (Mezereon, AKA Daphne Mezereum, AKA D. Laureola)
Dosage: "a few". Probably 10 or more.
Time: not known
Available: Garden plant. Seeds are particularly poisonous.
Certainty: not known, dosage is questionable.
Notes: [4]:
The berries taste horrid, but you only need to eat a few to cause
death. Symptoms: burning sensation in mouth, nausea, vomiting, stomach
pains, diarrhea, weakness, disorientation, convulsions, followed by
death. The seeds can be dried and stored without affecting the
poisons. Don't confuse this with laurels in the Prunus genus, Rosacea
family. See "plants in general".

==Atropine (Atropa Belladonna AKA Deadly Nightshade. Also potato fruits)
Dosage: 5 berries in young children.. maybe 30 in adults?
Time: 6 to 24 hours
Available: from fruits of some plants in the potato family.
Certainty: unknown, particularly dosage is questionable
Notes: [4]:
AB also contains hyoscyamine and hyoscine (scopolamine). Symptoms:
dry mouth, flushed face, dilation of pupils, rapid pulse. Possibly
also breathing difficulties, constipation, convulsions,
hallucinations, and coma. AB is often confused with other Nightshade
species, which aren't as poisonous. The berries are black in AB, and
red in Woody Nightshade. In addition, the flowers are larger (1.2 in)
in the true Deadly Nightshade.
Present in unripe deadly nightshake fruits, fruits of potato, and
fruits of other members of this family (not tomato though!), but stick
with AB. See the "plants in general" entry.

A correspondent mentions that Jimsonweed will also do, and
that a specific antidote exists.

==Oleander (Nerium Oleander. Poison similar to digitalis)
Dosage: not known, but fairly small amounts.
Time: unknown.
Available: leaves, wood of the plant. From garden centres.
Certainty: unknown.
Notes: [4]:
Deaths have been caused by using wood from this plant in fires, and
making tea from the leaves. In a few hours there is abdominal pain,
nausea, vomiting, bloody diarrhea, rapid pulse, and visual effects.
Later, a slow, weak, irregular pulse and fall in blood pressure,
followed by failure of heart. See the "plants in general" entry.

==Death-Cap / Destroying-Angel toadstool (Amanita Phalloides)
Dosage: Fraction of one can kill, but eat 1 or 2 just in case.
Time: Week or so
Available: Have to know what it looks like.. similar edible ones



Certainty: Definite without med. treatment; unknown with.
Notes: [5, Volume 7, pp591-592]:
"Poisoning by toxic Amanita species is characterised by a delay in
onset of 4 to 12 hours. At this point, nausea vomiting, colic-like
pain, and diarrhea occur. There then follows a period of respite,
which can last for two to four days. This phase does NOT signify
recovery: damage to the liver and kidneys continues to develop and
the respite gives way to hepatic and renal failure. Death usually
occurs a week or so after poisoning.". See "plants in general".

==Ricin (Castor oil plant, Ricinus Communis)
Dosage: death has occured from eating 1 bean, but take more than 10
Time: within 3 to 5 days
Available: From eating the castor beans
Certainty: depends on ricin content of the beans. Pure ricin is deadly
Notes: [2] and [4]:
Symptoms begin within a few hours with abdominal pain, vomiting and
bloody diarrhoea for several days. Decreased production of urine and
a fall in blood pressure. Note that people have survived eating more
than 10 beans, *with treatment*. Presumably the fatal dose without
medical intervention is less. Surviving more than 3 to 5 days usually
means recovery. Ricin is described as "..one of the most potent toxins
known".
In 1978 a Bulgarian journalist (Georgi Markov) was assassinated in
London by being prodded with an umbrella. The umbrella had a tiny ball
coated with ricin on its tip, which lodged into the dissident. He
died a few days later in hospital. See "plants in general".

==Colchicine (Acetyltrimethylcolchicinic acid, Autumn Crocus, Royal Lily)
Dosage: 7 mg to 60 mg (why so wide variation?)
Time: symptoms in about 4 hours, death in about 4 days
Available: Easily available (from large garden centre)
Certainty: certain
Notes: [New Scientist article:]
From the Autumn crocus (Colchicum Autumnale) / royal lily (Gloriosa
Superba). One flower of CA is about 12 mg, so take at least five of
them. 20g tuber of GS provides 60mg, single seed of CA provides 3.5mg
(so take 18). Damages blood vessels and nerves, and stops cell
division. Don't know whether its painful or not, but that bit about
damaging nerves is worrying. I just _love_ the name of the acid! See
See the "plants in general" entry.

==Aconitine (AKA Wolfsbane, Monkshood, aconitum napellus, a. anglicum)
Dosage: "a few grams"
Time: 10 mins to few hours
Available: Garden plant, so get from garden centre
Certainty: unknown (can be treated in hospital)
Notes: [2] and [4]:
The poison is concentrated in the unripe seed pods and roots.
During winter, the roots are particularly poisonous. Symptoms develop
in less than an hour. Burning sensation, feelings of coldness,
sweating. Later, numbness, vomiting and diarrhea with abdominal pain.
Finally, slow pulse, convulsions and coma. Death may occur within 2
hours. The poison kills by causing a cardiac failure, and it is
painful. See the "plants in general" comment.

==Cicutoxin (Cowbane, Cicuta Virosa)
Dosage: ".. a few bites .. can cause serious poisoning or death".
Time: a few hours or more.
Available: rare in most parts of UK, don't know about elsewhere.
Certainty: good, but resembles wild carrot & wild parsnip.



Notes: [4]:
The poison is strongest in the yellow juice of the underground parts.
Symptoms after half an hour: burning of mouth, excessive saliva,
flushing, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, dilation of pupils, and later a
bluish tinge to the skin. Muscular contractions and convulsions, with
difficulties in breathing are followed by unconsciousness and death,
often within a few hours of eating the plant. See "plants in general".

==Coniine, Gamma-Coniceine, others (Hemlock, Conium Maculatum)
Dosage: unknown
Time: unknown
Available: Grows throughout UK, except north. Don't know about elsewhere.
Certainty: unknown
Notes: [4]:
NOTE: There are many plants called "hemlock", some of which aren't
poisonous at all. It can also be mistaken for wild parsley and carrot,
and is in the same family as Cowbane.
Symptoms appear in 15 mins to 2 hours. Initially burning and dryness
of the mouth, muscular weakness leading to paralysis that affects the
breathing. Sometimes also dilation of pupils, vomiting, diarrhea,
convulsions, and loss of consciousness. If this is survived, birth
defects may be caused in pregnant women.
This is said to be the plant that Socrates took in 399 BC.

==Oenanthetoxin (Hemlock Water Dropwort, Oenanthe Eroeata)
Dosage: "..dangerously poisonous, even in small quantities".
Time: Two to twelve hours.
Available: Grows in chalky wet areas, particularly S and W Britain.
Certainty: Fairly good, if you get the right species.
Notes: [4]:
The tubers contain more poison than the rest of the plant,
particularly in winter and early spring, and may be cooked or dried.
Symptoms within an hour or two, nausea, salivation, vomiting,
diarrhea, sweating, weakness of legs, dilation of pupils. Later loss
of consciousness with convulsions before death. See "plants in
general" entry. Same family as Hemlock.

==plants in general (hemlock, foxglove, oleander)
Dosage: N/A
Time: N/A
Available: garden centre
Certainty: questionable
Notes: [1] says:
"Everything I have ever read about death from plant poisoning
indicates that it is risky and painful. Symptoms range from nausea and
vomiting to cramping and bloody diarrhea. .... .. Altogether, I
consider poisonous plants as a means of exit far too unreliable and
painful. No matter how desperate you are, don't even think about it!"

==Nicotine 
Dosage: extract from 100g tabacco? 40-60 mg pure.
Time: Several hours, coma may set in much earlier. Much
quicker if taken in large doses.
Available: Easily available
Certainty: Fairly certain, given a large enough dose.
Notes: 
This is what Mike wrote:

"Soak 100 grammes of tabacco for a few days. You get a brown
mess. Strain off the tabacco, then simmer slowly until most of the
liquid has gone, leaving about 2 teaspoons of brown treacle-like



stuff. Add it to your night-time drink, and never wake up. Someone
said the other day that 150mg of pure nicotine would be fatal in
seconds. See the "plants in general" entry."

It is correct, as far as I have found out. It can be added
that the effects include violent convulsions and that the
direct cause of death is respiratory failure. Smokers should
use larger doses than non-smokers.

==Iron (diet supplements)
Dosage: unknown
Time: unknown
Available: diet, health food shops
Certainty: good
Notes: [2]:
"Well it seems that iron pills achieve death. They oxidize in the
stomach and eat a hole in it. The only reason I know this is that
someone at my school just recently OD'd and died from this. It was
ruled suicide since no person could accidentally take that many iron
pills. They didn't say how many she took or how many it takes to kill
yourself though." [sounds unpleasant]

==Cocaine
Dosage: 1 ounce (don't know what that is in real weights..)
Time: 2 to 3 hours?
Available: Difficult
Certainty: not known
Notes: Read something in a newspaper... a coke dealer died after
eating an ounce of it, when the police raided his house. Cause of
death was a cardiac arrest 2 1/2 hours after the overdose. However, a
cocaine OD is painful, and causes paranoia / breathing problems. One
form of cocaine smuggling is to swallow condoms filled with the stuff.
From time to time, a "mule" has a condom burst inside him, and dies in
pain reasonably quickly.

==Heroin (morphine)
Dosage: 120 to 500 mg in non-users.
Time: unknown
Available: From your friendly neighbourhood drug dealer.
Certainty: unknown
Notes: Combine it with alcohol, since a combination of alc & H is
much more dangerous than alc or H alone.

==Rotenone
Dosage: very low, similar to cyanide
Time: depends on dosage
Available: extremely difficult
Certainty: probable
Notes: Rotenone is used by microbiologists to kill potentially
dangerous bacteria cultures. It is extremely poisonous.

*A correspondent believes this entry to be erroneous, since
in the litterature he consulted rotenone was mentioned as
being used as an insecticide and not being all that toxic.

==Mercury (salts, soluble)
Dosage: 1 gramme of salts
Time: unknown
Available: unknown (what are the _soluble_ salts? how to make?)
Certainty: good
Notes: Note that contrary to popular opinion, pure mercury metal isn't



all that poisonous. The soluble salts are, however. The "mad hatter"
story refers to brain damage that hat makers used to get from using
mercury salts.

==Amobarbital (amytal, amal, eunoctal, etamyl, stadadorm)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 4.5 grammes, typically 90 50mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable
Notes: use an airtight plastic bag, and a rubber band to get a very
effective method. Alcohol speeds it up and makes it more reliable.
Take an antihistamine about 10 minutes earlier. Empty stomach.
Dissolve most of them in drink / food, and eat the remaining ones
first so that it all peaks at the same time.

==Butabarbital (secbutobarbitone, butisol, ethnor)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 3 grammes, typically 100 30mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach.

==Codeine (combo. with Aspirin: Empirin compound no. I -> IV)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 2.4 grammes, typically 80 30mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: reliable with plastic bag and rubber band
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. People can become tolerant to this drug, and it will no
longer be effective.

==Diazepam (valium, apozepam, aliseum, ducene)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 500 milligrammes, typically 100 5mg tablets
Time: N/A
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: unreliable, use in combination with something else (alcohol?)
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. Valium is not effective by itself, but by mixing it with
other drugs or alcohol it makes it more certain.

==Flurazepam (dalmane, dalmadorm, niotal)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 3 grammes, typically 100 30mg tablets
Time: N/A
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: unreliable, use in combination with something else
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. This is not effective by itself, but by mixing it with other
drugs or alcohol it makes the other drug more certain.

==Gluthethimide (doriden, doridene, glimid)



[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 24 grammes, typically 48 500mg tablets
Time: N/A
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: unreliable, use in combination with something else
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. This is not effective by itself, but by mixing it with other
drugs or alcohol it makes the other drug more certain.

==Chloral Hydrate (noctec, chloratex, somnox)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: >10+ grammes, typically 20+ 500mg tablets
Time: N/A
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: unreliable, use in combination with something else
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. This is not effective by itself, but by mixing it with
other drugs or alcohol it makes the other drug more certain.

==Hydromorphone (dilaudid, pentagone)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 100 -> 200 milligrammes, typically 50 -> 100 2mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable with plastic bag and rubber band
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. People can become tolerant to this drug, and it will no
longer be effective.

==Meprobamate (miltown, equanil)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 45 grammes, typically 112 400mg tablets
Time: N/A
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: unreliable, use in combination with something else
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. This is not effective by itself, but by mixing it with
other drugs or alcohol it makes the other drug more certain.

==Methyprylon (noludar)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 15 grammes, typically 50 300mg tablets
Time: N/A
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: unreliable, use in combination with something else
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. This is not effective by itself, but by mixing it with
other drugs or alcohol it makes the other drug more certain.

==Meperidine (pethidine, demerol, dolantin)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 3.6 grammes, typically 72 50mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable with plastic bag and rubber band
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty



stomach. People can become tolerant to this drug, and it will no
longer be effective.

==Methadone (dolophine, adanon)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 300 milligrammes, typically 60 5mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable with plastic bag and rubber band
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. People can become tolerant to this drug, and it will no
longer be effective.

==Morphine (in Brompton's mixtures)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 200 milligrammes, typically 14 15mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable with plastic bag and rubber band
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. People can become tolerant to this drug, and it will no
longer be effective.

==Phenobarbital (luminal, gardenal, fenical)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 4.5 grammes, typically 150 30mg tablets
Time: N/A
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: unreliable, use in combination with something else
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. This is not effective by itself, but by mixing it with
other drugs or alcohol it makes the other drug more certain.

==Secobarbital (quinalbarbitone, seconal, immenox, dormona, secogen, .....
== ..... seral, vesperax (combo with brallobarbital))
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 4.5 grammes, typically 45 100mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable with plastic bag and rubber band
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach.

==Propoxyphene (darvon, dolotard, abalgin, antalvic, depronal)
[this entry from [1]]
Dosage: 2 grammes, typically 30 65mg tablets
Time: death in an hour or so. Does not make you unconscious
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: suggest combine with something to make you sleep, then use bag
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach. Since this one doesn't make you unconscious for a
long time, try combining with one that does, so you can use
the good old bag method.

==Pentobarbital (nembutal, carbrital only if in combo with pentobarbital)
[this entry from [1]]



Dosage: 3 grammes, typically 30 100mg tablets
Time: unconscious in 5 -> 15 minutes, death in 20 -> 50 minutes
Available: needs to be prescribed
Certainty: very reliable with plastic bag and rubber band
Notes: use bag & band. Alcohol as well as antihistamine on an empty
stomach.

handy lethality-time-agony calculator

http://ashbusstop.org/lta calc.html

Posted by: maya jade | November 04, 2007 at 06:29 AM

I am not privileged enough to know you, but somehow I found you here... While 
words may seem lost to you at this point in your existence, the words you have 
already shared from your heart and soul will never die, but live long and cherished
in the hearts and souls of many.

And for what it's worth, my heart goes out to you.

Michelle

Posted by: Michelle   | November 04, 2007 at 07:33 AM

You could always hire someone to smother you in your sleep. I thought you said 
you'd write me a recommendation though.

Rico

Posted by: Enrico Manalo | November 04, 2007 at 06:57 PM

VARIATIONS (for B.K.)

Imagine if the poems got married
what generous checks they would leave 
each other after death

It's the unsocialized
insecurity
bounced all that poetry money

No, it's the thought of sleep
of thought
got me through so many
a suicideless night

Posted by: Kirk Johnson | November 09, 2007 at 04:57 PM

US AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT???? WHAT THE 
FUCK ARE THEY DOING "VISITING" MY BLOG. Development? the 
only thing they're developing is ways to assassinate Hugo 
Chavez
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November 02, 2007

mars in armor

*

here's a piece of writing for your daily dose of dread and despair:

http://www.dissidentvoice.org/2007/11/robot-nation



*

for a similar piece of optimism, read Christian Bok's

entry today at the Poetry Foundation's blog, where

he welcomes the opportunity to write his poems for

post-humans . . .

*

or check my first post to this blog (see the first date

in the archives) for my speculations re whether poets

like Clark Coolidge are already doing it . . .

*

November 03, 2007

SMOKE FROM A PAPER HOUSE (POEMS OF YOUTH AND AGE: 
GROWING UP AND GROWING OLD): a PDF Book (please note: my
pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded and stapled to 
make a book):

*

[You may download the pdf SMOKE FROM A PAPER HOUSE 
11_10_07 from www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

I've decided not to put the text of this PDF book on the screen here, at least for the 
time being.

You can of course—as with all my PDF books on this blog—download and print it out for
free.

*
Here are the Intro notes to the book:

*
A selection of my poems about "growing up and growing old"—

Poems in which youth is the relevant content, and poems in which age provides the 
matter, or the awareness of its approach—

Much verse is about the passage of time in some way, isn't it, but I have tried to keep 
this book's focus solely on childhood/youth and its opposite, old age—

I haven't for example included poems about death—

The book's title comes from one of the "old" poems, but also applies to a frequent 
presence in children's art.

*
*
I realize that pushing my poems around like this into "theme" volumes is only shuffling 
trash on a tea-tray, it's not going to make the damn things any better or save them 
from the dumpster of my failed career—

so why bother.



*
*

November 04, 2007

recommendation

...

I recommend the blog of Linh Dinh, "Detainees" which can be found at:

http://wwwwsonneteighteencom.blogspot.com/

*
His poetry, who am I to judge, in any case it seems awfully good to me. . . . . . I wish I
could write like that.

*
His prose writing also.  He captures. 

*
I urge you reading this to read him.

*

November 09, 2007

COMMENTS

I just read Winter Regrets. It's a poem I had never read before by you. Needless to
say, it's incredibly beautiful and it reminds of the tone and movement of some of 
ee cummings poems where he uses longer lines.

Posted by: Erik | November 09, 2007 at 10:07 PM

So right. Linh Dinh is worth even the briefest moments anyone can spend in the 
company of a poem.

You've recommended his poetry in other blogs. I'd never heard of him before that. 
Listened on-line this Summer; all the poems I heard were very original and 
couragous in the most understated and imaginative ways.

Posted by: Barry Curran | November 11, 2007 at 04:16 PM

November 12, 2007

furu you, eeky ya

*
Ya, the old wash-hole—
wait a fuck: a frog?—oh, no!—
goes splasho Basho.

*
Ya, the old North Pole
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho)



chops a splashin'-hole!

*
Ya, old-boys brothel—
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho
to wet his tadpole.

*
Ya, here's to Basho!—
that's one frog-boozin' dude you
should raise your glass to.

*

if you know of more injurious/insulting quotes like these, to 
add to this compendium, please notify me in a comment (and 
please don't waste my patience with sappy praise: I'm looking 
for input to augment this post, not vapid denials of its truths):

[the quotes below are authentic, by the way . . . look them up yourself if you don't 
believe me]

*

"[Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic quality hardly arises. . .
.  Mr. Knott practices a dead language."
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books

"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response."
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review

"[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . .  He produces only the prototaxis of 
idiocy."
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry

"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake."
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly

"Bill Knott['s] ancient, academic ramblings are part of what's wrong with poetry today.
Ignore the old bastard . . . ."
—Collin Kelley (from "They Shoot Poets Don't They" blog, August 08, 2006)

"I’m not that familiar with Kenneth Koch’s poetry. I often see him as the spiritual 
father of Bill Knott." 
—Geof Huth (from "dbqp: visualizing poetics" blog)

"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate himself . . . and 
he seems to hate his readers."  
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine)

"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment."
—Ron Silliman (from "Silliman's Blog", June 26, 07)

"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ."
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review

"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . personal to the 
point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown formulaic, his obscure poems more 



obscure, his terse observations so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent 
in the reader. . . . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] unethical. . . ."
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review

“Bill Knot [sic] sucks."
—Marcus Slease (from "Never Mind the Beasts" blog, June 10, 2005)

"[Bill Knott is] malignant . . ."
—Calvin Bedient, Massachusetts Review

"Bill Knott is the Bad Boy of American Poetry."
—Carolyn Kizer, Washington Post Book World

"Bill Knott is criminally insane."  
—Christopher Garcia (from "rec.arts.poems", Tues, Dec 31 1996)

"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail."
—Tomaz Salamun, Snow

*

November 16, 2007

old worksheets etc

*
IMMUNE

Listening is confined to seashells,
What we call ear uncalls all we hear—
Eyesight applies to hawks and owls
But never to our narrow peer:

Each animal sense we experience
Here as human pales, halved or less
To a modest of their male-ness—
Smell; touch; taste: can you even guess

Which of them if any still might prey on
Our higher-evolved state . . .
Which of that five's alive at this moment—
Dead to its lunge we wait.

*

Which of that five's alive at this moment—
Dead to its outreach we wait.

Dead to its out we wait.
Dead to its lure we wait.

Even eyesight's reserved for hawkview

Even eyesight's reserved for hawkscowls
Within whose shrivened shade we peer:

Here as humans just pales, lessened



/Dead to it we sit up late

*/Which one if any I can still vow
Which one I can still vow
In my diminished state . . .
Dead to its onset, late.

Which of them if any can still try/apply/descry
Thin echo yields/mutes/dulls all we hear—
Echo mute is all we hear
Thin echo's all we can hear
If any of them still apply to
To a modest of it, small—
To a modicum of its whole
To a  modest of its essence—
To a modest of its coinage—
To a modest of its expense—
Much to a modest of its mettle
Much to a modest of its suchness
Each to a modest of its muchness—
To a modest of its greatness—
to a modest of its haleness
to a modest of its wholeness
expanse—
exchange—
circulation
medium

Thin echo smalls all we hear

*
Imagine if Sylvia Plath
had married
her nice-girl half, 
her nebbish self 
instead of the Ted:

can you see her spell
Mrs Larkin
out in a doodle
heart on the margin
of her doctoral

thesis (Risen Revision:
the Lazarus Motif 
in Virginia Woolf)
and picture her in
their kitchen 

post porridge eggs
teacup full of cigs
folding TLS dog-ears
while Phil prepares
their lunch bags

in time for school,
the U. of Hull
where tenure
has instructed her
to write Venereal



Visions: the Fin de
Siecle De(fin)cycling
of Michael Field
(sic) and her "Sick Crowd", 
not to mention
Suffragette Strategic
Mutterings of 
the Denoue-monde:
Re-Sexing the Tragic
Mode of Wilde's Love
Triangles, frowning if
he fucks her tongue
sandwich up with the wrong
mustard again 
just to prove he's perf
at how he saved a few p. 
at the checkout counter
to gloat he's frugaler
shopping than her—
thus matrimony

doth make bargains 
of us all—

*
his elevenses

imagine what a 
gossip deficit we'd 
be suffering 
now:

we'd be bereft of—
the U. of Hull
would be her school
and her books dull 

*
on paths that matchspurt us
straight to their end
or pillows lovers keep
adjusting beneath themselves to find
the right slant that
of person walking against strong wind

you watch those lovers swaying
behind a screen 
of switchblade duennas

you see these beauties air
their gasps on a coathanger

their handclasps on a coathanger

*
in the overcoat called Fred
be careful where you put your head
if you put it in the sleeve instead
odds are you'll fetch up dead
they'll take you to the morgue
and dissect you like a forgue
cut off your head and feet



your legs below the knees
the only solace being
the overcoat called Procrustes
will fit you exactly then
and say this all could happen
wouldn't you be grateful
for that consolation

*
nothing will justify your sadness
or something will 
you long to shrink to that bare level
where either is believable 

where both equally console
your tongue probes the cavity
of a kiss
your hairspray sticks to the gods

shrivel ground where
her absence will not matter
will not embody this
starkest idol

where her absence will 
not matter or apply
or fill the whole sky, not be 
the world's equal

forced to deny what holds it whole
the limits of your house
your hands unbraid the silence
the days that fuse us

coming up the horizon
can the brow be lashed to it 
to end a storm

whose bed squeaks in your coffin

a flag-covered coffin
with dice rattling inside
Hart Crane bequeathing Melville

marginalia 11/21/07

Anxiety can pluck feathers from an egg.

*
Like most corny jokes, it has a few kernals of truth stuck in its toothy grin.

*
Hate to gloat, but don't Dan (the Assassin) Chiasson's words below confirm my quibble 
that Saint Robert of Hassisi should really be writing novels?  Here's the excerpt I found
apropos (google Chiasson/New Yorker/Hass):

"Then Time"  is a magnificent new poem, probably Hass's best ever. The "girl" in ��

"Meditation at Lagunitas"  (or one like her) has become a woman ("Twenty years ��

older, / She is very beautiful. An astringent person. She'd become, / She said, an 
obsessive gardener, her daughters grown" ). Where once Hass might have located all��



the sentience in his own head, now, as in late James, sentience is collaborative, 
something people make together:

He's listening,
Studying her face, still turning over her remark.
He decides that she thinks more symbolically
Than he does and that it seemed to have saved her,
For all her fatalism, from certain kinds of pain.
She finds herself thinking what a literal man he is,
Notices, as if she were recalling it, his pleasure
In the menu, and the cooking, and the architecture of the room.

. . .  . "Then Time" shows how lyric poetry can do what novels do so well, if at 
excruciating length: track the paths of consciousness and counter-consciousness 
across plots and characters.

*
But what kind of poet would WANT to write like the late James?!  Is that a sine qua 
non any poet should shoot for?  

Really?  You're a poet and you want to write like a novelist?  

You're Halfhass and you are a prose-writer.  A novelist in disguise.  Hollywood always 
works for the Californian writer.

Even Pound when he aspired "Mauberly" to be a boiled-down James novel didn't desert 
verse for his desire.

*
Speaking of Hollywood charades, I was cheered somewhat to notice that Rhonda 
Fleming is still alive,  and even more by the fact she has a website where fans can buy
signed photos and leave messages.  

Her multitude of charitable activities (the sponsorship of cancer clinics et al) is 
featured on the site.  Such civic virtue has perhaps eclipsed her screen career, and is 
certainly admirable.  

In the late 1950s and early 60s, her USA career faded as the studio system fell apart, 
and she made some films in Italy, none of which seem to be available on video . . .   I 
would love to see these latter Flemflicks.

I was especially glad to see that despite her respectibility as a benefactress and her 
gushingly-professed devotion to Christianity,

that she still retains enough vanity to present glamour poses from her starring or 
starlet years, and to offer them up for sale . . .  I assume the profits earned by these 
glamour glossies all go to goodworks, but I hope she still gets a little frisson of 
pleasure and pride over how alluring these photos show her! 

When Louise Bogan met T.S. Eliot in the 1940s, she was struck by how blithely he 
retained or emitted an aura of his handsomeness as a youth . . . I don't have the 
quote, but she went on to say something about how those who, like Eliot, were 
physically beautiful when young will often wear the air or the manner (the grace) of 
that beauty into their middle or old age . . .  a bearing, as it were.  

*
If it was labeled, tagged with
one letter set upon each tooth,
what would your smile spell out—
whose mouth can find the word
to speak its name to mine.



*
All I'm asking is that the Academy of American Poets requisition a supply of suicide 
capsules from its bosses at the C.I.A., and issue one to me.  And to other elderly poets
who likewise seek a quick demise.  The AAP should be shamed and blamed that it does
not offer this most humanitarian of services to the poetry community.

*
The Father's business success: each floor he rises drives another elevator shaft into his
children's heart.

*
Where the heck are those Kabuki—
Nothing to do but sleep tonight . . .
Our mountain town looks plain empty;
The trees alone step out in white.

*
Still waiting for that Actors Troupe?—
Take off those duds: get back to bed.
Dull mountain village, all lit up;
The plum-tree blossoms glare too red.

*

/Stow your town-robes; go back to bed.
/Doff off those gauds, scoot back to bed.
/Mothball those prom-clothes; stay in bed.
/Shed those new-rags; head back to bed.

*
Spring is a drag this year, so wear
your jammies instead: back to bed!
Stop asking where those actors are—
their oxcart's stuck, or else they're dead
as our nightlife, dullsville hill-town . . .
Get that plum-tree's get-up red gown!

/as nightlife here, mountain muck-town . . .

*
Randall Jarrell, writing in 1941:
"Realizing that the best poetry of the [1920s] was too inaccessible, we can will our 
poetry into accessibility—but how much poetry will be left when we finish?  Our 
political or humanitarian interests may make us wish to make our poetry accessible to
large groups . . . . "

The debate—whether one should strive to make one's verse accessible—still rages of 
course. It's the boildown of what most poets' tiffs are about, ain't it?

If Brecht in his USA exile had found refuge not in Hollywood, but in the poetic 
Academe of the day, if Jarrell had worked with Brecht to translate the latter's poems .
. .

*
Like a needle sipping an eel.

*
The doorkey that melts in the lock gets exhibited; Jasper Johns' brush sticking out of 
the paintcan: impotency on parade.

*
The past pleads goodbye but our verdict is why.



*
I'm in a lengthy transit to retirement from my teaching job, frustratingly a lot of my 
books are in storage until (unless death occurs in style) I can set up a life somewhere 
out of the high-rent Boston area, so I can't go to the quote from an essay out of 
Jonathan Galassi's superbly-translated-and-edited selection from Montale's prose 
writings, "The Second Life of Art," in which the Italian Nobelist says something to the 
effect that ever since Browning poets have tried to incorporate prose into their verse
—  

Surely this trend this tendency explains his success, Hass's, yes?

*
As Oscar Wilde put the matter: "[George] Meredith is a prose Browning, and so is 
Browning."

*
"The Nineties tried your game": the sneering taunt which successful novelist Mr. Nixon 
tries to quash the young Mauberly with . . . 

*
I don't see how Chiasson-the-Assassin can chide and chivvy Jane Hirshfield for her lax 
prosification of verse, and then turn around and praise Hass for the same thing . . . 
yes, I understand he's rating the quality of their respective CONTENT, but isn't prose 
prose, whether it's Jamesian or How-to-Build-a-Better-Buddhist . . . ?

*

Note: Barry Curran's very asture and kind comments below refer to a section of this 
post which I have moved to its own page:  see "Where Modern Poetry Began" in the 
archive for 11/23/07.

*

November 17, 2007

already defunct

*

link for a list of movies based on poems:

Will Beowulf make poetry hot Hollywood property  ?

*

This interests me because when and if they make a movie version of Denis Johnson's 
novel, "Already Dead," I wonder how much of Johnson the film-makers will keep,

and how much of me?  The novel's plot is based (see his afterword in the back of the 
book) to some degree on a poem of mine

called "Poem Noir" (or "Poeme Noire") . . .

I have this paranoid fantasy the movie mogs will use my "poem" as a plot-skeleton, you
know, Tom Cruise and crap,

and of course, guess what, if that happens and all, imagine the big-budget Hollywood 
hackamoola I won't see a fucking penny of.

*



November 18, 2007

don't you dare

. . .

Please don't stick me on any list with Russell Edson. 

I've seen my name included alongside Edson's in groupings by various critics and 
commentators re the USAPO scene, and it gripes me . . .

because I have zero in common with that wealthy gentleman Russell Edson.

Rich poets, upperclass poets, huh—

Edson, Louise Gluck, William Matthews, C.K.Williams, Mark Strand, Richard Howard et
al,

money rolling out of their childhoods,

cash propping their educations at the best schools,

trustfunds supporting their poetic practices—

I hate them all.  I curse them for a penny—

They are nothing to me.

*

November 19, 2007 

this is pathetic . . .

...

in today's Times Book Review (Nov 25/07),

Jim Harrison reviewing a Selected Poems of Bukowski——

I'm sorry to see Harrison fall prey to resentment, which I can understand and 
empathize with, given my own nothing status as a poet, but what a sad sorry 
shopworn ploy this is:

"Time constructs the true canon, not critics contemporaneous to the work, whether 
they are the Vendlerites of the Boston area, the Bloombadgers of New Haven or the 
Goodyear Tires of New York City."

This is bullshit, and Harrison should be ashamed to even think it, much less print it in 
the NYTBR.

Anyone reading this can see through it, to the real message of anger below: bitterness
that his own rep as a poet is not higher  . . .

and they're to blame of course that Harrison's poems are not in the Norton or the 
Vintage Contemporary American Poetry etcet,

them, these contemporeaneous critics:

And who are all these Vendlerites and Bloombadgers who waste their lives (busily as 
badgers) constructing the false canon? 



Names, please.  Let's see your list, Jim.

But don't stop there, Chickenshit:

give us the names of the false poets on this false canon constructed by the Vs and Bs 
and Gs,

I mean your list of those contemporaneous poets whom you reckon "Time" will omit 
when it constructs the true canon  . . . 

*

November 21, 2007 

press release (too late)

...

Anita Shapolsky Gallery Presents:    The Writer’s Brush  Paintings and Drawings by 
Writers     The Writer’s Brush is an exhibition based on Donald Friedman’s book The 
Writer’s Brush:  Paintings, Drawings, and Sculpture by Writers release date September 
2007 published by Mid-list  Press, distributed by Random House. The show, curated by 
Donald Friedman and John Wronski,  owner of Lame Duck Books and the Pierre Menard
Gallery, Boston, MA, includes more than 120  unique works of art by 80 of the worlds’ 
most celebrated writers.    It includes astounding works by Walter Abish, Rafael 
Alberti, Roberta Allen, A.R. Ammons, John  Ashbery, Enid Bagnold, Amiri Baraka, Djuna
Barnes, Julian Beck, Andrei Bely, Elizabeth Bishop,  Jorge L. Borges, Breyten 
Breytenbach, Charles Bukowski, Gelett (Frank) Burgess, David Burliuk,  Josef Capek, 
Tom Clark, Daniel Clowes, Jean Cocteau, Norma Cole, Douglas Coupland, Jim  Crace, 
E.E. Cummings, Henry Darger, Annie Dillard, J.P. Donleavy, Rikki Ducornet, Lawrence  
Durrell, Russell Edson, Mary Fabilli, Jules Feiffer, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Charles Henri
Ford, Kahlil  Gibran, Louise Gluck, Alasdair Gray, Allen Ginsberg, Gunter Grass, Brion 
Gysin, Herman Hesse,  Jack Hirschman, Susan Howe, Georges Hugnet, Victor Hugo, 
Aldous Huxley, Tama Janowitz,  Charles Johnson, Donald Justice, Anna Kaven, Weldon 
Kees, Ken Kesey, Jack Kerouac, Maxine  Hong Kingston, Bill Knott, Alfred Kubin, 
Jonathan Lethem, Mina Loy, Clarence Major, Robert  Marshall, Henri Michaux, Henry 
Miller, Susan Minot, Walter Mosley, Hugh Nissenson, Clifford  Odets, Kenneth Patchen, 
Sylvia Plath, Beatrix Potter, Annie Proulx, James Purdy, Kenneth  Rexroth, Peter Sacks,
William Saroyan, Maurice Sendak, Charles Simic, Patti Smith, William Jay  Smith, 
Ralph Steadman and Hunter S. Thomson, Mark Strand, Igor Terentiev, James Thurber,  
Frederic Tuten, Josef Vachal, Janwillem Vandewetering, Kurt Vonnegut, Keith 
Waldrop, Derek  Walcott, Rossanna Warren, Marjorie Welish, Denton Welsh, Richard 
Wilbur, Tennessee Williams,  Stanisław Ignacy Witkiewicz (Witkacy), William Butler 
Yeats, Unica Zurn and more....    When:  September 11th – October 27th, 2007

*
I didn't get to see this show,
in which a couple of my "works on paper" appeared . . .

I would be interested to see the art of Gelett Burgess, author of the immortal poem, 
"The Purple Cow" . . .

*

Incidentally, the press release I copied-and-pasted above,

misspells John Wronoski's name . . .

Here's some copy from the Fulcrum site:



John Wronoski is an art and book collector and owner of Lame Duck Books, one of the 
most prestigious rare book stores in the world, which is located in Harvard Square 
(www.lameduckbooks.com  ) and has just now extended itself to include the newly 
founded Pierre Menard Gallery. Fulcrum 5 includes a feature of several E. E. Cummings
drawings from John’s collection. He is also co-founder of Volume Gallery, New York, 
and Principal in Locus Solus Rare Books, New York. As proprietor of Lame Duck 
Books, John Wronoski has published over eighty catalogues devoted to rare books in 
the fields of modern literature and intellectual history. A member of Antiquarian 
Booksellers Association of America and Verband Deutscher Antiquare, he is a specialist 
in the assessment and sale of literary archives. He has represented many of the most 
prominent writers of our time in the sale of their literary papers, including three 
Nobel laureates.

*

November 22, 2007

WHERE MODERN POETRY BEGAN

*
A LAST WORD (by Ernest Dowson, 1899)

Let us go hence: the night is now at hand;
   The day is overworn, the birds all flown;
   And we have reaped the crops the gods have sown;
Despair and death; deep darkness o'er the land,
Broods like an owl; we cannot understand
   Laughter or tears, for we have only known
   Surpassing vanity: vain things alone
Have driven our perverse and aimless band.
Let us go hence, somewhither strange and cold,
   To Hollow Lands where just men and unjust
   Find end of labour, where's rest for the old,
Freedom to all from love and fear and lust.
Twine our torn hands!  O pray the earth enfold
Our life-sick hearts and turn them into dust.

*
Many have linked Dowson's first line here with the start of Eliot's Prufrock: "Let us go 
then, you and I . . . "

(not to mention Hollow Lands and Hollow Men) . . .

Louis Simpson in his very commendable book, "Three on the Tower," declares that 
Modern Poetry begins with this simile:

When the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherised upon a table . . .

If you enter the Boston Common near the corner of Beacon and Arlington streets, you 
can easily find the Memorial to Ether: it's a large stele structure, erected in 1909 to 
honor the medical miracle that led to this alleviation of surgical pains . . .

if you walk around it, you'll see carved on its sides the names and facts attending the 
merciful invention; also engraved there is a depiction of a patient lying upon the 
surgical table, masked to his necessary numbness, his unfelt salvation . . .

Now as you stand there looking up at the stone monument, imagine it's 1910 and 
you're a shy young Philosophy major from Harvard on your way to an arty soiree on 



nearby Beacon Hill, bashfully headed toward paneled rooms where the women come 
and go talking of Michelangelo,

only you're early probably (you're a bit of an earlywart), and so, trying to forget how 
nervous the thought of those lamp-eyed women up there on the Hill makes you, you 
kill time here in the Park by avidly remembering the dissolute lines of a late Dowson 
and murmuring the beginning of a poem you yourself are working on, yes you're a 
poet,

as it happens a very handsome young Tom [see footnote below] from St Louis, Missouri
—

indeed you're a dude though you doubt it to such a perversely-celibate degree, to an 
extent of fear and desperate longing, that a Saint might envy the Sebastianated 
profundity, the repressed prowess of your bit-back passions,

you're muttering and stuttering the start of your poem, your panicky Love Song, but 
you're stuck, you can't get past the first couple lines that go (going after Dowson) "Let
us go then, you and I, / When the evening is spread out against the sky / Like a . . . "

Lke a what?  Umm, like an enormous purple peony?  an enormous purpled penis?  an 
enormous, engorged prepuce?—

and then suddenly, out of nowhere, a cat escaped from a nearby mansion streaks past 
and drags your glance down or aslant from the sunset you've been studying for 
inspiration—

and all at once your eye is caught on the tumescent wonder of this newly-erected 
pillar or Cleopatra's Needle whose obeliskness awaits your transfiguration of its nursed
and doctored bas-relief figures into the first trope of Modern Verse . . .

in short, you see this great big thing sticking phallic-ly out of the ground, and hard 
upon it rears the fresh cuts, hot-off-the-chisel, the castrate-straight edges hacked and
honed, so recently-rendered in sharp homage to the genius of Hippocrates etcet,

and in particular a sculpted picture that shows, what else,

a patient etherised upon a table.

. . .  It's close to Arlington St, down from the corner of Beacon St about fifty or sixty 
yards.  There is no plaque commemorating the historic event I've envisioned here, but 
maybe you can stray chance to stand upon the very spot where Modern Poetry began 
in my imaginary re-enactment, tableau where I fancy the young poet found himself:  

only of course there wouldn't have been all the insane traffic noise there is now back 
in 1910; if you can blank out those honking horns and rush-hour engines, you might be 
able to return to that briefest encounter:

can you re-T.S. that bewildering juncture, the awful daring of that moment's 
surrender . . . ?

Just a short walk away from there, moreover, you may also try to find the place where
PostModern Poetry perhaps began in the late 1950s— 

the sidewalk where Robert Lowell raged in crucifixed witness as the Boston Garden 
was ripped apart to build a parkinglot. . . . Stop there or stroll there while all around 
you, all around the Common, a savage servility slides by on grease.  Inhale that oil, 
feel that energy, that power, that source the world is killing itself for.



Stroll there and stand there in our Hollow Land . . .

Where?  Somewhither strange and cold.  Let us go hence—

Oh do not ask what is it: let us go and make our visit.

*

*

[When Louise Bogan met Eliot in the 1940s, she was struck by how blithely he retained
or emitted an aura of his handsomeness as a youth . . . I don't have the quote, but as I
remember it she went on to say something about how those who were physically 
beautiful when young will often wear the air or the manner (the grace) of that beauty
into their middle or old age . . . a bearing, as it were.]

*

November 23, 2007

COMMENTS

agreed. remarkable prose, Bill.

Posted by: Steve | November 26, 2007 at 02:03 PM

This is one of the best poetry blogposts I've come across. I am grateful for it.

Posted by: Don | November 26, 2007 at 07:45 AM

Superb.

Posted by: Brian Salchert   | November 23, 2007 at 04:36 PM

*

Seth Abramson is saying nice things about my work on his blog:

http://sethabramson.blogspot.com/

*
His blog is one of the most intelligent such sites I'm aware of, so I feel very 
honored . . .

I've read his blog off and on over the past couple years . . .

He is a brilliant writer, and I feel sure that if you read back through his older posts 
you will
be as impressed as I have been by his insights and erudition

re matters both poetical and political . . .

His work as a poet and a thinker seem valuble to me.

*
He's certainly right about the high quality of Franz Wright's verse . . . Franz is a world-
class poet, and though I've had my carps and pollyquibbles with him back and forth on 



this blog, at his best he is one of the best poets now writing . . .

And if Abramson's right about Wright, I could dare to hope perhaps he might not

be wrong about Knott.

*
I've noticed that Seth Abramson's blog is not listed on the Silliman's Blog list of poet-
blogs (it's down on the left side, and is maybe the longest list of poet-blog links 
available on the web. . .)

and I've wondered why . . .

Seth himself (if I may use his first name) has a long sidebar list of links to poets' 
blogs . . .

*

One of these years I may figure out how to do the links to other sites, as of yet the 
software of it has defeated my attempts....

*

November 26, 2007 

a few glances off our latest Great (collated from earlier posts):

*
I start with a quote, and don't Dan (the Assassin) Chiasson's words here confirm my 
quibble (below) that Saint Robert of Hassisi should really be writing novels?   Here's the
excerpt I found apropos (google Chiasson/New Yorker/Hass for the full text):

"Then Time" is a magnificent new poem, probably Hass's best ever. The "girl" in 
"Meditation at Lagunitas" (or one like her) has become a woman ("Twenty years 
older, / She is very beautiful. An astringent person. She'd become, / She said, an 
obsessive gardener, her daughters grown"). Where once Hass might have located all 
the sentience in his own head, now, as in late James, sentience is collaborative, 
something people make together:

He's listening,
Studying her face, still turning over her remark.
He decides that she thinks more symbolically
Than he does and that it seemed to have saved her,
For all her fatalism, from certain kinds of pain.
She finds herself thinking what a literal man he is,
Notices, as if she were recalling it, his pleasure
In the menu, and the cooking, and the architecture of the room.

. . .  . "Then Time" shows how lyric poetry can do what novels do so well, if at 
excruciating length: track the paths of consciousness and counter-consciousness 
across plots and characters.

*
But what kind of poet would WANT to write like the late James?!  Is that a sine qua 
non any poet should shoot for? 

Really?  You're a poet and you want to write like a novelist? 

(You're Halfhass and you are a prose-writer.  A novelist in disguise.  Hollywood always 
works for the Californian writer.)



Even Pound when he aspired "Mauberly" to be a boiled-down James novel didn't desert 
verse for his desire.

*
Frustratingly a lot of my books are in storage, so I can't go to the exact quote from an 
essay out of Jonathan Galassi's superbly-translated-and-edited selection from 
Montale's prose writings, "The Second Life of Art,"

in which the Italian Nobelist says something to the effect that ever since Browning 
poets have tried to incorporate prose into their verse— 

Surely this trend this tendency explains his success, Hass's, yes?

*
As Oscar Wilde put the matter: "[George] Meredith is a prose Browning, and so is 
Browning."

*
"The Nineties tried your game": the sneering taunt which successful novelist Mr. Nixon 
tries to quash the young Mauberly with . . .

*
I don't see how Chiasson-the-Assassin can chide and chivvy Jane Hirshfield for her lax 
prosification of verse, and then turn around and praise Hass for the same thing . . . 
yes, I understand he's rating the quality of their respective CONTENT, but isn't prose 
prose, whether it's Jamesian or How-to-Build-a-Better-Buddhist . . . 

*
The current American Poetry Review includes another chapter in their ongoing 
canonization of Robert Halfhass, whose careful-to-be-a-bit-bashful face photogs the 
cover . . .

There are a dozen or so new poems by him, followed by an obsequious essay devoted 
to his work: an extended advertisement for his new book just published and certain to
garner one or more of the major prizes. [Note: this section was written before he won
the National Book Award 07, on his way to the Pulitzer and or the National Critics 
Circle?  Is he primed to be the first poet since Ashbery to take the Triple Crown?] . . .

The essayist quotes several banal (and typically clunky) lines from his poem "Bush's 
War" (which by the way is in the new BAPbatch, natch) and then comments that these 
lines are "deliberately unsubtle . . . "

Deliberately unsubtle!  What a revelation. 

And here I was all these years thinking his poems were bad because he was a bad 
poet.

Here I was thinking his poems were filled with stale platitudes and pretentious 
apothegms;—

that they were, essentially, professorial or essayistic or diaristic prose, belletrist 
vignettes, chopped up into arbitrary lines.

Now I learn that he was being deliberately pretentious, deliberately obtuse, 
deliberately clicheish, deliberately prosaic—

I thought his verse-craft was amateurish at best: and that its incompetence showed he
lacked any talent for or was unable to master the skills necessary to write poetry,—

and that if he wanted to be an author, novels were the answer . . .



But!— if all those defects were "deliberate"!?

Shouldn't that change my mind?  No, sorrry: after reading his new poems in the new 
APR, I can only repeat:

All his new poems are boring; in this they resemble all his old.

*
I can't of course deny that he has achieved a degree of popularity in the USA poetry 
community, and that he is held in high regard by some poets . . .

I don't think his books will ever be bestsellers like those of Mary Oliver or Billy Collins 
or Jane Hirshfield et al, though.  On the whole his work can have no interest for the 
larger general public that buys and reads poets like these.

He's a poet for poets, not for readers.  (I must admit that some of his lines, some of 
his phrases, could be adapted for commercial use: Imagine a Hallmark card whose 
front text reads: Longing, we say, and then you open it, and on the inside it 
continues: because love is full of endless distances . . . Homilies like this one (from 
his famous "blackberry" poem) could be excerpted for greater gain and distribution.)

But in trying to account for the acclaim and admiration granted him by some of his 
fellow poets, I have a theory as to why that might be—

Based on the poems of his I've been able to muddle through and or start to read, I 
speculate that the reason he is appreciated by those poets is, quite simply, his subject
matter.

Or not subject matter, actually: subject singular, because as far as I can see his poetry
only deals with one subject—

What is this recurring subject and why does it make his work so appealing to other 
poets (and there are certainly enough of them to establish his reputation)—

It's a theme that is as old as poetry: or rather, a sub-theme, an ancillary topic: a 
subordinate leitmotif that can always be found to a greater or lesser (usually lesser) 
extent in all poetry, Shakespeare's sonnets, Wordsworth's Prelude, Milton's Lycidas:

Alas what boots it with uncessant care
To ply the homely slighted shepherd's trade
And strictly meditate the thankless muse . . .

The proposition that can be spied poking its head up from time to time in all poetry of
the past and present, is this:

being a poet/writing poetry is difficult. 

This gripe and grumble lament appears throughout the centuries of verse, but 
normally it only emerges overtly in a limited measure . . .

The genius of Halfhass has been to take this heretofore minor issue and to make it his 
main, indeed as I perceive it, his only thesis:

All his poems are Complaints.  Every poem he writes is about how hard it is to write 
the poem he's writing.  Everything else in his poems is ostensible, mere occasion.

Or is Apologia the right term.  Anyway, that's his secret: that's what makes (some) 
other poets respond with such empathy and recognition (or self-recognition) to his 
work—

The whine of it all is never far from many poets' hearts.  The drudgery, the 
defensiveness, the diffidence, the doubts, the day-after-day of trying to write poetry 



is (as every poet knows, and every writer who ever aspired to write poetry, and golly 
even failed poets like me)—

is, to say the least, demanding.  Or damned—

What is that ancient Welsh curse Robert Graves quotes somewhere: It is death to be a 
poet.

All the D-words.  Whereof come in the end Despondency and Madness—

Not to mention Masochism, which is another aspect of it that pleasures the poets who 
esteem this theme above all others.

This perversity—this breastbeating of the bard over the troubles of his task—remains a
minor one.  Yes, it persists, it subsists as a flaw poets fall heir to, a fixation in the 
blood, a bittersweet urge that has proved irresistible to poets of all eras; who among 
them has not paused to scratch that itch.

But in the drama of poetry, it is an Aside.  A brief interruption in the flow.  Extraneous
—

A bit part, not a star role.   

Think of it as a pocket of self-pity whose acid bubbles up under stress, in resentful 
momentary spurts.

But it's a capillary, not a vein.  A rivulet, not a river.  Etcet—

And most poets have seen it for what is: a self-indulgent luxury, a chocoholic spree, 
an intramural solipsistic tic, an autoerotic fetish of interest to others in the biz but no
one else.

All poets are susceptible to it; an unfortunate few become addicted.

Ultimately it remains a trivial subject, and Halfhass remains a trivial poet.  

*
—An earlier fawning piece in APR was entitled "The Spiritual Progress of Robert Hass."

Regarding which I responded in an earlier post here:

Yeah, spiritual progress, I mean he's a fucking saint, right?  Unfortunately there has 
been no corresponding poetical progress.  All his new poems are  pretentious and 
cliche-riddled; in this they resemble all the old.  Even when he tries to write a 
'political' poem it turns as usual into maundering piffle.

Saint Robert of Hassisi, the Mother Teresa of American poetry.

*
After reading (or failing to read) that "Spiritual Progess" essay, I wrote the following 
poem:

AT THE "FEDERAL CENSORSHIP AND THE ARTS" SYMPOSIUM

Just as the Nazis never proscribed Rilke
(he was no Expressionist, no Degenerate,
no Art-Bolshevik), so most of us poets
are thought no threat by those in authority—

Halfhass, for instance, his books won't get banned:
his Rilkemanqué wins awards, his "spiritual
progress" and "earned words" (—to paraphrase Wilde,



his genius gives good guru Po-Biz style while

his talent brooks those so serious ergo poems)—
what might please our fuehrers even more is
his patriot's part in The American Poetry Series.

Better silence than that?  Better to hide, to write
for one's cabinet?  (To paraphrase Benn,
the aristocratic form of publication.)

Note: 
This poem was deleted from my collected comic poems by the publisher, BOA, whose 
chief fund-raiser at the time was Robert Hass. . . . 
I've often wondered if the BOA editors censored this poem on their own initiative, or 
whether they were ordered to do so by Hass.

*

December 05, 2007

toward a fifth volume of quatorzains

*

(I actually had a dream recently about a Stephen King-like story in which a Devil (or a 
buried alien starship or an extradimensional fog or a curse etc) forces all the 
inhabitants of a small isolated town to write sonnets.  Talk about evil! . . .) 

*

These are new and or lost quatorzains, none of which (if I've kept my files staight) 
appear in the four volumes of quatorzains already posted here (see sidebar) . . . I 
wonder if I will write more enough to fill another volume as the optimistic heading 
above has it . . .

(After Farrar Straus & Giroux published my last print collection, "The Unsubscriber" 
(2004), the editor there (Jonathan Galassi) asked me to submit a followup book: one 
of the projects I pitched was a "Selected Quatorzains" . . . he rejected that idea, as 

well as the other proposals I offered.  (One of which was a Collected Rhymed Poems.) 

At which point I said fuck it: if I can't get a publisher to publish the books I want to 
do, then I will publish them myself . . . hence this blog, and the pdf books posted on 
it.)

*
*
THERE'S THE RUB

Envying young poets the rage
You wish you could reverse your night
And wake up days upon their page 
As old as them, as debut-bright.

To feel the jolt when words go right,
To suddenly hold each phrase tight:
You wish you may, you wish you might
Rise revised to that primal stage—

But listen to my wizened sage:



He claims there's one disadvantage
Should time renew you neophyte—

There'd be one catch you'd hate, one spite:
Remember if you were their age
You'd have to write the way they write.

*
*

DIMINUENDO

If I cannot carefully slowly lower drowned
windowwashers down the face of highrises,
what use am I?  And what a bad little
good-for-me I am, regardless.  Even

my hems lower their eyes at the sight of
such remissiveness: therefore whenever
the flesh gloats a police stick removes its
widow’s peak.  Worlds have lost for less their keep.

To fathom at random your crumbling core
while the sun is burnishing its bullseye on
all the margin mountains and seas whose scene

we supercede each time we sneeze is like
scratching myself with forgetful eels, asking
is this my own, my Tennyson sinecure?

*
*

ZENITH

Once a rocket lived in the soarway
Now it’s gone
Only a bird fills our sun socket
Then travels on

Hovering at all angles to
Our tallest days
Where the lion says needle star to god
Far lingers no trace

I wanted to share
The occasion of that height
Even if it was only a while
The moan-length of a laugh I lived

I wanted to stay there
But I failed at the sight

*
*

DAY-THE-VERGE

for days the ceiling was racing



and the silhouettes clung to seance
the wind champed at their scornful habits
dangling a snowflake over the edge of a mirror

manholes stood on ladders to see
a rocket fail to ignite itself from a sundial
while a slim coitus of wands held the room current
must I exist in these saliva-idle breaths

fever chalks the roofs where
I imagine my venom is at home
with everyone tidy in their thimble poses
it's like pricking your finger with lambs

now I sleep where oceanmere falls
exile exile to the instant islands of my pulse

*
*

THE LOST

Those who miss themselves
will depart from postal shelves
to eliminate home
from their name.

Those who fly away will find
they can envision
a feather's features upon
the face they left behind.

Those who leave too soon
now that faraway's full
of neighbors will ruin
their one chance for arrival.

Even so, they're all willing to go.
Will I in likewise kin be able to?

*
*

OVERLIFER-BAG

Age is a case of aches
you try to strap closed
with your own arms
but even they can't hold
shut what this tote crams  
like hotel-soaps stole
when it pops open.
No clasp will fasten.

Packed up and parked on
the curb where a cab brakes
impatient to leave—
cheap valise 
spilling out undies 
each time we breathe.



*
*

KNIFE TIMES FORK EQUALS SPOON

I comb my crack with a lit fuse.
It makes me weep my wage.
How far I am from days
And all the harm they do.

This lust to be real
Conceals its microbial
Appetites.  They fare too whole,
Their hosts are housed to earth.

I love the way in graveyards
The dead guard the dirt
From being torn open yearly,

Wracked by seed.  They save
It from cultivation, from
Our human need to feed.

*
*

EL POEMO

Little squiggly worms on the surface
of my head.  I brush them off, but
more ooze up from within;
an endless supply it seems.

All I learn turns to the belief that all
my exhalations rise up into the sky
to form an O which hovers there
to watch me struggle for breath.

I always pause to grimace at the wound,
but the wound does not hesitate at all.
That would be an acknowledgement.

That would be a response.
A collation of purpose, a balm, a bosom,
even a poem perhaps.

*
*
PERSONALLY

I saw this screenlegend guest on TV
promoting the need for everybody
inbetween plugs for the latest movie
to help out like with our ecology

small daily acts each of us personally
just little things we can do at home, one
example is don't let the water run
hey people! ya'know? when you brush your teeth?



Sometimes I remember that admonition,
and then sometimes I grumble beneath
the bristles, under frothy gums and lips:

Hey filmstar! love your save-the-planet tips,—
and hey, look: my faucet's off, not on—see?—
the least you could do is come fuck me.

*
*

I LIVE ON THE LOWEST

ledge it's still fatal
to fall from while

my neighbor on
the below-one

merely loses any
skeletal integrity

and lives to stab coupons
for lowyield posterity:

he's lucky
compared to me

and to all
the tenants above me

because when we fall
we die.

*
*
*******

December 07, 2007

Esteban/Schulte/Knott

*
Another transversion.  For a note on my theory or justification for such, see the intro 
to my Transversions chapbook (check the list of books on this blog to read it) . . .

*
From the magazine Mundus Artium, Vol. VII, No. 1, 1974:

an untitled poem by Claude Esteban, from his book Croyant Nommer (1972)—

A chaque pierre

dans l'éclat
inanimé du dour

la terre découvrant à nu chaque désastre.



Tout fut obscur.  Longtemps
la tourbe des journées
pourrit contre le mur immense

l'immobile.

                    L'ordre
naissait de l'ordre.  Le soliel
accoutumait les choses mortes à leurs
mesures.

L'assaut, depuis.  La longue déchirure.

*
the translation by Rainer Schulte:

With each stone

in the cold glare
of the day

the earth reveals, naked, each disaster.

All was dark.  The turf
of the days
rotted long against the vast

immobile wall.

                         Order
born of order.  The sun
gave dead objects 
their shape.

The assault, later.  The long gap.

*
my transversion:

MOULDSTONEWALL

By each stone bright
in the inanimate 
light

our earth discovers
its nakedness
is disastrous.

A total wipe of the slate.
And yet
this lets time get set

for the grass
to amass 
its mound, endless

immense wall.  Order
gives birth to more—



mornings ordure

the moulds until 
they climb
our decay.  Prime

the sun will 
soon costume
each size and all

that waits to wear
the dead in their
measure.

The assault comes long later.

It rips away
the flesh of day,
matter's tatter.

*

December 08, 2007

…

so billions of humans for millenia looked at the blue sky of a sunny day and saw it as 
bright until one day Rimbaud looked at it and saw that same blue as darkness and said
I have removed from the sky the blue which is darkness but his assertion did not result
in the sky being stripped of its blue to leave only immense endless sunlight 
surrounding us from horizon to horizon with its fire encompassing the eye no in fact 
he did not succeed and the blue which is darkness remained

December 09, 2007 

MY END-RHYMED QUATORZAINS: READ THEM ONSCREEN BELOW 
(OR: for a hardcopy download the pdfs and DIY: PLEASE NOTE 
my pdfs are formatted and paginated to be printed out 
doublesided in duplex mode and then folded/stapled to make a
book):

*

[ these books have been collected in the pdf BLOG BOOKS 
2008, and you may access/download the original pdfs of BLOG 
BOOKS 2007 and CHRISTMAS AT THE ORPHANAGE: RHYMED 
QUATORZAINS ONE 12_15_07, THE SEMBLANCE AMBULANCE: 
RHYMED QUATORZAINS TWO 12_16_07, MERRY-NO-ROUND: 
RHYMED QUATORZAINS THREEE 12_15_07 from 
www.billknottarchive.com   ]

*

IF YOU DOWNLOAD these PDFs, COULD YOU PLEASE LEAVE A NOTE IN the COMMENT BOX
below TO INFORM ME? —I'M NOT FISHING FOR COMPLIMENTS, PLEASE DON'T PRAISE-
BOMB ME: AND WHEN YOU PRINT THEM OUT, ANY PROBLEMS with the PROCESS?  
ANYTHING I COULD DO TO IMPROVE IT? I'D APPRECIATE FEEDBACK. . . CAN I ASSUME 



EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT ALTHOUGH MY PDFs ARE FORMAT/PAGINATED FOR DUPLEX 
PRINTING, THAT THEY CAN ALSO BE easily PRODUCED ON ANY REGULAR PRINTER 
WHERE THE ODD PAGES CAN BE RUN FIRST AND THEN FLIPPED OVER AND run through 
again to print the even: can I assume that?

*

Rhyme is such an essential ingredient in writing sonnets (if I may use that term), that 
to my mind every one of them I wrote is somehow "rhymed"—

but the end-rhymed ones have their own interest, I think, so I'm posting them  
together here . . .

*

Read the poems below here on the screen, or download the free pdfs and print them 
out.

*

December 10, 2007

retracking the traces

[ The drafts of this poem, “OVERNIGHT FREEZE”, carried on 
for 2 months after this initial post and span hundreds of pages 
in length. They have been collected into the pdf “DRAFTS_ 
OVERNIGHT FREEZE” and can be found in the DRAFTS section 
of www.billknottarchive.com   ]

THE TRACKS OF A POEM 

*
The first section here appeared in an essay I posted last year, and makes some 
references which can perhaps only be understood in the context of that piece (which 
is in the archives, dated 5/12/06, if anyone is interested)—

But a recent development, which I discuss below, has made me want to revise this 
particular poem even further :

*
I published this poem in the late 1990s:

OVERNIGHT FREEZE

Transparent ice has glazed over
all the ground's ruts and runnels;
but the chameleon's footprints—
are they paned with stained glass?

I recently revised it to the following:

OVERNIGHT FREEZE

Window-glints of ice glaze fast 
the mud's ruts and runs, inch-niched
skylights patch its pattered paths;
but the chameleon’s footprints—
have they been paned with stained-glass?



:. . . my old version seemed too loose and prosaic, too obvious in its attempt to be 
"transparent," to be as clear as possible, to be a flat "window" for the content.  

Does making it more opaque improve it? Have my thickening effects 
(rhyme/alliteration/ heptasyllabics) rendered it more palpable, more tangible, and is 
it therefore a truer presenting?  

Have I more solidly concretized the concreteness of the subject matter?   
Should I stick with just the original single metaphor of "stained glass"—are the 
augmental metaphors (window/skylight) too much—?   

Is my earlier version closer to what Hekigoto espoused as "no-centeredness"?

[from Modern Japanese Haiku, by Makoto Ueda:

"[Kawahigashi] Hekigoto. . . was a tireless experimenter, and restlessly went from one
experiment to another throughout his career.  Of all his experiments [one of the most]
controversial [was his] idea of 'haiku without a center of interest,' which he  began to 
advocate in 1910. 

[This concept] was based on his belief that a poem should come as close as possible to
its subject matter, which is part of life or nature.  He thought that if the poet tried to
create a center of interest in his poem he would inevitably have to distort his subject 
matter for the sake of that interest. 

'To do away with a center of interest and to discard the process of poeticizing reality 
would help the poet to approach things in nature as close as he can, without being 
sidetracked by man-made rules,' insisted Hekigoto. . . "

And: from Dawn to the West,  by Donald Keene: 

"Hekigoto [advocates] in 1910 the principle of "no-centeredness" (muchushin-ron), by 
which he meant that natural phenomena should be described exactly as they are 
without imposing any human standards." 

—In 1912 Pound writes: "I believe that the proper and perfect symbol is the natural 
object. . . ."  A year later, in 'A few Don'ts of an Imagiste,' he insists that "the natural 
object is always the adequate symbol." 

I've taken these quotes from William Pratt's introduction to The Imagist Poem.  Pratt 
comments: "Pound [is making a] distinction between the image and the symbol . . . 
the symbolic meaning must have its source in the literal meaning, and not be imposed
upon it." 

Here, at the "starting-point of modern poetry" (Eliot), Hekigoto and Pound seem to be 
of one mind.]
   
This goes of course to the old question of whether poetry is a medium (window) for a 
prior-conceived content: is it a means to an end, or is it an end in itself—  

Baudelaire wrote that "The object of poetry is not Truth, the object of poetry is 
Poetry itself."  

Should my object, my goal, my intent be to "describe the natural phenomena exactly 
as they are"?  

Or is my revision more appropriate in its attempt to, in Shklovsky's term, 
"defamiliarize" this commonplace November A.M. sight, via the usual poetic 
techniques?  



And then there's the problem of the imagination's overlay, the "super-position" of its 
glaze on top of reality's mudground.  

"Super-position" is Pound's term, from his commentary on "In a Station of the Metro."   
The apparition of these faces in the crowd— 

My chameleon footprints which literally aren't there, which exist only as an 
"apparition," an FX-excess, a backwash, the hopefully-inevitable entailment of a 
metaphor already egregious and extraneous and therefore untrue to any "natural 
phenomena". . . 

The imposition of the metaphor (stained glass) may precede and lead to a 
theoretically visible, an ostensible reality (footprints). . .  

"[T]o discard the process of poeticizing reality would help the poet to approach things
in nature as close as he can, without being sidetracked," advises Hekigoto. . . .

Sidetracks, foot-tracks; apparitions, ghosts, after-effects.  

*
Now, as if I'm being stalked by this poem, it was singled out for praise by Tyler Meier, 
at the Kenyon Review blog: here's his entry, with my hasty response, so hasty that I 
had to apologize for it: 

Knott Worth Knowing
December 11th, 2007 by Tyler Meier

On his blog, Mary Jo Bang calls him “a meld between Gerard Manley Hopkins and 
MTV.” And Bill Knott’s blog is remarkable, in that he has put the majority of what he’s 
written there, for “open access, for perusal and propagation.” You can view his poems
on your screen, and you can print them out as PDF files.

Strikingly funny, attractive in their oddities, Knott’s poems twist the world peculiar–
and require attention. There’s this, from ALL MY THOUGHTS ARE THE SAME: Selected 
Short Poems, Volume One.

    DEATH

    Going to sleep, I cross my hands on my chest.
    They will place my hands like this.
    It will look as though I am flying into myself.

I’m astonished by the idea that Knott can make death so easily become surreal, 
mirroring what a death by someone we are close to often feels like when actually 
experienced–namely, the narrative force by which we understood things is trumped. 
And suddenly anything is possible, without reason–including embarrassment. It is 
possible to see in the last line a frustration at looking absurd (”Do I really have to 
wear this?”) But that reading is tempered by an equal reading of delight in the 
possibility of flying into oneself. The surreality of being pulled in those mutually 
exclusive emotional directions, toward both embarrassment and delight, is the engine 
of the poem, and the real connection to the title.

Or this, from the same downloadable book:

    EN PASSANT

    While orbiting
    the earth
    at a height of one millimeter
    I notice
    it tickles.



What would you notice, orbiting the earth? At the amazing height of one millimeter? 
What tickles? The orbiter or the earth? Or the orbit itself?

Or something completely different, and maybe where Mary Jo Bang gets the Hopkins 
and MTV from:

    OVERNIGHT FREEZE

    Window-glints of ice glaze fast
    the mud’s ruts and runs: inch-niched
    skylights patch its pattered paths;
    but the chameleon’s footprints—
    have they been paned with stained-glass?

Metered and rhymed, bouncing in the repeated sounds, the poem’s a joy. Or a jaw. 
This is poem that needs to be read out loud, and I’m asking you to do while you are 
sitting at your computer reading it. It sounds so good, who cares what it means, which
is one type of poem Knott deftly creates. Maybe it is better to say it means in the way
it sounds.

I could go on–and so could Knott. He very much is doing so on his blog, and it is worth 
a look.

Posted in Links, poetry, Tyler Meier |
3 Responses

   1. Bill Knott Says:
      December 12th, 2007 at 1:09 pm

      jeepers . . . maybe it’s a regional rural thing: i grew up on a farm in michigan . . .
the mud has ruts and runs in it from the passage of wheels and animals, the latter 
including livestock and fieldmice etcet (even birds), all of whose feet leave prints 
that indent the mud and overnight the cold covers these small impressions with a 
glaze of ice . . . in my poem’s imagination one of the animals leaving their tracks 
there in the mud during the night is a chameleon—if the other footprints “pattered” 
there are sheeted with normal-transparent ice to create a tiny “window”, why should 
not, why may not, metaphorically the chameleon’s imprints be glazed with stained-
glass ….?
      wow: is the poem really that hard to understand????
   2. Tyler Meier Says:
      December 12th, 2007 at 4:01 pm

      Thanks for the explanation, Bill–I appreciate seeing it like you meant it.

      Maybe I should have said that I like how the poem sounds so much that I’m less 
worried about the image it puts in my head. I didn’t mean to suggest the poem didn’t 
do that work, too. I just think the best feature is the sound of it–a compact 
construction with an ear (MJB was right) on Hopkins’ grave (or a foot?).

      Forgive me, my sincere pleasures here are in how the poem puts all that sound 
into a single sentence in five lines, over a meter, with the rhyme work attending–

      It strikes me now, though, that the poem itself is a mirror for the ending image 
you describe: its aural effect like the colors of the glaze, the small tight work in the 
poem like a chameleon’s tiny footprints…
   3. Bill Knott Says:
      December 12th, 2007 at 5:31 pm

      … my comment was dashed off too hastily and self defensively…

      please forgive me,



      I should have thanked you first for your kindness in
      directing readers to my blog . . .

      i am grateful for your attention!

*

This encounter with an intelligent reader has qualmed and quizzled me into doubting 
the poem, and fearing that what I thought was clear is rather too muddy and should 
be made clearer:

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
the tracks passing creatures pressed
into mud's wet matte: inch-niched
skylights patch its/these pattered paths;
but the chameleon's footprints—
have they been paned with stained-glass?

. . . "passing" seems redundant, though the sound is right . . . so:

the tracks trotting creatures pressed

. . . "trotting" implies feet, which is good, but its sound is too thick after 
"tracks" . . . "treading"?  "trodding"?

. . . is there something closer to "passing" in sound, but closer to
trotting-treading in meaning . . .

I like the sound of "mud's wet matte" which works with 
patch-pattered-paths in the next line, but "matte" lacks the sense I need—

into mud's wet mash:
into mud's wet mush:

I like the sounds of both these, but they're redundant
after "wet" . . . how about:

into mud's wet cast: inch-niched

. . .  Okay: that's not bad: "cast" picks up the sound of "pressed" and
has a referential sense that adds to what the visual of what I want to 
convey . . . 

. . . back to the second line:

the tracks grazing creatures pressed

tracks which passing creatures mashed
into mud's wet cast:

tracks which midnight creatures mashed
tracks which foredawn creatures mashed
tracks which last night's creatures mashed
tracks which late night creatures mashed
tracks which ranging creatures mashed
tracks which hunting creatures mashed

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
tracks which passing creatures mashed
into mud's wet cast: inch-niched
skylights patch these pattered paths;
but the chameleon's footprints—



have they been paned with stained glass?

the tracks nocturnal jaunts/hunts pressed
into mud's wet cast: inch-niched

the tracks which nocturnals pressed
the tracks these nocturnals pressed

the tracks roaming creatures pressed

the tracks animals have pressed

the tracks each hunter/prey pressed

. . . "creatures" is probably too cute, and "beast" is absurd: 
"animal" is better, I think———so:

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
tracks each animal has mashed
into mud's wet cast: inch-niched
skylights patch their pattered paths;
but the chameleon's footprints—
have they been paned with stained glass?

—I like "mashed" better than "pressed" for the sound 
and the tactility of it . . .  

—"their pattered paths" works better than "these" or "its" because
it implies more animals and more paths, and spreads the scene
out further which helps with the outlook (literally) of the question
which follows . . .

. . . this version now becomes more regularly metered, at least for its first
four lines, in the norm of the trochaic heptasyllabic line:

WINdow / GLINTS of / ICE glaze / FAST
TRACKS each / ANi/MAL has / MASHED
INto / MUD'S wet / CAST: inch-/NICHED
SKYlights / PATCH their / PATtered / PATHS;

. . . "inch-niched" may be spondaic . . .

.. . other possibilities:

tracks each passing [creature] pressed
into this mud's cast:

tracks each animal has cast
into this mud's crust:

the tracks this mud crust shows cast
from last night's creatures: inch-niched

the tracks this mud crust has cast
from last night's passings: inch-niched

from last night's forage:

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
the animal tracks from last
night here in mud cast: inch-niched



night caught in mud cast: inch-niched

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
the animal tracks caught cast
across last night's mud: inch-niched
skylights patch these pattered paths;
but our chameleon's footprints—
have they been paned with stained glass?

(should it be:

but our chameleon's footprints—

"our" . . . would "our" add a touch of companionship, our pet—
or rather the creature our imagination is projecting itself as)

all animal tracks caught cast
in last night's mud clutch: inch-niched

some animal tracks caught cast

these animal tracks caught cast
here in last night's mud:

those animal tracks caught cast
in last night's mud crust: inch-niched

along last night's mud: inch-niched

there in last night's mud: inch-niched

in this crusted mud: inch-niched

along these mud crusts: inch-niched

along these mud runs: inch-niched

in ruts and mud runs: inch-niched

all animal tracks caught cast
square in last night's mud:

clear in last night's mud: inch-niched

bared by last night's mud:

into last night's mud: inch-niched

in last night's mud crust: inch-niched

within last night's mud:

tracks where animals broke crust
here caught in mud's cast: inch-niched

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
mudcracks where animals cast
their tracks last night: inch-niched



the tracks which animals cast
the tracks where animals cast
in mud's crust last night: inch-niched

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
the tracks which animals cast 
into mud last night: inch-niched

here in mud last night: inch-niched

the tracks cast where creatures passed
this mud's crust last night: inch-niched

in last night's mud crust: inch-niched

tracks the animals left mashed
in mud-cast last night: inch-niched

cast in mud crust

OVERNIGHT FREEZE

Window-glints of ice glaze fast 
the animal tracks held cast
here in last night's mud: inch-niched
skylights patch their pattered paths;
but our chameleon’s footprints—
have they been paned with stained glass?

all the animal tracks cast
within last night's mud: inch-niched

the tracks animals left pressed
here in last night's mud: inch-niched

the animal tracks held pressed

the animal tracks held traced

animal tracks etched and cast

the steptracks animals cast
mold in last night's mud: inch-niched

animal tracks caught and cast

animal tracks caught and cached

the animal tracks stampcast

the animal tracks encased
here in last night's mud:

the tracks animals left cast

all the animal tracks pressed
here in last night's mud: inch-niched

every animal track cast



the tracks of animals cast
here in last night's mud: inch-niched

the animal tracks immashed
here in last

the animal tracks presscast

the animal tracks dent-pressed

the animal tracked ingressed

the animal tracks recessed

the animal tracks impressed
here in last night's mud: inch-niched

animal tracks herein cast
across last night's mud: 

animal tracks caught in cast
across last night's mud: inch-niched

the animal tracks caught cast
here in last night's mud: inch-niched

the animal tracks across
last night's mudcrust cast: inch-niched

animal tracks pressed across

tracks each passing creature cast
into last night's mud:

*
skylights latch their pattered paths;
skylights notch their pattered paths;
skylights splotch their pattered paths;
skylights hatch-down pattered paths;

skylights span these incised paths;

skylights span their mud-shod paths;

the tracks animals left creased
in this mudflat cast: 

all the animal tracks cast
every animal track cast

trail  /  spoor  / trace  / route /  borne

the stride-tracks animals cast
into last night's mud:

the rut tracks animals cast
the trackmarks animals cast
the spoortracks animals cast
the steptracks animals cast
the sole tracks animals cast
the track-dints animals cast



the mold-tracks animals cast
the trackmolds animals cast
the stalk-tracks animals cast

hard trackmarks animals cast
set trackmarks
sharp trackmarks

pawtracks/  hooftracks

the dirt-tracks animals cast
the mud-tracks animals cast
the trail-tracks animals cast

pressed / squished  / meshed

tracks rampant animals mashed
tracks rambling animals mashed
into last night's mud:

the animal tracks left pressed
into last night's mud:

heel-tracks 

tracks last night's animals cast

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
the tracks where animals crossed
this mudflat last night: inch-niched
skylights patch their pattered paths;

Window-glints of ice glaze fast
tracks in the mudflat's surface
where animals crossed: inch-niched
skylights patch their pattered paths;

animal tracks that passaged

animal tracks that crossed past

animal tracks that traipsed past

the animal tracks that crossed
this mudflat last night: inch-niched
skylights patch their pattered paths;

the tracks of animals across
this mudflat last night: inch-niched

*
. . .the last two lines are perhaps:

BUT our / chaMELE/on's FOOT/PRINTS—
have THEY / been PANED / with STAINED / GLASS?

—is it "kuh-meal-yun" or is there a floating semi-syllable in there:
"ka-mealy-yun" . . . I hear it as more elided than sounded, but the
ghost of it glides a little, and the ghost, as my earlier note above led me to, is 
relevant, or revenant.

*



December 12, 2007

COMMENTS

sorry, Kirk! I need to get some software to correct for my alzheimers . . .

Posted by: knott | December 17, 2007 at 07:02 AM

Not Kent, Bill. And no expertise in Japanese poetry to offer. No authority but a "me" 
to back "if it were..."

Posted by: Kirk Johnson | December 16, 2007 at 11:51 PM

THANKS SO MUCH FOR YOUR COMMENT, KENT . . . YOU'RE CERTAINLY AN EXPERT IN 
THE FIELDS OF 20TH CENTURY JAPANESE POETRY, SO IT'S DOUBLY GOOD TO SEE YOUR 
NAME HERE . . . I WILL CERTAINLY RECONSIDER "tracks each passing creature mashed"
DUE TO YOUR IF-IT-WERE-ME . . .

Posted by: knott | December 16, 2007 at 12:06 PM

Lovely post, Bill. That "uncenteredness" test can't finally be passed, can it? Or failed

I guess the chameleon fractures the artificial window by reposing it as an 
(un)natural (im)possibility. If the stained glass is at all Mallarmean, then "our 
chameleon" might echo "our vagabond" of the Verlaine sonnet. Yes?

It were me, I'd keep "tracks each passing creature mashed..." But

Posted by: Kirk Johnson | December 16, 2007 at 10:45 AM

the games

*
It took me a while to figure out the end of this poem, but I think I finally realized 
where it was going, toward a satire on myself and other blogpo egos . . .

to clone Brecht into your poem is an act of desperation or hubris in this Post-Socialist 
era of pandemic capitalism . . . plus the prematurely-Apocalyptic desire of some Post-
Ahole poets to write for androids and cyborgs instead of humans, hence the 'Post-
Planet poets', post-Earth; I was influenced too by watching a few episodes of the 
current Battlestar Galactica TV show, in which the human race has been almost totally
exterminated. 

*
*
PRE-PINDARIC

they starjump General Brecht in
to a proving ground moon
to examine our poems for
possible use against the enemy

thrusting his head forward
in a way that can only be
described as Brechtbrowed he
scowls and scans-off on them



we see his eye-bots have special
code meter modes to correct
any limp iamb or hemistich
any chink in the poems' armor

he glints up from time to time
as if he can't believe our stuff
as if all he taught has nought-it
to do with what we've wrought

but Sir we plead you must read
avant-context historically we
moot the fact you wrote poems
on trees are no use anymore

for trees died eck-logues ago
when all the oceans went ebb
what we really need you see
is a blurb a lend of your celeb

what we need's your face big guy
bitten-witty grainy-campaigned
its closeups can authenticate
every adumbrate we write

a save the galaxy concert with
the Rolling Stones and you and
us Post-Planet poets will surely
defeat the muses of entropy

we love the way your cigar juts
from EarthCuba where the CIA kill
Fidel Castro daily when he hides
in the strange game called baseball

which no one plays on our worlds
our only olympic's the universal
join-in of a jousting blog url
the jot-in of its poetry journal

*

December 24, 2007

The Canonization of Robert Hass

*
Some of you may not remember an essay that appeared in the American Poetry Review
sometime in the early 1990s, entitled "The Spiritual Progess of Robert Hass."  Surely by
now, almost two decades later, he must have spiritually progressed even futher, to the
point where he's achieved sainthood?  Saint Robert of Hassisi.  The Mother Teresa of 
American Poetry.

*
I start with a quote, and don't Dan (the Assassin) Chiasson's words here confirm my 
quibble (below) that Halfhass should really be writing novels?  Here's the excerpt I 
found apropos (google Chiasson/New Yorker/Hass for the full text):

"Then Time" is a magnificent new poem, probably Hass's best ever. The "girl" in 



"Meditation at Lagunitas" (or one like her) has become a woman ("Twenty years 
older, / She is very beautiful. An astringent person. She'd become, / She said, an 
obsessive gardener, her daughters grown"). Where once Hass might have located all 
the sentience in his own head, now, as in late James, sentience is collaborative, 
something people make together:

He's listening,
Studying her face, still turning over her remark.
He decides that she thinks more symbolically
Than he does and that it seemed to have saved her,
For all her fatalism, from certain kinds of pain.
She finds herself thinking what a literal man he is,
Notices, as if she were recalling it, his pleasure
In the menu, and the cooking, and the architecture of the room.

. . .  . "Then Time" shows how lyric poetry can do what novels do so well, if at 
excruciating length: track the paths of consciousness and counter-consciousness 
across plots and characters.

*
But what kind of poet would WANT to write like the late James?!  Is that a sine qua 
non any poet should shoot for?

Really?  You're a poet and you want to write like a novelist?

(You're Halfhass and you are a prose-writer.  A novelist in disguise.  Hollywood always 
works for the Californian writer.)

Even Pound when he aspired "Mauberly" to be a boiled-down James novel didn't desert 
verse for his desire.

*
Frustratingly a lot of my books are in storage, so I can't go to the exact quote from an 
essay out of Jonathan Galassi's superbly-translated-and-edited selection from 
Montale's prose writings, "The Second Life of Art,"

in which the Italian Nobelist says something to the effect that ever since Browning 
poets have tried to incorporate prose into their verse—

Surely this trend this tendency explains his success, Hass's, yes?

*
As Oscar Wilde put the matter: "[George] Meredith is a prose Browning, and so is 
Browning."

*
"The Nineties tried your game": the sneering taunt which successful novelist Mr. Nixon 
tries to quash the young Mauberly with . . .

*
I don't see how Chiasson-the-Assassin can chide and chivvy Jane Hirshfield for her lax 
prosification of verse, and then turn around and praise Hass for the same thing . . . 
yes, I understand he's rating the quality of their respective CONTENT, but isn't prose 
prose, whether it's Jamesian or How-to-Build-a-Better-Buddhist . . .

*
The current American Poetry Review includes another chapter in their ongoing 
canonization of Robert Halfhass, whose careful-to-be-a-bit-bashful face photogs the 
cover . . .

There are a dozen or so new poems by him, followed by an obsequious essay devoted 
to his work: an extended advertisement for his new book just published and certain to



garner one or more of the major prizes. [Note: this section was written before he won
the National Book Award 07, on his way to the Pulitzer and or the National Critics 
Circle?  Is he primed to be the first poet since Ashbery to take the Triple Crown?] . . .

The essayist quotes several banal (and typically clunky) lines from his poem "Bush's 
War" (which by the way is in the new BAPbatch, natch) and then comments that these 
lines are "deliberately unsubtle . . . "

Deliberately unsubtle!  What a revelation.

And here I was all these years thinking his poems were bad because he was a bad 
poet.

Here I was thinking his poems were filled with stale platitudes and pretentious 
apothegms;—

that they were, essentially, professorial or essayistic or diaristic prose, belletrist 
vignettes, chopped up into arbitrary lines.

Now I learn that he was being deliberately pretentious, deliberately obtuse, 
deliberately clicheish, deliberately prosaic—

I thought his verse-craft was amateurish at best: and that its incompetence showed he
lacked any talent for or was unable to master the skills necessary to write poetry,—

and that if he wanted to be an author, novels were the answer . . .

But!— if all those defects were "deliberate"!?

Shouldn't that change my mind?  No, sorrry: after reading his new poems in the new 
APR, I can only repeat:

All his new poems are boring; in this they resemble all his old.

*
I can't of course deny that he has achieved a degree of popularity in the USA poetry 
community, and that he is held in high regard by some poets . . .

I don't think his books will ever be bestsellers like those of Mary Oliver or Billy Collins 
or Jane Hirshfield et al, though.  On the whole his work can have no interest for the 
larger general public that buys and reads poets like these.

He's a poet for poets, not for readers.  (I must admit that some of his lines, some of 
his phrases, could be adapted for commercial use: Imagine a Hallmark card whose 
front text reads: Longing, we say, and then you open it, and on the inside it 
continues: because love is full of endless distances . . . Homilies like this one (from 
his famous "blackberry" poem) could be excerpted for greater gain and distribution.)

But in trying to account for the acclaim and admiration granted him by some of his 
fellow poets, I have a theory as to why that might be—

Based on the poems of his I've been able to muddle through and or start to read, I 
speculate that the reason he is appreciated by those poets is, quite simply, his subject
matter.

Or not subject matter, actually: subject singular, because as far as I can see his poetry
only deals with one subject—

What is this recurring subject and why does it make his work so appealing to other 
poets (and there are certainly enough of them to establish his reputation)—

It's a theme that is as old as poetry: or rather, a sub-theme, an ancillary topic: a 



subordinate leitmotif that can always be found to a greater or lesser (usually lesser) 
extent in all poetry, Shakespeare's sonnets, Wordsworth's Prelude, Milton's Lycidas:

Alas what boots it with uncessant care
To ply the homely slighted shepherd's trade
And strictly meditate the thankless muse . . .

The proposition that can be spied poking its head up from time to time in all poetry of
the past and present, is this:

being a poet/writing poetry is difficult.

This gripe and grumble lament appears throughout the centuries of verse, but 
normally it only emerges overtly in a limited measure . . .

The genius of Halfhass has been to take this heretofore minor issue and to make it his 
main, indeed as I perceive it, his only thesis:

All his poems are Complaints.  Every poem he writes is about how hard it is to write 
the poem he's writing.  Everything else in his poems is ostensible, mere occasion.

Or is Apologia the right term. Anyway, that's his secret: that's what makes (some) 
other poets respond with such empathy and recognition (or self-recognition) to his 
work—

The whine of it all is never far from many poets' hearts.  The drudgery, the 
defensiveness, the diffidence, the doubts, the day-after-day of trying to write poetry 
is (as every poet knows, and every writer who ever aspired to write poetry, and golly 
even failed poets like me)—

is, to say the least, demanding.  Or damned—

What is that ancient Welsh curse Robert Graves quotes somewhere: It is death to be a 
poet.

All the D-words.  Whereof come in the end Despondency and Madness—

Not to mention Masochism, which is another aspect of it that pleasures the poets who 
esteem this theme above all others.

This perversity—this breastbeating of the bard over the troubles of his task—remains a
minor one.  Yes, it persists, it subsists as a flaw poets fall heir to, a fixation in the 
blood, a bittersweet urge that has proved irresistible to poets of all eras; who among 
them has not paused to scratch that itch.

But in the drama of poetry, it is an Aside.  A brief interruption in the flow.  Extraneous
—

A bit part, not a star role.   

Think of it as a pocket of self-pity whose acid bubbles up under stress, in resentful 
momentary spurts.

But it's a capillary, not a vein.  A rivulet, not a river.  Etcet—

And most poets have seen it for what is: a self-indulgent luxury, a chocoholic spree, 
an intramural solipsistic tic, an autoerotic fetish of interest to others in the biz but no
one else.

All poets are susceptible to it; an unfortunate few become addicted.

Ultimately it remains a trivial subject, and Halfhass remains a trivial poet.



*
—An earlier fawning piece in APR was entitled "The Spiritual Progress of Robert Hass."

Regarding which I responded in an earlier post here:

Yeah, spiritual progress, I mean he's a fucking saint, right?  Unfortunately there has 
been no corresponding poetical progress.  All his new poems are  pretentious and 
cliche-riddled; in this they resemble all the old.  Even when he tries to write a 
'political' poem it turns as usual into maundering piffle.

Saint Robert of Hassisi, the Mother Teresa of American poetry.

*

After reading (or failing to read) that "Spiritual Progess" essay, I wrote the following 
poem:

AT THE "FEDERAL CENSORSHIP AND THE ARTS" SYMPOSIUM

Just as the Nazis never proscribed Rilke
(he was no Expressionist, no Degenerate,
no Art-Bolshevik), so most of us poets
are thought no threat by those in authority—

Halfhass, for instance, his books won't get banned:
his Rilkemanqué wins awards, his "spiritual
progress" and "earned words" (—to paraphrase Wilde,
his genius gives good guru Po-Biz style while

his talent brooks those so serious ergo poems)—
what might please our fuehrers even more is
his patriot's part in The American Poetry Series.

Better silence than that?  Better to hide, to write
for one's cabinet?  (To paraphrase Benn,
the aristocratic form of publication.)

Note:
This poem was deleted from my collected comic poems by the publisher, BOA, whose 
chief fund-raiser at the time was Robert Hass. . . .

I've wondered if the BOA editors censored this poem on their own initiative, or 
whether they were ordered to do so by Hass.  If Hass had my poem suppressed, it 
wouldn't surprise me, prima donnas like him are notoriously touchy.  Their facades are
sensitive, these sainted ones.

*

December 30, 2007

DEAR BARRY CURRAN

...please forgive me!

I don't know how your comments got spam-blocked . . .

I must have pushed the wrong option or checked the wrong box... I can't understand 
most of the thingamajigs on the "manage" page . . .



i am totally inept at the technical aspects of doing this blog . ..

I just tried to unspam your comments, but I think I screwed that up too . ..

Sorry!

*

December 31, 2007




